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OFDMA WITH;ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER-CLUSTER
CONFIGURATION AND SELECTIVE LOADING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION ‘

The invention relates to the field of wireless communications; more

particularly, the invention relates to Inulti-cell, multi—subscriber wireless

systems using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION A

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is an efficient

modulation scheme for signal transmission over "frequency-selective

channels. In OFDM,’ a wide bandwidth is divided into multiple narrow-

band subcarriers, which are arranged to be orthogonal with each other. The

signals modulated on the subcarriers are transmitted in parallel. For more

information, see Cimini, Ir., ”Analysis and Simulation of a Digital Mobile

Channel Using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing,” IEEE Trans.

Commun., vol. COM-33, no. 7, July 1985, pp. 665-75; Chuang and

Sollenberger, ”Beyond 3G: Wideband Wireless Data Access Based on OFDM

and Dynamic Packet Assigmnent,” IEEE Communications Magazine, Vol.

38, No. 7, pp. 78-87, July 2000.

‘ One way to use to support multiple access formultiple I

subscribers is through time division multiple access (TDMA), in which each
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subscriber uses all the subcarriers within its assigned time slots. Onhogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is another method for multiple
access, using the basic format of OFDM. In OFDMA, multiple subscribers

simultaneously use different subcarriers, in a fashion similar to frequency

division multiple access (FDMA). For more information, see Sari and

Karam, ”Orthogonal Frequency—Division Multiple Access and its

Application to CATV Networks," European Transactions on

Telecommunications, Vol. 9- (6), pp. 507-516, Nov./Dec. 1998 and

Nogueroles, Bossert, Donder, and Zyablov, ’’Improved Performance of a

10 Random OFDMA Mobile Communication System/’, Proceedings of IEEE ’

15

VTC’98, pp. 250; -2505.

Multipath causes frecl1uency¥selective fading.‘ The channel gains are

different for different subcarriers. Furthermore, the channels are typically

uncorrelated for‘: different subscribers. The subcarriers that are in deep fade

for one subscriber may provide highchannel gains for another subscriber.

Therefore, it is advantageous in an OFDMA system to adaptively allocate

the subcarriers to subscribers so that each subscriber enjoys a high channel

gain. For moreinfonnation, see Wong et a1., ”Multiuser OFDM with
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Adaptive Subcarrier, Bit and Power Allocation,” IEEE J. Select. Areas

Commun., Vol. 17(10),pp. 1747-1758, October 1999.

Within one cell, the subscribers can be coordinated to have different

subcarriers in OFDMA. The signals for different subscribers can be made _

orthogonal and there is little intracell interference. ‘However, with

aggressive frequency reuse plan, e.g., the same spectrum is used for multiple

‘ neighboring cells, the problem of intercell interference arises. It is clear that

the intercell interference in an OFDMA system is also frequency selective

and it is advantageous to adaptivelyallocate the subcarriers so as to mitigate

the effect of intercell interference.

One approach to subcarrier allocation for OFDMA is a joint

optimization operation, not only requiring the activity and channel

knowledge of all the subscribers in all the cells, but also requiring frequent

rescheduling every time an existing subscribers isidropped offithe network

' or a new subscribers is added onto the network. is often impractical in

real wireless. system, mainly due to the bandwidth cost for updating the '

subscriber information and the computation cost for the joint optimization.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method and apparatus for subcarrier selection for systems is

described. In one embodiment, the system employs orthogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). In one embodiment, a

method for subcarrier selection comprises a subscriber measuring

' channel and interference information for subcarriers based on pilot

symbols received from a base station, the subscriber selecting a set of
candidate subcarriers, providing feedback information on the set of

candidate subcarriers to the base station, and receiving an indication of

subcarriers of set of subcarriers selected by the base station for use by

the subscriber.

Page 7
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

_ The present invention will be understood more fully from the

detailed description given below and from the accompanying drawings of

various embodiments of the invention, which, however, should not be taken

5 to limit the invention to the specific embodiments, but are for explanation V

and understanding only.

Figure 1A illustrates subcarriers and clusters.

10 Figure is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process for

— allocating subcarriers.

Figure 2 illustrates time and frequency grid of OFDM symbols, pilots

and clusters.

15 . F

. Figure 3 illustrates subscriber processing.

Figure 4 illustrates one ekample of Figure 3'.

20 Figure 5 illustrates one embodiment of a format for arbitrary cluster

feedback.
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Figure 6 iliustrates one embodiment of a partition the clusters into

groups.

Figure 7 illustrates one embodiment of a feedback format for group-

5 based cluster allocation.

A Figure 8 illustrates frequency reuse interference in a multi—cell,

multi-sector network.

10 Figure 9 illustrates different cluster formats for coherence clusters

and diversity clusters.

Figure 10 illustrates diversity clusters with subcarrier hopping.

15 Figure 11 illustrates intelligent switching between diversity clusters

and coherence clusters depending on subscribers mobility.

Figure 12 illustrates one embodiment of a reconfiguration of cluster

classification.

'20

Figure 13 illustrates one embodiment of a base station.’
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DETAILED DEECRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

A distributed, reduced-complexity approach for subcarrier allocation

' is described. techniques disclosed herein are described using OFDMAI

(clusters) as an eicample. However, they are not limited to OFDMA-based V

systems. The techniques apply to multi-carrier systems in general, where,

for example, a carrier can be a cluster in OFDMA, a spreading code in

' CDMA, an antenna beam inSDMA (space-division multiple access), etc. In

one embodiment, subcarrier allocation is performed in each cell separately.

‘ Within each cell}; the allocation for individual subscribers‘ (e.g., mobiles) is

also made progressively as each new subscriber is added to the system as

opposed to jointzallocation for subscribers within each cell in which

allocation decisions are made taking into account all subscribers in a cell for A

each allocation.

For downlink channels, each subscriberifirst measures the channel

and interference: information for all the subcarriers and then selects multiple

subcarriers with;good performance (e.g., a high signal—to-interference plus
noise ratio (SINll)) and feeds back the information on these candidate

subcarriers to the base station. The feedback may comprise channel and

. interference infcirmation (e.g., signal-to-interference-plus-noise—ratio
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information) on all subcarriers or just a portion of subcarriers. In case of

providing inforrnation on only a portion of the subcarriers, a subscriber may _

provide a list of_;subcarriers ordered starting with those subcarriers which

the subscriberdesires to use, usually because their performance is good or

better than that of other subcarriers.

Upon receiving the information from the subscriber, the base station

further selects the subcarriers among the candidates, utilizing additional

_ information available at the base station, e.g., the traffic load information on

each subcarrierjamount of traffic requests queued at the base station for

each frequency band, whether frequency bands are overused, and/or how

long a subscriber has been waiting to send information. In one embodirnent,

the subcarrier loading information of neighboring cells can also be

exchanged between base stations; The baselstations can use this information
in subcarrier allocation to reduce inter-cell interference. I

In one ernbodiment, the selection by the base station of the channels

to allocate, based on the feedback, results in the selection of

coding/modulation rates. Such coding/modulation rates rnay be specified

by the subscriber when specifying subcarriers that it finds favorable to use.

For example, if SINR is less than a certain threshold (e.g., _12 dB),s

_.....9va:\,~»-v.-..
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quadrature bhase shift keying (QPSK) modulation is used; otherwise, 16

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used. Then the base station

informs the subscribers about the subcarrier allocation and the

"coding/modulation rates to use.

In one embodiment, the feedback information for downlink

subcarrier allocation is transmitted to the base station through the uplink '

access channel, occurs in a short period every transmission time slot,

e.g., 400 microseéconds in eirery 10-millisecond time slot. one
embodiment, access channel occupies the entire frequency bandwidth.

Then the base stgltion can collect the up1inl< SINR of each subcarrier directly
from the access channel. The SINR as‘ well as the traffic load information on

the up1inl< subcarriers are used for -uplink subcarrier allocation.

For either direction, the base station makes the final decision of

. subcarrier allocation for each subscriber.

In the following description, a" procedure of selective subcarrier I

allocation is also disclosed, including methods of channeland interference

sensing, methods of information feedback from the subscribers to the base

station, and algc;-rithrns used by the base station for subcarrier selections.
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‘In the following description, numerous details are set forth to provide

a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be apparent,

however, to one;sl<il1ed in the art, that the present invention may be

practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known

structures and devices are shown in block diagram form, rather than in

detail, in order to avoid obscuring the present invention. V

Some portions of the detailed descriptions which follow are presented

in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data

bits within aiconirputer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and

representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing _

arts to most effeiictively convey the substance of their work to others skilled

in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-'

consistent sequeimce of steps leading to a desired result. The steps are those

' requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though

not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic

signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and

otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for .

reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, v_a1ues, elements,

symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.
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It should The borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar

terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are

merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically

stated otherwise as apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated

that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as

"processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "determining" or

"displaying" or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer

system, or similar electronic computing ‘device, that manipulates and

transforms data‘;represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the

computer system's registers and memories into other data similarly

represented as physical quantities within the computer system memories or

registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

The present invention also relates to apparatus for performing the

operations herein This apparatus‘ may begspecially constructed for the

required purposes, or it may comprise a general purpose computer

’ selectively activalted or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the

computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable

storage mediurrf, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including

floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMS, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only
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memories (ROMS), random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMS,

magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic
instructions, and; each coupled to a computer system bus. .

The algorithms and displays presented herein are not inherently

related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general

purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the

teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct more specialized

apparatus to perform the required method steps. The required structure for

a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In

addition, the present invention is not described with reference to any

particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of
programming languages may be used to implement the teachings of the
invention as described herein.

A machine-readable medium includes any mechanism for ‘storing or

transmitting information in a form readable by a machine (e.g., a computer);

For example, a machine-readable medium includes read only memory

(”ROM”); random access memory (”RAM”); magnetic disk storage media;

optical storage media; flash memory devices; electrical, optical, acoustical or
if

- 2
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other form of propagated signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared signals, digital .

signals, etc.); etc.

Subcarrier Clustering

The techniques described herein are directed to subcarrier allocation

for data traffic In a cellular system, there are typically other

channels, pre-allocated for the exchange of control information and other

burposes. These; channels often include down link and up link control

channels, uplink: access channels, and time and frequency synchronization

channels. V

Figure illustrates multiple subcarriers, such as subcarrier 101, and

cluster 102. A cluster, such as cluster 102, is defined as a logical unit that

» contains at leastfone physical subcarrier, as shown in Figure 1A. A cluster

can contain consecutive or disjoint subcarriers. The mapping between a

cluster and its subcarriers can be fixed or reconfigurable. In the latter case,

the base station informs the subscribers when the clusters are redefined. In

one embodiment, the frequency spectrum includes 512 subcarriers and each

cluster includes "four consecutive subcarriers, thereby resulting in 128

clusters.
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An'Exempla_ijy Subcarrier [ Cluster Allocation Procedure

Figure 1B: is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process for

allocation clusters tosubscribers. The process is performed by processing
5 logic that may comprise hardware (e.g., dedicated logic, circuitry, etc.), i

software (such as that which runs on, for example, a general purpose

computer system or dedicated machine), or a combinationof both.

Referring; to Figure 1B, each base station periodically broadcasts pilot

OFDM symbolslito every subscriber vtrithin its cell (or sector) (processing
10 ’ . block 101). The lpilotsymbols, often referred to as a sounding sequence or

signal, are knowm to both the base station and the subscribers. In one

embodiment, each pilot symbol covers the entire OFDM frequency

bandwidth. The pilot symbols may_be different for differentcells (or

‘ sectors). The pilot symbols can serve multiple purposes: time frequency
rence/noise (SINR)

ratio measurement for cluster allocation.

Next, each subscriber continuously monitors the reception of the pilot

symbols and measures the SINR and/or other parameters, including inter-

cell mterferenceéand intra-cell traffic, of each cluster (processing block» 102).
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Based on this information, each subscriber selects one or more clusters with

good performance (e.g., high SINR and low traffic loading) relative to each

other and feeds back the information on these candidate clusters to the base

‘station through predefined uplink access channels (processing block 103).

For example, SIl\lR values higher than 10 dB may indicate good

performance. Likewise, a cluster utilization factor less than 50% may be

indicative of good performance. Each subscriber selects the clusters with

relatively better :performance than others. The selection results each

subscriber selecting clusters they would prefer to use based on the measured

parameters.

In one ernbodirnent, each subscriber measures the SINR of each

subcarrier clusteir and reports these SINR measurements to their base station
through an access channel. The SINR value may comprise the average of the '

SINR values of each of the subcarriers in the cluster. Alternatively, the SINR

value for the cluster may be the worst SINR among the SINR values of the

subcarriers in the cluster. In still another embodiment, a weighted

averaging of SINR values of the subcarriers in the cluster is used to generate

an SINR value for the cluster. This may be particularly useful in diversity

clusters where the weighting applied to the subcarriers may be different.
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The feedback of information from each subscriber to the base station

‘ contains a SINR value for each cluster and also indicates the

coding/modulation rate that the subscriber desires to use. No cluster index

is needed to indicate which SINR value in the feedback corresponds to

which cluster as long as the ‘order of information the feedback is known to

the base station. ’ In an alternative embodiment, the information in the

feedback is ordered according to which clusters have the best performance

relative to each other for the subscriber. Insuch a case, an index is needed to

indicate to cluster the accompanying SINR value corresponds.

Upon receiving the feedback from a subscriber, the base station

further selects one or more clusters for the subscriber among the candidates

(processing block 104). The base station may utilize additional information

available at the base station, e.g., the traffic load information on each

subcarrier, amount of traffic requests queued at the base station foreach

frequency bandjwhether frequency bands are overused, and how long a

subscriber has been waiting to send information. The subcarrier loading

information of neighboring cells can also be exchanged between base

stations. The base stations can use this information in subcarrier allocation to

reduce inter-cell: interference.

Page 19
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After cluster selection, the base station notifies the subscriber about

the cluster allocation through a downlink common control channel or

through a dedicated downlink traffic channel if the connection to the

subscriber has already been established (processing block 105). In one

embodiment, the base station also informs the subscriber about the

appropriate rnodulation/coding rates.

Once the basic communication link is established, each subscriber can

continue to send the feedback to the base station using a dedicated traffic

channel (e.g., one or more predefined uplink access channels).
In one ernbodirnent, the base station allocates all the clusters to be

used by a subscriber at once. In an alternative embodiment, the base station

first allocates miilfiple clusters, referred to herein as the basic clusters, to

establish a data between the base station and the subscriber. The base

station then subsequently allocates more clusters, referred to herein as the

auxiliary clusters, to the subscriber to increase the communication

bandwidth. Hig-.‘:;her priorities can be given to the assignment of basic
clusters and longer priorities may be given to that of auxiliary clusters, For

example, the base station first ensures the assignment of the basic clusters to

the subscribers and then tries to satisfy further requests on the auxiliary
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clusters from subscribers. Alternatively, the base station may assign

auxiliary clusters to one or more subscribers before allocating basic clusters

to other subscribers. For example, a base station may "allocate basic and

auxiliary clusters to one subscriber before allocating any clusters to other

subscribers. In one embodiment, the base station allocates basic clusters to a"

new subscriber and then determines if there are any other subscribers

requesting clusters. If not, then the base station allocates the auxiliary

clusters to that new subscriber.

From ‘to time, processing logic performs retraining by repeating

the process described above (processing block 106). The retraining may be

performed periodically. This retraining compensates for subscriber
movement and any changes in interference. In one embodiment, each

subscriber reports to the base station its updated selection of clusters and

their associated:SINRs. Then the base station further performs the

reselection and the subscriber about the new cluster allocation.

Retraining can be initiated by the base station, and in which case, the base

station requestsfa specific subscriber to report its updated cluster selection.

l Retraining canalso be initiated by the subscriber when it observes channel

deterioration.
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Adaptive Modulation and Coding

In one enébodirnent, different modulation and coding rates are used

to support reliable transmission over channels with different SINR. Signal

spreading over multiple subcarriers may also be used to improve the

reliability at very low SINR.

An example coding/modulation table is given below in Tablel.

 
  
 

M P Table 1
t ' , '

1
TQPSK, 1/8 Sreadin

1

In the example above, 1/8 spreading indicates that one QPSK

modulation symbol is repeated over eight subcarriers. The

repetition/spreading may also be extended to the time domain. ‘For

' ekample, one QPSK symbol can be repeated over four subearriers of two

OFDM symbols. resulting also 1 /8 spreading.

Page 22
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The cod'mg/modulation rate can be adaptively changed according to

the channel conditions observed at the receiver after the initial cluster

allocation and rate selection.

Pilot Symbols and SINRAMeasurement

In one embodiment, each base station transmits pilot symbols

simultaneously, and each pilot symbol occupies the entire OFDM frequency

bandwidth, as shown in Figures 2A-C. Referring to Figure ZA-C, pilot
symbols 201 are ‘shown traversing the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth

for cells A, B C, respectively. In one embodiment, each of the pilot

symbols have a length or duration of 128 microseconds with a guard time,

the combinationgof which is approximately 152 microseconds. After each

pilot» period, there are a predetermined number of data periods followed by

another set of pilot symbols. In one embodiment, there are four data periods

used to transmitdata after each pilot, and each of the data periods is 152

. microseconds.

A subscriber estimates the SINR for each cluster from the pilot

symbols. In oneiembodiment, the subscriber first estimates the channel

_ response, including the amplitude and phase, as if there is no interference or
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noise. Once the channel is estimated, the subscriber calculates the

interference/noise from the received signal.

The estimated SINR values may be ordered from largest to smallest

SINRs and the clusters with large SINR values are selected. In one

embodiment, selected clusters have SINR values that are larger than the

minimum SINR which still allows a reliable (albeit low-rate) transmission

supported by the system. The number of clusters selected may depend on

the feedback bandwidth and the request transmission rate. In one

embodiment, the subscriber always tries to send the information about as

many clusters as possible from which the base station chooses.

The esdvriated SINR values are also used to choose the appropriate

coding/modulafition rate for each cluster as discussed above. By using an

appropriate indexing scheme, an SINR index may also indicate a

particular coding and modulation rate that a subscriber desires to use. Note

' that even for the same subscribers, different clusters can have different

modulation/coding rates.

Pilot syrrlbols serve an additional purpose in determining interference

among the cells. Since the pilots of multiple cells are broadcast at the same

time, they will interfere with each other (because they occupy the entire
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frequency band:.' This collision of pilot symbols may be used to determine

the amount of interference as a worst case scenario. Therefore, in one
.~,;

embodiment, the above SINR estimation using this method is conservative

in that the measured interference level is the worst—case scenario, assuming

5 that all the interference sources are on. Thus, the structure of pilot symbols is

such that it occupies the entire frequency band and causes collisions among

different cells for use in detecting the worst case SINR in packet

transmission systems.

During data traffic periods, the subscribers can determine the level of

i 10 , interference again. The data traffic periods are used to estimate the intra—ce1l

traffic as well as: the inter-cell interference level. Specifically, the power

difference during the pilot and traffic periods may be used to sense the

(intra—ce1l) traffic loading and inter—cell interference to select the desirable

clusters.

15 The interference level on certain clusters may be lower, because these

clusters may befzunused in the neighboring cells. For example, in cell A, with

respect to cluster A there is less interference because cluster A is unused in

cell B (while it used in cell C). Similarly, in cell A, cluster B will experience
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lower mterfererfce from cell B because cluster B is used in cell B but not in
cell C. 3

The modulation/coding rate based on this estimation is robust to

frequent interference changes resulted from bursty packet transmission.

This is because rate prediction is based on the worst case situation in

which all interference sources are transmitting.

In one ernbodirnent, a subscriber utilizes the information available

from both the pilot symbol periods and the data traffic periods to analyze

the presence of both the intra-cell traffic load and inter-cell interference. The

goal of the subscriber is to provide an indication to the base station as to

those clusters that the subscriber desires to use. Ideally, the result of the

selection by the subscriber is clusters with high channel gain, low

interference from other cells, and high availability. The subscriber provides

feedback information that includes the results, listing desired clusters in

order or not as described herein.

_Figure 3 illustrates one embodiment of subscriber processing. The

processing is peirforrned by processing logic that may comprise hardware

(e.g., dedicated logic, circuitry, etc.), software (such as that which runs on,

i-4.-d
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for example, a general purpose computer system or dedicated machine), or a

combination of both

Referring_ to Figure 3, channel/ interference estimation processing

block 301 performs channel and interference estimation in pilot periods in

A response to pilot symbols. Traffic/ interference analysis processing block 302

performs traffic and "interference analysis in data periods in response to

signal information and information from channel/ interference estimation

"block 301.

Cluster ordering and rate prediction processing block 303 is coupled
to outputs of lché,:_ir1ne1/ interference estimation processing block 301 and

traffic/interference analysis processing block 302 to perform cluster

ordering and selection along with rate prediction.

0 The outpiit of cluster ordering processing block 303 is input to cluster

request processing block 304, which requests clusters and

modulation/coding rates. Indications of these selections are sent to the base

station. In one embodiment, the SINR on each cluster is reported to the base

station through an access channel. The information is used for cluster

selection to avoid clusters with heavy intra-cell traffic loading and/or strong

interference frofn other cells. That is, a new subscriber may not be allocated
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use of a particular cluster if heavy intra-cell traffic loading already exists

withrespect to that cluster. Also, clusters may not be allocated if the p’

interference is so strong that the SINR only allows for low-rate transmission

or no reliable transmission at all.

The channel/ interference estimation by processing block 301 is well-

known in the art by monitoring the interference that is generated due to_full—

' bandwidth pilotisyrnbols being simultaneously broadcast in multiple cells.

The interface fiifiormafion is forwarded to processing block 302 which uses

the information solve the following equation:

H,.S,. +I,. +n,. = y,

where S, represents the signal for subcarrier (freq. band) 1', 1,. is the

interference forsubcarrier i, n,. is the noise associated with subcarrier i, and

y, is the observation for subcarrier i. In the case of 512 subcarriers, i may

range from O to 511. The 1,. and n, are not separated and may be considered

one quantity. The interference/noise and channel gain H,. are not know.

lDuring pilot periods, the signal 5,. representing thepilot symbols, and the

observation y, are knowns, thereby allowing determination of the channel

gain H,. for the case where there is no interference or noise. Once this is
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known, it may be plugged back into the equation to determine the

interference/noise during data periods since H,. , S,. and y, areall

The interference information from processing blocks 301 and 302 are

It used by the subscriber to select desirable clusters. In one embodiment, using

processing block-303, the subscriber orders clusters and also predicts the

_ data rate that would be available using such clusters. The predicted data

rate informationknay be obtained from a look up table with precalculated

_ data rate values: Such a look up table may store the pairs of each SINR and

its associated desirable transmission rate. Based on this information, the T

subscriber selects clusters that it desires to use based on predetermined

performance criteria. Using the ordered list of clusters, the subscriber

requests the desired clusters along with coding and modulation rates known

V tothe subscriberigto achieve desired data rates.

Figure 4 one embodiment of an apparatus for the selection of

clusters based power difference. The approach uses information
available duringtvboth pilot symbol periods and data traffic periods to

perform energy detecfion. The processing of Figure 4 may be implemented

in hardware, (e. dedicated logic, circuitry, etc.), software'(such as is run.
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on, for example,j-a general purpose computer system or dedicated machine),
4 ;

or a combinatior‘: of both.

Referringito Figure 4, a subscriber includes SINR estimation

processing block’ 401 to perform SINR estimation for each cluster in pilot .

periods, power calculation ‘processing block 402 to perform power

calculations for each cluster in pilot periods, and power calculation

A processing bloclc 403 to perform power calculations in data periods for each

cluster. Subtractor 404 subtracts the power calculations for data periods

from processirigfblock 403 from those in pilot periods from processingpblock

402. The outputéof subtractor 404 is input to power difference ordering (and

group selection);processing block 405 that performs cluster ordering and

selection based on SINR and the power difference between pilot periods and

data periods. Once the clusters have been selected, the subscriber requests

the selected clusters and the coding/modulation rates with processing block

406.

More specifically, in one embodiment, the signal power of each

cluster during pilot periods is compared with that during the traffic

periods, accordixgig to the following:1
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g:g+h+m,

PN , with no signal and interference

PS + P,,, , with signal only
P —_-

D it P, + P” , with interference only

PS P, + P” , with both signal and interference

PS + P, , with no signal and interference
P-, 'th ’ 211 nl

PP_PD= ,w1 sign 0 y
PS , with interference only

0’, with both signal and interference

[where P, the measured power corresponding to each cluster during pilot ‘

periods, PD is the measured power during the traffic periods, PS isthe signal

power, P, is the interference power, and P” is the noise power.

In one embodiment, the subscriber selects clusters with relatively

large Pp /(P, - Pg) (e.g., larger than a threshold such as 10dB) and avoids

clusters with low Pp /(P, -— PD) (e.g., lower than a threshold such as 10dB)

when possible.

.-4334»mi.:
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Alternatively, the difference may be based on the energy difference

between observed samples during the pilot period and during the data

traffic period for each of the subcarriers in a cluster such‘ as the following:

A.- =[y.-"I-ly.-"I

Thus, the subscriber sums the differences forall subcarriers.

Depending on the actual implementation, a subscriber may use the

following metric, a combined function of both SINR and P, - Pg , to select
the clusters:

/3 = f(SINR;Pp /(P, 4 P.)

where f is a function of the two inputs. One example of f weighted

averaging (e.g., equal weights). Alternatively, a subscriber selects a cluster

based on its SINR and only uses the power difference P, —- P0 to distinguish .

clusters with similar SINR. The difference may be smaller than a threshold

(e.g., 1 dB).

Both the measurement of SINR and P, —- PD can be averaged over time

to reduce variance and improve accuracy. In one embodiment, a moving-

average time window is used that is long enough to average out the

I statistical abnorfnity yet short enough to capture the time-varying nature of

channel and interference, e.g., 1 millisecond.
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V Feedback Format. for Downlink Cluster Allocation

In one embodiment, for the downlink, the feedback contains both the

indices of selected clusters and their SINR. An exemplary format for

arbitrary cluster feedback is shown in Figure 5. Referring to Figure 5, the

subscriber provides a cluster index (ID) to indicate the cluster and its

’ associated SINR_value. For example, in the feedback, the subscriber

provides c1uste1§ID1 (501) and the SINRlfor the cluster, SINR1 (502), cluster

ID2 (503) and the SINR for the cluster, SINR2 (504), and cluster H33 (505),

and the for the cluster, SINR3 (506), etc. The SINR for the cluster may

be created using? an average of the SINRs of the subcarriers. Thus, multiple

arbitrary clusters can be selected as the candidates. As discussed above, the

‘ selected clusters can also be ordered in the feedback to indicate priority. In

one embodiment, the subscriber may form a priority list of clusters and

sends’ back the SINR information in a descending order of priority.

Typically, index to the SINR level, instead of the SINR itself is

sufficient to indicate the appropriate coding/modulation for the cluster. For

example, a 3-bit_' field can be used for SINR indexing to indicate 8 different

rates of adaptive coding/modulation.
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An Exem la Bjase Station

The base station assigns desirable clusters to the subscriber making

the request. In o:ne embodiment, the availability of the cluster for allocation

to a subscriber depends on the total traffic load on the cluster. Therefore, the

base station selects the clusters not only with high SINR, but also with lomr

traffic load. H

Figure 13' is a block diagram of one embodiment of a base station.

Referring to Figure 13, cluster allocation and load scheduling controller 1301

(cluster allocatfgrfl), collects all the necessary information, including the

downlinl</ SINR of clusters specified for each subscriber (e.g., via

SINR/rate indices signals 1313 received from OFDM transceiver 1305) and 3 L

user data, queue: fullness/ traffic load (e.g., via user data buffer’ information

1311 from multiléuser ‘data buffer 1302). Using thislinformation, controller
1301 makes the decision on cluster allocation and load scheduling for each

user,and stores the decision information in a memory (not shown).

Controller 1301 informs the subscribers about the decisions through control

signal channels '(e.g., Control signal/cluster allocation "1312 via OFDM

transceiver 1305). Controller 1301 updates the decisions during retraining. '1
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In one errgbodiment, controller 1301 also performs admission control

to user access it knows the traffic load of the system. This may be.l

performed by controlling user data buffers 1302 using admission control

signals 1310.

5 The packet data of User 1 ~ N are stored in the user data buffers 1302.

For downlinkn, with the control of controller 1301, multiplexer 1303 loads the

user data to cluster data buffers (for Cluster 1 ~ M) waiting to be

transmitted. the uplink, multiplexer 1303 sends the data in the cluster

buffers to the corresponding user buffers. Cluster buffer 1304 stores the

10 signal to be transmitted through OFDM transceiver 1305 (for downlink) and

the signal received from transceiver 1305. In one embodiment, each user

might occupy multiple clusters and each cluster might be shared by multiple

. users (in a time~division-multiplexing fashion).

15 1 Group-Based Cluster Allocation

In another embodiment, for the downlink, the clusters are partitioned

into groups. Eaogjh group can include multiple clusters. Figure 6 illustrates

an exemplary partitioning. Referring to Figure 6, groups 1-4 are ‘shown with
.\’

arrows pointingéto clusters that are in each group as a result of the
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partitioning. In~r.-ine embodiment, the clusters within each group are spaced-

far apart over the entire bandwidth. In one embodiment, the clusters within

each group are spaced apart farther than the channel coherence bandwidth,

i.e. the bandwidth within which the channel response remains roughly the .
same. A typical ‘lralue of coherence bandwidth is 100 kHz for many cellular

systems. This irfiproves frequency diversity within each group and

increases the probability that at least some of the clusters within a group can

provide high SINR. The clusters may be allocated in groups.

Goals of group-based cluster allocation include reducing the data bits for

cluster indexing,: thereby reducing the bandwidth requirements of the

' feedback (information) control channel (iriforrnationl for cluster

allocation. Gro1ip—based cluster allocation may also be used to reduce inter-

cell interference;

After receivirig the pilot signal from the base station, a subscriber

sends back the channel information on one or more cluster groups,

simultaneously or sequentially. In one embodiment, only the information

i on some of the groups is sent back to the base station. Many criteria can be

used to choose afndnorder the groups, based on the channel information, the

inter-cell interference levels, and the intra-cell traffic load on each cluster.

i

9‘'7:
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In one errlbodiment, a subscriber first selects the group with the best

overall performance and then feedbacks the SINl2 information for the

clusters in that gfbup. The subscriber rnay‘orderthe groups based on their

number of clusters for which the SINR is higher than a predefined threshold. b

By transmitting the SINR of all the clusters the group sequentially, only

the group index; instead of allthe cluster indices, needs to be transmitted.

Thus, the feedback for each group generally contains two types of
information: the";group index and the SINR value of each cluster ‘within the

group. Figure 7?§illustrates an exemplary format for indicating a group-
based cluster allocation. Referring to Figure 7, a group ID, ID1, is followed

by the SINR values for each of the clusters in the group. This can

significantly redéuce the feedback overhead.

Upon receiving the feedback information from the subscriber, the

cluster allocatoréat the base station selects multiple clusters from one or more
groups, if availalsle, and then assigns the clusters to the subscriber.

selection may performed by an allocation in a media access control

portion of the station.

Furthennore, in a multi-cell environmenygroups can have different

priorities associated with different cells. In one embodiment, the
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subscriber's selection of a group is biased by the group priority, which
means that certain subscribers have higher priorities on the usage of some

groups than the lother subscribers.

In oneierrlbodirnent, there is no fixed association between one
subscriber and one cluster group; however, in an alternative embodiment

there may be such a fixed association. In an implementation having a fixed

association between a subscriber and one or more cluster groups, the group

index in the feedback information can be omitted, because this information

is known to both subscriber and base station by default.

In another embodiment, the pilot signal sent from the base station to

the subscriber also indicates the availability of each cluster, ‘e.g., the pilot ’

signal shows which clusters have already been allocated for other
subscribers andiwhich clusters are available for new allocations, For

example, the base station can transmit a pilot sequence 1111 1111 on the

subcarriers of a cluster to indicate that the cluster _is available, and 1111 —1-1-

1-1 toindicate the cluster is not available. At the receiver, the subscriber first

distinguishes two sequences using the signal processing‘ methods which

are well known the art, e.g., the correlation methods, then estimates .

the channel andgmterference level.
i
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With the combination of this information and the channel

characteristics obtained by the subscriber, the subscriber can prioritize the

groups to achieve both high SINR and good load balancing.

_ In one embodiment, the subscriber. protects the feedback information

by using error cclrrecting codes. In one embodiment, the SINR information we
in the feedback is first compressed using source coding techniques, e.g.,

differential encoding, and then encoded by the channel codes.

Figure 8 shows one embodiment of a frequency reuse pattern for an V

exemplary cellular set up. Each cell has hexagonal structure with sectors
using directional. antennas at the base stations. Between the cells, the
frequency reuse lfactor is one. Within each cell, the frequencyvreuse factor is

2 where the sectors use two frequencies alternatively. As shown in Figure 8,

each shaded sector uses half of the available clusters and each

unshaded sector-i;uses the other half of the clusters.‘ Without loss of V

generality, the cifusters used by the shaded sectors are referred to herein as

odd clusters those used by the unshaded sectors are referred to herein

as even clusters;

Consider the downlink signaling with omm‘-directional antennas at

"the subscribers; I-From Figure 8, it is clear that for the downlink in the shaded p
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sectors,‘ Cell A interferes with Cell B, which in turn interferes with Cell C,

which in turn iii-fgerferes with Cell A, namely, A —> B —> C ~>A. For the

unshaded sectors, Cell A interferes with Cell C, which in turn interferes with

S Cell B, which in turn interferes with Cell A, namely, A -> C -> B ->A.

- Sector A1 receives interference from Sector C1, but its transmission

interferes with Sector B1. Namely, its interference source and the victims

with which it interferes are not the same. This might cause a stability

problem ina distributed cluster-allocation system using interference

avoidance: if a frequency cluster is assigned in Sector B1 but not Sector

C1, the cluster rnay be assigned in A1 because it may be seen as clean in A1.’
However, the assigrunent of this cluster A1 can cause interference problem

to the existing assignment in B1.l

In one enjlbodiment, different cluster groups are assigned different
priorities for different cells to alleviate the aforementioned problem *
when the trafficload is progressively added to a sector. The priority orders

are jointly designed such that a cluster can be selectively assigned to. avoid

- interference frorn its interference source, while reducing, and potentially

minimizing, thelprobability of causing interference problem to existing

assignments in other cells.
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Using the:aforementioned example, the odd clusters (used by the

shaded sectors) are partitioned into 3 groups: Group 1, 2, 3. The priority

orders are listedfin Table 2.

Table 2: P-ii.-iority ordering for the downlink of the shaded sectors.

 
 

  

Consider Sector A1. First, the clusters Group. 1 are selectively

assigned. If are still more subscribers demanding clusters, the clusters
in Group 2 are sr:2lectively assigned to subscribers, depending on the V

measured SINR lavoidmg the clusters receiving strong ‘interference from
Sector C1). Note that the newly assigned clusters from Group 2 to Sector A1

shall not cause interference problem in Sector B1, unless the load in Sector

B1 is so heavy that the clusters in both Group 3 and 1 are used up and the

clusters in Group 2 are also used. Table 3 shows the cluster usage when less

than 2/3 of all the available clusters are used in Sector A1, B1, and C1.

Table 3: Gluster usage for the downlink of the shaded sectors with

less than 2/3 of the full load.
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Table 4 shows the priority orders for the unshaded sectors, which are

different from those for the shadedusectors, since the interfering relationship

is reversed.

5 Table 4: Iilriority ordering for the downlink of the unshaded sectors. V

2 »

  

    
    

Intelligent Switching between Coherence and Diversity Clusters

In one ernbodirnent, there are two categories of clusters: coherence

clusters, containing multiple subcarriers close to each other and diversity.

10 clusters, contahiiing multiple subcarriers with at least some of the subcarriers
spread far apart-lgover the spectrum. The closeness of the multiple

subcarriers in coherence clusters is preferably within the channel coherence

bandwidth, i.e. the bandwidth within which the channel response remains

roughly the same, which is typically within 100 kHz for many cellular

15 systems. On other hand, the spread of subcarriers in diversity clusters is
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preferably larger than the channel coherence bandwidth, typically within

100 kHz for cellular systems. Of course, the larger the spread, the
better the diversity.‘ Therefore, a general goal in such cases is to maximize

the spread.

I Figure 9 illustrates exemplary cluster formats for coherence clusters

and diversity clusters for Cells A—C. Referring to Figure 9, for cells A-C, the

labeling of frequencies (subcarriers) indicates whether the frequencies are .

part of coherence or diversity clusters. For example, those frequencies

labeled 1-8 are diversity clusters and those labeled 9-16 are coherence

clusters. For example, all frequencies labeled 1 in a cell are part of one 9

diversity clusterg all frequencies labeled 2 in a cell are part of another

diversity cluster: etc., while the group of frequencies labeled 9 are one

coherence cluster, the group of frequencies labeled 10 are another coherence

cluster, etc. Theldiversity clusters can be configured differently for different I

cells to reduce the effect of inter-cell interference through interference

' averaging.

Figure 9 shows example cluster configurations for three neighboring-

cells.i The interference from a particular cluster in one cell are distributed to

many clusters other cells, e.g., the interference from Cluster 1-in Cell are
l
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distributed to Cluster 1, 8,7, 6 in Cell B. This significantly reduces the

interference power to any particular cluster in Cell B. Likewise, the

interference to any particular cluster in one cell comes from many different

«clusters in otherlcells. Since not all cluster are strong interferers, diversity

clusters, with chgarmel coding across its subcarriers, provide interference

diversity gain. Therefore, it is advantageous to assign diversity clusters to

subscribers that are close (e.g., within the coherent bandwidth) to the cell

boundaries and :are more subject to inter-cell interference.

Since the subcarriers in a coherence cluster are consecutive or close‘.

(e.g., within icoherent bandwidth) to each other, they are likely within the

V coherent bandwgidth of the channel fading. Therefore, the channel gain of a

coherence cluster can vary significantly and cluster selection can greatly

improve the perlonnance. On the other hand, the average channel gain of a

diversity clusterfhas less of a degree of variation due to the inherent
4:

frequency diver..§;ity among the multiple subcarriers spread over the

"spectrum. Withchannel coding across the subcarriers within the cluster,

diversity clusters are more robust to cluster mis-selection (by the nature of

diversification itself), while yielding possibly less gain from cluster selection.

Channel coding;-jacross the subcarriers means that each codeword contains
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bits transmitted ;from multiple subcarriers, and more specifically, the

difference bits between codewords (error vector) are distributed among '

multiple subcarriers.

More frequency diversity can be obtained through subcarrier

hopping over time in which a subscriber occupies a set of subcarriers at one

time slot and another different set of subcarriers at a different time slot. One

coding (frame) contains multiple such time slots and the transmitted

bits are encoded;§across‘tlie entire frame.

Figure loiiillustrates diversity cluster with subcarrier hopping.

Referring to 10, there are four diversity clusters in each of cells A and

B shown, with each subcarrier in individual diversity clusters having the

same label (1, 2:, or 4). There are four separate time slots shown and

during ‘each of time slots, the subcarriers for each of the dixtersity clusters
change. For exa-rnple, in cell A, subcarrier 1 is part of diversity cluster 1

during time slotgl, is part of diversity cluster during time slot 2, is part of

diversity cluster:3 during time slot 3, and is part of diversity cluster 4 during .
time slot 4. more interference diversity can be obtained through

subcarrier hoppéing over time, with further interference diversity achieved

by using different hopping patterns for different cells, as shown in Figure 10.
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The manner in which the subscriber changes the subcarriers (hopping

sequences) can be different for different cells in order to achieve better

interference averaging through coding.

For staticgsubscribers, such as in fixed wireless access, the channels

change very little over time. Selective cluster allocation using the coherence I

clusters acliieveig-"1 good performance. On the other hand, for mobile

subscribers, the ‘channel time variance (the variance due to changes in the
channel over time) can be very large. A high-gain cluster at one time can be

in deep fade at another. Therefore, cluster allocationneeds to be updated at

a rapid rate, causing significant control overhead. In this case, diversity

clusters can be Lised to provide extra robustness and to alleviate the

overhead of freciuent cluster reallocation. In one embodiment, cluster

allocation is perfonned faster than the channel changing rate, which is often

measured by the channel Doppler rate (in Hz), i.e. how many cycles the

channel changes per second where the channel _is completely different after

one cycle. Note-that selective cluster allocation be performed on both

coherence and diversity clusters.

In one ernbodiment, for cells containing mixed mobile and fixedW

subscribers, a channel/interference variation detector can be implemented at
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either the subscriber or the base station, or both. Using the detection results,

the subscriber and the base station intelligently selects diversity clusters to

mobile subscribers or fixed subscribers at cell boundaries, and coherence

clusters to fixed subscribers close to the base station. The

' channe1/ interference variation detector measures the channel (SINR)

variation from time to time for each cluster. For example, in one

embodiment, channel/interference detector measures the power

difference between pilot symbols for each cluster and averages the

difference over moving window (e.g., 4 time slots). A large difference

indicates that ch§irme1/ interference changes frequently and subcarrier

allocation may be not reliable. In such a case, diversity clusters are more-

desirable for thesubscriber.

Figure 11=is a flow diagram of one embodiment of a process for

intelligent selection between diversity clusters and coherence clusters H

depending on sr:.bscribers mobility. The process is performed by processing

logic that may comprise hardware (e.g., circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), _

software (such alsuthat which runs on, for example, a general purpose

computer system or dedicated machine), or a combination of both.
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Referring to Figure 11, processing logic in the base station performs

channe1/interferéence variation detection (processing block 1101). Processing
logic then tests v:Ihether the results of the channel/interference variation 1

detection indicate that the user is mobile or in a fixed position close to the

edge of the cell .(processing‘b‘locl< 1102). If the user is not mobile or is not in V

a fixed position close to the edge of the cell, processing transitions to

V processing block 1103 where processing logic in the base station selects

coherence clusters; otherwise,‘ processing transitions to processing block

1104 in which prpcessmg logic the base station selects diversity clusters.

The selection can be updated andlintelligently switched during

retraining. T

The ratioallocation of the numbers of coherence and diversity

clusters in a cell tiepends on the ratio of the population of mobile and fixed

subscribers. When the population changes as the system evolves, the
allocation of coherence and diversity clusters can be reconfigured to

accommodate the new system needs. Figure 12 illustrates a reconfiguration

of cluster classification which can support more mobile subscribers than that

in Figure 9. _
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Whereas many alterations and modifications of the present invention

will no doubt become. apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art after

having read the foregoing description, it is to be understood that any

particular embodiment shown and described by way of illustration is in no

way intended to ;be considered limiting. Therefore, references to details of
various embodiments are not intended to limit the scope of the claims which

in themselves recite only those features regarded as essential to the

invention.
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CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A method for subcarrier selection for a system employing

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) comprising:

a subscriber measuring channel and interference information for a

‘plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from a base

station;

the subscriber selecting a set of candidate subcarriers;

the subscriber providing feedback information on the set of

‘ — candidate subcarriers to the base station; and

the subscriber receiving an indication of subcarriers of the set of

subcarriers selected by the base station for use by the subscriber.

2. The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber continuously monitoring reception of the pilot symbols

known to the base station and measuring signal-plus-interference-to-

noise ratio (SINI:’}) of each cluster of subcarriers.

A QEST AVAILABLE Copy
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3. method defined Claim 2 further comprising the
V subscriber measurmg inter-cell interference, wherein the subscriber

selects candidate subcarriers based on the inter-cell interference.

4. method defined in Claim 3 further comprising the base

station selecting Isubcarriers for the subscriber based on inter-cell

interference avoidance.

5. method defined in Claim 2 further comprising the

subscriber measiiringv intra-cell traffic, wherein the subscriber selects

candidate subcarriers based on the intra-cell traffic load balancing.

6. method defined in Claim 5 further comprising the base

station selectingzthe subcarriers in order to balance intra-cell traffic load

on each cluster. 1;

7. H The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber submitting new feedback information after being allocated the

set of subscribers to be allocated a new set of subcarriers and thereafter

the subscriber rejceivinganother indication of the new setof subcarriers.
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8. The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber using:, information from pilot symbol periods and data periods

to measure channel and interference information.

9. method defined in Claim 8 wherein the subscriber
selects candidate subcarriers based on theof a cluster of subcarriers

and a differencebetween measured power corresponding to each cluster
during pilot periods and measured power during data periods.

P
‘I

10. method defined in Claim 9 further comprising the

subscriber using; the power difference to distinguish,‘ during selection, A
clustersof subcarriers having substantially similar SlNRs.

11. V method defined in Claim 8 further comprising the
subscriber information from pilot symbol periods and data traffic

periods to analyze presence of intra-cell traffic load and inter-cell

interference.

12. method defined in Claim 1 wherein the pilot symbols

occupy an entire OFDM frequency bandwidth. I
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13. The method defined in Claim 12 wherein at least one other

pilot symbol from a different cell transmitted at the same time as the

pilot symbols received from the base station collide with each other.

14. The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the base

station selecting the subcarriers from the set of candidate subcarriers

based on additional information available to the base station.

15. _ Thjelmethod defined in Claim 14 wherein the additional

' information corrlprises traffic load information on each cluster of

subcarriers.

16. Th:__e method defined in Claim 15 wherein the traffic loadI

information is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

17. The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the indication of

subcarriers is received via a downlink control channel.

18. The method defined in Claim 1_ wherein the plurality of

subcarriers comprises all subcarriers allocable by a base station.
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19. The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing

feedback information comprises arbitrarily ordering the set of candidate

of subcarriers as clusters of subcarriers.

20. method defined in Claim 19 wherein arbitrarily order

candidate clusters comprise cltisters in an order with most desirable

candidate clusters being listed first.

21. A The method defined in Claim _19 wherein the feedback V

information includes an index indication of a candidate cluster with its

SINR value.

’ 22. - method defined in Claim 21 wherein each index is

r indicative of a coding and modulation rate.

».
1‘:

23. The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing

Page 55
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24. method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber sending an indication of coding and modulation rates that the

subscriber desires to employ for each cluster.

25. The method defined in Claim 24 wherein the indication of

codingland modulation rates comprises ‘SINR index indicative of a

coding and modulation rate.

26. ’ method defined in Claim 1 ‘further comprising:
~ the base station allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to

establish a data between the base station and the subscriber; and

then g

the base station allocating a second portion of the snbcarriers to

the subscriber to increase communication bandwidth.

27. method defined in Claim 26 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

subcarriers to esgvtablish a data link between the base station and said_each

subscriber.
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_ 28. method defined in Claim 26 wherein, due to subscriber A
priorit3f, the base station allocates the second portion before allocating
each subscriber the cell subcarriers to establish their data link to the

base station.

29. apparatus comprising: '

a plurality of subscribers in a first cell to generate feedback

information indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the

‘plurality of subscribers; and

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station performing

subcarrier alloca;.tion for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA subcarriers in

clusters to the plurality of subscribers based on inter-cell interference

_ avoidance and iitntra-cell traffic load balancing response to the feedback

information.

30. An apparatus comprising:

a pluralit-*5! of subscribers in a first cell to generate feedback V

information indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the

plurality of subscribers; and
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a first base station in the first ‘cell, the first base station to allocate

OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the plurality ofsubscribers;

_ each of a plurality of subscribers to measure channel and

interference information for the plurality of subcarriers based on pilot‘

symbols received from the first base station and at least one of the

plurality of subscribers to select a set of candidate subcarriers from the

plurality of subcarriers, and the one subscriberto provide feedback l
information on the set of candidate subcarriers to thebase station and to

receive an indication of subcarriers from the set of subcarriers selected by
the first base station for use by the one subscriber.

31. apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein each of the

plurality of substribers continuously monitors reception of the pilot

symbols known to the base station and the plurality of subscribers and

measures signallzplus-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) of each cluster of
subcarriers.

32. apparatus defined in Claim 31 wherein each of the

plurality. of subscribers measures inter-cell interference, wherein the at

least one subscriber selects candidate subcarriers based on the inter-cell

interference
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33. apparatus defined in Claim 32 wherein the base station

selects subcarrie-firs for the one subscriber based on inter-cell interference

avoidance.

34. The apparatus defined insClaim 31 wherein each of the

plurality of subscribers measures intra-cell traffic, wherein the at least

one subscriber selects candidate subcarriers based on the intra-cell traffic

load balancing.

35. apparatus defined in Claim 34 wherein the base station '

selects subcarriers in order to balance intra-cell traffic load on each

cluster of subcarriers.

36. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the subscriber

submits new feedback information after being allocated theset of ‘

subscribers to receive a new set of subcarriers and thereafter receives

— another indication of the new set of subcarriers.

37. ‘The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least one

subscriber uses irifonnation from pilot symbol periods and data periods

to measure channel and interference information.
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38. apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least one

subscriber selects candidate subcarriers based on SINR of the cluster and

a difference between measured power corresponding to each cluster

during pilot periods and measured power during data periods.

39. apparatus defined in Claim 38 wherein the one

subscriber distinguishes, during selection, cluster of subcarriers having

substantially similar SINRs based on the power difference.

40. ‘

subscriber uses information from pilot symbol periods and data traffic

periods to analyze presence of intra-cell traffic load and inter‘-cell

interference.

41'. apparatus defined in Claim 38 wherein the pilot ‘

symbols occupy gn entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

42. The apparatus defined in Claim 41 wherein at least one

other pilot symbol from a different cell transmitted at the same time as

the pilot symbols received from the base station collide with each other.

Page 60
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43. ‘The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station

selects the subczirriers from the set of candidate subcarriers based on

additional information available to the base station.

44. Title apparatus defined in Claim 43 wherein the additional

information comprises traffic load information on each cluster of

’ subcarriers.

45. The apparatus defined in Claim 44 wherein the traffic load

information is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

46. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the indication

of subcarriers received via a downlink control channel between the

base station the at least one subscriber.

47. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of

subcarriers comprises all subcarriers allocableby a base station.

48. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of

subscribers pro‘;/ide feedback information that comprises‘ an arbitrarily

ordered set of candidate subcarriers as clusters of subcarriers.
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49. apparatus defined in Claim 48 wherein arbitrarily

order candidateiclusters comprise clusters in an order with most

desirable candid:ate clusters being listed first. ,

SO. apparatus defined in Claim 48 wherein thefeedback C

information includes an index indication of a candidate cluster with it

_SIN_R value.

51. l apparatus defined in Claim 50 wherein each indexis ‘

indicative of a coding and modulation rate.

52. apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein providing

feedback information comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters.

53. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the one

subscriber sends an indication of coding and modulation rates that the

one subscriber desires to employ.

u~1(y,,..
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54. The apparatus defined in Claim 53 wherein the indication

of coding and modulation rates comprises an SINR index indicative of a

coding and modulation rate.

’ 55. The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station

allocates a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link between

the base station: and the subscriber; and then allocates a second portion of

the subcarriers to the subscriber to increase communication bandwidth.

56._ The apparatus defined in Claim 55 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

subcarriers to establish a data link between the base station and said each

subscriber.

57. The apparatus defined in Claim 55 wherein, due to

subscriber priority, the base station allocates the second portion before

allocating each subscriber in the cell subcarriers to establish their data

link to the base station.

I 58. A :method comprising:
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the base station allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to

establish a data between the base station and the subscriber; and
then H

the base station allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to

the subscriber to increase communication bandwidth.

59. The method defined in Claim 57 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

subcarriers to establish a data link between the base station and said each

subscriber.

60. A base station comprising:

- means allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a
data link between the base station and the subscriber; and

means for allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to the
subscriber ‘to increase communication bandwidth.

61. The apparatus defined in Claim 60 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

subcarriers to establish a data link between the base station and said each

subscriber.

62. apparatus cornprising:
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a plurality of subscribers in a cell; and

a base station in the cell, the base station to perform subcarrier

b allocation for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the
plurality of subscribers based on inter-cell interference avoidance and
intra-cell traffic load balancing.
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ABSTRACT THE DISCLOSURE

A method and apparatus for subcarrier selection for systems is

‘described. In one embodiment, the system employs orthogonal frequency

division multiple access (OFDMA). In one embodiment, a method for

subcarrier selection comprises each of multiple subscribers measuring

channel and interference information for subcarriers based on pilot symbols

received from a base station, at least one of subscribers selecting .a set of

candidate subcarriers, providing feedback information on the set of

candidate subcarriers to the base station, and the one subscriber receiving an

indication of subcarriers of the set of subcarriers selected by the base station

for use by the one subscriber.
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1-8: Diverse Clusters
9-16: Plain Clusters
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Application No.: Not Yet Assigned Docket No.: 68144/P014Cl/10503148

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

After the Title and before the “FIELD OF INVENTION” section of the application

please insert the heading “CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION”. After

this heading please insert the following paragraph:

[0000] This is a continuing application of Application Serial No. 09/738,086, entitled

“OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER—CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND

SELECTIVE LOADING,” filed December l5, 2000, the disclosure of which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference thereto.
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Postal Service as Express Mail. Airbill No. EV629198592US. in an
envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, on the date sh below. \

Dated: August 8, 2005 Signature:
.. (Susan Bloomfield)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
Docket No.: 68144/P014C1/10503148

(PATENT)

In re Patent Application of:

Xiaodong Li et al.

Application No.: Not Yet Assigned Confirmation No.: N/A

Filed: Concurrently Herewith Art Unit: N/A

For: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER— Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND

SELECTIVE LOADING

PRELINHNARY AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223134450

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Prior to examination on the merits, please amend the above-identified U.S. patent

application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

V Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 3 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 9 of this paper.
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Application No.: Not Yet Assigned Docket No.: 68144/POl4C1/10503148

REMARKS

In view of the above amendment, applicant believes the pending application is in

condition for allowance.

Applicant believes no fee is due with this response. However, if a fee is due, please

charge our Deposit Account No. 06-2380, under Order No. 68144/P014Cl/10503148 from

which the undersigned is authorized to draw.

Dated: August 8, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

BLQ7/a/A
Jerry L. Mahurin

Registration No.: 34,661
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI L.L.P.

2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2800

Dallas, Texas 75201-2784

(214) 855-8000

(214) 855-8200 (Fax)

Attorney for Applicant
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

p-d (Original) A method for subcarrier selection for a system employing

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFOMA) comprising:

a subscriber measuring channel and interference information for a plurality of

subcaniers based on pilot symbols received from a base station;

the subscriber selecting a set of candidate subcarriers;

the subscriber providing feedback information on the set of candidate subcarriers

to the base station; and

the subscriber receiving an indication of subcarriers of the set of subcarriers

selected by the base station for use by the subscriber.

2. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber sending the indication to a base station.

3. (Original) The method defined in Claim 2 further comprising sending an

indication of the group of clusters selected by the base station for use by the subscriber.

4. (Original) The method defined in Claim 3 further comprising the base

station selecting subcarriers for the subscriber based on inter—cell interference avoidance.

5. (Canceled)

6. (Canceled)

7. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber submitting new feedback information after being allocated the set of

subscribers to be allocated a new set of subcarriers and thereafier the subscriber receiving

another indication of the new set of subcarriers.

8. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber using information fi'om pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure

channel and interference information.

9. (Canceled)

255531501 3
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10. (Canceled)

1 1. (Canceled)

12. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the pilot symbols

occupy an entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

13. (Original) The method defined in Claim 12 wherein at least one other

pilot symbol from a different cell transmitted at the same time as the pilot symbols

received from the base station collide with each other.

14. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the base

station selecting the subcaniers from the set of candidate subcarriers based on additional

information available to the base station.

15. (Original) The method defined in Claim 14 wherein the additional

information comprises traffic load information on each cluster of subcarriers.

16. (Original) The method defined in Claim 15 wherein the traffic load

information is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

17. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the indication of

subcarriers is received via a downlink control channel.

18. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the plurality of

subcariiers comprises all subcarriers allocable by a base station.

19. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing feedback

information comprises arbitrarily ordering the set of candidate of subcarriers as clusters of

subcarriers.

20. (Original) The method defined in Claim 19 wherein arbitrarily order

candidate clusters comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters

being listed first.

21. (Canceled)

25553150.! 4
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22. (Canceled)

23. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing feedback

information comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters.

24. (Canceled)

25. (Canceled)

26. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising:

the base station allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link

between the base station and the subscriber; and then

the base station allocating a second portion of the subcaniers to the subscriber to

increase communication bandwidth.

27. (Original) The method defined in Claim 26 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber.

28. (Canceled)

29. (Original) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscribers in a first cell to generate feedback information

indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the plurality of subscribers; and

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station performing subcarrier

allocation for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of

subscribers based on inter-cell interference avoidance and intra-cell traffic load balancing

in response to the feedback infonnation.

30. (Original) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscribers in a first cell to generate feedback information indicating

clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the plurality of subscribers; and

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station to allocate OFDMA

subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of subscribers;

each of a plurality of subscribers to measure channel and interference information

for the plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from the first base station

25553150.: 5
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and at least one of the plurality of subscribers to select a set of candidate subcarriers from

the plurality of subcarriers, and the one subscriber to provide feedback information on the

set of candidate subcarriers to the base station and to receive an indication of subcarriers

from the set of subcarriers selected by the first base station for use by the one subscriber.

31. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein each of the plurality

of subscribers continuously monitors reception of the pilot symbols known to the base

station and the plurality of subscribers and measures signal—plus-interference—to-noise ratio

(SINR) of each cluster of subcarriers.

32. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 31 wherein each of the plurality

of subscribers measures inter-cell interference, wherein the at least one subscriber selects

candidate subcarriers based on the inter-cell interference.

33. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 32 wherein the base station

selects subcarriers for the one subscriber based on inter—ce1l interference avoidance.

34. (Canceled)

35. (Canceled)

36. (Original) Thelapparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the subscriber

submits new feedback information afier being allocated the set of subscribers to receive a

new set of subcarriers and thereafier receives another indication of the new set of

subcarriers.

37. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least one

subscriber uses information from pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure channel

and interference information.

39. —— 42. (Canceled)

43. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station

selects the subcarriers from the set of candidate subcarriers based on additional

information available to the base station.

25553150.: 6
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44. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 43 wherein the additional

information comprises tramc load information on each cluster of subcarriers.

45. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 44 wherein the traffic load

information is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

46. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the indication of

subcarriers is received via a downlink control channel between the base station and the at

least one subscriber.

47. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of

subcarriers comprises all subcarriers allocable by a base station.

48. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of

subscribers provide feedback information that comprises an arbitrarily ordered set of

candidate subcarriers as clusters of subcarriers.

49. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 48 wherein arbitrarily order

candidate clusters comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters

being listed first.

50. (Canceled)

51. (Canceled)

52. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein providing feedback

information comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters.

53. (Canceled)

54. (Canceled)

55. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station

allocates a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link between the base station

and the subscriber; and then allocates a second portion of the subcarriers to the subscriber

to increase communication bandwidth.

25553150.) 7
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56. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 55 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion afier allocating each subscriber in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber.

57. (Canceled)

58. (Original) A method comprising:

the base station allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link

between the base station and the subscriber; and then

the base station allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to the subscriber to

increase communication bandwidth.

59. (Original) The method defined in Claim 57 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber.

60. (Original) A base station comprising:

means for allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link

between the base station and the subscriber; and

means for allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to the subscriber to

increase communication bandwidth.

61. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 60 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion afier allocating each subscriber in the cell subcalriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber.

62. (Original) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscribers in a cell; and

a base station in the cell, the base station to perform subcarrier allocation for

OFDMA to allocate OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of subscribers based

on inter-cell interference avoidance and intra-cell traffic load balancing.

25553150.: 8
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however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3).

0 The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $ 150 to complete the basic filing fee for a small entity.

4: The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 7.63,
identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o Additional claim fees of $800 as a small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

c To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR l.16(f) of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be
submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.
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Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1065 for a Small Entity

0 $150 Statutory basic filing fee.
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0 $65 Surcharge.

o The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $250 to complete the search fee.
o The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $100 to complete the

examination fee for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27

c Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $800

I $300 for 3 independent claims over 3.

u $500 "for 20 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

Office oflnitial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000, or I-800-PTO-9199, or 1-800-972-6382
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Attorney's Docket No.: 05158.P002 Patent

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below, next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first, and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original,
first, and joint inventor (it plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and
for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled
OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER-CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND SELECTIVE
LOADING 

the specification of which

__ is attached hereto.

L was filed on (MM/DD/YYYY) 12/15/2000 as

United States Application Number 09/738 086

or PCT International Application Number

and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY)

 

(if applicable)

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified

specification, including the cIaim(s), as amended by any amendment referred to above. I do not
know and do not believe that the claimed invention was ever known or used in the United States of

America before my invention thereof, or patented or described in any printed publication in any
country before my invention thereof or more than one year prior to this application, that the same

was not in public use or on sale in the United States of America more than one year prior to this
application, and that the invention has not been patented or made the subject of an inventor's
certificate issued before the date of this application in any country foreign to the United States of

America on an application filed by me or my legal representatives or assigns more than twelve
months (for a utility patent application) or six months (for a design patent application) prior to this
application.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability as
defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, Section 119(a)-(d), of any
foreign appIication(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below

any foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date before that of the
application on which priority is claimed:

Rev. 10/01/00 (D1) -1-
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Priority

Prior Foreign Apglication(s) . . Claimed

(Number) (Country) (Foreign Filing Date - Yes No-
MM/DD/YYYY)

(Number) . (Country) (Foreign Filing Date - Yes my
MM/DD/YYYY)

(Number) (Country) (Foreign Filing Date - Yes E3"
MM/DD/YYYY)

I hereby claim the benefit under title 35, United States Code, Section 119(e) of any United States
provisional application(s) listed below:

(Application Number) (Filing Date — MM/DD/YYYY)

(Application Number) (Filing Date - MM/DD/YYYY)

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States
application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application

is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph
of Title 35, United States Code, Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information

known to me to be material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations,
Section 1.56 which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national
or PCT international filing date of this application:

(Application Number) (Filing Date — MM/DD/YYYY) (Status -- patented,

pending, abandoned)

(Application Number) (Filing Date - MM/DD/YYYY) (Status -- patented,
pending, abandoned)

i hereby appoint the persons listed on Appendix A hereto (which is incorporated by reference and a
part of this document) as my respective patent attorneys and patent agents, with full power of
substitution and revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent
and Trademark Office connected herewith.

Send correspondence to Michael J. Mallie , BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR &
(Name of Attorney or Agent)

ZAFMAN LLP, 12400 Wilshire Boulevard 7th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90025 and direct

telephone calls to Michael J. Mallie , (408) 720-8300.

(Name of Attorney or Agent)

Rev. 10/01/00 (D1) -2-
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l hereby declare that alt statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowiedge that witltul false statements and the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United

States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issued thereon.

 Full Name of Sole/First Inventor Xiaodon » Li

Residence Bellevue Washin ton Citizenship China

(City, State) (Country)

Inventor's Signature Date 02/  
 

' Post Office Address 13075 SE 26"‘ A t. E208 
Bellevue Washin ton 98005 t 

 

 
Full Name of Second/Joint inventor

Date 1/Q/>014
Residence Sammamish Wash: Citizenship China ~

(City, State) ' (Country)

Inventor's Signature

Post Office Address 2708 226"’ Ave. SE

Sammamish, Washington 98075

 

Full Name of Third/Joint inventor Kemin Li
_/

Inventor's Signature Z ' - Date 64 / 94

Residence Bellevue Washin ton Citizenship China

(City, State) (Country)

 

Post Office Address 14733 NE 1 " Place #E6
Bellevue Washin ton 98007 

Full Name of Fourth/Joint inventor Wenzhong Zhang

Inventor's Signature Date / /. / -2”” /

Residence Bellevue Washin ton Citizenship China

(City, State) (Country)

 

Post Office Address 4275 148“ Avenue NE F20
Bellevue Washin ton 98007 

Rev. 10/01/00 (D1) -3-
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APPENDIX A

William E. Alford, Reg. No. 37,764; Farzad E. Amini, Reg. No. 42,261; William Thomas Babbitt, Reg. No.
39,591; Carol F. Barry, Reg. No. 41,600; Jordan Michael Becker, Reg. No. 39,602; Lisa N. Benado, Reg.
No. 39,995; Bradley J. Bereznak, Reg. No. 33,474; Michael A. Bernadicou, Reg. No. 35,934; Roger W.
Blakely, Jr., Reg. No. 25,831; R. Alan Burnett, Reg. No. 46,149; Gregory D. Caldwell, Reg. No. 39,926;
Andrew C. Chen, Reg. No. 43,544; Thomas M. Coester, Reg. No. 39,637; Donna Jo Coningsby, Reg. No.
41,684; Florin Corie, Reg. No. 46,244; Dennis M. deGuzman, Reg. No.'41,702; Stephen M. De Klerk,
Reg. No. 46,503; Michael Anthony Desanctis, Reg. No. 39,957; Daniel M. De Vos, Reg. No. 37,813;
Sanjeet Dutta, Reg. No. 46,145; Matthew C. Fagan, Reg. No. 37,542; Tarek N. Fahmi, Reg. No. 41,402;
George Fountain, Reg. No. 37,374; James Y. Go, Reg. No. 40,621; James A. Henry, Reg. No. 41,064;
Libby N. Ho, Reg. No. 46,774; Willmore F. Holbrow lll, Reg. No. 41,845; Sheryl Sue Holloway, Reg. No.
37,850; George W Hoover ll, Reg. No. 32,992; Eric S. Hyman, Reg. No. 30,139; William W. Kidd, Reg.
No. 31,772; Sang Hui Kim, Reg. No. 40,450; Walter T. Kim, Reg. No. 42,731; Eric T. King, Reg. No.
44,188; George Brian Leavell, Reg. No. 45,436; Kurt P. Leyendecker, Reg. No. 42,799; Gordon R.
Lindeen lll, Reg. No. 33,192; Jan Carol Little, Reg. No. 41,181; Robert G. Litts, Reg. No. 46,876; Joseph
Lutz, Reg. No. 43,765; Michael J. Mallie, Reg. No. 36,591; Andre L. Marais, under 37 C.F.R. § 10.9(b);
Paul A. Mendonsa, Reg. No. 42,879; Clive D. Menezes, Reg. No. 45,493; Chun M. Ng, Reg. No. 36,878;
Thien T. Nguyen, Reg. No. 43,835; Thinh V. Nguyen, Reg. No. 42,034; Dennis A. Nicholls, Reg. No.
42,036; Robert B. O'Rourke, Reg. No. 46,972; Daniel E. Ovanezian, Reg. No. 41,236; Kenneth B. Paley,
Reg. No. 38,989; Gregg A. Peacock, Reg. No. 45,001; Marina Portnova, Reg. No. 45,750; William F.
Ryann, Reg. 44,313; James H. Salter, Reg. No. 35,668; William W. Schaal, Reg. No. 39,018;
James C. Scheller, Reg. No. 31,195; Jeffrey Sam Smith, Reg. No. 39,377; Maria McCormack Sobrino,
Reg. No. 31,639; Stanley W. Sokoloff, Reg. No. 25,128; Judith A. Szepesi, Reg. No. 39,393; Vincent P.
Tassinari, Reg. No. 42,179; Edwin H. Taylor, Reg. No. 25,129; John F. Travis, Reg. No. 43,203; Joseph
A. Twarowski, Reg. No. 42,191; Tom Van Zandt, Reg. No. 43,219; Lester J. Vincent, Reg. No. 31,460;
Glenn E. Von Tersch, Reg. No. 41,364; John Patrick Ward, Reg. No. 40,216; Mark L. Watson, Reg. No.
46,322; Thomas C. Webster, Reg. No. 46,154; and Norman Zafman,'Reg. No. 26,250; my patent
attorneys, and Firasat Ali, Reg. No. 45,715; Justin M. Dillon, Reg. No. 42,486; Thomas S. Ferrill, Reg. No.
42,532; and Raul Martinez, Reg. No. 46,904, my patent agents, of BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR &
ZAFMAN LLP, with offices located at 12400 Wilshire Boulevard, 7th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90025,
telephone (310) 207-3800, and James R. Thein, Reg. No. 31,710, my patent attorney with full power of
substitution and revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and
Trademark Office connected herewith.

Rev. 10/O1/O0 (D1) -4-
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APPENDIX B

Title 37, Code of Federal "Regulations, Section 1.56
Duty to Disclose Information Material to Patentability

(a) A patent by its very nature is affected with a public interest. The public interest is best served,
and the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being examined, the
Office is aware ofand evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability. Each individual
associated with the fiiing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of. candor and good faith in
dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known to that individual

to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclosure information exists with respect -
to each pending claim until the claim is cancelled or withdrawn from consideration, or the application becomes
abandoned. information material to the patentability of a claim that is cancelled or withdrawn from

consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the patentability of any claim
remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information which is not material
to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclosure all information known to be material to
patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to patentability of any claim
issued in a patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office in the manner prescribed by §§1.97(b)—(d)
and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in connection with which fraud on the Office

was practiced or attempted or the duty of disclosure was violated through bad faith or intentional misconduct.
The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine:

(1) Prior art cited in search reports of a foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and

(2) The closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of a
patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any material information
contained therein is disclosed to the Office. -

(b) Under this section, information is material to patentability when it is not cumulative to
information already of record or being made or record in the application, and

(1) it establishes, by itself or in combination with other information, a prima facie case of
unpatentability of a claim; or

(2) it refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes in:

(i) Opposing an argument of unpatentability relied on by the Office, or

(ii) Asserting an argument of patentability.

A prima facie case of unpatentability is established when the information compels a conclusion that a claim is
unpatentable under the preponderance of evidence, burden-of-proof standard, giving each term in the claim
its broadest reasonable construction consistent with the specification, and before any consideration is given to
evidence which may be submitted in an attempt to establish a contrary conclusion of patentability.

(c) individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of a patent application within the
meaning of this section are:

(1) Each inventor named in the application;

(2) Each attorney or agent who prepares or prosecutes the application; and

(3) Every other person who is substantively involved in the preparation or prosecution of the
application and who is associated with the inventor, with the assignee or with anyone to whom there is an
obligation to assign the application.

((1) Individuals other than the attorney, agent or inventor may comply with this section by
disclosing information to the attorney, agent, or inventor.

Rev. 10/01/00 (D1) -5-
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PTO/S 8/22 (1 2-04)
Approved for use through 7/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENTKOF COMMERCE
._“-J-o er the Pa rwork Reduction Act of 1995, no - rsons are reuired to resend to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OME control number.

TION FOR EXTENSION or TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) D°°ke* Number (0P“°"a'>
FY zoos 68144/P0l4Cl/l0503l48

(Fees pursuant to the Consolidated Appropriations Act. 2005 (H.R. 4818).)

Application Number 11/199,586—Conf. #1128 Filed August 8, 2005

OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER—CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND SELECTIVE LOADING

Examiner Not Yet Assigned

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above
identified application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

  
 

 
 

 
   
  
 For

  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
 
   
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
 

Egg Small Entity Fee

One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $50 $ 60.00

{:1 Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 $225 $

E. Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1020 $510 $

E] Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1590 $795 $

]:] Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2160 $1080 3

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

[1 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

[:1 The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

’The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account Number 06-2380 . I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet. 

 

 I am the CI applicantfrnventor.

1:] assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96).

l:l attorney or agent of record. Registration Number

attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34. '
Registration n mber if acting under 37 CFR 1.34 34,661

 
  

’ ' December 12, 2005

 

Signature Date

Jer L. Mahurin g214g 855—8386
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple fonns if more
than one signature is required, see below,

 

 D Total of 1 forms are submitted.

12/14/2005 EHGUYEH2 00000026 11199586

07 I-'C:2251 60.00 B?’

25604709.‘!
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COIVEMERCE
United Stuns: Patent and Trademark Office
Address’ COMMISSIONER FOR Pl’-\TEIN'I'SPO. Box N50

Alcxnndna, Vugiiiis 22313-I450www.us'plo.gov

  
ll/199,586 08/08/2005 Xiaodong Li 68144/P0l4C1/10503148

CONFIRMATION NO. 1128

‘ 000029053 FORMALITIES
DALLAS OFFICE OF FULBRIGHT & .JAWORSKl L.L.P. LETTER
2200 ROSS AVENUE -
sum; 2800

DALLAS, TX 75201 -2784

Date Mailed: 09/‘I 2/2005

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment: A

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o The statutory basic filing tee is missing. ’

Applicant must submit $ 150 to complete the basic filing fee for a small entity.

o The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 3.7 CFR 1.63,

identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest, is required.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o Additional claim fees of $800 as a small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are‘-
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

9 To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be
submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

I 12/14/2005 CHGUYENE 00000026 11199586
SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

, - 150.00 op
3115:3111 250.00 01>

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1355 iogiagsrgbasit Entity 12%-33
05 rcéaeoi 300-00 OP

- $150 Statutory basic filing fee. 05 rciaaoa 500-00 UP
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o $65 Surcharge.

. The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $250 to complete the search fee.

a The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $100 to complete the
examination fee for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27

o Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $800

- $300 for 3 independent claims over 3.

- $500 for 20 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply.

/,: ' /£._
21 U‘

Office oflnitial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000, or 1-800-PTO—9199, or 1-800-972-6382
PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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PTOISB/2‘. (09-04)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031

,- U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
’ Pk RedUC50n Act Of 1995. no ersons are r uired to resend to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

11/199 586-Conf. #1128
A"*“9“$* 8- 2°05  
AX*a°d°"9 ” E

An Unit 2661

N°‘Ye‘ASS'9”e"
 58‘44’P°“*C"‘°5°3‘48

A ENCLOSURES (Check all that apply) A

B Drawing(s)

E] Licensing-related Papers

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

TRANSMITTAL

FORM

(to be used for all correspondence after initial filing)
 

  
  
 

After Allowance Communication
to TC

Appeal Communication to Board of
Appeals and interferences

 [1 Fee Transmittal Form

Fee Attached
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

- - Appeal Communication to TO
B Amendment/Reply C] Pemlon (Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief)

D After Final pefim" t° C°”Ve'1 t° a Cl Proprietary informationProvisional Application

- - Power of Attorney, Revocation E]D Affidavits/declaration(s) Change of Conespondence Address Status Letter

 
 

 
  
 

Extension of Time Request

D Express Abandonment Request

[1 Terminal Disclaime, Other EncIosure(s) (pleaseidentify below):

 
Declaration

Check - $1 ,425.00

Part 2 Notice of Missing Pans
Certificate of Mail
Return Postcard

[3 Request for Refund

 
  

E information Disclosure Statement E] CD, Number of CD(s)
  Certified Copy of Priority

Document(s)

Reply to Missing PartslIncomplete Application

D Landscape Table on CD
 

Reply to Missing Parts under37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53 

 

 
 

  
 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT
Firm Name

Signature

Jerry L. Mahurin
December 12, 2005

 

  

256047131
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Docket No.: 68144/P014Cl/10503148

(PATENT)

In re Patent Application of:

Xiaodong Li et al.

Application No.: 1 1/ 199,586
Confirmation No.: 1 128

Filed: August 8, 2005
Art Unit: N/A

For: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER-

CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

SELECTIVE LOADING

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION

MS Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application — Filing Date Granted

mailed September 12, 2005, Applicant respectfully submits Declaration and Power of

Attorney, Petition for one month extension of time, and Part 2 Notice to File Missing Parts.

The required fee for this response is enclosed. If any additional fee is due, please

charge Deposit Account No. 06-23 80, under Order No. 68144/POl4Cl/10503148..

Dated: December 12, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

By E
Jerry L. Mahurin

Registration No.: 34,661
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI L.L.P.

2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2800

Dallas, Texas 75201-2784

(214) 855-8000

(214) 855-8200 (Fax)

Attorney for Applicant
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Attorney Docket No.: 68144/PO14C1/10503148 _

Certificate of Express Maiiing Under 37 CFR 1.10

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as
Express Mail, Airbill No. EV 482723658US in an envelope addressed to:

MS Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 2313-1450

December 12, 2005 .
Date

Q

Signature

Gail Miller

Typed or printed name of person signing Ceitiflcate

5214} 855-8379
Registration Number, if applicable Telephone Number

Each paper must have its own certificate of mailing, or this certificate must identify
each submitted paper.

Return Postcard

Transmittal - 1 page

Response to Missing Parts — 1 page
Petition for Ext. of Time ~— 1 page a
Part 2 Notice to File Missing Parts — 2 pages
Check — $1,425.00

Declaration (copy) — 5 pages
Certificate of Mail —- 1 page

25604718.1
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Attorney Docket No.: DO-068144/P014C1/10503148

Cefiificate of Express llilaiiing Under 37 CFR 1.10

l hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as
Express Mail, Airbill No. EV 628782365US in an envelope addressed to:

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 2313-1450

March 9, 2006
Date

Signature

Gail Miller

Typed or printed name of person signing Certificate

£214} 855-8379
Registration Number, if applicable Telephone Number

Each paper must have its own certificate of mailing, or this certificate must identify
each submitted paper.

Return Postcard

Transmittal —- 1 page
Power of Attorney — 1 page

Statement Under 37 CFR 3,73(b) — 2 pages
Certificate of Mail —- 1 page

256331844
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031207 64 145/
PTOISB/21 (09-04)

Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

rwork Reduction Act of 1995, no - rsons are r uired to res - nd to a collection of infonnation unless it disla s a valid OMB control number,

11/199 586—Conf. #1128
Fmng Date August 8 2005

First Named Inventor Xiaodong Li

N/A

In: .44 ‘I 4 I I 4:l 

:1 Fee Transmittal Form D Drawing(s) ::)fl1?E;A"°wa”°e C°mm“"i°a“°”

D Fee Attached E] Licensing-related Papers A9933’ C°mm”"i°afi°" ‘° B°ard °fAppeats and lnterferences

~ ~ Appeal Communication to TC
D Amendment/Reply Cl Petmon (Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief)

D After Final Pem,°.” t° C°”"9” ‘_° 3 El Proprietary InformationProvisional Appllcatzon

Q Affidavits/decIaration(s) 312$;:fo/:g%r£:;)§r$’:‘::éi:';dress D Status Letter

[:3 Extension of Time Request E] Terminal Disclaimer Om?’ E"°'°S”'e(5) (pleaseIdentify below):

I: Express Abandonment Request D Request for Refund Statement Und9" 37 CFR 3-73(b)Return Postcard
Certificate of Mail

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 TRANSMITTAL

FORM

(10 be used for all correspondence after initial filing)

 

 

    
 

D Information Disclosure Statement [1 CD, Number of CD(s)

Certified COPY Of Priority E Landscape Table on CDDocument(s)

Reply to Missing Partsllncomplete Application

Reply to Missing Parts under
37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT A

FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI l..L.P.

//_»//./And

Printed name y C. Bishop

wMarch 9, 2006

25633180.1
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Approved for use through 1113012005. OMB 0851-0035

.5. Patent and Tredemark Office; U..S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE- toeoot1ec0ono!n1torrnationunteosddissavaitdOMBoonb'otnurnoer.

‘11/199 586 V
‘ Fllln Date Auust 8. 2005 ‘

U
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

POWER OF ATTORNEY

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS Title CLUSTER CONF|GURATtON AND etc.

INDICATION FORM

 
E1550

Not Yet Assi ned
68144/PO14C1I10503148 V

I hereb revoke ail previous powers of attome iven in the above-identified application.

I hereby appoint:

000029053

 

  

 
Practitioners associated with the Customer Number:
OR

'3 Practitioner(s) named betow:

-,

as my/our attomey(s) or agent(s) to prosecute the application identified above, and to transact at! business in the United States
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the above—identified application to:

The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number:OR

DThe address associated with Customer Number”. : OR

_ Flrm or . A

 
I am the:

DApplicant/I nventor.
E/Xssignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.Statement under 37 CFR 3.73 b is enclosed. Form PTO/S8/96

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

   
  

 

  
  

  

SIGNATURE of Applicant or Assignee of Record 

1: 37”
I — 205 384-2580

Vice Pres. Marketing 7" = - uct Management. Adaptix, Inc.
NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple
forms if more than one signature is required. see below‘.

Cl 
 

'Total of 1 forms are submitted.

255831034
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Docket No. 68144lP014C1/10503148

PTOlSBl98 (12~O5)
Approved tor use through 07/312008. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
-- - toacomctioriofititxrrrationurilessttd sava.iid0MBoontmlrxm1ber.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73{bl

Xiaodong Li, et at.

  

Applicant/Patent Owner:

  
Application No./Patent
No.IControl No.: F iled/Issue Date: August 8, 2005

OFDMA WITH ADAPTNE SUBCARRIER-CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND SELECTWE
LOADING

11/199,586

Entitled:
   

 

 

  
  

  

  
  

  
  
  
  

 
 

Cor oration
(Type 0! Aeslgnee, e.g., corporation, partnership. university, government agency, etc)

Ada tix Inc. , a 
(Name oi Assignee)

 

 states that it is:

1. [Z] the assignee oi the entire right, title, and interest; or

2. D an assignee of less than the entire right, title and interest.
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is

in the patent appiicationlpatent identified above by virtue of either:

0/0)

A. [:1 An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment
was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel .

Frame , or e tme copy of the original assignment is attached.

A chain of title from the inventor(s). of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current
assignee as follows:

1. From: Xiaodong U etal. To: Broadstorm Telecommunications, Inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 017116 , Frame 0553 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: Broadstorm Telecornmunicatioons, Inc. To: J & K Services LLC.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 017116 , Frame 0568 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3. From: J & K Services L.L.C. To: SDR Holdings, L.L.C.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 017116 , Frame 0693 . or for which a copy thereof is attached.

OR

B. [El

  
  

  
 

E] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.
As required by 37 CFR 3.T3(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence ot the chain of title from the original owner
to the assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.
(NOTE: A separate copy (Le, a tme copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to
Assignment Division in accordance with 37 CF R Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO.
_S__e_e_ MPEP 302.08]

title is supplied belo ) is authorized to act on behalf of the aigiflie..-. 3 D 9
Signature Date

The undersigned (wh

 
Byron Young

Printed or Typed Name

Vice President Marketing & Product Management
' Title

(206) 384-2580
Telephone Number

255251181
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Docket No. S8144/P0‘.4C‘.l10503145

PTOISBI96 (12-05)
Approved for use through D7I31I2006. OMB 08510031

u.s. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Actor 1995. no persons are required to respond to e coliewon of information unless it disptaye a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73]b) - Sugglemental Sheet

Continuation of chain of title from the inventor(s) to the current assignee.

4. From: SDR Holdings, L.L.C. To: Kaon Systems, Inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel 017116 , Frame 0723 . or for which a copy thereof is attached.

5. From: SDR Holdings, LLC. To: Kaon Systems, inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 017116 . Frame 0780 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

6, From: Kaon Systems, inc. To: Adagtix, inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Real 017117 , Frame 0030 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

7. From: To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel . Frame . or for which a copy thereof is attached.

8. From: To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

9. From: To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Real . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

256251 18.1 2
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aunoesnspusux @~Patentschr|ft (3) 1m.c1.5:
H 04 3 7/005DEUTSCHLAND

DE H0437/204
H 04 B 7/26

. H 04.313/02
. H 04 07/38

@ Akienzenchenz 198 00 9534-35 H 041-27/00
@ Anmeidetag: 13. 1.98

DEUTSCHES Offentegungstagz -

E - veréffentlichungstag
PAT NT UND der Patenterteilung: 29. 7.99
MARKENAMT

lnnerhalb von 3 Monaten nach Veréffemlichung der Erteilung kann Einspruch erhoben werden

®   Pmentinhaber:

Siemens AG, 80333 Mfinchen, DE

 

 

 
 

® Erfinder:

Ritter, Gerhard. 88943 Thaining, DE

Fiir die Beuneilung der Patentféhigkeit in Betracht
gezogene Druckschriflen:

DE 44 41 323 A1

KAMMEYER, K.D.: Nachrichteniibertragung,
Teubner Veriag, Stuttgart, 1996, 2. AufI.,
ISBN-3-519-16142-7, S. 611-613;

@ Verfahren und Funk-Kommunikationssystem zur Zuteilung von Funkressourcen einer Funkschnittstelle
CD

DE19800953C1
....—, ,0‘!-

Das erfindungsgeméifse Verfahren und Funk-Kommuni-
kaxionssystem geht aus von einem OFDMA-Multitréger
verfahren und der Nuxzung einer Anzahl von Subtrégern
(oc), die fin die Kommunikationsverbindung zwischen
Basissta1ion(B$) und Mobi|sta1ion(MS)zugetei|t werden,
und umfz->81 folgende Schritte:
- Messen der Oualitét unterschiedlicher Segmeme (S...)
des Frequenzspektrums durch jede Mobilstation (MS),
- Bestimmen zumindest eines fur die eigene Komrnunika-
Iionsverbindung bevorzugt geeigneten Segments
(Sx...Sa...Sm...) durch jede Mobilstation (MS) und Senden
einer entsprechenden information zur Basisstation (88),
~ Auswerten der von den Mobilstationen (MS) ernpfange-
nen lnformationen durch die Basisstation (BS) und Zutei—
ten eines Segments (Sx, Sa, Sm) fflr die jeweflige Kam-
rnunikationsverbindung an jede Mobilstation (MS) ab-
héngig von der Auswertung,
- Senden einer information fiber das zugeteilte Segment
(Sx, Sa, Sm) zu jeder Mobils1ation (MS) durch die Basis-
station (BS).

.~.~uun.... . _

 

 

 
 

sa OFDMA
ocDO

mm ‘
3‘: ' ‘ ’

\sa
3? /

. \Sm
oc1OD /
oclm \$,.sz
o¢XYZ Sb.Sc

$n.so

Bu

Io. rm 1,. 1,N 

 

  
  

 

N tseq
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1

Beschreibung

Die Erfindung betrifli ein Verfahren zur Zuteilung von
Funkressourcen einer Funkschnittstelle eines Funk—Kom-

munikationssyste-m sowie. ein entsprechendes Funk—Kom-
munikationssystetn.

Bckanntlich wcisen I-‘unk—Kommunikationssysteme eine
l-‘unkschniiistelle auf. fiber die Datensymbole zwischen ei-
ncr ortslcstcn l3a.\‘iS$lal.i0n und tiblicherweise mehreren, im
l’unk\'cr$orgungsbcreich — z. B. einer Funkzelle — der Basis-
.\’Iuli0n hcfindlichen beweglichen Mobilstationen iibertragen
wt.-rtlcn. Dabei linden Vielfachzugnffsverfahren Anwen-
dung. um die Funkressourcen der Funkschnittstelle mog-
li9.‘h.\‘l clTcktiv ausnutzen zu konnen. Ein klassisches Viel-

l‘u¢h‘/ugril‘l‘svcrl‘ahren ist das fiir Zeitmultiplex (TDMA.
'l“tnu: Division Multiple Access), bei dem die Datensymbole
uls htnkhlticlt (bursts) in einem Zeitschlitz (time slot) ent-
hultcn sincl. l-fin wcitcrcs Vic-lfachzugriffsvcrfahrcn ist das
liiir Kmlt.-multiplex t(‘l)MA, Code Division Multiple Ac-
cuss). hci tl».-in jctlcs Dutcnsymbol mit. mehreren Kodesym-
bulcn ;ml'cinu hcslimtnte Bandbreite gespreizt wird.

l)urtll~cr liinum gihl cs das OFDMA-Multitr;'§gerverfah-
run tt")rIlm;_=ottul i‘l'L‘qtICnCy Division Multiple Access), das
/.ur l”Ihcrtru;_vun;_' «lur l);m.-nsymbole das OFDM-Prinzip ge-
mans Kupitcl l5.3.2 mu "Nachrichteniibertragung", K. D.
Kmnm-}~cr. 'l1-uhnur V.-rlag, Stuttgart, 2. Aufiage 1996
nut/.t. Nqlw/.u m.-litt-cktlinttige Sende— und EmpfangsfilLer-
ltnpttlsuntwurtcn cnttfiglichen eine FFI‘-(Fast Fourier
'l’runst‘urmutinnt lvu. ll~l"l‘- (Inverse Fast Fourier Transfor-
lttuliunl husicrtc Si;;n;:|\‘crurbeitung im Sender und Emptin-
gcr. was hohc l)un:nrutcn bei relativ geringer Komplexitfit
crluuht. Duruhcr hittutts ist voneilhaft, dafi schmalbandige
Stzlwtzigcr t()l-'l)l\»‘l/\ carriers), die beispielsweise nur e-inige
wcnigc Kiluliurt/. wncinundefr getrennl sein konnen, eine
Ycinc (imnuluritiit tl-:r Datenralen abhéingig von derje.weili-
gen /\nwcnt'lung cnttbglichen. So kann eine Anzahl von
Subtrii;-crn untl tlamit cin Segment eines Frequenzspek-
trums l'tir die Kmnmunikationsverbindung zwischen Basis-
stution und M(\hiI.\'luliOn zugewiesen werden.

Aus der dcutscltcn ()ITcnle.gungsschrift DE 44 41 323 Al
isl cin Vcrl'ul1z'cn '/.ur Ube.nragung von OFDM—Signalen in
cincnt tnohilcn Km):munikationssystem bekannt, bei dem

l’i'tr hohc Uhcnr:tgttngsr:ttcn dynamikreduzierte OFDM-Si.
gnalc durch cincn Scndcvcrstiirker innerhalb seines im we-
sentlichcn lincurcn Vcrstiirkungsbereichs verstéirkt werden.

Dcr lirlindung licgt die Aufgabe zugrunde. ein verbesser-
tes Vcrfahrcn und Funk-Komntunikationssystem zur Zutei-
lung von Funkrcssourcen bei Anwendung des OFDMA-
Multitriigcrvcrliahrcns anzugeben.

Diesc Aufguhc wird gcinfifl der Erfindung durch das Ver-
fahren mit den Mcrktuznlun des Patentanspruchs l und durch
das Funk-Kotttittunikutionssystem mit den Merkmalen des
Palentanspruchs I3 gclbst. Weiterbildungen der Erfindung
sind den Untcmnspriichcn zu entnehmen.

Das erfindungsgutttiilie Verfahren gelit aus von dem
OFDMA-MultiLréigcrvcrl‘ahre.n und der Nutzung einer An-
zahl von Subtréigcm. die fijr die Kommunikationsverbiw
dung zwischen Basisstation und Mobilstationen zugeteilt
warden, und umfasst. folgende Schriue:

— Messen der Qualitiit unterschiedlicher Segmente des
Frequenzspektrums durch jede Mobilstation,
- Bestimmen zumindest eines ffir die eigene Kommu-
nikationsverbindung bevonugt geeigneten Segments
durch jcdc Mobilstation und Scndcn cincr cntsprcchcvn-
den Information zur Basisstation,

- Auswerten der von den Mobilstationen e.mpfange-
nen Informationen durch die. Basisstation und Zuteilen
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eines Segments filr die jeweilige Kommunil<au'onsver-
bindung an jede. Mobilstation abbiingig von der Aus-
wertung,

- Senden einer lnformation fiber das zugeleilte Seg-
' ment. zu jeder Mobilstation durch die Basisstation.

Das erfindungsgeméifie Funk-Kommunikationssystem
gent ebenfailsaus von dem OFDM:A-Multiirégerverfahren
und der Nutzung einer Anzahl von Subtrfigem, die for die
Kotnmunikauonsverbindung zwischen Basisstation und
Mobilstation zugeteilt werden, und umfasst folgende Mittel:

— Ste.ue.nnittel in jeder Mobilstation zum Messen der
Qualitéit unterschiedlicher Segmente des Frequent-
spektrums und zum Bestimmen zumindest eines filr die
eigene Kommunilcationsverbindung bevorzugt geeig-
neten Segments,
— Scndcmittcl in jcdcr Mobilstation zum Scndcn cincr
entsprechenden Information zur Basisstation,
— Steuermittel in jeder Basisstation zum Auswerten
der von den Mobilstationen empfangenen Informatio-
nen und zum Zuteilen eines Segments fir die jeweilige
Kommunikationsverbindung an jede Mobilstation ab-
héingig von der Auswertung, sowie
— Sendemittel in jeder Basisstntion zum Senden einer
Information fiber das zugeteilte Segment zu jeder Mo-
bilstation.

Dutch das geschilderte Zuteilungsverfahren konnen die
Vorteile des OFDMA-Mulutrfigerverfahrens genutzt und
moglichst. optimale Frequenzressourcen fiir alle von einer
Basisstation betreuten Kommunikationsverbindungen mit
Hilfe der flexiblen Zuweisung mehrerer Subtrfiger bzw. ei-
nes dadurch definierten Segments des Frequenzspektrums
ve.rge.ben werden. Dabei spielt die Qualitéit der e.ige.ne.n
Kommunikationsverbindung im Hinbliclc auf die. Frequenz-
situation eine. entscheidende Rolle, die entsprechend dem
erfindungsgeméfien Verfahren individuell nach Bestimmen
der am besten geeigneten Segmente in jeder von der Basis-
station betreuten Mobilstation gefindert und damit verbes-
sen wird.

Ein weiterer wichtiger Vorteil besteht darin. daB durch die
Erfindung die Interferenzen. insbesondere die in Funk-
Kommunikationssystemen kritischen Interzellinte-rferenzen

und die Intersymbolinterferenzen, berilcksichtigt und ausge-
glichen werden kénnen.

Es wird durch das erfindungsgeméifie Verfahren und
Punk-Kommunikationssystem auch eine koste.nefl’ektive
und ge-genfiber einer Breitband—Kommunikation (wideband
communication) leistungssteigemde — vor allem fiir héhere
Freqttenzen im MHz-Bereich — Zuteilung der Frequenz.res-
sourcen bei Anwendung des 0FDMA—Multitr§gerverfah-
rens erzielt. Das verbesserte OFDMA-Multitrfigerverfahren
kann tnit anderen Vte-lfach2ugrifi°sve-rfahren. die Datensym-
bole endlicher Dauer in Zeitschlitzen ijbertragen, zu einem
noch effektiveren Funksystem kombiniert. werden. So istdas
verbesserte OFDMA-Multiuligerverfahren gem‘ziB einer be-
sonders bevonugten Ausgestaltung in ein TDMA/CDMA-
Funksystem integrierbar. was fiir Anwendungen mit geria-
geren Leistungsanforderungen — z. B. Mik.rozellensysteme —
oder fiir TDD-Anwendungen (Time Division Duplex) oder
fiir Anwendungen bei hoheren Datenraten -— 2. B. Fir In-
door-Systeme, Schnurlos-Systeme (residential cordless) -
oder filr Anwendungen mit geringen Bewegungsgeschwim
digkcitcn bcsondcrs voncilhaft sich auswirkt.

Die Flexibilitiit des erfindungsgem%iBen Verfahrens wird
besonders vorteilhaft ausgenutzt, wenn den Mobilstationen
von der Basisstation Segmente des Frequenzspektrums zu-
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geteilt. warden, deren Bandbreiten sich unterscheiden, ode:
eine unterschiedliche Anzahl von Zeitschlitzen flit die U'ber-

tragung der Datensymbole in den zugeteilten Segmenten zit-
geteiit. wird. Damit kéinnen fiir individueile Knmmunikati-
onsverbindungen. die sich voneinander unterscheiden. die
am beslen geeigneten Segmente zur Kommunikation jeder-
xeit bestimmt und bei Bedarf geiindert werden.

Geméfl einer weitercn Ausgestaltung der Erfindung wird
von den Mobilstationen jeweils eine Pt'iOt'iL2'§l.enliSle an die
Busisstation gcsc-ndet. dic Infonnationen fiber ein fiir die ei-
gcne Kotnmunikationsverbindung am besten geeigneles
Segment sowie iiber wcitere. for die eigene Kommunikati-
unsverbindung bevorwgt geeignete Segmente enlhéiit. Da-
durch erhélt. die Basisstation anhand der eintretfenden Li-
stun Kenntnis von den Wiinschen aller Mobilstationen hin-

sichtlich des oder der fiir sie am besten geeigneten Seg-
mcnte, und kann emsprechende Neuzuordnungen der Seg-
mcnic dcs Frcqucnzspcktrums zu allcn Mobiistationcn -
hcsscr angepassl an dcren iibcnniuelte Bediirfnisse - vor-
nchmcn. V

l-is hat sich als giinstig erwiesen, daB fiirjede Mobiistatjon
die Anzahl der zugctcilten Subtriiger in einem Zeitschlitz
sun dcr Basisstation variabcl cinslelibar isL hm bei Bedarf

mchl nur die Segmentc wcchseln, sondern auch deren Band-
hwilc éindcrn Lu kéinncn.

I-Zinc vorleilhafte Wciterbiidung der Erfindung zum Mes-
wn der Qualitiit der Scgmente des Frequenzspektrums sieht
mr. dati die Mobilstation alle Subtréiger in dent ihr zugewie-
wnun Zcitschlitz e-mpl‘2ingL fiir jcden Subtrfiger iibe-rprfifL
uh uinc Amplitudcntnoduiation der im Zeitschlitz t’.iberLrage-
twn Dulcnsymboie vorliegt. und einen Mitlelwerl aus den
lirgchnisscn der Ubcrpriifung fiir alle zu dem jeweiligen
.\‘c;_-mcnt gchbrigv.-.n Subtriiger bildet. Der Voneil liegt in
«tent '/,v.'cistufcn-Vcrfuhrcn. bei dcm zuniichst. jeweils die-
Qttuliliit fijr dic individuclkcn Subtriiger ennittelt. und an-
~ch!i-.-Bcnd zur Fcstlcgung der Qualilét des spe-zielle unt.er-
suchtcn Segments dic Qualitiitcn der Suhtriiger gemittelt
xx crxicn.

I-Zinc bcsondcrs cinfachc Mcthodc zum Mcssen der Quali-
tut hcslchl darin. relative Abwcichungcn der Amplituden

der I):atcnsyutholc dadurch '/.u crmitlcln. daB die absolute.
/\tnpliludcnt‘1i!Tcrcn‘/. von Dutcnsymhol zu Datensymbol
:mI'uddicr1 und das‘ Addilionsrcsultat mit der miuleren Am-

pliludc allcr auf cincm vorgcbbarcn Subtréiger iibenragenen
lhlcnsyttiboic nonnicn witd. ‘

(icntiili eincr Weitcrbiidung dcr lirfindung weist das
1-'unk-Konununikationssystemeine Mobilstation mi1St.euer-
mincl ‘/.um Mcssen der Qualitéit umcrschiedlicher Segmente-

«lcs I‘rc.qucnzspekt.rums und zum Bcstimmen zumindesl ei-
ncs liir die. cigcnc Kotnmunikationsverbindung bevorzugt
gccigncicn Segments. sowie mil Scndemiltel zum Senden
cincr cntsprechendcn Infomtation zur Basisstation auf.

(icmiifi einer andcren Weitcrbildung der Erfindung weist
das I‘unk-Kommunikatjonssystem eine Einrichtung, die ge-
xniili alternativer Ausgestaltu ngen als Teil einer Basisstation
odcr einer Basisstationssteuerung ausgeprfigt ist, mit Steuer-
miuel zum Auswenen der von den Mobilstationen empfan-

gcnen Informationen und zum Zuteilen eines Segments fiir
dicjeweilige Kommunikalionsverbindung an jede Mobiista-
tion abhingig von der Auswertung, sowie mit Sendemittel
'/.um Senden einer Information fiber das zugeteilte Segment
zu jeder Mobitstation auf.

Im folgenden wird der Erfindungsgegenstand anhand ei-
nes Ausfiihrungsbeispielen unter Bezugnahme auf zeichne-
rischc Darslcllungcn nfihcr c-rliiutcrt.

Dabei zeigen
Fig. 1 ein Blockschaltbild eines Mobilfunksystems mix

mehreren von einer Basisstation betreuten Mobilstationen.
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Big. 2 eine schematiscbe Darslellnng der Suuktur eines
Funkblocks rnit Datensymbolen in einem Zeitschlitz sowie
der OFDMA-Subtréger zur Bildung von Se-gmenten eines
Frequemspektrums,

Fig. 3 einen NachrichtenfiuB zur Zuteilung der Frequenz-
ressourcen zu den Mobilstationen.

Fig. 4 eine schematische Darstellung der Amp1itudemno-
dulalion der iibertragenen Datensymbole auf einem
OFDMA-Subtrfiger zum Messen der Qualitét der Segmente,

Fig. 5 tin Blockschaltbild ciner Mobilslation, und
Fig. 6 ein Blockschaltbild einer Basisstation/Basisstatb

onssteuerung. S

Das in Fig. 1 dargestellte Funk-Kommunikationssystem
entspricht in seiner Struktur einein bekannten Mobilfunksy-
stem, das Netzeinrichtungen eines Mobilfunknelzes wie
2. B. Mobilve-rmittlungsstellen MSC, die untereinander ver-
netzt sind bzw. den Zugang zu einem Festnetz PSTN her-
stclicn, und mit. den Mobiivcrmittlungsstcllcn MSC vcrbun-
dene Basisstationssteuerungen BSC und mil jeweils einer
Basisstationssteuerung BSC verbundene Basisstationen BS
aufweist. Eine solche Basisstation BS is: eine ortsfeste
Funkst.aLion_. die fiber eine Funkschnittstelle Kommunikau'-
onsverbindungen zu Mobilstationen MS aufbauen, abbauen
und aufrechthalten kann. In Fig. 1 sind beispielhaft drei

.3 Funkverbindungen zwischen drei Mobilslatjonen MS und
einer Basisstation BS dargestellt. Ein Operau'ons- und War-
tungszentrum OMC realisiert Kontro1l- und Wan.ungsfunk-
tionen Fir das Mobilfunksystem bzw. fftr Teile davon. Das
Operations- und Wartungszentrum OMC und die Basisstati—
onssteuerung BSC realisieren iiblicherweise die Funktionen
der Binstellung und Anpassung der Zuteilung von funk1ech-
nischen Ressourcen innerhalb der Funkze-llen der Basissta-
Lionen BS. Die Funktionalitfit des Funk-Kommunikationssy-
stems ist auch auf andere Funk-Kommunikationssysteme

iibertragbar, ggf. auch mit ortsfesten Mobilstationen MS.
Auch bei diesen Funk-Kommunikationssystemen kann das

erfindungsgemiifle Verfahren zum Einsatz kommen.
Die Kommunikationsverbindungen zwischen der Basis-

station BS und den Mobilstationen MS unterliegen einer

Mehrwegeausbreitung, die dutch Refiektjonen beispiels-
weise an Gebéiuden oder Bepfianzungen zusétzlich zum di-
re-kten Ausbreitungsweg bervorgerufen werden. Gehl man
von einer Bewegung der Mobilstationen MS aus. dann fiihrt
die Mehrwegeausbreitung zusiammen mit weiteren Sl6run-
gen dazu, da8 bei der empfangenden Basisstalion BS sich
die Signalkomponenten der verschiedenen AusbreiLungs~
wege eines Teilnehmersignals zeithéingig iiberlagern. Wei-
terhin wird davon ausgegangen, daB ein OFDMA-Mu1Litr'zi-
gerverfahnen zur Ubertragung von Dalensymbolen in Zeit-
schlitzen be-nutzl wird, das den Mobilstationen jeweils eine
Anzabl von Subtriigern und damit ein Segment eines Fre-
quenzspektrums fiir die Kommunikationsverbindung zwi-
schen Basisstation BS und Mobilstation MS zuteilt.

(3em.‘«iB dem Erfindungsgegenstand misst jede Mobilsta-
tion MS die Qualitfit unterscniedlicher Se-gmente des Fre-
quenzspektrums, wobei sie alle Subtrtiger in dem ihr zuge-
wiesenen Ze-itschlitz empfzingt, fiirjeden individuellen Sub-
trfiger dessen Qualitfit iiberprfift und anschlieBend die errnib
tellen Qualitiiten der Subtréger mittelt. Danach bestimmt
jede Mobilstation zumindest ein fiir die eigene Kommunika-
tionsverbindung bevorzugt geeignetes Segment und sendel
eine entsprechende Information zur Basisstation BS. Im
vorliegenden Beispiei ermitlelt die erste Mobilstatjon ein
Segment Sx mit den Subufigem oc40 als das Fur sie
am bcstcn gccignctc Segment. Dariibcr hinaus bcstimmt sic
Segment: Sy, S2 als weitere, fiir die eigene Kommunika|i-
onsverbindung bevonugt geeignele Segments. In eine Prio-
xitfitenliste PL] werden Informationen fiber die Segmente
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Sx, Sy. S7. eingetragen, entsprechend ihrer Eignung fur die
Kommunikationsverbindung numeriert und zur Basisstation
BS gesendet.

In gleicher Weise ennittelt die zweite Mobilstatinn ein
Segment Sa mit den Subtriigern oc4]...oc60 als das fir sie.
am besten geeignete Segment. Dariiber hinaus bestintmt sie
Segmente Sb, Sc als weitere, fiir die. eigene Kommunikati-
onsv.erbindung-be.worzug1.geeignete. Segmente. In eine Prio-
ritiitenliste PL2 werden Informationen fiber die Segments
Sa, Sb, Sc eingetragen, entsprechend ihrer Eignung fir die
Kommunikationsverbindung numeriert und ebenfalis zur
Basisstation BS gesendet.

Auch die dritte, von der Basisstation BS betreute Mobil-

station MS bestintmt ein Segment Sm mit den Subtragem
oc61...oc100 als das fiir ihre kommunikationsverbindung
am besten geeignete Segment. Dariiber hinaus gibt sie Seg-
mente Sn, So als weitere, for die eigene Kommunikations-
verbindung bevorzugt geeigncte Scgmc.nt.e in cincr Prioriti-
tenliste PL3 an. Die Informationen fiber diese drei Segmente
Sm, Sn, So, die entsprechend ihrer Eignung fiir die Kommu-
nikationsverbindung in der Prioritateniiste PL3 numeriert
sind, warden V0!) ihr anschliessend ebenfalls zur Basissta-

tion BS gesendet. Aus den Beispieien ist entnehmbar, dafi
die Anzahl der Subtrager co... und damit die Bandbreite. der
Segmente S... unterschiedlich gewéihlt werden kann.

Die Basisstation BS wertet alle von den Mobilstationen

MS empfangenen Informationen aus und teilt abhangig von
der Auswertung jeder Mobilstation ein Segment fiir die je-
weilige Komrnunikationsverbindung zu. Eine Information
fiber ‘das jeweils zugeteilte Segment sendet die Basisstation
zu jeder Mobilstation. Im vorliegenden Beispiel sei ange-
nommen, daB jeder Mobilstation MS das von ihr ge-
wiinschte am be-sten geeignete Segment zugeteilt werden
konnte. Dies biingt auch von den Ubertragungsbedingungen
und/oder der Auslastung der von der Basisstation BS ver-
sorgten Funkzelie nach Vorgaben des Operations- und War-
tungszentrums OMC oder der Basisstationssteuerung BSC
zum Funicressourcenmanageme-nt ab. So erhaiten die erste
Mobilstation MS das Segment Sx,'die zweite Mobilstation
MS das Segment Sa und die dritte Mobilstatién MS das Seg-
ment Sm, jeweils mit den entsprechenden OFDMA—Subtr2i-
gem eo..._. von der Basisstation BS zugeteilt. Den individu-
ellen Mobilstationen MS kann auch eine unterschiedliehe

Anzahl von Zeitschlitzen zur Ube-rtragung der Datensym-
bole in den zugeteilten Segmenten zugewiesen werden.

Die Flexibilitat des erfindungsgeinafien Verfahrens wird
besonders vorteilhaft ausgenutzt, wenn den Mobilstationen
MS von der Basisstation BS Segmente des Frequenzspek-
trums zugeteilt sind, deren Bandbreiten sich unterscheiden.
oder eine unterschiedliche Anzahl von Zeitschlitzen for die

Ubenragung der Datensymbole in den zugeteilten Segmen-
ten vorgesehen isL Damit konnen fiir individuelle Kommu-
nikationsverbindungen, die sich voneinander unterscheiden,
die am besten geeigneten Segmente zur Kommunikation je-
derzeit bestimmt und bei Bedarf gefindert werden.

In Fig. 2 sind die Struktur eines Funkblocks mit Daten-
symbolen in einem Ze-itschlitz sowie die OFDMA-Subtriiger
zur Bildung der Segmente geméifi den Beispielen in Fig. 1
schematisch dargestellt. So stehen beispielsweise einige
hundert Subtrager oc - mit einem Abstand von einigen Kilo-
hertz zwischen jeweils zwei benachbarten Trager — in der
Funkzelie der in Fig. 1 mit den drei Mobilstationen MS in
Verbindung stehenden Basisstatjon BS zur Verfiignng. Da-
von sind die Subtrager oc0O...oc4O zur Definition des Seg-
ments Sx, die Subtragcr oc41...oc60 zur Definition des Seg-
ments Sa, und die Subtriiger oc61...oc]OO zur Definition des
Segments Sm entsprechend der Zuweisung durch die Basis-
station auf die Mobilstationen veneilt. Weitere Subtrager
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oci01...ocXYZ sind in dem insgesamt fiir einen Netz‘netrei-
ber nutzbarcn Frequenzband verfigbar, das aueh die von
den Mobiistationen als ebenfalls gee-ignet eingestuften Seg-
mente Sy, S7. und Sh, Sc und Sn, S0 mit einer An72hl Von
Subtragem enthi-ilt Nacb Fig. 2 wird Fir die Segmente Sx.
Sm eine identische Bandbreite angenommen. Dies ist je-
doch ftir ein Funk-Kommunikationssystem im Sinne der Er-

findung_keine.Voraussetzung.
Der in Fig. 2 beispielhaft gezeigte Funkblock wird in ei-

nem Ze-itschlitz einer TDMA-Rahmenstruktur iibenragen.

In jedem Rahmen ist zumindest ein Zeitsehlitz flir ein oder
mehrere Teilnehmersignale vorgesehen. Von der Basissta-
lion wird in jedem Zeitschlitz eine vorgebbare Anzah] von
Subtragern benutzt, auf denen jeweils eine vorgebbare An-
zahl von Datensymbolen iibertragen wird. Dariiber hinaus
ist fiir jede Mobilstation die Anzahl der zugeteiiten Subtra-
ger in einem Zeitschlitz von der Basisstation variabel ein-
stcllbar.

Die Dauer des Funkblocks wird mit Thu bezeichnet. Der

Funkblock umfafit zwei Blocke mitjeweils N Datensymbo-
len d, wobei jeder Block die Liinge Tb] hat. Beide Blocke
sind durch eine Trainingssequenz tseq mit der Dauer Tm ge-
trennt. Den AbschIuB des Funkblocks bildet eine Schutzzeit

TS, die die Laufzeitunterschiede aufgrund unterschiedlicher
.9 Entfernungen der Mobilslationen MS von der Basisstation

BS ausgleichen soll. Weiterhin wird in Fig. 2 gezeigt, wie
ein einzelnes Datensymbol d nach einem reinen CDMA-
Verfahren —- linke Darstellung — oder nach einem reinen
Mehrtrager-Verfahren — rechte Darstellung — iibertragen
warden kann. Beim CDMA-Verfahren wird jedes Daten-
symbol d mit Q Kodesymbolen auf die Bandbreite Bu ge-
spreizt. Beim Mehrtrager-Verfahren wird jedes Datensym-
bole d auf Q Triiger modulien, wobei die Summe der Band-
breiten der Triiger die Bandbreite Bu ergibt. In beiden Fzillen
dauert die Ubertragung eines Datensymbols die Symbol-
dauer Ts. Damit ist das Funk-Kommunikationssystem als
TDMA/CDMA-Mobilfunksystem ausgebiidet, bei dem in
dutch die Zeitschlitze gebiideten Frequenzkaniilen gleich-
zeitig die Datensymbole. d mehrerer Kommunikationsver-
bindungen iibertragen werden, wobei die Informationen un-
lerschiedlicher Verbindungen geni'ziB einer verbindungsindi-
viduelien Feinstruktur — beispielsweise durch Spreizung der
Datensymbole - ttnterscheidbar sind.

(Serade bei Kombination des TDMAICDMA-Mobilfunio

system mit. dem OFDMA-Muititréigerverfahren konnen
znoglichst. optimale Frequenzressourcen fiir alle von einer
Basisstation betreuten Kommunikationsverbindungen mit
Hilfe der fiexiblen Zuweisung mehrerer Subtrager bzw. ei-
nes dadurch definienen Segments des Frequenzspektrums
gem§B der Erfindung vergeben werden. Dies wirkt sich fiir
Anwendungen mit geringeren Leistungsanforderungen -
2. B. Mikrozeilensysteme — oder fiir TDD-Anwendungen
(Time Division Duplex) oder fiir Anwendungen bei hoheren
Datenraten - z. B. fiir Indoor-Systeme, Schnurlos-Systeme
(residentiai cordless) - oder ftir Anwendungen mit geringen
Bewegungsgeschwindigkeiten besonders vorteilhaft ans.
Durch das verbesserte Frcquenzressourcen-Zuteilungsver-
fahren (smart frequency hopping approach) gem§B der Er-
findung werden Interferenzen, insbesondere die in Funk-
Kommunikatjonssystemen kritischen Interze1lint.erferenzen
(inter-cell interference) und die Intersymbolinterferenzen,
beriicksichtigt. und zumindest vermindert oder gar ausgegli-
chen. Dies ist deshalb von Bedeutung, da fiir nahezu alle
Funk-Kommunikationssysteme es ein typisches Merkmal
ist, daB sic in Abwiirtsrichtung (downlink) lcistungsbcgrcnzt
sind, was durch Interferenzen noch verstiirkt wird.

Fig. 3 zeigt. den Nachxichtenflufl iiber die Funkschniw
stelle fiir die Zuteilung der Frequenzressourcen zu den Mo-
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bi1st.au'one.n MS durch die Basisstation BS. An Stelle der

Basisstation BS kann auch eine Basisstationssteuerung BSC
die Zuteilung steuern, jedoch kommuniziert immer die Ba-
sisstation BS fiber die Luft. mit den Mnhilstationen MS. ln

einem ersten Schritt (1) empfangen die Mobilstationen MS

parallel alle. Subtréger 0c in dem ihnen jeweils 2ugewiese-
nen Zeitschlitz ts. Ffir jeden Subtrager oc fiberprfift die Mo-
bilstation MS in einem weiteren Schritt (2), ob eine Ampli-
tudenmodulation der im Zeitschlitz ts fibertragenen Daten-
symbole vorliegt, und hat. damit ein Messergebnis fiber die
Qualitfit des jeweiligen Subtrfigers oc. Sie bildet danach ei-
nen Miuelwert aus den Ergebnissen der Uberprfifung flir
alle zu einem ausgewfiltlten Segment gehéjrigen Subtriiger
oc, was zu einem Qualitétsergebnis Fur das gesamte Seg-
ment fiihrt. Dies kann sie fiir mehrere Segmente — vor2ugs-

weise parallel — durchfiihren. Jede Mobilstation MS be-
stimmt nach Kenntnis der Qualitat unterschiedlicher Seg-
mcntc in einem wcitcrcn Schritt (3) zumindcst cin bcvorzugt

geeignetes Segment, im Beispiel das Segment Sx bzw. Sa
bzw. Sm.

Im Schritt. (4) senden die Mobilstatjonen MS ihre Priori-
tiitenlisten PL]...PL3 mit den Informationen fiber vorzugs-
weise mehrere bevorzugt geeignete Segmente, d. h. fiber die
Segmente Sx, Sy, S2 b"zw. Sa, Sb, Sc bzw. Sm, Sn, So, ffir
die eine Reihenfolge hinsichtlich ihrer Eignung von der Mo-
bilstation I\-IS festgelegt wurde, fiber die Funkschnittstelle
zu der Basisstation BS.

In einem Schritt (5) wertet die Basisstation BS die eintref-
fender; Prioritiitenlisten PL1...PL3 mit den Infomtationen

fiber die gewfinschten Segmente aus und entscheidet - gage-
benenfalls in Rficksprache mit der Basisstationssteuemng
BSC —-, welches Segment der jeweiligen Mobilstation MS
zuzuweisen ist. Im genaunten Beispiel ordnet die Basisstzr
lion BS die Segmente Sx, Sa und Sm, die allesamt als die am
besten geeignexen Segmente mobilstationsseitig ausgewfihlt
wurden, den drei Mobilstationen zu. Ffir den Fall, daB nicht

das gewfinsclite Segment. zugeordnet. werden kann, wird ei-
nes der anderen, von der Mobilstatjon MS altemativ angege-

benen Segments ausgewéihlt. Im Schritt (6) werden schlieB-
lich die lnformationen fiber die zugeteilten Segmente Sx, Sa
und Sin zu den Mobilstationen MS fiber die Funkschnit.t-

stelle fibertragen, die die empfangenen neuen Frequenzres-
sourcen im Frequenzspektrum fiir ihre individttellen Kom-
munikationsverbindungen nutzen. Zur Uberwachung eines

mfiglichst breiten Frequenzspelctrutns verfiigen die Mobil-
stationen MS jeweils fiber Breitband-Empfzinger, was bei
Anwendung des OI-‘DMA—Multitréigerverfahrens der Fall
ist. Der Zeitpunkt und damit die Geschwindigkeit der Ande-
rung der Zuteilung der Funkressgurcen bzw. Frequenzres-
sourcen kann abhéingig von den Ubenragungsbedingungen
und/oder der Auslastung eine! Funkzelle erfoigen. Grund-
sétzlich ist es pro Sekunde in einer der Anzahl der fiber1ra-
genen TDMA-Rahmen entsprechenden Haufigkeit mbglich.
Bei einem auf dem GSM-Standard basierenden Mobilfunk-

system werden beispielsweise circa 2217 Rahmen in der Se-
kunde fibertragen.

Fig. 4 zeigt eine scbematische Darstellung der Amplitu-
denmodulation der fibertragenen Datensymbole auf einem
OFDMA-Subtrager zum Messen der Qualit‘a‘t der Se-gmente
durch jede Mobilstation. Durch Umsetzen méiglicherweise
auftretender Interferenzen ode: Rauschen in eine Amplitu-
denmodulation von Datensymbol zu Datensymbol kann auf
einfache, aber effelctive Weise die Qualitat der ein;/.e.lnen
Subtrager und damit auch des gesamten Segments fiber alle
zugchéxigcn Subtrfigcr mobilstationssc-itig gcmcsscn wer-
den. Ffirjedes fibertragene Datensyxnbol im Zeitschljtz wird
eine Fl’-T-Signalverarbeitung durchgeffihrt, und die Signal-
verarbeitung trfigerselektiv fiir die Subtrfiger des Segments

U:
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fortgesetzt. So entsteht aus einem Nutzsignal ss durch’ ein
Interfe-renzsigna1— oder ein Rauschsignal is ein resulLieren-
des Signal rs mil einer bestimmten Amplitude, die zwischen
einer minirnalen Amplitude Amin und einer rnaximalen

Amplitude Atnax liegt. Liegt Interferenz oder Rauschen vor.
van'ie.ren die Amplituden der individuellen auf einem be-
stimmten Subtréiger Datensymbole von Datensymbol zu Da-
tensymbol. Gibt. es keine lnterferenz oder kein Rauschen,
weisen die Amplituden aller Datensymbole denselben Wen
auf. Am einfachsten kénnen relative Abweichungen der

Amplituden der Datensymbole dadurch ermittelt werden,
daB die absolute Atnplitudendifferenz von Datensymbol zu
Datensytnbol aufaddiert und das Additjonsresultat mit der
mittleren Amplitude aller auf einem vorgebbaren Subtrager
fibertxagenen Datensymbole normiert wird. Im Beispiel
werden beispielsweise die Qualitiitsergebnisse aller 40 Sub-
trfiger des Segments Sx gemittelt und ein entsprechender
Qualitatswcn fiir das Segment Sx crmittclt. Dies wird fiir
eine Mehrzahl anderer Segmente ebenfalls ausgefiihrt, und
eine Anzahl von Segmenten bester Qualitiit hinsichtlich der
eigenen Kommunikationsverbindung festgelegt.

Eine Mobilstation MS zur Unterstfitzung des erfindungs-

gemiifien Verfahrens und Funk-Kommunikationssystems ist
in Fig. 5 dargestellt. wiihrend Fig. 6 eine entsprechende Ba-

.2 sisstalion bzw. Basisstationssteuerung BSC zeigt. Dabei
sind nur die ffir den Erfindungsgegenstand wesentlichen
Mittel und Einrichtungen dargestellt.

Die Mobilstation MS weist Steuermittel MSE mit einer

Speichereinn'eht.ung MSP und einer FFI‘-Einrichtung FFI‘,
Modulationsmittel MOD bzw. Demodulationsminel DEM

und Sende/Empfangsmittel MI-IF auf.
In Abwartsrichtung wie in Aufw‘2irtsricht.ung (uplink)

werden Datensymbole cl der Teilnehmersignale fibertragen.
Ffir die Ubenragung in Aufwfirtsrichtung werden sie von
den Steuennitteln MSE aufbereitet und fir das Senden den
Modulationsmitteln MOD zugefiihrt. Dagegen werden in

Abwéirtsrichtung die Datensymbole (1 von den Sende/Emp-
fangstnitteln MHF etnpfangen, von den Demodulatjonsmih
teln DEM autbereitet. und an die Steuennittel MSE waiter-

geleitet. In einem Teil der Modulationsmittel MOD wird
eine Datenmodulation, Fehlersicherung, Verschachtelung
u. durchgefiihrL Zusiitzlich we-rden die Datensymbole d
eines Funkblockes in einem Teil der Modttlationsmittel

MOD emsprechend der Kombination von TDMA- und
CDMA-Verfahren zur Realisierung der verbindungsindivi-
duellen Feinstruktur ffir die Unterscheidung der Teilnehmer-

signale in einem Zeitschlitz gespreizt. Nach Analog/Digitab
Wandlung werden die Funkblécke in den SendeIEmpfangs-
mitteln MHF verstarlct. und fiber die Funkschniustelle zu der

Basisstation gesendeL
In Abwfirtsrichtung empfangen die Sende/Empfangsmib

tel MHF fiber die Luft alle Subtrfiger 0c in dem der Mobil-

station MS zugewiesenen Zeitschlitz — siehe Schritt (1) in
Fig. 3. Die Steuermittel MSE werden fiber die Subtrager oc
infoxmiert und Fjhren eine Messung der Qualitat unter-
schiedlicher Segmente entsprechend obiger Ausfuhrungen
durch. Die Steuermittel MSE bestimmen die ffir die eigene
Kommunikationsverbindung bevorzugt geeigneten Seg-
mente Lragen sic in die Prioritéitenliste ein, und veran-
lassen die Sendeffimpfangsmittel MHIF zum Aussenden ent-

sprechender Informationen fiber die Luft an die Basisstation
- siehe Schritt (4) in Fig. 3.

Aucb in Abwéirtsrichtung empfangen die Sende/Emp-

fangsmittel MHJ7 — aber zu einem spiiteren Zeitpunkt nach
erfolgtcr Auswcrtung dcr fibcmtittcltcn Scgmente allcr Mo-
bilstationen durch die Basisstation ~ die Information fiber
das individuell von der Basisstation zugewiesene Segment
S... — siehe Schritt (6) in Fig. 3. Entsprechend der zugetei1-
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ten Frequemressourcen nehmen die Steuenniuel MSE eine.
Anderung der funktechnischen Parameter in der Funkzelle
ffir die Mobilstation MS vor.

(.ile.ich7eit.ig kann durch das verhesserte 7.uteilungsver-
fahren den Bediirfnissen einzelner Mobilstationen MS ent-

sprochen werden, die besondere Ubenragungsbedingungen
(kein CDMA oder ein Meltrtriéger-Verfahren nur innerhalb
einer be.st.itnmte.n Bandbreite.) und besondere Datenraten an-
fordern.

Die Einrichtung gemIaB Fig. 6 — als Basisstation BS oder
als Basisstationsstcucrung BSC ausgepriigt — weist St.euer—
mittel BSE tnit einer. Speichereinrichtung BSP und einer
IT-'1‘-Binrichtung FFI‘, Modulationstnit.tel MOD bzw. De-
tnodulationsmittel DEM und Sende/Empfangsmittel BHF
auf. Von den Ste.uennin.eln BSE werden die Sende/Emp-
fangsmittel BHF veranlafit. die Subu-tiger oc iiber die Luft in
Abwansrichtung zu den Mobilstationen zu senden. In der
(iegc-nrichtung cmpfangen die Scndc/Entpfangsmittcl BHF
die Infonnationen fiber die von den Mobilstationen be-

stinunten Se-gme-men S... und leiten sie an die Steuermittel
BSE weiter. Anhand der Auswenung der Gesamtheit der
cintrcflenden lnfonnationen teilt die Steuennittel BSE ein

Segment S... jeder von ihr versorgten Mobilstation zu und
vcranlafit die SendelEmpfangsmiuel BHF zum Aussenden
cntsprc~cl‘tende-r Infonnatiune-n fiber die Lufl an diejeweilige .3
Mobilstation.

Die /iinderung der Segments: des Frequenzspektrums be-
rucksichtigt and": die Ubertragungsbedingungen (starke Sto-
rungcn und Intert"ercnz.en) und die Auslastung der funl<tech—
nischcn Rcssourcen (Zcitschlitze. Frequenzen, Spreizkodes)
in der l"-‘unkzelle. Diese Bedingungen werden den Steuertnit-
tcln BSE vom Basisstationscontroller BSC bzw. vom Opera-
liutt.s‘- und Wartungszentrum OMC sigttalisiert. Daraufltin
wiihlcn dic Steuennittcl BSE die Subtrliger zur Definition
tics Scgnncnts nacb Qualitiilstrterktnalen fiirjede Komtnuni-
kutitinwcrbindung aus.

Die Signalvcrarbcitung bei Anwcndung des OFDMA-
i\/lu|titri5gcrvcrl‘ahrcns durch die FFT-Einrichtung F171‘ 50-
wic die Modulationstnittcl MOD bzw. Dcmodulationstnittel

DIEM arbcitcn in der Basisstation BS in gleicher Weise. wie
in der Mobilstation MS. sodafi obigc Ausfiilirungen at Fig.
5 untsprcchcnd gclten. in der Spcichcrcinrichtung ESP sind
n. a. die von den Mohilstationcn kommenden Pn'or'it‘aten1i-

slcn mil dcn als bcvor/.ugt gecigncl gckennzeichneten Seg-
tncnlcn gcspcichc-rt.

'/.utn lirrcichen eincr tttbglichst einliachen Synchronisa-
lion in Bczug auf Zcit und Frequcnz wird cin Anfangs-Sytr
chronisationsschritt ausgcfllhn. bei dem Symbole mit halber
Uhcnragungsrate gcscndct werden. sodafl die iibertragenen
Sytttbolc auch bei vollstiindig unsynchronisierten Bedin-
gungcn in einem Zeitfenster sicher empfangen werden. Bei
Mikrozcllen-Anwendungen ist lediglich eine Synchronisa-
lion der Mobilstationen auf die Basisstation erforderlieh.

'/.ur Identifikatjon der Basisstation BS kann ein Basissta-

tionskode gebildet werden, wobei die Phasen zwiscben den
uuf zumindest zwei benachbarten Subtragern an erster Stelle
ixn Funkblock fibertragenen Datensymbolen verwendet wer-
den. Vonugsweise sind dies die beiden Subtréiger, die in der
Mine cines Datenstroms mil mehreren Subtragern liegen.
So wird dem ersten Datensymbol aufdem Subtriiger mil der
niedrigeren Frequenz die Phase 0 Grad zugeordnet Die
Phase des ersten Date-nsymbols des bebachbarten Subtragers
mit der ltdheren Frequenz bildet den Basisstationskode, d. h.
mit den Werten 0Grad, 90 Grad, 180 Grad und 270 Grad.
Die Phascn der crstcn Symbolc dc: bcidcn bcbachbancn
Subtriiger kann auch als Phasenreferenz zum Detektieren
der Infonnationen auf allen Subtriigem benutzt werden.

Aus obigen Bemerkungen ergibt sich, daB sich das erfin-

(It
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dungsgemfifie Verfahren insbesondere fur einen Einsatz in
zukiinftjgen Funlt-Kommunikationssystemen, wie UMTS
(Universal Mobile Communications System) ode-r FPLMTS
(Future Public Land Mobile 'l‘eleoommunicat.ion System)
eigneL

Patentansprtiche.

l. Verfahren zur Zuteilung von Funkressourcen einer
Funkschniuslelle eines Funk-Kommunikationssy
stems, wobei

- Datensymbole (d) in Zeitschlitzen (ts) fiber die
Funkschnittstelle zwischen einer Basisstatjon

(BS) und mehreren von der Basisstation (BS) be-
Lreuten Mobilstatjonen (MS) iibenragen werden,
und

- ein OFDMA—MulLitragerverfahren zur 'Obertra-
gung der Datensymbolc (d) bcnutzt wird, das den
Mobilstationen (MS) jeweils eine Anzahl von
Subtragern (oc) und damit ein Segment (S...) ei-
nes Frequenzspelctrums fiir die Kommunikations-
verbindung zwischen Basisstatjon (BS) und Mo-
bilstation (MS) zuteilt,

mit den folgenden Verfahrensscbritten:
— Messen der Qualitiit umerschiedlicher Seg-
meme (S...) des Prequenzspektrums durch jede
Mobilstation (MS),
— Bestimmen zumindest eines fiir die eigene
Kommunikationsverbindung bevorwgt geeigne—
ten Segments (Sx... Sa... Sm...) durch jede Mobil-
station (MS) und Senden einer entsprechenden In-
formation zur Basisstation (BS),
— Auswenen der von den Mobilstationen (MS)

empfangenen Informationen durch die Basissta-
tion (BS) und Zuteilen eines Segments (Sx, Sa,
Sm) fiir die jeweilige Kommunikationsverbin-
dung an jede Mobilstation (MS) abhfingig von der
Auswertung, sowie
— Senden einer Information fiber das zugeteilte
Segment. (Sx, Sa, Sm) zu jeder Mobilstation (MS)
durch die Basisstation (BS).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem zumindest
zwei Mobilstationen (MS) von der Basisstation (BS)
Segmente (Sx. Sa) ‘des Frequenzspektrums zugeteilt
werden. deren Bandbreiten siclt unterscheiden.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem den Mo-
bilstationen (MS) von der Basisstation (BS) eine unter-
schiedliche Anzahl von Zeitschlitzen (ts) fur die Uber—
tragung der Datensymbole (d) in den zugeteilten Seg-
menten zugeteilt wird.
4. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprii-
che, bei dem von den Mobilstationen (MS)jeweils eine
Priorit’ait.enliste (PL1, PL2, PL3) an die Basisstation
(BS) gesendet wird, die Inforrrtatjonen fiber ein fiir die
eigene Kommunikationsverbindung am besten geeig-
netes Segment (Sx, Sa, Sm) sowie fiber weitere, ftlr die
eigene Kommunikationsverbindung bevorzugt gee-ig-
nete Segmente (Sy, Sz; Sb, Sc; Sn, So) enthiilt.
5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprii-
che, bei dem von der Basisstation (BS) in jedem Zeit-
schlitz (ts) eine vorgebbare Anzahl von Subtriégem (oc)
benutzt wird, auf denen jeweils eine vorgebbare An-
zahl von Datensymbolen (d) fibertragen wird.
6. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprtl-
chc, bei dem ffir jade Mobilstation (MS) die Anzahl der
zugeteilten S ubtréiger (oc) in einem Zeitschlitz (ts) von
der Basisstation (BS) variabel einstellbar ist.
7. Verfahren nach einern der vorhergehenden Anspn'i-
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che. bei dem zum Messen der Qualirét der Segmenxe

(S...) des Frequenzspektrums von der Mobilsiation
(MS)

— aile Suhirfiger (oc) in dem ihr 7.ugewie.senen
Zeitschlilz (Ls) empfangen werden.
— fiirjeden S ubtriiger (oc) fiberprijft wird, ob cine.
Amplitudenmodulalion der im Zei1schlitz“iibenra-
genen Datensymbole
(d) vorliegt. und ein Miuelwen. aus den Erge.bnis-
sen de-r Uberpriifung fiir alle zu dem jeweiligen
Segment (S...) gehorigen Subtriiger (oc) gebildet
wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspmch 7, bei dem relative Ab-
weichungen der Amplituden der Datensymbole (d) da-
durch ermiuelx werden, daB die absolute Amp1iI.uden-
differenz von Datensymbol zu Daiensymbol aufaddien
und das Addirionsresultai mix der mitueren Amplitude
allcr auf cincxn vorgcbbarcn Subtrégcr (oc) i§bcn.ragc—
nen Dalensymbole normien wird.
9. verfahren nach Anspruch 7 oder 8. bei dem von der
Mobilstauon (MS) mehrere Segmeme (z. B. Sx, Sy, Sz)
besLer Qualitfi! beslimmx und entsprechend einer an-
steigenden Ampliiudemnodulation in einer Priorit§Len-
1isLe(z. B. PLI) numerien werden.
10. Verfahrcn nach einem der Anspriiche 7 bis 9, bei .3
dem eine Amplitudenmodulation dann erxnirtelt wird.
wenn die Amplituden der auf einem beslimmten Sub-
Lriiger (oc) ijbenragenen Dalensymbole (d) auf Grund
von Imerferenzen oder von Rauschen sich von Daren-

symbol zu Datensymbol unterscheiden.
11. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
spriiche, bei dem das Funk-Kommunikatjonssystem als
TDMAJCDMA-Mobilfunksysiem ausgepréigt ist, bei
dern in durch Zeitschlitze gebildelen Frequenzkanfilen
gleichzeitig Datensymbole. (d) mehrerer KommunikaLi-
onsverbindungen iiberlragen werden, wobei die Infor-
maljonen umerschiedlichcr Verbindungen gem§B einer
verbindungsindividuellen FeinsirukI.ur umerscheidbar
sind.

12. Funk-Kommunikalionssysxcm zur Zureilung von
Funkrcssourcen einer Funkschniustelle, wobei

- Datensymbole (d) in Zeilschlitze-n (Ls) fiber die
Funkschniuslelle. zwischen einer Basissxarion

(BS) und mehreren von der Basisslalion (BS) be-
Lreuten Mobilslationen (MS) Ubertragen werden.
und

— ein OFDMA—MulLiLrfcigerverfahren zur Uben:a-
gung der Daiensymbole (d) benuizl wird, das den
Mobilstatjonen (MS) jeweils einc Anzahl von
Subtrégem (oc) und damit ein Segment (S...) ei-
nes Frequenzspekrrums fiir die Kommunikalions-
verbindung zwischen Basisstalion (BS) und Mo-
bilstation (MS) zuleill,

mil

- Steuermiuel (MSE) in jeder Mobilstation (MS)
zum Messen der Qualifiii umerschiedlicher Seg-
meme (S...) des Frcquenzspektrums und zum Be-
stimmen zumindesl eines fiir die eigene Kommu-
nikaiionsverbindung bevorzugl geeigneten Seg-
ments (Sx... Sa... Sm...).
—- Sendemiuel (MHF) in jeder Mobilstaiion (MS)
zum Senden einer entsprechenden Information
zur Basisstation (BS),
— Steuermiuel (BSE) in jeder Basissiation (BS)
zum Auswcrtcn der von den Mobilsmlioncn (MS)

empfangenen Infomiationen und zum Zuteilen ei-
nes Segments (Sx. Sa. Sm) fiir die jeweilige. Korn-
munikaiionsverbindung an jede Mobilstalion

VI
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1’)

(MS) abhfingig von der Auswenung, sowie
- Sendemiuel (HP) in jeder Basisstation (BS)
zum Senden einer Information fiber das zugeleilte

Segment (Sx, Sa, Sm) 7.u jeder Mobilsuation (MS).
13. Punk-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 12,
um einer Mobilslation (MS), die aufweist

— Sieuennincl (MSE) zum Messen der'Qualir‘2i1
umerschiedlicher Segments (S...) des Frequenz-
spektmms und zum Bestimmen zumindesL eines
fiir die e—i gene Kommunikaijonsverbindung bevor-
zugx geeignelen Segments (Sx, Sa, Sm). und
- Sendemiuel (MI-IF) zum Sender: einer enLspre-
chenden Information zur Basisstation (BS).

14. Funk-Kommunikarionssystem nach Anspruch 12
oder 13, Ink einer Einrichtung, die aufweist

— Sleuerminel (BSE) zum Auswenen der von den
Mobilstationen (MS) empfangenen Infonnalionen
und zum Zutcilcn cincs Segments (Sx, Sa, Sm) fiir
die jeweilige Kommunikationsverbindung an jede
Mobilstaiion (MS) abhéingig von der Auswenung,
sowie

— Senderniuel (BHI7) zum Senden einer Informa-
tion fiber das zugeteilte Segments (Sx,.Sa, Sm) zu
jeder Mobilslatjon (MS).

15. Funk-Kornmunikationssystern mach Anspruch 14,
bei dem die Sxeuermittel (BSE) das Auswenen der von _
den Mobilstationen (MS) empfangenen Infonnationen
und das Zuieilen der Segmeme (Sx, Sa, Sm) fiir dieje.-
weiligen Kommunikalionsverbindqngen an die Mobil-
smionen (MS) emsprechend den Ubenragungsbcdirr
gungen und/oder der Auslastung einer Funkzelle nach
Vorgaben einer Einrichlung (BSC, OMC) zum Funk-
rcssourcenmanagemenl durclifiihren.
16. Funk-Korrununikationssystem nach Anspruch 14
oder 15, bei dem die Einrichmng als Teil einer Basis-
s1aLion (BS) ausge-bildel. isl.
17. Funk-Kommunikationssysiern nach Anspruch 14
oder 15, bei de-m die Einrichtung als Teil einer Basis-
siationssteuerung (BSC) ausgebildet isL 
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“N, '31?” Multiuser OFDM with Adaptive
Subcarrier, Bit, and Power Allocation

a. Cheong Yui Wong, Roger S. Cheng, Member, [£55.—a—’'‘‘’
Khaled Ben Letaief, Senior Member. IEEE. and Ross D. Murch. Sem’or~Member. I-E-EE

XP-000854075 _/>:4;u.;-m»&:@ p.i..«.o/4o/gg
Abstracr\ ylrlultiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplex-

ing (OFDM) with adaptive multiuser subcarrier allocation and
adaptive modulation is considered. Assuming knowledge of the
instantaneous channel gains for all users, we propose a mul-
tiuser OFDM subcarrier. bit. and power allocation algorithm
to minimize the total transmit power. This is done by assigning
each user a set of subcarriers and by determining the number
of bits and the transmit power level for each subcarrier. We
obtain the performance of our proposed algorithm in a multiuser
frequency selective fading environment for various time delay
spread values and various numbers of users. The results show that
our proposed algorithm outperforms multiuser OFDM systems
with static time~division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency-
division multiple access {l-‘DMA) techniques which employ fixed
and predetermined time-slot or subcarrier allocation schemes.
We have also quantified the improvement in tenns of the overall
required transmit power. the bit-error rate (BER). or the area of
coverage for a given outage probability.

Index Term5—-Adaptive modulation. frequency selective fading
channel. multiaccess communication, multiuser channel, orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), resource manage-
ment.

1. lr~rrRooUCrtoN

ECENTLY. intense interest has focused on modulation

techniques which can provide broadband transmission
over wireless channels for applications including wireless mul-

timedia. wireless Internet access. and future-generation mobile

communication systems. One of the main requirements on

the modulation technique is the ability to combat intersymbol

interference (ISI). :1 major problem in wideband transmission

over multipath fading channels. There are many methods pro-
posed to combat the ISI. eg.. {I ]-—[3]. Multican-ier modulation

techniques. including orthogonal frequency division multiplex
l,OFDM). leg. [-4]; are among the more promising solutions
to this problem.

Assuming that the transmitter knows the instantaneous

channel transfer functions of all users. many papers [5}—[7]

have demonstrated that significant performance improvement
can be achieved if adaptive modulation is used with OFDM. In

Manuscript received October I5. 1998: revised March 27. I999. This work
is supported in pan by the Hong Kong Telecornm Institute on Information
Technology‘ and the Hong Kong Research Grant Council.

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neering. Hong Kong Universit lof Science and Technology. Clear Water
Buy. Hong Kong te-mail: eeyui ust.hl:: ecchcng@ust.hk: celt.haled@ust.hk:
andcennurch@ust.hk).

Publisher item ldentifier S 0733-87l6(99)O786l—O.

particular. subcarriers with large channel gains employ higher
order modulation to carry more bits/OFDM symbol. While

subcarriers in deep fade can'_v one or even zero bits/symbol.

Integrated design of forward error correcting code and adap-
tive modulation has also been studied using BCH code and

trellis coded modulation ('l'C.VI) in [8] and [9]. respectively.
Although both references considered only time-varying fiat

fading channels. the same coded adaptive modulation design
can be easily applied to OFDM systems. As different subcar-
riers experience different fades and transmit different numbers

of bits. the transmit power levels must be changed accordingly.
The problem of optimal power allocation has also been studied
in [10].

In this paper. we consider extending OFDM with adaptive
modulation to multiuser frequency selective fading environ-

ments. When OFDM with adaptive modulation is applied in a

frequency selective fading channel. a significant portion of the
subcarriers may not be used. These are typically subcarriers

which experience deep fade and are not power efficient to
carry any information bit. in multiuser systems using static

time-division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) as multiaccess schemes. each user

is allocated a predetennined time slot or frequency band to

apply OFDM with adaptive modulation. Consequently. these
unused subcarriers (as a result of adaptive modulation) within

the allocated time slot or frequency band of a user are wasted

and are not used by other users. However. the subcarriers

which appear in deep fade to one user may not be in deep

fade for other users. in fact. it is quite unlikely that :1 subcarrier
will be in deep fade for all users. as the fading parameters for
different users are mutually independent. This motivates us to
consider an adaptive multiuser subcarricr allocation scheme

where the subcarriers are assigned to the users based on

instantaneous channel information. This approach will allow
all the subcarriers to be used more effectively because a

subcarrier will be left unused only if it appears to be in deep
fade to all users.

We consider a multiuser subcarrier. bit. and power allo-
cation scheme where all users transmit in all the time slots.

Our objective is to minimize the overall transmit power by
allocating the subcarriers to the users and by detennining

the number of bits and the power level transmitted on each

subcarrier based on the instantaneous fading characteristics of
all users. in this paper, we fonnulate the multiuser subcarrier.

bit. and power allocation problem and propose an iterative
algorithm to perform the multiuser subcanier allocation. Once
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the subcarrier allocation..is..determined. the bit and power
allocation algorithm can be applied to each user on its al-

located subcarriers. We also compare the performance of our

proposed solution to various other static subcarrier allocation
schemes.

The results of the work can be applied. for instance, to

the downlink transmission in a time division duplex (TDD)
wireless communication system to improve the downlink

capacity. in such a system. the base station (BS) can estimate
the instantaneous channel characteristics of all the BS-to—

mobile links based on the received uplink transmissions. The

multiuser subcarrier. bit. and power allocation can then be
used. It is clear that there is a certain amount of transmission

overhead as the BS has to inform the mobiles about their

allocated subcarriers and the number of bits assigned to

each subcarrier.‘ However, this overhead can be relatively
small. especially if the channels vary slowly (e.g., in an

indoor low mobility environment), and the assignment is done

once every many OFDM symbols. To further reduce the
overhead. we can assign a contiguous band of subcarriers with

similar fading characteristics as a group. instead of assigning
each individual subcarrier. In this paper. we will not focus
on how the subcarrier allocation infonnation is transmitted.

Instead, we will focus on how-— and by how much-—this

new strategy can reduce the required transmit power, or how

and by how much this new scheme can improve the bit-

error rate (BER) for a fixed transmit power. Alternately. we
alsoconsider how and by how much this new scheme can

increase the area of coverage for a given transmit power and
target BER.

While the bit allocation algorithm can be viewed as a

practical implementation of the water-pouring interpretation

for achieving the Shannon capacity of an lSI channel [13], the

multiuser subcarrier and bit allocation algorithm presented in

this paper is the counterpart of the multiuser water-pouring
solution given in [14]. In information theoretic studies. the

usual approach is to maximize the capacity (or information

rate) under the power constraint. In this study. we focus

on deriving practical algorithms that can support real—time
multimedia data whose bit rates are generally fixed by the
compression algorithms. Hence, we assume a given set of user

data rates and attempt to minimize the total transmit power
under a fixed performance requirement.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II.
we will first give the system model and formulate the minimum

overall transmit power problem. The optimization problem
seeks to minimize the overall transmit power using combined
subcan-ier. bit. and power allocation schemes for rnultiuser

OFDM systems. The bit and power allocation algorithm for
a single-user system is studied in Section III. in Section IV.
we derive a lower bound to the minimum overall transmit

‘Note that the power leveh used does not need to be transmitted to the
receiver in such a TDD system. As the subcarrier gain is known to the
transmitter. it can adjust the transmit power level to achieve a predetmnined
receiver power level based on the number of bits allocated to that subcarrier.
However. in FDD systems. the transmit power levels determined ‘by th;
receiver have to be sent back to the transmitter. In such systems. the additional
perforrnancc gain achieved ‘by power allocation may not justify lhecost of
eending the transmit power level._ir1f'o_t'rnation to the transmitter.» 9.249 '.'

._,.
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power by relaxing some of the constraints intthei origi-
nal problem. We also derive a suboptimal subcarrier_al-

location algorithm. In Section we compare the"perfor-
mance between our proposed method and other static ap-

proaches via Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, we conclude in
Section V]. '

ll. SYSTEM MODEL

The configuration of our multiuser adaptive OFDM system

is shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the system has K users

and the kth user has a data rate equal to Rt bit per OFDM
symbol. in the transmitter, the serial data from the It’ users
are fed into the subcarrier and bit allocation block which
allocates bits from different users to different subcarriers. We

assume that each subcarrier has a bandwidth that is much
smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel and that

the instantaneous channel gains on all the subcarriers of all

the users are known to the transmitter. Using the channel

information. the transmitter applies the combined subcarrier.
bit, and power allocation algorithm to assign different sub-
carriers to different users and the number of bitslOF-DM

symbol to be transmitted on each subcarrier. Depending on

the number of bits assigned to a subcarrier. the adaptive

modulator will use a corresponding modulation scheme. and
the transmit power level will be adjusted according to the

combined subcarrier. bit, and power allocation algorithm. We

define c;,_.. to be the number of bits of the kth user that are
assigned to the nth subcarrier. As we do not allow more than
one user to share a subcarrier. it follows that for each rt, if

c;,-,,. # 0. can = 0 for all I: ;—‘ 1:’. We also assume that
the adaptive modulator allows ci._,, to take values in the set

D = {0, 1, 2, ..., M} where M is the maximum number
of information bits/OFDM symbol that can be transmitted by
each subcarrier.

The complex symbols at the output of the modulators

are transformed into the time domain samples by inverse

fast Fourier transform (IF!-'1‘). Cyclic extension of the time
domain samples. known as the guard interval. is then added

to ensure orthogonality between the subcartiers. provided that
the maximum time dispersion is less than the guard interval.

The transmit signal is then passed through different frequency

selective fading channels to different users. '
We assume that the subcarrier and bit allocation information

is sent to the receivers via a separate control channel. At

the receiver. the guard interval is removed to eliminate the

I31. and the time samples of the /rth user are transformed
by the FF!‘ block into modulated symbols. The bit allo-
cation information is used to configure the dernodulators
while the subcarrier allocation information is used to extract

the demodulated bits from the subcarriers assigned to the
kth user.

-In the frequency selective fading channel. different subcar-

riers will experience different channel gains. We denote by
at," the magnitude of the channel gain (assuming coherent

reception) of the nth subcarrier as seen by the kth user.
'_We assume that the single-sided noise power spectral density

(PSD) level _No’i_s equal to unity '(i.e.. No’: 1). for all
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subcarriers and is the same for all users. Furthermore, we

denote by f;, (c) the required received power (in energy per
symbol) in a subcarrier for reliable reception of c information

bits/symbol when the channel gain is equal to unity. Note that
the function f;..(c) depends on k, and this allows different users

to have different quality-ofvservice (Q05) requirements and/or
different coding and modulation schemes. In order to maintain

the required QoS at the receiver, the transmit power. allocated
to the nth subcarrier by the kth user must equal

__ fL'(Ck.n)

rxin '
Pl.-.n

Using these transmit power levels, the receiver can demodulate

the modulated symbols at the output of the EFT processor and

achieve the desired QoS‘s of all users.

The goal of the combined subcarrier, bit. and power al-
location algorithm is then to find the best assignment of

cg." so that the overall transmit power, the sum of P;.,.,
over all subcarriers and all users. is minimized for given
transmission rates of the users and given QoS requirements

specified through f;,(), k = l. K. In order to make the

problem tractable. we further require that ft(c) is a convex and

increasing function with f};(O) = O. This condition essentially
means that no power is needed when no ‘bit is transmitted and

that the required additional power to transmit an additional

bit increases with c [i.e.. f;;(c + 1) — f;,(c) is increasing in

c]. Almost all popular coding and modulation schemes satisfy
this condition.

It is important to note that even though the problem is

formulated to minimize the overall transmit power for given

QoS requirements, the sarqe solution can be applied to improve
the QoS‘s of the users for a given overall transmit power.

The latter can simply be achieved by increasing the power
proportionally for all the subcarriers. while using the same set .

Of Cg-_,,.
, -I

RRAIDRA I:

Block diagram of a rnultiuser OFDM system with subcarrier. bit. and power allocation.

Mathematically, we can formulate the problem as

if
‘ 1

P‘ = min --f.(ck_ )
T ct.nED "$1 k=‘ Oz ,1 1‘ n

and the minimization is subjected to the constraints
N

c1:t=orattke{i,....1<}.r2,,=§:c,.,,.. (3)71:1

and

C2: For all n E (1. ....N},

if there exists 1:’ with era," 5:6 0. then ck_;. = 0,

vk ¢ k’. ' (4)

Note that constraint (3) is the data rate requirement and
constraint (4) ensures that each subcarrier can only be used by

one user. Moreover. D = {O, 1, 2. M} is the set of all
possible values for c;,_,,, and c;,_ ,, = 0 means that the kth user

does not use the nth subcarrier to transmit any information.

Ill. Brr ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

FOR SINGLE USER CHANNEL

Before we try to solve the multiuser allocation problem, we
will first derive the bit allocation algorithm for the single—user

environment. The single-user problem not only gives better

understanding of the issues involved.’ but alsoprovides a bit
allocation algorithm that we will use in our multiuser solution.

We can rewrite the optimization problem in (2) for the
single-user case as

N!
' 1

P‘ = min ‘ -—- c (5)
“ED 0% f( VI)rt=l

and the minimization is under the constraint

(6)

N

R = Z c,,.n=l
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Note that we have dropped the subscript 1:. which denotes the
user in all notations.

As the power needed to transmit a certain number of bits in

a subcan-ier is independent of the numbers of bits allocated to

other subcarriers. it turns out that a greedy approach is optimal.
A greedy algorithm assigns bits to the subcarriers one bit at a

time. and in each assignment. the subcarrier that requires the

least additional power is selected. The bit allocation process
will be. completed when all R bits are assigned. Several papers
te.g.. {l5} and Hon have provided various algorithms for this
problem. and the basic structure of most algorithms are similar
and can be described as follows:

Iniria!t':.arimt:

For all N. let c,, = 0 and AP" =[ft’_1i—_f('0)},-’o,7,:
Bit .~isst'gttntem Iterations:

Repeat the following 1? times:
it = arg tttitt,, AP":
t:,-, = t:,-, + 1:

AP,-, = if-jc,-, -1- 1_l— ft'c.-, )1,/'o,3._:
End; '

Finish.’

{c,,}',};; is the final bit allocation solution.

The initialization stage computes. for each subcarrier, the
additional power needed to transmit an additional bit. For
each bit assignment iteration. the subcarrier that needs the

minimum additional power is assigned one more hit. and the

new additional power for that subcarrier is updated. After
R iterations. the final bit assignment gives the optimal bit
allocation for each subcarrier, lt is important to note that the

bit allocation is optimal only for the given function f(c.).
which depends on the selected modulation scheme. Different

modulation schemes will lead to different f(<.-ii. different bit

allocation. and possibly lower transmit power P;-.
The concept of this algorithm is fairly simple. and many

similar algorithms based on the same principle have been
obtained before. In panicular. there exist faster and less

complex algorithms which can speed up the bit allocation
process significantly (e.g.. [I5] and [16]). In our simulations.
we use the algorithm given in [16].

IV. Mt=LTtL‘sER 5L'BC.-\RRlER AND BIT ALLOCATlO.\'

We have observed that. in the single~user case. a greedy
approach which assigns one bit at a time to the subcarrier

that requires the least additional power gives the optimal
allocation in the sense of minimizing the overall transmit
power. L'nfortunately. the problem becomes more difficult in

the multiuser environment. As users cannot share the same

subcarrier. allocating bits to a subcarrier essentially prevents
other users from using that subcarrier. This dependency makes
any greedy algorithm a nonoptimal solution. lt turns out that

the optimal solution mayinot assign any ofa user's bits to the

best subcarrier seen by that user. This may happen when the
best subcarrier of a user is also the best subcarrier of another

user who happens to have no other good subcarriers. Hence.»

the multiuser subcarrier and bit allocation problem is much
more complicated to solve than that of the single-user case.

9
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it turns out that the optimization problem in (2) is :

combinatorial optimization problem. To make the problen
tractable. we consider :1 different but similar" optimizatior
problem. We relax the requirement :1-.,.. E D to allow ci_,, l‘.

be a real number within the interval :U, .ll_‘;. Moreover. in ordc:
to deal-»-ith constraint (4). It‘ vari:lblcs. ,u_, 1: = l. . . .. It"

with values within the interval I0. l]. are introduced to tht
cost function as sharing factors of the nth subcarrier. The ne\\
optimization problem becomes

 
where »-;,._,. and m. .A have to satist'_\

.\‘

S /"1’. 3! rs‘. n >.__4
n=]

ll
rltfig. foralllv {l....../\'} (S

and

loralllt-E{1......\‘l. (9:
;

For an_v valid set of c:;..... -E D satisfying the constraints (3:
and (4) in the original optimization problem. we can let

1.

”*‘-" = ti.

Then. it is easy to show that the same set of (‘L-_., and the
corresponding pi._,, defined in (10) satisfy the constraints (83

and (9.! in the new optimization problem. Moreover. with pt, ,,

defined in H0). the new cost function in (7) is equal to the
cost function in (2). Hence. the minimization problem in t7.»
is the same as the original optimization problem. except that
the minimization is done over a larger set. Consequently. the
minimum power obtained in (7) _Ij;r is a lower bound to the

minimum power obtained in (2). 1",‘.
Another wav to interpret the optimization in (7) is to

consider ,-;i._,, as the time-sharing factor for the kth user of

the n.th subcarrier. For example. in every L OFDM symbol (L
being a very large number). user 1: uses the I.'lh subcarrier

in Lpi._,, symbols. Clearly. the average lover L symbols!
information data rate and the average transmit power has to
be scaled by the same factor ,rt._,,. Hence. we can consider

(7) as the optimization problem when the users are allowed

to time-share each subcart-ier over a large number of OFDM
symbols. However. most wireless cornntunication channels are

time varying. and the channels may not sta_v unchanged long
enough for timesharing to be feasible. Hence. in this paper.

we will continue to consider the original problem in (3! and
use the optimization problem in (7) as a lower bound. even

though it has its own ph_vsicul interpretation.
The modified optimization problem in (7) is more tractable.

However. even though the function fi.(c_'i is convex in t;.
the terms in the cost function have the form ,:fl.{rl. and
as a function of (,2. 1'), /;j,.(c) is not convex in (p. cl. To
proceed funher. we let ri._,, = t-i,,,pi._,, and rewrite the C051

function in terms of ri._., and pp‘... The constraint on r;.._,,

if c:;.,,, 1:’ ll.
if ct... = (l. ‘)0’
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‘ becomes r,_._,, E [0, ;\!pi,,.]. and it can be easily shown that
,;fA.(c) = pjk (r/;») is convex. in (,9. r) within the triangular
region specifiaed by p E [0. 1] and r e [l). Mp}. In particular.
the Hessian evaluated at any point within this region is a
positive semiclcfinite matrix. Hence. we can reformulate the

optimization problem in (7) as a convex minimization problem
over a convex set. That is

« = min . . --P . i pt-..-i J, /!'t-... \ (H)"' r; .;_‘n..\/,..,_.: _ __ 01:” Li/2i.,,,)
1'; -.-I:'l.|} n.-1‘"1

.\‘

Rt. = Z , for all 1.: E {l. K} (12)

and i

It

i: Z ,.. ., to: all It e (1. .-V}. (13)

Using standard \)§‘llfTll.’JlI0.'l techniques in [I7}. we obtain the
Lagrangian

_\. K I ' K _..

Lzz n:,.J_.;§;:_:)-:,\k :,M_.Rk
n=1 ”‘V" ‘pk " k=l n=l- _\ A

— S‘ 3., ,». .. -l (14)n=l L=l

where .\k and .i,. are the Lagrangian multipliers for the
constraints (l2) and tlfn. respectively.

.—\t'ter differentiating I, with respect to rt,“ and pk._,,, re-
spectively. we obtain the necessary conditions for the optimal
solution. r;_,” and n; H Specifically. if p;,_ Q 7:’ 0. we have

UL

(3I'L-.rt:,,.‘m,,‘ _.=,- , .

1 1,‘. > 0 if T,:,_ =
= L’ H ‘ \A = if ri; rt 6 <0‘ n

0k.n per. -( 0 if r’: n : ;\{p;‘n
(15)

and

at f

U/"K3" .’lr; pt .1: r‘ _ _.~; _‘

1 ti. ,. ., FL .. FL Ft
= V) _ 5.‘ .~ ‘.

OLA A pkzn 1% pkun pk»:

= t) it‘ p;__, -Ei0. 1).7,rt{ < () pix’: __.
On the other hand. if p;._ ,, = 0. then r;,_n = 0; and we have

UL al.-
In . ' n . > or

rt’ 07L-.n +m' "
for all pi, ,, E (0. 1] and rim 6 (0. .-U/)r._,,}.
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These necessary conditions can be interpreted by the fact

that if the minimum occurs within the constrained region {(0.
l) for pi,” and (0. M,»-..,,,) for r;,,,]. then the derivative

evaluated at the minimum point must be zero. On‘the other

hand. if the optimal solution occurs at a boundary point. then

the den'\-ative must be positive along all directions pointing
toward.the.interior ot‘ the constraint set. Then. cl?» follows

from considering the boundary point at ~:r§_ ,i{_ ,,i = H). tl'r.
From (15) and H7). we can conclude that

’‘\.-,n = /)~:‘.1!];-::-’\‘l*k"E.I’| '13)

where

f.'.«.'u':.mi-t‘.. .. it ..s < r-:

;\,I.,-‘. = .\,;.. S .I";,,-;i.\.'-Ii.-"‘_',_| (-
.,. 1 .. -1 -_-

f,;,!‘.\[,‘_.'I1_{..”. ll !_.\,'.I!--\,‘__|. >

Moreover. from (16) and (I7). it follows that

, i). ll. -’,. < Hb , ;.t
I)“ 1):: !~)\ ‘. " .' ‘I9,

"‘ 1. II .J., > H;»_,,t,\._,:;.'
where

1 ,' t . .. .' » .» * ._:._ -1 .-
111-_,,(/\) = ., ;ft.l__f£_ I[_,\e1[:.."_)_i — .-\l\_7\.."f'-, !{.\c1;'_‘"] .

aim . . . ..
:20)

, Since constraint (13) must be satisfied. we rind from tl9)

that for each it. if Hr._,,l_.\,,,,-,.) for A: = l. It" are all

different. then only the user with the smallest Ht-.,.t.\,,‘ i.) can
use that subcarrier. In other words. for the nth subcamer. it’

H;,_.,(.\,,J.) are different for all k. then

pi.-_,, =1. p_:._,, = Q. for all It: 7-: 1:’ Cl)

where

At’ = arg ntitt Hr.‘ ,.i'.\,,_i.t. (22:

Hence. it follows that for a fixed set of Lagrange multipliers
A5... I: = 1. It’. we can use them to determine It’ for each

rt using (22). The r;._n and p,'__n obtained will then form an
optimal solution for the optimization problem; however. the
individual rate constraint ()2) may not be satisfied.

In order to find the set of ,\_t. such that the individual
rate constraints are satisfied. we have obtained an iterative

searching algorithm. Starting with some small values for all

At. this iterative procedure increases one of the Ar. until the
data rate constraint (12) for user It is satistied. Then. we

switch to another user and go through the users one at a
time. This process repeats for all users until the data rate

constraint for all users are satisfied. This algorithm converges
because for a given It. as At. increases. f{1_~_..(r\.,.Ir) l'0|’ 311 II-
decreases. and more ,o;.n in (19) become one while r;_,_ in

(18) increases for those in where p{._ ,, > 0. Hence. 22:‘ I‘[._ ,,
increases. During this process. some of the other /2[.._,, may
change from one to zero and consequently decrease the total
data rate for other users. However. as all the .\r. increase.
r;.,, increases accordingly. As long as the total data rate is
less than MN bits/symbol. which is the total number of bits

(17) ‘possibly transmitted within an OFDM symbol. the algorithm

~m~ 4Y9 ESACFISA I >
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will converge to a solution that satisfies all the constraints.
Since the optimization problem is a convex optimization
problem over a convex set. the set of necessary conditions is
also sufficient, and the solution that satisfies all the necessary
conditions is the unique optimal solution.

In the process of adjusting At. for 1: = 1.1;’, the
situation where. for a fixed 12, more than one H;,._,,().,,_;,) has
the same values cannot be ignored. ln that case. p;_,, has to
take values within the interval (0. ll. This solution suggests
that the subcarrier should be shared by multiple users. In
practice. this can be done by having these users with p;,‘,_ > 0
time share the nth subcamer, and the ratio of the symbols used
by different users are set proponionally to p;._,,. The detailed
flow chart of the algorithm is given in the Appendix.

Now. we have an algorithm to obtain the optimal values of
/‘/In " Bfld

if p[,_n % O
0. otherwise. (23)H : {T1111/pl-c.n'

This solution. when substituted in (7). gives a lower bound to
the minimum overall transmit power. However. we cannot use

these results immediately in (2). One problem is that c{._,, may
not be in D. and the other is that some pg." may be within
(0. 1). indicating a time-sharing solution. Furthermore, simply
quantizing c;__,, and pf”, will not satisfy the individual rate
constraints in (3).

To solve this problem. we propose a multiuser adaptive
OFDM (MAO) scheme where the subcarner allocation follows
essentially the solution to the lower bound in (7). and then
the single—user bit allocation algorithm given in Section III is
applied to each user on the allocated subcarriers. Specifically.
we modify pi ,, for the optimization problem in (7) by letting
for each n p;.._” = 1 where k’ = arg maxi. p,‘_._,,. and pf“, =
0 for I: ,-:' /c’. Then. we apply the single-user bit allocation
algorithm on each user using the assigned subcarriers. We
denote the total transmit power (in energy/symbol) obtained
using this MAO scheme by PT. It is easy to see that £7 5
P7’. 5 P7, where P} is the minimum power in the original
problem. and E7 is the minimum power for the modified

problem with the relaxed constraints. More specifically. the
difference between P; and the minimum 133- gives an upper
bound to how far away our MAO scheme is from the solution
of our original optimization problem.

V. PERFOR.\«I.=tNCE COMPARISON

In this section. we obtain and compare the performance
of the MAO scheme with other static subcarrier allocation
schemes. We consider a system that employs M-ary quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (MQAM) with D = {0. 2, 4, 6}.
Square signal constellations (4-QAM. l6~QAM. and 64-QAM)
are used to carry two. four. or six bits/symbol. The bit-error

probability is upper bounded by the symbol error robability,
which is tightly approximated by 4Q(t/J3’/(2.’\/0)) [12, p.
281]. where d is the minimum distance between the points
in the signal constellation. Since the average energy of a M-
QAM symbol is equal to (M_ — l)d"’/6, it follows that the
required power for supporting c bits/symbol at a given BER

O
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P, is

1 .\'
t: 'I.':' (N. 

It is easy to see that lac? is convex and increasing in r ant
that ftttt = U.

To evaluate the performance of our scheme. we havt

simulated I000 sets of five-path frequency selective Ra_vleigl'
fading channels with an exponential power delay profile. Eucl
set of channels consists of It’ independent channels. one fo.
each user. We use an OFDM system with l28 subcarriers over
a 5 MHZ band along with a total lover all userst transmission

rate equal to Sll bits/symbol t_or equivalently. an_ average
of four bits/subcarrierl. Recall that the single-sided power
spectral density level .\’t-, is equal to unity. and we assume
that the average subcartier channel gain E_i(l‘t-_,,i: is equal to
unity for all Iv and 21.

For comparison purposes. we have also considered three
other static multiuser subcarrier allocation methods. Two of
them are based on the multiple access methods described in
[7]. The methods are presented as follows.

- OFDM-TDMA: each user is assigned a predetermined
TDMA time slot and can use all the subcarriers within
that time slot exclusively.

° OFDM-FDMA: each user is assigned a predetermined
band of subcarriers and can only use those subcarriers
exclusix-ely in every OFDM symbol.

In a frequency selective fading channel. there is a
high correlation between the channel gains of adjacent
subcarriers. in order to avoid the situation where all

subcanriers of a user are in deep fade. we Plopose an
enhanced version of OFD.-\~l-FDMA. which we shall refer
to as OFDM lnterleaved-FD.\-l.-X.

- OFDM lnterleaved~FDMA: this is the same as OFD.\-1-

FDMA except that subcarriers assigned to a user are
interlaced with other users‘ subcarriers in the frequencydomain.

The time and subcarrier assignment of these three multiuser
OFDM schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that these static
schemes have predetermined subcarrier allocations which are
independent of the channel gains of the users. The main
difference between the proposed MAO scheme and these static
schemes is that MAO assigns subcarriers adaptively based on
the instantaneous channel gains. To ensure a fair comparison.
we use the optimal single—user bit allocation (OBA) for each

user on the assigned subcarriers. For comparison purposes.
we also show the results when equal bit allocation (EBA) is
employed on the assigned subcaniers for these three OFDM
schemes. Notice that when using EBA. all three schemes will
have the same performance in an uncoded s_vstem. This is

' because the average bit signal-to-noise ration (SNR) needed
is a function of only the marginal probability density function
of each subcarrier gain.

\
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Fig, 3 shows the average bit SNR needed to achieve a BER

at P._. It)“ for a live-user system versus the root mean

square (RMS) delay spread (for definition. see for example
US. p. l60]) for different multiuser OFDM schemes. The

average required transmit power (in energy per hit) is defined

as the ratio of the overall transmit energy per OFDM symbol
(including all subcarriers and all users) to the total number of

bits transmitted per OFDM symbol. Moreover. we detine the

average bit SNR as the ratio of the average transmit power to
the noise PSD level .~\~',,. As we assume that the data rate is

Fixed and that .-\’o is just a constant. the overall transmit power
is proponional to the average bit SNR. For ease of comparison.
we have used the average bit SNR for comparison. We find
in Fig. 3 that the MAO scheme is never more than 0.6 dB

from the lower bound. Since the bit SNR of the optimal
combined subcamer, bit. and power allocation algorithm must
lie between the bit SNR's achieved by the lower bound and the

M.-\O scheme. we find that the WAC scheme is never more

than 0.6 dB away from the optimal solution. On the other

hand. we observe that our ‘proposed MAO scheme is 3-5 dB
better than the static subcarrier allocation schemes with OBA.

which are in turn 5-10 dB better than that with EBA. We also

find that when OBA is used. the OFDM‘ interleaved-FDMA

‘.ll')‘ ¢xP __854075A ..I..>

scheme and the OFD.\l—TDl\-lA scheme have flir}-' similar
performance. and both of them outperform the OFDM-FD.\lA
scheme: A closer observation of Fig. 3 also indicates that the
gains achieved by optimal bit allocation and optimal rnultiuser
subcarrier allocation increase with the R.\-IS delay spread. This
is mainly because the larger the R.\lS delay spread. the more
the fading van'ation and hence higher gains can he obtained
when the allocation is perfomied :Jd;lpll\‘el)'.

Fig. -1 shows the average bit SNR tin dB: needed to achieve

the same BER versus the number of users when the R.\-lS delay
spread is I00 ns. We find that the savings in the required bit
SNR achieved by .\-lAO when compared to other schemes are
roughly the same. independent of the number of users in the
system.

While these two figures show the improvement in the
required bit SNR. the results can perhaps be more easily
understood using the more familiar BER versus bit SNR

curves. For each BER requirement. we compute ft_‘-.-,l for all
c E D and then use our algorithm to calculate the subcarrier

:0FD.Vl~FD.\-lA refers only to the specific FDMA sehente that assigns to
each user a contiguous band of subcarriers as shown in Fig. 2. but not the
general FD:\1.-\ schemes. in fact. both OFD.\l interleaved-FD.\l.-X and MAC
can be considered as different forms of FD-.\l.-\ and they are not uutperturmedby the 0FD.\l-'l'D.‘«lA scheme.
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Fig. 5. BER versus atcragc but S.\‘R for various subcarrier allocation schemes.

allocation for the MAO case. For all other static subcarrier
allocation schemes. the allocations are independent of the
BER. Once the subcarrier allocation is fixed. we apply the
optimal bit and power allocation algorithm to every user,
The final average power per bit divided by the noise power
spectral density level gives the average bit SNR. We repeat
this procedure for different BER values. and the results are

plotted in Fig. 5 for a five-user systent with an RMS delay
spread equal to I00 ns. We find that our proposed .\~l.-KO has
at least 3-4 dB advantage over all other schemes.

Another way to illustrate the impact of the bit and subcarrier

' allocation is to consider the area of coverage for a given outage
probability. assuming that the 85 has a maximum transmit

power. We consider a circular cell with five users. indepen-

J
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dently and uniforrnly distributed within the cell. A typical actual channel gains seen by the users. Using these channel
scenario is shown in Fig. 6. where the triangles represent the gains. subcnrriers and bits assigned to each user are determined
rive users. in addition to frequency selective fading. path loss by the various multiple access schemes and the total required
and log-normal shadowing are also included in simulating the ‘transmit power is calculated. lfthe total power for all live users

ztn: <xP__854a7sA_l_>
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Fig 8. Flow chun (ll the rrtultiuser subearrier allocation algorithm.

exceeds the maximum power of the BS. the user requiring the
largest transmit power (in this case. the black one) is dropped
and counted as one outage event occurring at a distance equal
to the distance between the BS and the dropped user. This

process continues until the transmit power is smaller than the

maximum power of the BS. In this example. the maximum

transmit power is set to the transmit power required for all

five users assuming that they are all located at the boundary
of the cell. taking into account the path loss effect and a 17

dB fading margin for shadowing.

The cumulative outage probabilities at various normalized

distances. normalized to the cell radius. are plotted in Fig. 7. A

cumulative outage probability of 5‘? at a normalized distance

of 0.8 means that there is :2 5?} chance of outage for a mobile
located more than 0.8)? awn)‘ from the BS where I? is the

radius of the cell. We observe that MAO outperforms others
with a large reduction in the outage probability at all distances.
Altematively, ifthe same outage probability is maintained. say
at 1%. the coverage are provided by MAO is 369} larger than
the best of all other schemes.

VI. Co.\'c1.L'sto.\'

In this paper. we considered OFDM transmission in a

rnultiuser environment and formulated the problem of min-

ti‘
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‘ imizing the overall transmit power by adaptively assigning
subcartiers to the users along with the number of bits and

po\\'el' level to each subcarrier. ln particular. we derived a

multiuser adaptive subcarrier and bit allocation algorithm.

Given the instantaneous channel information. the algorithm

obtains a suboptimal subcarrier allocation. and then single-user

bit allocation is applied on the allocated subcan-iers. Using this

scheme. the overall required transmit power can be reduced by

about 5-10 dB from the conventional OFD;‘vl without adaptive
modulation. Likewise. the transmit power can be reduced by
about 3-5 dB from the conventional OFDM with adaptive
modulation and adaptive bit allocation. but without adaptive
subcarrier allocation. The reduction in transmit power can also
be translated to a significant reduction in the required bit SNR
for a given BER. l\‘lOl’§'O\'£l'. the some improvement can also

be translated to a reduction in the outage probability or to an
increase in the area of coverage.

The results in this paper assume perfect channel estimation.

and we have not considered issues related to imperfect im-
plementation. such as imperfect synchronization. As channel

estimation in wireless fading channels is in general not very
accurate. the effect of nonideal channel information on the

performance or‘ our proposed MAO scheme is a very important
issue. We have started looking at this issue. and our prelimi-

nary results have indicated that the MAC scheme is not very
sensitive to channel estimation errors. t\'evenheless. detailed

sensitivity studies will be needed before the algorithm can be
applied to practical systems.

APPENDIX

A flow chart providing the detailed description of the

multiuser subcnrtier allocation algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
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av‘ 94.0 suance Date: April 28, 2006
MADNF Submission Due Date: June 28, 2006

THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE

NOTICE OF GROUNDS FOR REJECTI ON

Applicant : ADAPTIX, INC.

Agency : Koreana Patent Firm

Application No. .: Korean Patent Application No. 2003-7007962

Title of Invention: MULTI-CARRIER COMMUNICATIONS WITH GROUP-BASIFZD
SUBCARRIER ALLOCATION

This application shall be rejected on the following grounds pursuant to Article 63 of the
Korean Patent Law. If you have any objection, please submit an Argument or Amendment to the
KIPO by June 28, 2006. (The term can be extended ,by one month each, however, a separate
Acknowledgement of Extension of Time will not be issued.)

GROUNDS FOR REJECTION .

l. The present application does not satisfy the requirement of Article 45 of the Korean
Patent Law as shown below and thus cannot be patented.

{below]

Claims I-24 of the present application relates to a method for subcarrier selection for a system
employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) comprising:
Partitioning subcarriers into a_ plurality of groups of at least one cluster of subcarricrs; and
Allocating at least one cluster in the one or more groups of clusters selected by the subcarrier.

Claims 25-31 of the present application relate to a cellular network, comprising allocating the

channels of each base station in each of the plurality of cells or allocating groups ofclustcrs.

The present invention consists of such two different invention groups as above, and thus it does
not satisfy the one invention one patent application rule under Article 45 of the Korean Patent

Law (The present application can be filed as divisional application under Article 52 of the

Korean Patent Law).

2. The inventions of claims 1-24 of the present application can be easily invented from

prior art by a skilled person in the art and thus cannot be patented under Article 29(2) of the
Korean Patent Law.
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[Below]

Claims 1-24 of the present invention relate to a multicarrier OFDM system with group-based
subcarrier allocation.

However, the present invention can be easily invented by a skilled person in the art from a
technical combination of cited inventions i and 2 or cited inventions 1 and 3 as shown below:

A. Constitution

(1) Claims 1-13, 15-21 and 23—24

Claims 1-24 of the present application relate to a method for subcarrier selection for a system
employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), characterized by
comprising paitioning subcarriers into a plurality of groups of at least one cluster of subcarricrs

and allocating at least one cluster in the one or_ more groups of clusters selected by the
scubcarrier.

However, this constitution can be easily derived by a skilled person in the art from a combination

of cited invention 1 disclosing a constitution of selecting subcarriers for the OFDM system
which partitions subcarriers into a plurality of groups of clusters and allocates said clusters, and
cited invention 2 relating to a method for selecting subcarriers, characterized in that a feedback

information on each cluster group comprises SINR information on each cluster.

(2) Claims 14 and 22

Claims 14 and 22 of the present application relates to a constitution of a method for selecting
subcarriers further comprising a step wherein, in the system employing OFDMA, feedback
information on at least one or more cluster groups of subcarriers is received from the subscriber.

However, this constitution can be easily derived by a skilled person in the art from a combination
of the constitution of cited invention 1 above, and the constitution of cited invention 3 wherein a

group idenfier of the feedback information comprises a group index.

13. Object and Effect

The object and effect of the present invention are in the OFDMA system that can adaptively
allocate subcarriers to subscribers; however, a technique derived from the combination of cited
inventions 1 and 2 or 1 and 3 can achieve the same object and effect based on the similar
constitution. '

C. Conclusion

Thus, claims 1-24 of the present invention can be easily invented by a skilled person in the art
from prior art as shown above.

6/7
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[Attachment]

Attached 1 A copy of US Pa1entNo. 05726978 (March 10, 1998)

Attached 2 A copy of EP 00999658

Attached 3 A copy of US Patenl No. 05280630 (January 18, l994). END.
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of Korean Intellectual Propeny Office

Examiner(s)-in-charge H wan-Cheol YOO
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June 29, 2006

THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE

NOTICE OF GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

Applicant ADAPTIX, INC.

Agent Koreana Patent Firm

Application No. 2 Korean Patent Application No. 2003-7007963

Title of Invention: MULTI-CARRIER COMMUNICATIONS WITH ADAPTIVE

CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND SWITCHING

This application shall be rejected on the following grounds pursuant to Article 63 of

the Korean Patent Law. If you have any objection, please submit an Argument or Amendment

to the KIPO by June 29, 2006. (The term can be extended by one month each, however, a

separate Acknowledgement of Extension of Time will not be issued.)

GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

1. The claims of the present application do not satisfy the description requirement as follows,
and thus cannot be patented under Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law.

A. In “the method defined in Claim 1 wherein using one diversity cluster” recited in claim 5,
the constitutional element “using one diversity cluster” is a term not recited in claim 1, and
thus it is required to be consistent with the term of claim 1. Accordingly, said claim does not

clearly describe the invention (Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law).

B. In “the method defined in Claim 11 wherein using one diversity cluster” recited in claim 20,
the constitutional element “using one diversity cluster” is a term not recited in claim 11, and
thus it is required to be consistent with the term of claim ll. Accordingly, said claim does not
clearly describe the invention (Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law).

2. The invention recited in Claims 1~l0 & 26~33 of the present application can be easily
invented by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains
prior to its filing as indicated below. Accordingly, this application cannot be patented
pursuant to Article 29(2) of the Korean Patent Law.

Claims 1~10 & 26~33 of the present invention relate to a method and apparatus for use in
allotting subcarriers in an OFDMA system.

However, this can be easily invented by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the

invention pertains from the combination of cited reference I (WANG C. Y. ET’ AL:
‘MULTIUSER OFDM WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER, BIT, AND POWER
ALLOCATION,’ IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS, IEEE

Alr-
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INC. NEW YORK, VOL. 17, 10. OCTOBER 1999) and cited reference 2 (Ye Li ET AL;

‘Clustered OFDM with channel estimation for high rate wireless data’ Mobile Multimedia

Communications, 1999. (MoMuC '99) 1999 IEEE International Workshop on, 15-17 Nov. I999
Page(s): 43-50).

A more detailed review in this regard is as follows:

A. Constitution

gl)Claims l~lO

Claims l~l0 of the present application relate to a method for use in allocating subcarriers in an
OFDMA system comprising allocating at least one diversity cluster of subcarriers to a first

subscriber, and allocating at least one coherence cluster to a second subscriber. This can be

easily anticipated by a persorrhaving ordinary skill in the art from the combination of cited

reference 1 which has a constitution wherein subcarrier clusters are allocated to subscribers so

as to be adapted to a plurality of subscribers, and cited reference 2 which has a constitution

relating to an OFDM system capable of channel estimation and cluster allocation.

12) Claims 26~33

Claims 26~33 of the present application relate to a subscriber allocation apparatus of an
OFDMA system allocating at least one diversity cluster of subcarriers to a first subscriber, and

allocating at least one coherence cluster to a second subscriber. This can be easily anticipated
by a person having ordinary skill in the art from the combination of the above stated cited
references 1 & 2.

B. Object and effect

The object and effect of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus for
efficiently allocating subcarriers to a plurality of subscribers in an OFDMA system. The
combination of the technologies of cited references 1 & 2 can realize the same object and effect.

C. Conclusion

Therefore, claims l~lO, 26~33 of the present application can be easily invented by a person
having ordinary skill in the art as stated above.

{Attachment]
Attached 1. Cited Reference l

Attached 2. Cited Reference 2

Dated April 29, 2006

Electric & Electronic Examination Bureau

of Korean Intellectual Property Office

Examiner(s)-in—charge I-Iwan—Chul Yu
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Clustered OFDM with Channel Estimation

for High Rate Wireless Data
Ye (Geoffrey) Li and Nelson R. Sollenberger

Wireless Systems Research Department, AT&T Labs - Research

100 Schulz D.r., Red Bank, NJ 07701-7033, USA

Abstract: Clustered OFDM can provide in~band diver-
sity gain for wideband wireless channels. It is a promising
technique for high-rate wireless packet data access, such
as mobile multimedia communications. Due to smaller

size of each cluster for clustered OFDM than for classi-
cal (non-clustered) OFDM, edge efects can he velry large.
In this paper, we present new transforms for channel es-
timators in clustered OFDM systems. The new trans-
forms are independent of the channel delay profiles and
can efiectively mitigate the edge ejects. Computer sim-
ulation shows that the performance of clustered OFDM
with the estimator using the new transforms isuery close
to the performance with the optimum estimator that de-
pends on the channel delay profile. For the typical-urban
or hilly-terrain delay profiles, clustered OFDM using the
new transform based estimator is almost as good as ’clas- '
sical OFDM with transmitter diversity.

I_. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
has been shown to be an effective technique to combat
multipath fading [1-4]. Hence, it is a promising technique
for wideband wireless packet. data. Recently, clustered
OFDM [5-3] has been proposed to provide in-band diver-
sity gain with wideband dispersive fading channels, and
therefore, to improve system performance.

For clustered OFDM in high-rate wireless data systems,
each user accesses several OFDM clusters located at dif-

ferent frequencies. Then, an error correction code, such
as a Reed-Solomon code, or a convolutional code, is used
to obtain frequency diversity. As indicated in [9], without.
channel information, differential demodulation has to be
used instead of coherent. demodulation at. the expense of
a 3-4 dB loss in signal—to-noise ratio (SNR) performance.
Hence, channel atimation is also desired for clustered
OFDM to gain high performance.

For classical OFDM systems, either pilot-symbol-aided
[10] or decision-directed [9,l1~12] channel estimators can
be used to obtain channel information. Furthermore, sim-
ilar parameter estimators can be used to estimate the
coefficients for the minimum-mean—square error diversity
combiner (MMSE-DC) for OFDM systems with antenna
arrays to suppress co-channel interference {I3-14], or to
estimate channel information required by the decoder of

0-7803-5904-6/99/$l0.00 © 1999 IEEE 43

space-time code based transmitter diversity [I5-16].
Earlier work has shown in [941] that the optimum

transforms for channel estimation is the eigen matrix of
the channel frequency-domain correlation matrix. Obvi-,
ously, the optimum transforms depend on the channel de-
lay profiles that vary with environments. However, since
there may be over a hundred contiguous tones for classical
OFDM systems, with negligible edge effects [9,11,13-16],
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be used instead
of the optimum transforms. But, for clustered OFDM,
each cluster contains much fewer tones than for classical

OFDM and those tones that are on edge are a larxe Por- = ‘ ”~‘
tion of‘t.l1e total number of tones in each cluster. Hence,
edge effects will be very large if a DFT is used for the esti-
mator in clustered OFDM. In this paper, we present. new
transforms for the channel estimator in clustered OFDM

systems, which have small edge effects and robust to a
broad range of channel delay profiles.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly describe clustered OFDM for high—rate wirelas
data access and summarize some statistical properties of
the wideband mobile wireless channel. Then, in Section
3, we investigate robust transforms for channel estima-
tors in clustered OFDM systems. Next, in Section 4, we
presents computer simulation results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of robust. transform based channel at.ima-

tion for clustered OFDM systems in wideband dispersive
fading channels.

II. CLUSTERED OFDM ron Wxoaomo Mourns
Wmcuass SYSTEMS

In this section, we first briefly describe clustered OI-‘DM
for high-rate data access, and then introduce some statis-
tical characteristics of wideband mobile wireless channel

that are useful for designing channel estimators.

A. Clustered OFDM for High Rate Data Access

The concept of clustered OFDM for wideband channels
can be shown as in Fig. 1. A wideband OFDM signal
is divided into many non-overlapped clusters of tones in
frequency, and each user accesses several clusters of tones.
For example, the OFDM signal in Fig. 1 is divided into
16 clusters. User 1 utilizes the 1st, 5th, 9th, and 13th
clusters and Users 2, 3, and 4 use other clusters.
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user l user 2 user 3 user 4

 
Fig. 1. Concept of clustered OFDM.

The implementation of clustered OFDM is more com-
plicated than classical OFDM. Recently, several receiver
structures for clustered OFDM [8] that can be readily im-
plemented have been considered.

The clustered OFDM has some advantages over classi-
cal OFDM besides many good common properties, such
as combating multipath fading. As indicated in {8], it pro-
vides a high degree of flexibility in supportable bit rates
and Quality-of-Service (Q05). since clustered OFDM can
allocate bandwidth by tone clusters. If 4 users share a

._ ..wideb,an_d,w_ire_less channel, the peak rate of each user can
beias large asliitiines the average hit rate per user since
a single user can access all clusters in the channel if they
are not in use by others.

For systems’ with clustered Ol'-‘DM, each user utilizes
several clusters at different locations of a wideband chan-

nel. Hence, frequency diversity gain can he obtained for
dispersive fading channels if an error correction code is
used across these clusters. The greater the number of
clusters, the greater the diversity gain that results in. As
shown by the simulation results in Section 4, for a clus-
tered OFDM system with 8 or 4 clusters uniformly located
in a 4.096 MHz typical urban (TU) or hilly terrain (HT)

' channel, the performance is as good as a classical OFDM
with delayed transmitter diversity [15-16] if coherent de-
tection is used in both systems. »

However, coherent detection requires the channel infor-
mation. If the DFT based estimator [9] is used here, there
will be severe edge effects for channel parameter estima-
tion for the clustered OFDM receiver. since the size of each
cluster is much smaller than for classical OFDM.

3. Channel Statistics

The complex baseband representation of a wireless.
channel impulse response can be described by

h(t,'-r) = 2 -,,,(:)5(«r — 7.), (1)
_ k

where 1} is the delay of the k-th path, and 13(1) is the
corresponding complex amplitude. Due to the motion
of the vehicle, -yk(t)’s are wide-sense stationary (WSS)
and narrow-band complex Gaussian processes with aver-
age power o'§'s, which are independent for different paths.
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TABLE I
THE AVERAGE sows)». AND DELAY or EACH PAT}! FOR THE TU AND

HT CHANNELS

TU ‘ HT
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number de ay average de ay average
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0.0600 0.0988
0.0379 0.0248  

Z1
Z1

11 
From (1), the frequency raponse of the timevarying

radio channel at tirnet is
x. - r...',-, V.

H(t, ;) é / h(2,r)e-I=*I*dr-no

~. ..E,rrx(?)e_5’.~’fl’-?*‘:;-

From the above identity, it has been proved in [9] that the

correlation function of the frequency‘ response at different
times and frequencies can be expressed as

r,,(A2,Af) é E{H(t+At,f+Af)H'(1,f)}

= a§r,(Ai)r'1(Af),‘

where 0,7, is the total average power of the channel impulse
response, defined as 47,’, = E,‘ 0:, r.(At) and r,(Af) are
the time» and frequency-domain correlations of the chan- ,
nel frequency response, which are defined as

:3 Ei‘/kl‘ 'l' Al)7;(‘)}
"(M EH-r;(t)I’} ' ‘Z’

and - ’

A _ £1: -32xA]nr!( — 2 U2 9 Ik h

respectively.
The time~domain correlation of the channel frequency

response can be well represented by Jake's model [17] that
is determined by the Doppler frequency. The Doppler fre-
quency is related to the vehicle speed 1: and the carrier
frequency fc by

f¢ " T)
where c is the speed of light. For a system with a 2 CH2
carrier frequency, the Doppler frequency is as large as
184 Hz when the user is moving at 60 miles/hour.

The frequency correlation changes with the environ-
ment. For the TU and HT profiles, the average power
and the delay of each path are shown in Table l.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the channel estimator.

U1. CHANNEL ESTiMA'I‘GR son Ccusrsann OFDM

After introducing the general structure for channel es-
timation in this section, we present robust transforms for
estimators used in clustered OFDM and give a geometric
explanation.

A. General structure

The general structure of the decision-directed channel

estimators {9} for OFDM are shown in Fig. 2, which ex-
ploits the channel frequency response correlations in both
timé- and frequency-domain. The unitary transform U
exploits the frequency-domain correlation while the_lin_ear_
filters <I>(w) make full use of the timeldornainicorrellation.

It has been shown in [9,1l-12] that for the MMSE or op-
timum estimator, the transform in the figure is the eigen
matrix of the channel frequency-domain correlationma-. ' '
trix R1, defined as

R! =-’ ("!l’°1 " "2l)i;‘,,u,=r v
i.c., .

R-]Uopt 7- Uoptnr

where D is a diagonal matrix, and K is the number of
tones in classical OFDM or in each cluster of a clustered

OFDM system. The channel frequency-domain correla-
tion depends on delay profiles that are different for differ-
ent environments. Therefore, the optimum transforms or
bases for estimators are usually difiicult to obtain.

For classical OFDM, it is demonstrated in [9,11-12]
that with negligible performancedegradation, the unitary
transform can be substituted by the DFT, that is,

 

1 1:1 — 1:2 )"U = —— ( 2 , .DPT \exp(J 1' I‘ ) Ehkgzl

However, for clustered OFDM with small clusters, the
tones that are on edge are a large portion of the tones
per cluster. Therefore, edge effects will cause a significant
performance degradation for clustered OI-‘DM if the DFT
is used in the estimator.

The Hadamard transform may be a candidate for the
transform for the channel estimator, which is defined as

1
j''Hn> .
x/J?

Um‘ =
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with K = 2", and

Hm-J
Hn—l

_ i H -1
H” -’ ( ‘I;n~—I

1 1

H1=(1 _I).
Note that the Hadamard transform contains only addi-
tions and subtractions; it is, therefore, implementable
with very low computational complexity.

),
and

B. Robust transforms for clustered OFDM channel esti-
maiion

As indicated in Section 3.1, the optimum bases, or
transforms for estimation are determined by the chan-
nel delay profiles. However, delay profiles are usually un-
known except some parameters, such as delay spread or
maximum delay span. Hence, we can at best create some
delay profiles such that the transforms based on these de-

lay profiles perform well, not necessarily best, for all delay
profiles.

- ; The simplest delay profile is a rectangular profile, which
can be expressed as

anal’) = {
where 1,“, is a half of the maximum delay span. The de-
lay spread of the rectangular delay profile is 1‘ = 1',,.,,,
The frequency-domain correlation function can be ob-
tained by

[fans
sin(21rAf1',,,,,,)

2-7"Af7'mu: .

Based on r,u(A_f), the optimum transform for the rect-
angular profile, Urea, can be obtained by means of eigen-
decomposition.

Another profile is exponential, which is defined as

.”e=P(7') = {
where 7' is the delay spread. Then the frequencyvdoinain
correlation function is

[7nux-7....re:-p(Af)

e121rA,H

)2-1rAf-F + 1 '

Based on it, U“, can be calculated accordingly.
It can be demonstrated that U,“ and U,,,_,, which we

call the rectangular and exponential transforms or bases,
respectively, are robust to other channel delay profiles.

1
27y... '
0.

if lrl S Tmusa
otherwise,

ll
7'1-ec(Af) cr,,,(t)e“’2""V'd1'

ll

-:-e'=*u, if? 2 -7‘,
0, otherwise,

a',,,(t)e"’2"A”dr
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Fig. 3. Explanation of the. optimum and robust transforms forclustered OFDM channel estimator.

C. Geiiirietr‘iié::E'zpIdndiion -. ii

The robustness of the new transforms, U," and U,,,,
to a, broad range of delay profiles can be explained by
Fig. 3. Since each delay profile is specified by the aver-
age power of each path and delay, the average power in
different directions for a delay profile can be represented
by an ellipse. As indicated before, the optimum trans-
form for a specific delay profile is the eigen matrix of the
channel frequency-domain correlation matrix since it can
catch the most power with the fewest taps. For example,
in'Fig 3, theaverage power on each direction for delay pro-
file I can be shown by the solid ellipse with eigenvectors
v3, V3. For each outcome of delay profile I, the chan-
nel parameters can be represented by oqv; + agvg, where
a; and o; are time-varying for a time-varying channel.
However, for delay profile I, Eleni’ is much larger than
Elaglz. Hence, auv; alone is a good approximation of
the channel information. Note that V) and v2 can still be
used to decompose other delay profiles, such as profile 11.
But, the error will be very large if aw, alone is used for
the approximation. Hence, the optimum decomposition
transform for one delay profile is not necessarily optimum
for another delay profile. Therefore, it is desired to have
a decomposition transform that has good, not necessarily
the best, performance for all expected delay profiles with
certain constrains. The (111,113) transform in the figure is
such a robust transform, just like U", or U“, derived in
Section 3.2.

W. Penroxmauce EVALUATION

In this section, we address the performance evaluation
of clustered OFDM with the new transform based channel
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TABLE II
PARAMETER sr«:1‘s or ctusxenan of-‘DM

set No. of inf. guard
number clusters tones tones

I-1 91"! - 15”‘
2nd - 31st 1st & 32nd

 

  
  

  
  

63rd-64th
5th - 124th lst-4th as

| 125th-128th

estimation through computer simulation. Before present-
ing the simulation results, we briefly describe the system
parameters.

A. System Parameters

In the simulated clustered OFDM system, one trans-
mitter and two receiver antennas are used, unless other-
wise specified. The channels_corre_sponding, to_difl'erent
receivers have the same statistics 'with”iri’dependent"fad-
mg.

To construct a clustered OFDM signal, assume the
entire channel bandwidth, 4.096'MHz. is divided into
512 subchannels, which results in the subchannel space,
A]'=8 kHz. To make the tones orthogonal to each other,
the symbol duration, T, = 1/Af=l25’=psec.= An addi-
tional 3i.25 psec guard interval is used to provide pro-
tection from intersymbol interference due to channel mul-
tipath delay spread. This results in a total block length
T; = 156.25 psec and a subchannel symbol rate r;
1/7‘, = 6.4 kbaud.

I-‘our users transmit data through the channel at the’
same time and each uses 120 tones to transmit data and

8 tones as guard tones. The locations of guard tones
for clustered OFDM systems with different cluster sizes
are shown in Table 11. With the estimator for clustered

OFDM providing channel information, QPSK modulation
with coherent demodulation can be used. As in [9] and
[18], a (40,20) R-5 code, with each code symbol consisting
of 3 QPSK symbols grouped in frequency, is used in the
system. Hence, each user forms a R-S codeword for each
OFDM block. The R-S decoder erases 10 symbols based
on signal strength, and corrects 5 additional random er-rors.

Each time slot contains 10 (clustered) OFDM blocks.
The first block is used as synchronization and initial chan-
nel estimation and one of the rest of the blocks is used as a

guard block. Consequently, each user can transmit data at
1.23 Mbits/sec before decoding, or 0.614 Mbits/sec after
decoding. Or the peak rate for each user is 4.92 Mbits/sec
before decoding, or 2.46 Mbits/sec after decoding.
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Fig. 4. MSE versus SNR for 8-cluster-15-tone(a) WER and (b)

OFDM with difierent transform based estimator: for the TU
channel with 1,; = 40 Hz.

B. Simulation Results

Here we present the simulated results of clustered
OFDM under various environments. Our results are based
on the average over 10,000 OFDM blocks, or 1,000 timeslots.

B.l Performance of estimator with different transforms

Figures ll and 5 show the WER’s and MSE’s of 8-

cluster-15-tone OFDM with the estimators using the op-
timum, Fourier; Hadarnard, rectangular, or exponential
transforms for the TU and HT channels, respectively.
From Fig. 4, for the TU channel with SNR< 10 dB, the
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Fig. 5. (3) WER. and (b) MSE versus SNR for Swcluster-‘R5-tone
OFDM with cliflerent transform based estimators for the HT
channel with I3 = 40 Hz.

MSE's of the estimator with different transforms are much
less than the channel noise; therefore, the WER’s are al-
most same for the estimator with different bases. How-

ever, as shown in Figure 5 for the HT channel, due to
the edge efiects of the estimators with the Fourier and
Hadamard transforms, the MSE’s of the estimators with

either of the two transforms are much larger than the es-
timator with the optimum transform; consequently, com-
pared with the optimum basis, the required SNR’s for a
10% WER. show about 1.5 dB and 3.0 dB degradations, re-
spectively. But, the WER’.s for the rectangular and expo-
nential transforms are almost the same as for the optimum
transform. Hence, both the rectangular and exponential
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Fig. 6. WER versus SNR for 4-cluster-30-tone OFDM with differ-
ent transform based estimators for (3) the TU and (b) the HT
channel with 1,; = 40 Hz.

transforms are robust to the channel delay profiles.
As indicated before, with an increase in the cluster

size, the edge effects of the estimator with the Fourier

transform will be reduced. Consequently, the degrada-
tion of the Fourier transform disappears when the cluster
size is increased to 30 tones, as demonstrated by Fig. 6.
Hence, for clustered Ol-‘DM with cluster size less than 30
tones, the rectangularor exponential‘ transforms should
be used for better channel parameter estimation; how-
ever, for clustered OFDM with a larger cluster size, per-
formance degradation due to the edge effects of the Fourier
transform is negligible, therefore, it should be used since
the fast Fourier transform (Fl-‘T) can be utilized for low
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Fig. 7. WER versus SNR for OFDM with different cluster Qiaes

for the TU channel with (B) 13 = 40 Hz and (b) I‘ = 200 Hz,respectively.

complexity computation.

B.2 OFDM with different cluster sizes

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the WBR.'s of clustered
OFDM systems with different numbers of clusters and
environments, and compare them with a classical OFDM

system with delayed transmitter diversity From the
figures, the performance of the clustered OFDM systems
improves with an increasing number of clusters. From
Fig. 7, for the TU channel with f, = 40 Hz, the WER’s
of clustered OFDM with 8 and 4 clusters are the same

as the WER. of classical OFDM with the delayed trans—
mission diversity. In particular, compared with classical
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Fig. 8. WER versus SNR for OFDM with different cluster sizes
for the HT channel with (A) /4 = 40 Hz and (b) 1,, = 200 Hz,respectively.

OFDM without transmitter diversity, the required SNR’s
for 10% and 1% WER.’s are improved by 1 dB and 1.6 dB,
respectively. For the HT channel, an over 2 dB improve
ment can be obtained by using clustered Ol-‘DM with 8 or
4 clusters instead of classical OFDM, as shown by Fig. 8.

V. Concwsrons

In this paper, we have presented new transforms for
channel estimation used in clustered OI-‘DM to mitigate
edge efiects of the discrete Fourier transform in classi-
cal OFDM. Computer simulation shows that clustered
OFDM with the new transform based estimator can be
used for high-rate data access over wideband mobile wire-
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less channels. The performance of clustered Ol-‘DM with-
out transmitter diversity is as good as classical OFDM
with delayed transmitter diversity. The required SNR for
a 10% WER is about 5.5 dB for the TU or HT channel
with low Doppler frequency, and 7.5 dB for the TU or HT
channel with Doppler frequency as large as 200 Hz.
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two of the wireless terminals. in an exemplary embodi-
ment ol the invention, the weight vectors and the power
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allocation employed by a base station are determined
by the base station using information supplied by at
least each of the wireless terminals served by the base
station, and potentially from wireless terminals sewed
by other base stations, e.g., in neighboring cells to the
cell served by the base station, the information from the
other cells being supplied via the neighboring cell base
stations using inter-base-station communication, eg. a
wire line connection.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to the art of wireless
communication, and more particularly, to employing

space-time diversity to increase the capacity of wireless
systems.

Bagkgrgund Qt tlge invention

[0002} Prior art wireless communication systems,
such as time division multiple access (TDMA) or code

division multiple access (CDMA) wireless communica-
tions systems, are used for communicating between
base stations and wireless terminals. When setting var-

ious parameters for the communication such prior art
systems only consider the strength of the desired signal
at the wireless terminal and fail to also take into account

the interference caused by communication between the
base station and others of the wireless terminals. Also,

prior art wireless communication systems that employ
so-called "power control,” e.g., CDMA systems, perform

the power control independent of any weight vectors
that are used for beam forming at the base station.

Additionally, power control at the base station in such
prior art wireless communication systems is performed
typically based only on either the pilot signal strength at
the wireless terminal or the bit error rate (BER) at the
wireless terminal. These design factors of prior art wire-

less systems cause their signal to interference and
noise ratio (SINR) to be less than optimal, resulting in
reduced system capacity, i.e., the system cannot serve
as many active wireless terminals as it could with a
higher SlNR.

Summag of the Invention

[0003] We have recognized that the signal to inter-
ference and noise ratio (SlNFl) of wireless systems can

be improved, if not optimized, by determining operating
parameters used by the base station to substantially
simultaneously control the transmit beam patterns that
are each formed to establish a communication channel

between a base station and a respective one of the
wireless terminals as a function of received channel
information from at least two of the wireless terminals.

In an exemplary embodiment of the invention. the
weight vectors and the power allocation employed by a
base station are determined by the base station using
information supplied by at least each of the wireless ter-

minals sewed by the base station. and potentially from
wireless terminals served by other base stations. e.g., in

neighboring cells to the cell served by the base station,
the information from the other cells being supplied via

the neighboring cell base stations using inter-base-sta-
tion communication, e.g., a wire line connection.
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Brief Descrigtion of the Drawing

[0004] in the drawing:

FIG. 1 shows a portion of an exemplary code divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA) wireless communica-

tion system arranged in accordance with the
principles of the invention;
FlG. 2 shows an exemplary over-all process for the
optimization of transmit beam forming weight vec-
tors. transmit power allocation, and rake receiver

combining vectors, in accordance [with the princi-
ples of the invention;
FIG. 3 shows, in flow chart form, an exemplary

process for calculating the transmit beamforming
vectors by the base station using the received
channel information, in accordance with an aspect
of the invention; and

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary process for maximizing
the minimum signal to interference ratio (SIR) of a
virtual uplink network that is used to represent the
downlink of a CDMA system, in accordance with an
aspect of the invention.

Detailed Descrigtjon

[0005] The following merely illustrates the princi-

ples of the invention. it will thus be appreciated that
those skilled in the art will be able to devise various

arrangements which, although not explicitly described
or shown herein. embody the principles of the invention
and are included within its spirit and scope. Further-
more. all examples and conditional language recited
herein are principally intended expressly to be only for
pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understand-
ing the principles of the invention and the concepts con-
tributed by the inventors to furthering the art. and are to
be construed as being without limitation to such specifi-
cally recited examples and conditions. Moreover. all
statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and
embodiments of the invention. as well as specific exam-

ples thereof, are intended to encompass both structural
and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is
intended that such equivalents include both currently
known equivalents as well as equivalents developed in
the future, i.e., any elements developed that perform the
same function, regardless of structure.
[0006] Thus, for example, it will be appreciated by
those skilled in the art that the block diagrams herein

represent conceptual views of illustrative circuitry
embodying the principles of the invention. Similarly. it
will be appreciated that any flow charts, flow diagrams,
state transition diagrams, pseudocode. and the like rep-
resent various processes which may be substantially
represented in computer readable medium and so exe-
cuted by a computer or processor, whether or not such

computer or processor is explicitly shown. »
[0007] The functions of the various elements shown
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in the FIGs., including functional blocks labeled as

"processors" may be provided through the use of dedi-
cated hardware as well as hardware capable of execut-

ing software in association with appropriate software.
when provided by a processor, the functions may be

provided by a single dedicated processor, by a single
shared processor. or by a plurality of individual proces-
sors. some of which may be shared. Moreover, explicit
use of the term “processor” or "controller" should not be
construed to refer exclusively to hardware capable of

executing software; and may implicitly include. without
limitation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware.
read-only memory (ROM) for storing software, random
access memory (RAM), and non-volatile storage. Other
hardware, conventional and/or custom. may also be

included. Similarly, any switches shown in the FIGS. are
conceptual only. Their function may be carried out

through the operation of program logic, through dedi-
cated logic, through the interaction of program control
and dedicated logic. or even manually. the particular
technique being selectable by the implementor as more

specifically understood from the context.

[0008] In the claims hereof any element expressed
as a means for performing a specified function is
intended to encompass any way of performing that func-
tion including, for example. a) a combination of circuit
elements which perfomts that function or b) software in

any form. including. therefore. firmware, microcode or
the like, combined with appropriate circuitry for execut-

ing that software to perform the function. The invention
as defined by such claims resides in the fact that the
functionalities provided by the various recited means
are combined and brought together in the manner which
the claims call for. Applicant thus regards any means
which can provide those functionalities as equivalent as
those shown-herein.

[0009] FIG. 1 shows a portion of an exemplary code
division multiple access (CDMA) wireless communica-
tion system 100. CDMA system 100 includes wireless
transmitter 101 for one user which is used in a base sta-
tion and wireless receiver 103 which is used in a wire-
less terminal. Both wireless transmitter 101 and

wireless receiver 103 are arranged in accordance with
the principles of the invention.
[0010] Wireless transmitter 101 includes antennas
105, including antennas 105-1 through 105-K. The
value of K is selected by the system implernentor as a
function of the desired price, performance, and capacity
of wireless communication system 100. Each of anten-

nas 105 is led by a signal supplied from a respective
associated one of transmit modules 107. Each of trans-

mit modules 107 includes a) P diversity modules 109. b)
a combiner 111 and c) upconverter 119. The value of P

is typically determined as a function of the desired
channel performance. Typically the desired channel
performance is selected by a standard setting commit-
lee.

[0011] Each of diversity modules 109 includes a
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beam former multiplier 113, a spreader multiplier 115.

and delay element 117. Beam former multiplier 113 mul-
tiplies the signal to be transmitted by a beam forming
coefficient. Each of the beam forming coefficients sup-
plied to the various beam former multipliers 1 13 are said
to be part of a space-time diversity weight vector W. The

beam forming coefficients are generated by beam form-
ing and power control unit 121 in accordance with the
principles of the invention, as will be further elaborated
on hereinbelow.

[0012] The output from each beam former multiplier
113 is supplied as an input to its respective associated
multiplier 115, which multiplies its input from beam
former 113 by a spreading code for the user being
served by wireless transmitter 101. Should one desire

to implement the invention in a time division multiple
access (TDMA) system rather than a CDMA system, it
is necessary to omit multiplier 115. Because the
spreading code is made up of multiple chips for each bit
of signal being transmitted. multiplier 115, which must
multiply each bit by the chips of its spreading code.
operates at a much greater rate of speed than does mul-
tiplier 113.
[0013] The output from each multiplier 115 is sup-
plied as an input to its respective associated delay ele-
ment 117. Each delay element 117 delays the signal
supplied to it in a manner such that each delayed signal
generated within a one of diversity modules _109 is
delayed from any other signal generated within that one
of diversity modules 109 by at least a delay of 1 chip. in

other words. there is a phase difference of at least one
chip between each signal generated within each of
diversity modules 109. The particular delays may be
specified by the system designer in response to system
requirements, eg, as specified by standard setting
organizations. or the delays may be adaptively adjusted
as a function of system performance.
[0014] Each diversity module 109 supplies its
delayed and spread signal to its associated combiner
111. Each combiner 111 adds the delayed and spread
signals which are supplied by each diversity module 109
within the same one of transit modules 107 as itself. and

supplies the combined result to an associated upcon-
verter 119. Each upconverter uses the result supplied

by its associated combiner 111 to modulate a carrier
signal. The modulated carrier signal is then supplied to
antenna 105 for broadcast. '

[0015] Note that for each wireless terminal served
by the base station there are similar K transmit modules
107. However, each upconverter 119 is shared by the
various transmit modules 107 of the different wireless

terminals, ie. each upconverter 119 upconverls a sig-
nal which is combined from each of the transmit mod-

ules 107, and the combined signal is supplied to one of
the antennas 105 coupled to that upconverter. in other
words, each base station has K times the maximum
number of wireless terminals it can serve transmit mod-

ules 107, but only K upconverters 11 9 and only K anten-
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nas 105.

[0016] Receiver 103 is a so-called "rake" receiver.
Receiver 103 includes a) antenna 151. b) down con-

vener 153, c) receive module 152. and d) channel
response and SINR estimator 167, and e) rake combin-

ing weight calculator 169. Other than channel response
and SINR estimator 167, those portions of receiver 103
shown in FIG. 1 are conventional and will only be briefly
described.

[0017] Antenna 151 receives wireless signals that
impinge upon it. Down converter 153 downconverls to
baseband the wireless signals received by antenna
151. The baseband signal is then supplied to receiver
module 152. which includes L rake receiver fingers 155

all of which is coupled to combiner 165. More specifi-
cally_ the signal from down converter 153 is supplied to
each rake receiver finger 155. Each rake receiver finger
155 includes delay element 157. despreader 158, and
rake combining multiplier 163. Despreader 158 includes
chip multiplier 159 coupled to integrator 161. Thus, the
signal received at antenna 151 is downconverted.
delayed, despread, and combined to form a decision
statistic signal from which the particular bits received
are determined.

[0018] Note that FIG. 1 shows the most common
form of CDMA rake receiver. However. other embodi-

ments ot the invention may employ conventional two-
dimesnional rakes or an inventive rake receiver such as

disclosed in our concurrently filed, commonly assigned

copending United States Patent Application Serial No.
(Case Ftashid-Farrol<hi—VaIenzuela 2-12), which is
incorporated herein by reference. Using either of the
alternative rake receivers does not change the process.

Only rake combining vector v is longer, to accommodate
the additional dimension.

[0019] FIG. 2 shows an exemplary over-all process
for the optimization of 1) transmit beam forming weight
vectors, 2) transmit power allocation. and 3) rake
receiver combining vectors, in accordance with the prin-
ciples of the invention. The process is entered in step
201 when a new user. e.g., one served by a wireless ter-

minal (not shown) including wireless receiver 103 (FIG.

1) is to be served by the base’ station (not shown) incor-
porating wireless transmitter 101. The base station may
already be operating prior to the entering into the proc-
ess shown in FIG. 2. Alternatively, the process of FIG. 2

may be entered in step 201 periodically, e.g., with a time
period approximating the amount of time for the channel
between the base station and the wireless terminal to

change by an amount that would necessitate a weight
vector update. Note that changes in the channel may be
caused by various factors. including: changes in atrnos-
pheric conditions; changes in the location of the wire-
less terminal; and changes in other objects along the

path or in the environment, between the base station
and the wireless terminal.

[0020] In step 203 the base station collects informa-
tion about the channels between itself and the various
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wireless terminals. Such channel information may

include the channel response and the SINR of the chan-

nel. A portion of the information may be provided
directly by each of the wireless terminals that the base
station is currently actively sewing, e.g. by incorporating
the information into the uplink communication, i.e., the
link from wireless terminal to base station, which may
be arranged using a frame structure, so that collectively
the base station has information about all the wireless

terminals it is sewing. Additionally. it is possible that the
base station receives channel information for wireless

terminals served by other base stations, e.g., in cells
neighboring the cell served by the base station, the
channel information from the other cells being supplied
via the neighboring cell base stations using inter-base-
station communication, e.g., a wire line connection.

[0021] Next. in step 205, the base station uses the
received channel information to calculate the transmit

beamtorming vectors, in accordance with an aspect of
the invention. Additional details regarding the calcula-
tion of the transmit beamforming vectors in accordance
with the invention are provided hereinbelow. Thereafter.
in step 207. the base station performs base station
transmit power control, and more specifically, the base
station updates the power to be used for each wireless
terminal that it is sewing.
(0022) Conditional branch point 209 tests to deter-
mine it the sequence of transmit weight vectors which
have been previously used within a specified time win-
dow has converged. i.e., the error vector norm, which is
the square of vector elements of the difference between
the current transmit weight vector and the previously
employed weight vector. is below a specified threshold.
If the test result in step 209 is YES, indicating that the
transmit weight vectors have converged. the process
exits in step 211. Alternatively, control may be passed
back to step 203. e.g., if no further use can be made of
the processing power that becomes available by not
performing steps 203 through 209.
[0023] If the test result of step 209 is NO, indicating
that the transmit weight vectors have not converged yet,
control passes to step 213, in which each wireless ter-
minal calculates its optimum rake receiver combining
vector, e.g., the weights to be supplied to rake combin-
ing mulliplier 163 of receiver 103 (FIG. 1), in accord-
ance with an aspect of the invention. The calculation is

performed by rake combining weigfit calculator 169, as
described in further detail hereinbelow.

[0024] in step 215, each wireless terminal esti-
mates the channel information. i.e., the channel

response, which is the impulse response of the channel,
using conventional techniques. Additionally, in step 215.
each wireless terminal determines the signal to interfer-
ence and noise ratio (SINR) using conventional tech-

niques. Thereafter, in step 217. each wireless terminal
transmits the estimated channel response and SINR to
the base station. This information is incorporated into
the wireless tenninals uplink, and it is received by the
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base station in step 203. Control then panes back to
step 203 and the process continues as described
above. '

[0025] FlG. 3 shows, in flow chart form. an exem-
plary process tor calculating the transmit beemiormlng
vectors by the base station using the received channel
information as recited in step 205 of FIG. 2, in accord-
ance with an aspect of the invention. The process of
FIG. 3 is entered, in step 301; whenever control passes
to step 205 ct FlG. 2. Next, in step 303, signal and inter-
ference correlation matrices 11>? . ch} are calculated in
accordance with an aspect oi the invention. More spe-
citically, in accordance with an aspect of the invention,
the signal and interference correlation matrices are
developed in the base station for a virtual uplink network
which is the mathematical equivalent of the actual
downlink set of channels extending from the base sta-
tion to the wireless terminals.

[0026] To develop the virtual uplink network it is
assumed that the transmitter, i.e., the base station. is
the receiver, and that the receiver, i.e., the wireless ter-

minal, is the transmitter. Additionally, it is assumed that
the channel response for the virtual uplink network is
the same as that for the collected set of downlink chan-

nels. Once the virtual uplink network is known, the sig-
nal and interference correlation matrices are developed
therefor in the conventional manner.

[0027] Thereafter, in step 305, the weight vector W
for each wireless terminal i at iteration n of step 205 is
calculated to maximize the SINR, I‘, using the signal

and interference correlation matrices. d>‘;‘ . «:25 respec-
tively, ot the virtual uplink network. This is achieved by
computing:

w:=argmaxr.—<vv. .P".v=">Vi

: w?¢:Wi
argtltax-—————,,1

Vi wi <1>,wi

gargmx 1,1"-)lWiHFl:viF
iw.l=I ,_

Z ‘lwiKF;rVi l2+NrlVil1I

where:

F},- is the channel response from the 1"‘ wireless
terminal to the base station receiver associated

with the 1*“ wireless terminal, which may belong to
the same base station or may belong to another
base station:

F E is the channel response from the 1*‘ wireless
terminal to the base station receiver associated

with the P" wireless terminal;

N, is the additive noise power of the F“ wireless ter-
mlnal;

P is a power vector each element of which is the
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power of a virtual transmitter;

V is a set of rake combining vectors v,- for each wire-
less terminal; and

H means Hermitian, which is the complex conju-
gate transpose ol a vector or a matrix.

[0028] Note that each individual component of each
vector v,-, which corresponds to a particular wireless ter-
minal. is supplied to a respective one of rake combining

multipliers 163 of wireless receiver 103 of that particular
wireless terminal. Also note that since this step requires
the power allocations from the previous iteration of the
process of F’lG. 2 that the first time the process is exe-
culed an arbitrary power allocation may be employed.
Once the process is operating the power allocation will
eventually move in the direction of the desired solution,
regardless of the initial values.
[0029] Further note that each wireless terminal is
associated with corresponding circuitry in the base sta-
tion that is presently sewing it. the corresponding cir-
cuitry including, using the example shown in FIG. 1,
diversity modules 109. combiner 111, and beamiormer
and power control unit 121. Each wireless terminal and
its corresponding base station circuitry are identified by
a common identiiier. For purpose of simplicity of matrix
operation, the identifier is typically a number ranging
from 1 to M, where M is the total number of users being
served by the entire wireless system, which may be a
network of multiple base stations. Howarer, other iden-
tifiers may be used at the discretion of the implementor,
92.9., the telephone number corresponding to the wire-
less terminal. Furthermore, various identifiers repre-
senting a wireless terminal may be associated together.
and the one appropriate for each function to be per-
formed is selected when needed.

[0030] Additionally. in step 305, the virtual uplink
power vector is calculated by computing

Pin 7 ipim
= I.i(wiri'Pn-1‘V n-1)

where P’,-’ is the virtual uplink transmit power used by
the 1"‘ wireless terminal to transmit to the base station at

the n"‘ iteration of computing the virtual uplink power
vector; y,- is the target SlNFl for the 1"‘ base sta-
tion—which is a specification of the link quality and may

be selected by the user—; and 1", is the SlNl'-i or the ii"
base station.

[0031] The process then exits in step 307. Note that
upon exiting control passes to step 207 of FIG. 2.
[0032] As described above in connection with step
207 of FIG. 2, the base station performs base station
transmit power control, and more specifically, the base
station updates the power to be used for each wireless

terminal that it is serving. The updated power to be used
by the base station for each wireless terminal that it is
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serving may be computed by

where F3’;-‘ is the actual transmit power used by the

base station to transmit to the P“ wireless terminal;
P"“ is the downlink transmit power vector from the pre-
vious execution ot step 213; vi” is the rake combining
vectors v for the 1"‘ wireless terminal from the previous

power control iteration; 1; is the target SINR tor the F“
wireless terminal—which is a specification of the link

quality and may be selected by the user——; 1"‘, is the
SINR at the 1”‘ wireless terminal; and W" is the set of

transmit weight vectors.
[0033] As described above in connection with step
213 of FIG. 2, each wireless terminal calculates its opti-
mum rake receiver combining vector. eg.. the weights
to be supplied to rake combining multiplier 163 of
receiver 103 (FIG. 1), in accordance with an aspect of
the invention. The optimum rake receiver combining
vectors may be determined by computing

ti: . n - fin-1
V. arsx,g§g§E(W.v.. )
 

11'”:
vi <D,vi

"lbfv.
“‘n 3:3 2

=argmaX B Frrvil
Mi=l -. _

Z_I3"IW,- “rgv. r+N,lv.r

=axgmax
W3

where ti)? is the correlation matrix of the

desired signal at the 1"‘ wireless; <3 i is the interference
correlation matrix at the 1”‘ wireless.

[(10341 The foregoing techniques, when used in
combination, result in optimal power allocation and

beam forming vectors, resulting in maximum system
performance, which can be translated into maximum
system capacity per a given SlNFt or a maximum SINR
for a given number of wireless terminals, e.g., users.
However, it is recognized that not all of the foregoing
techniques need be applied together in one system.
Instead. applying only same of the techniques will result
in improved, albeit not optimai, system performance.
Similarly. there are suboptimal techniques that may be

employed, individually or collectively, in lieu of the fore-
going techniques. that will result in improved, although
not optimal, system perlormance.

[0035] For example. instead of developing the
weight vector W for each wireless terminal i at iteration
n of step 205 to maximize the SINR, I‘, using the signal
correlation matrix. <1)? . oi the virtual uplink network. as
described above in connection with step 305. the weight
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vector W for each wireless iat iteration n of step 205 is

computed to only maximize the gain for the desired user
i as follows:

VV{‘ .= argmaxw,“d>;'wi"5

__ H

-arsgigr IW; Rival’

where all the variables have already been described
hereinabove. A further alternative to the method for

developing the weight vector W for each wireless termi-
nal iat iteration n of step 205 by maximizing the SIN Ft,
1‘, is to maximize the gain from the base station to the
desired wireless terminal but with a constraint that the

totally transmitted interlerence to other wireless termi-
nals is limited by solving the following constrained gain
maximization:

_ H

W.“ -— argrxtaxwi Cbfwi

subject to Zw,-"<D,.’wi < cI

=ar3n3;«}x lW{’F.2vil’

subjectto 2:lVV,"F;,vil’ <c
’ 1

where c is an arbitrary constant that is eventually can-
celed out when the base station transmit power control

is performed in step 207. Thus no specific value of c
need be selected.

[0036] FIG. 4 shows an exemplary process for max-
imizing the minimum signal to interference ration (SIR)
of the virtual uplink network that is used to represent the
downlink of the system. in accordance with an aspect of
the invention. SIR is similar to SINR but the additive

noise is not taken into account In general, maximizing
theminimum SIR is achieved by setting all of the SIRS
of the virtual uplink network to a common value and
then attempting to maximize this common value. This
can be expressed mathematically as the need to solve

A

"1 =arsm;xS1R.(W§.P.V).

The process would be performed as an alternative to
steps 205 and 207 of FIG. 2.
[D0371 Thus. more specifically, the process shown
in FIG. 4 is entered in step 401 at the conclusion of exe-

cution of step 203. Next, in step 403, the SIR is maxi-
mized for the virtual uplink network to yield
beamforming weight vectors, which are calculated by:
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PK" = argm_axSIR (Bf ,P",V'“‘)
_ wi’{¢:Wi
‘ a'Bma*—a——:*‘

' wl m‘

13'”'lWt"F..’Vtl’

Z 1”?‘ lV"s".F§x V: l’
1'

= arg maxlWil=1

where all the variables are as defined hereinabove.

Note that since this step requires the power allocations
from the previous iteration of the process of FIG. 4 the
first time the process is executed an arbitrary power
allocation may be employed. Once the process is exe-
cuting the power allocation will eventually move in the

direction oi the desired solution, regardless of the origi-
nal values.

[O038] Next, in step 405, power control is performed
for the virtual uplink network. In other words, each chan-

nel of the virtual uplink network is allocated ‘a transmit
power, albeit a virtual one. This is achieved by first con-
structing two gain matrices, D and F. D is the desired
link gain and F is the gain tor the interference on the

desired link whose weight vector is w. Then the spectral
radius, i.e. the maximum eigenvalue. of the product of D
and F is determined. Thereafter, the optimal power allo-
cation for the virtual uplink is determined by finding the
eigenvector corresponding to the spectral radius of the
product of D and F. Mathematically, the forgoing is rep-
resented as follows:

IDw]lI=1/‘W:-.F;Vil2

lFwl,-,« =iw,?*F,-’,~v.l"

rm = 9(1) WFW)

P"*‘ = y,,,,,,o,,i=,,P "

where p is the spectral radius and 7,“, is the maximum
achievable SIR.

Claims

1. A method for use in a wireless base station, com-

prising the steps of:

receiving at said base station channel informa-
tion trom a plurality of wireless terminals; and

determining operating parameters used by said
base station to substantially simultaneously
control each respective transmit beam pattern
which is formed to establish a communication
channel between said base station and each
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respective one said wireless terminals as a
function of said received channel information.

The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said

operating parameters include weight vectors.

The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said

operating parameters include a transmit power level
for use by the base station for each of said wireless
terminals.

The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said

received channel intormation is used to develop
signal and interference correlation matrices in the
base station for a virtual uplink network, said virtual

uplink network being mathematically equivalent to
an actual downlink set of channels extending from
said base station to said wireless terminals.

The invention as defined in claim 4 wherein channel
information received at said base station from said

plurality of wireless terminals is employed as said
actual downlink set of channels extending from said
base station to said wireless terminals.

The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said

received channel information is used to develop

signal and interference correlation matrices, <1>? ,
rb; respectively, in said base station for a virtual

uplink network. said virtual uplink network being
mathematically equivalent to an actual downlink set
of channels extending from said base station to
said wireless terminals, and wherein said operating
parameters include weight vectors, and wherein a
weight vector W for each wireless i at iteration n of
weight vector calculation is calculated to maximize

a signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR), 1“, by
computing:

=mg’!n'a‘xrt(WitPnaVM)’
_ . 1-:

= arg max —--———-W‘WW‘1-! 1
"i w. (I) w.I 1 1

RHl‘v;HFr:Vil1

ZP,~HlWaHF,~’iV; F+Ni‘vilzJ

= arg m3XWM-‘=3

where:

F1'; is a channel response trom 1"’ wireless ter-
minal ot said wireless terminals to a base sta-

tion receiver associated with an 1"‘ wireless

terminal of said wireless terminals, which may
be associated with said base station or another

base station;
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F is a channel response from an F” wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals to a base

station receiver associated with an 1"’ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals:

N, is additive noise power of said i”‘ wireless
terminal;

P is a power vector; and
V is a set of rake combining vectors v,-tor wire-
less terminal of said wireless terminals.

The invention_as detined in claim 1 wherein said
received channel information is used to develop

signal correlation matrix, <11? in said base station
for a downlink from said base station to an 1"‘ one ot
said wireless terminals. and wherein said operating

parameters include weight vectors. and wherein a
weight vector W for each wireless i at iteration n oi
weight vector calculation is calculated to maximize
the gain by computing;

_ H

vvin " 373“?!-xwi ¢i'wi

=arsgg lWf'F.:vil’

where:

F is a channel response from an 1"“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals to a base

station receiver associated with an 1*“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals; and

v,- is a rake combining vector for an F“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals.

The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said

received channel information is used to develop

signal and interference correlation matrices, in? ,
(bf respectively, in said base station for a virtual
uplink network. said virtual uplink network being
mathematically equivalent to an actual downlink set
of channels extending from said base station to
said wireless terminals. and wherein said operating

parameters include weight vectors, and wherein a
weight vector W tor each wireless iat iteration n of
weight vector calculation is calculated to maximize
a signal to interference ratio (SIR). by computing:
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Wl"—=a1Bm3xS1R(3{ .Pj,V“>

.; max wiH¢:W;
mg "i w§'<1>fwi
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' 2 Pjn—l‘W‘HFJiiVi ‘2
I
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where:

F14, is a channel response from a 1*“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals to a base
station receiver associated with an F“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals, which may
be associated with said base station or another

base station;

F is a channel response from an 1"‘ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals to a base

station receiver associated with an F“ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals;

N, is additive noise power of said i“‘ wireless
terminal;

P is a power vector, and
V is a set of rake combining vectors vi tor wire-
less terminal of said wireless terminals.

9. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein power

control is performed for the virtual uplink network by
performing the steps of:

constructing two gain matrices. D and F, where
D is a desired link gain and F is a gain for inter-
ference on the desired link whose weight vector
lS W;

determining a spectral radius for a product of D
and F; and

and finding an eigenvector corresponding to
the spectral radius of the product of D and F.

10. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein power

control is performed for the virtual uplink network by
solving:

[D,,1,.,.=1/iwl‘ F§v,l2

[I-‘W1’, =|w}*r=,’,v,|2

rm, = P(DwFw)

Pn+1= _{maxDwFwPn

where

D and F are gain matrices, D being a desired
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15

link gain and F being a gain for interference on

the desired link whose weight vector is w;

P is a power vector;

v,- is a rake combining vector for an r"‘ wireless
terminal of said wireless terminals;

p is the spectral radius; and

yma, is the maximum achievable signal to inter-
ference ratio (SIR).

Apparatus for use in a wireless base station. com-
prising:

a muitichannel receiver that receives channel

information from a plurality of wireless termi-
nals sewed by said wireless base; and

a processor that controls each respective
transmit beam pattern which is formed to
establish a communication channel between

said base station and each respective one said
wireless terminals as a function of said
received channel information.

A method for use in a wireless base station, com-
prising the steps of:

receiving channet information from at least a

plurality of wireless terminals served by said
base station: and

determining weight vectors used by said base
station as a function ot all of said received
channel information.

The invention as defined in 12 further comprising
the step of determining a transmit power level for
use by said base station for each of said wireless
terminals as a function of all of said received chan-
nel information.

A method for use in a wireless base station which

receives channel information from a plurality of
wireless terminals, the method comprising the step
of:

determining operating parameters used by said
base station to substantially simultaneously
control each respective transmit beam pattern
which is formed to establish a communication
channel between said base station and each

respective one said wireiess terminals as a
function of said received channel information,

said operating parameters being determined
using signal and interference correlation matri-

ces in the base station for a virtual uplink net-
work, said virtual uplink network being
mathematically equivalent to an actual down-

link set of channels extending from said base
station to said wireless terminals. said received

channel information being used to develop

EP 0 999 658 A2

15.

5

16.

10

15

16

interference correlation matrices.

The invention as defined in claim 14 wherein chan-

nel information regarding said wireless terminals is
received directly by said wireless base station from
wterminal

Apparatus for use in a wireless base station, com-
prising:

means tor receiving at said base station chan-
nel information from a plurality of wireless ter-
minals; and

means for determining operating parameters
used by said base station to substantially
simultaneously control each respective trans-
mit beam pattern which is formed to establish a
communication channel between said base

station and each respective one said wireless
terminals as a function of said received chan-
nel information.

17. A method comprising the steps of:

25

30

assigning power allocations to a virtual uplink
network; and

determining weight vectors for a real world set

of downlinks corresponding to said virtual
uplink network as a function of said power allo-
cations. -

18. Apparatus for use in a wireless base station, com-

35

40

45

50

55

1 9.

prising:

a multichannel receiver that receives channel

information regarding a piurality of wireless ter-
minals; and

a processor that controls each respective
transmit beam pattern which is formed to
establish a communication channel between

said base station and respective ones of said
wireless terminals served by said wireless
base station as a function of said received
channel information.

The invention as defined in claim 18 wherein said

plurality of wireless terminals includes at least one
wireless terminal served by said wireless base sta-

tion and at least one wireless terminal served by
another wireless base station.
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Clustered OFDM with Channel Estimation

for High Rate Wireless Data
Ye (Geoffrey) Li and Nelson R. Sollenberger

Wireless Systems Research Department, AT&T Labs — Research

100 Schulz D13, Red Bank, NJ 07701-7033, USA

Abstract: Clustered OFDM can provide in-band diver-
sity gain for wideband wireless channels. It is a promising
technique for high-rate wireless packet data access, such
as mobile multimedia communications. Due to smaller
size of each cluster for clustered OFDM than for classi-
cal (non-clustered) OFDJW, edge eflects can be very large.
In this paper, we present new transforms for channel es-
timators in clustered OFDM systems. The new trans-
form: are independent of the channel ‘delay profiles and
can eflectively mitigate the edge efiects. Computer sim-
ulation shows that the performance of clustered OFDM
with the estimator using the new transfornis,is_i_2ery_ close
to the performance with the optimum estimator that de-
pends on the channel delay profile. For the typical-urban
or hilly-terrain delay profiles, clustered OFDM using the
new transform‘ based estimator is almost as good as 'clas- '
sieal OFDM with transmitter diversity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
has been shown to be an effective technique to combat
multipath fading [I-4]. Hence, it is a promising technique
for wideband wireless packet data. Recently, clustered
OFDM [58] has been proposed to provide in-band diver-
sity gain with wideband dispersive fading channels, and
therefore, to improve system performance.

For clustered OFDM in high-rate wireless data systems,
each user accesses several OFDM clusters located at dif-

ferent frequencies. Then, an error correction code, such
as a Reed-Solomon code, or a convolutional code, is used
to obtain frequency diversity. As indicated in [9], without.
channel information, differential demodulation has to be
used instead of coherent demodulation at the expense of
a 3-4 dB loss in signal-to~noise ratio (SN R.) performance.
Hence, channel estimation is also desired for clustered
OFDM to gain high performance.

For classical OFDM systems, either pilot-symbol-aided
[10] or decisiomdirected [9,l 1-12] channel estimators can
be used to obtain channel information. Furthermore, sim-
ilar parameter estimators can be used to estimate the
coefficients for the minimurn—mean-square error diversity
combiner (MMSE—DC) for OFDM systems with antenna
arrays to suppress co-channel interference {I3-14], or to
estimate channel information required by the decoder of

0-7803-5904-6/99/$10.00 © I999 IEEE 43

space-time code based transmitter diversity [I5-16].
Earlier work has shown in [9-11] that the optimum

transforms for channel estimation is the cigen matrix of
the channel frequency-domain correlation matrix. Obvi-
ously, the optimum transforms depend on the channel de-
lay profiles that vary with environments. However, since
there may be over a hundred contiguous tones for classical
OFDM systems, with negligible edge effects [9,11,13-16},
the discrete Fourier transform (DPT) can be used instead
of the optimum transforms. But, for clustered OFDM,
each cluster contains much fewer tones than for classical

. OFDM and those tones that are on edge are a large po1'- 2-4 .=‘-‘:2-.»..:_ ;~::
tion ofthe total number of tones in each cluster. Hence,
edge effects will be very large if a DFT is used for the esti-
mator in clustered OFDM. In this paper, we present new
transforms for the channel estimator in clustered OFDM

systems, which have small edge eflects and robust to a
broad range of channel delay profiles.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly describe clustered OFDM for high-rate wireless
data. access and summarize some statistical properties of
the wideband mobile wireless channel. Then, in Section
3, we investigate robust transforms for channel estima-
tors in clustered OFDM systems. Next, in Section 4, we
presents computer simulation results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of robust transform based channel estima-

tion for clustered OFDM systems in wideband dispersive
fading channels.

11. Ccusrsnsn OFDM con Wxoeawo Monxu:
Wmmcss SYSTEMS

In this section, we first briefly describe clustered OI-‘DM
for high-rate data access, and then introduce some statis-
tical characteristics of wideband mobile wireless channel

that are useful for designing channel estimators.

A. Clustered OFDM for High Rate Data Access

The concept of clustered OFDM for wideband channels
can be shown as in Fig. 1. A wideband OFDM signal
is divided into many non-overlapped clusters of tones in
frequency, and each user accesses several clusters of (ones.
For example, the OFDM signal in Fig. 1 is divided into
16 clusters. User 1 utilizes the 1st, 5th, 9th, and 13th
clusters and Users 2, 3, and 4 use other clusters.
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user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 TABLE I
THE AVERAGE POWER AND DELAY OF EACH PATH FOR THE TU AND

HT crunnecs

 
Fig. 1. Concept of clustered OFDM.

The implementation of clustered OFDM is more com-
plicated than classical OFDM. Recently, several receiver
structures for clustered OFDM [8} that can be readily im-
plemented have been _considered.

"The clustered OFDM has some advantages over classi-
cal OFDM besides many good common properties, such
as combating multipath fading. As indicated in [8], it pro-
vides a high degree of flexibility in supportable bit rates
and Quality-of-Service (Q03). since clustered OFDM can
allocate bandwidth by tone clusters. If 4 users share a

'_.wideband,.wire_less_channel,_the peak rate of each user can
b'é"a.é. 1.’-ngé asdlitiineslthe average bit rate per user since
a single user can access all clusters in the channel if they
are not in use by others.

For systems‘ with clustered OFDM, each user utilizes
several clusters at different locations of a wideband chan-

nel. Hence, frequency diversity gain can be obtained for
dispersive fading channels if an error correction code is
used across these clusters. The greater the number of
clusters, the greater the diversity gain that results in. As
shown by the simulation results in Section 4, for a clus-
tered OFDM system with 8 or 4 clusters uniformly located
in a 4.096 MHz typical urban (TU) _or hilly terrain (HT)

‘ channel, the performance is as good as a classical OFDM
with delayed transmitter diversity [l5—l_6] if coherent de-
tection is used in both systems. -

However, coherent detection requirm the channel infor-
mation. lf the DFT based estimator [9] is used here, there
will be severe edge effects for channel parameter estima-
tion for the clustered OI-‘DM receiver since the size of each
cluster is much smaller than for classical OFDM.

B. Channel Statistics

The complex haseband representation of a wireless.
channel impulse response can be described by

h(t.'r) = Zn(t)6(r — '71:)» (1)
. E

where 1.. is the delay of the k-th path, and 7;,(t) is the
corresponding complex amplitude. Due to the motion

of the vehicle, 7;,(t)’s are wide-sense stationery (WSS)
and narrow-band complex Gaussian processes with aver-
age power v§’s, which are independent for different paths.
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From (1), the frequency raponse of the timewarying
radio channel at time 1 is

H(i.f)
.1‘. x. - ‘_(;.,_.,,'. =-

/ h(t, -r)e"’2""d'r_g., V

1 5 :2 1‘

From the above identity, it has been proved in [9] that the

correlation function of the frequency_ _r:<-_:sp_onse_a_t different
times and frequencies can be expressed as ' '

ra(At. AI) 2 E{H(t + A1,)‘ + Af)H'(t.f)}

"' vfir;(Ai)r]

where a; is the total average power of the channel impulse
response, defined as 6,’, = 2,: 472, r,(At) and r;(Af) are
the iime- and fr¢quency~domain carrelationsof the chan- _
nel frequency response, which are defined as

3 E{‘n:(* + At)“/2(0)
"“‘" E{l1;(1)|’l ' "l

and 2

,.!(Af) = Z Egg-J2xAI7:,1

respectively.
The time-domain correlation of the channel frequency

response can be well represented by Jake’s model [17] that
is determined by the Dopplcrfrequency. The Doppler fre-
qucncy is related to the vehicle speed 1: and the carrier

frequency f., by f
f= =

where c is the speed of light. For a system with a 2 Gllz
carrier frequency, the Doppler frequency is as large as
184 Hz when the user is moving at 60 miles/hour.

The frequency correlation changes with the environ-
ment. For the TU and HT profiles, the average power
and the delay of each path are shown in Table l.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the channel estimator.

III. Cnwnet Esrimaron row. Cnusranao OFDM

After introducing the general structure for channel es-
timation in this section, we present robust transforms for
estimators used in clustered OFDM and give a geometric
explanation.

A. General structure

The general structure of the decisiomdirected channel

estimators [9] for OFDM are shown in Fig. 2, yvhich ex-,
ploits the channel frequency response correlations in both
timé— and frequency—domain. The unitary transform U

exploits the frequency-domain correlation_whil_e_ the_l,ine_a_r:
filters <I>(w) make full use of the timeldornain"i§orrelation.'

It has been shown in [9,11—12] that for the MMSE or op-
timum estimator, the transform in the figure is the eigen
matrix of the channel frequency-domain correlation_ma-. ‘
trix R}, defined as

R1 = (P/lh — ’°2l)i(,,:,=1 27
i'.e., .

R,U.,,, 2 U,,,,,D,

where D is a diagonal matrix, and _K is the number of . '
‘tones in classical OFDM or in each cluster of a clustered

OFDM system. The channel frequency-domain correla-
tion depends on delay profiles that are different for differ-
ent environments. Therefore, the optimum transforms or
bases for estimators are usually difficult to obtain.

For classical OFDM, it is demonstrated in [9,11-12]
that with negligible perforrnancedegradation, the unitary
transform can be substituted by the DFT, that is,

1 k‘ -.1: K

W (‘exp(_72-it ‘K 2)) khkgzl
Uorr =

However, for clustered OFDM with small clusters, the
tones that are on edge are a large portion of the tones
per cluster. Therefore, edge effects will cause a significant
performance degradation for clustered OFDM if the DFT
is used in the estimator.

The Hadamard transform may be a candidate for the ‘
transform for the channel estimator, which is defined as

I .
U = """"""'IIno

H7‘ R-
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with K = 2", and

__ H _) H -1
H” — ( H:i—l '};n—l

1 1

H1=(1_1).
Note that the Hadamard transform contains only addi-
tions and subti-actions; it is, therefore, implementable
with very low computational complexity.

),
and

B. Robust transform: [or clustered OFDM channel esti-
mntion

As indicated in Section 3.1, the optimum bases, or
transforms for estimation are determined by the chan-
nel delay profiles. However, delay profiles are usually un-
known except some parameters, such as delay spread or
maximum delay span. Hence, we can‘ at best create some
delay profiles such that the transforms based on these de-

lay profila perform well, not necessarily best, for all delay
profiles.

— ; The simplest delay profile is a rectangular profile, which
can be expressed as

0-u(r) = {
where 1,.“ is a half of the maximum delay span. The de-
lay spread of the rectangular delay profile is i = r,,,., /\/3_.
The frequency-domain correlation function can be ob-
tained by

n...

"r:c(Af) f-Tans

sin(27rAf'r,,,,,,)
21rAf-r,,,,,, '

Based on r,,.(Af), the optimum transform for the rect-
angular profile, U,..,, can be obtained by means of eigen-
decomposition.

Another profile is exponential, which is defined as

."’==p("’) = {
where ‘F is the delay spread. Then the frequency-domain
correlation function is

ffnoxr.,,,(Af) a,,,(t)e"-’2”N'dr‘

:,'"22'A;:
_72wAf1" + 1 '

Based on it, U“, can be calculated accordingly.
lt can be demonstrated that urea and U.,,,, which we

call the rectangular and exponential transforms or bases,
respectively, are robust to other channel delay profiles.

1
27...;
0.

if lrl S Tmosi
otherwise,

cr,,,(t)e"”A"'dr

C

%e..%.
0.

, if T 2 -f,
otherwise,

ll
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Fig. 3. Explanation of optimum and robust transforms forclusterecl OPDM channel estimator.

cg G¢av:a~e:;=ia'=Ez;;1m;a:ian V

The robustness of the new transforms, U". and U,,,.,
to a, broad range of delay profiles can be explained by
Fig. 3. Since each delay profile is specified by the aver-
age power of each path and delay, the average power in
difierent directions for a delay profile can be represented
by an ellipse. As indicated before, the optimum trans-
form for a specific delay profile is the eigen matrix of the
channel frequency-domain correlation matrix since it can
catch the most power with the fewest taps. For example,
in'Fig 3," theaverage power on each direction for delay pro-
file I can be shown by the solid ellipse with eigenvectors
v,, V3. For each outcome of delay profile I, the chan-
nel parameters can be represented by 01V] + agvg, where
a; and 03 are time-varying for a time-varying channel.
However, for delay profile l, Eleni’ is much larger than

_ Elaglz. Hence, cnv, alone is a good approximation of
the channel information. Note that V] and V2 can still be
used to decompose other delay profiles, such as profile ll.
But, the error will be very large if aw, alone is used for
the approximation. Hence, the optimum decomposition
transform for one delay profile is not necessarily optimum
for another delay profile. Therefore, it is desired to have
a decomposition transform that has good, not necessarily
the best, performance for all expected delay profiles with
certain constrains. The (111,112) transform in the figure is
such a robust transform, just like U,-., or U“, derived in
Section 3.2.

IV. Pcnronmmce EVALUATION

In this section, we address the performance evaluation
of clustered OFDM with the new transform based channel
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TABLE 11
Puumeren szrrs or CLUSTERED OFDM

set No. of inf. guard
number clusters tones tones

I1— 2nd - 16th 11
2nd - 31st 1st 8: 3211

 

  
  
  

3rd - 62nd 1st-2nd dc
63rd-64th

5th - 124th 15$-4tl'| dc
125th-12'8th

estimation through ‘computer simulation. Before present-
ing the simulation results, we briefly describe the system
parameters.

A. System Parameters

In the simulated clustered OFDM system, one trans-
mitter and two receiver antennas are used, unless other-

wise specified. The channelsycorresponding to_difl’ex-ent
receivers have the same statistics 'witlil'i4‘rii‘lependent‘ifad-
ing.

To construct a clustered OFDM signal, assume the
entire channel bandwidth, 4.096'MHz,"is divided into ' '
512 subchannels, which rwults in the subchannel space,
Af=8 lrllz. To make the tones orthogonal to each other,
the symbol duration, T, = 1 /Af.-125-==;1sec.I An addi-
tional 31.25 psec guard interval is used to provide pro-
tection from intersymbol interference due to channel mul-
tipath delay spread. This results in a total block length
T, = 156.25 psec and a subchannel symbol rate r;

1-‘our users transmit data through the channel at the’
same time and each uses 120 tones to" transmit data. and

8 tones as guard tones. The locations of guard tones
for clustered OFDM systems with different cluster sizes
are shown in Table 11. With the estimator for clustered

OFDM providing channel information, QPSK modulation
with coherent demodulation can be used. As in [9] and
[18], a (40,20) R-S code, with each code symbol consisting
of 3 QPSK symbols grouped in frequency, is used in the
system. Hence, each user forms a R-S codeword for each
OFDM block. The R-S decoder erases 10 symbols based
on signal strength, and corrects 5 additional random er-
rors. '

Each time slot contains 10 (clustered) OFDM blocks.
The first block is used as synchronization and initial chan--
nel estimation and one of the rest of the blocks is used as a

guard block. Consequently, each user can transmit data at
1.23 Mbits/sec before decoding, or 0.614 Mbits/sec after
decoding. Or the peak rate for each user is 4.92 Mbits/sec
before decoding, or 2.46 Mbits/sec after decoding.
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Fig. 4. (a) WER and (la) MSE versus SNR for 8-cluster-15-tone
OFDM with different transform based estimator: for the TU
channel with I4 = 40 Hz.

B. Simulation Results

Here we present the simulated results of clustered
OFDM under various environments. Our results are based
on the average over 10,000 OFDM blocks, or 1,000 timeslots.

31 Performance of estimator with different transforms

Figures 4 and 5 show the WER’s and MSE’s of 8-
cluster-15-tone OFDM with the estimators using the op-
timum, Fourier, Hadarnard, rectangular, or exponential
transforms for the TU and HT channels, respectively.
From Fig. 4, for the TU channel with SNR< 10 dB, the
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Fig. 5. (a) WER and (b) MSE versus SNR for 8-cluster-15-tone

OFDM with diflerent transform based estimators for the HT
channel with I4 = 40 Hz.

MSE’s of the estimator with different transforms are much
less than the channel noise; therefore, the WBR‘s are al-
most same for the estimator with different bases. How-

ever, as shown in Figure 5 for the HT channel, due to
the edge effects of the estimators with the Fourier and
Hadamard transforms, the MSE’s of the estimators with
either of the two transforms are much larger than the es-
timator with the optimum transform; consequently, com-
pared with the optimum basis, the required SNR’s for a
10% WER. show about 1.5 dB and 3.0 dB degradations, re
spectively. But, the WER’s for the rectangular and expo-
nential transforms are almost the same as for the optimum
transform. Hence, both the rectangular and exponential
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Fig. 6. WER versus SNR for 4-cluster-30-tone OFDM with differ-
ent transfonn based estimators for (a) the TU and (b) the HT
channel with [,1 = 40 Hz.

transforms are robust to the channel delay profiles.
As indicated before, with an increase in the cluster

size, the edge effects of the estimator with the Fourier

transform will be reduced. Consequently, the degrada-
tion of the Fourier transform disappears when the cluster
size is increased to 30 tones, as demonstrated by Fig. 6.
Hence, for clustered OFDM with cluster size less than 30

tones, the rectangularor exponential transforms should
be used for better channel parameter estimation; how-
ever, for clustered OFDM with a larger cluster size, per-
formance degradation due to the edge effects of the Fourier
transform is negligible, therefore, it should be used since
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be utilized for low
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Fig. 7. WER Versus SNR for OFDM with different cluster sizes
for the TU channel with (a) /,3 = 40 Hz and (b) [4 = 200 Hz,respectively.

complexity computation.

B.2 OFDM with difl'erei1t cluster sizes

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the WER.'s of clustered
OFDM systems with different numbers of clusters and
environments, and compare them with a classical OFDM

system with delayed transmitter diversity From the
figures, the performance of the clustered OFDM systems
improves with an increasing number of clusters. From
Fig. 7, for the TU channel with fd = 40 Hz, the WER’s
of clustered OFDM with 8 and 4 clusters are the same

as the WEB. of classical OFDM with the delayed trans-
mission diversity. In particular, compared with classical
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for the HT channel with (a) J,‘ = 40 Hz and (b) I; = 200 Hz,respectively.

WER versus SNR for OFDM with different cluster sizes

OFDM without transmitter diversity, the required SNR‘s
for 10% and 1% WER.’s are improved by 1 dB and 1.6 dB,
respectively. For the HT channel, an over 2 dB improve-
ment can be obtained by using clustered OFDM with 8 or

4 clusters instead of classical OFDM, as shown by Fig. 8.

V. CONCLUS!ONS

In this paper, we have presented new transforms for

channel estimation used in clustered OFDM to mitigate
edge effects of the discrete Fourier transform in classi-
cal OFDM. Computer simulation shows that clustered
OFDM with the new transform based estimator can be
used for high-rate data access over wideband mobile wire-
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less channels. The performance of clustered Cl‘-‘DM with-
out transmitter diversity is as good as classical OFDM
with delayed transmitter diversity. The required SNR for
a 10% WER is about 5.5 dB for the TU or HT channel
with low Doppler frequency, and 7.5 dB for the TU or HT
channel with Doppler frequency as large as 200 B2.
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employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) comprising:

Paititioning subcarriers into a plurality of groups of at least one cluster of subcarriers; and
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[Below]

Claims 1-24 of the present invention relate to a multicarrier OFDM system with group-based
subcarri er allocation.

However, the present invention can be easily invented by a skilled person in the an from a
technical combination of cited inventions l and 2, or cited inventions l and 3 as shown below:

A. Constitution

(1) Claims 1-13, 15-21 and 23-24

Claims 1~24 of the present application relate to a method for subcanier selection for a system

employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), characterized by

comprising paitioning subcairiers into a plurality of groups of at least one cluster of subcarriers

and allocating at least one cluster in the one or. more groups of clusters selected by the
scubcarrier.

However, this constitution can be easily derived by a skilled person in the art fiom a combination

of cited invention 1 disclosing a constitution of selecting subcaniers for the OFDM system.

which partitions subcarriers into a plurality of groups of clusters and allocates said clusters, and

cited invention 2 relating to a method for selecting subcarriers, characterized in that a feedback

information on each cluster group comprises SINR information on each cluster.

(2) Claims 14 and 22

Claims 14 and 22 of the present application relates to a constitution of a method for selecting

subcarriers further comprising a step wherein, in the system employing OFDMA, feedback

information on at least one or more cluster groups of subcarriers is received from the subscriber.

However, this constitution can be easily derived by a skilled person in the art from a combination

of the constitution of cited invention 1 above, and the constitution of cited invention 3 wherein 21

group idenfier of the feedback information comprises a group index.

B. Object and Effect

The object and effect of the present invention are in the OFDMA system that can adaptively

allocate subcarriers to subscribers; however, a technique derived from the combination of cited

inventions l and 2 or 1 and 3 can achieve the same object and effect based on the similar
constitution. '

C. Conclusion

Thus, claims 1-24 of the present invention can be easily invented by a skilled person in the art

from prior art as shown above.
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CD3-QFDM: Novel Dcmodulationi
Scheme for Fixed and Mobile Receivers .

Vittoria Mignonc and Alberto Morello

Abstract- This paper describes a novel channel estimation
scheme identified as coded decision directed dem'odu1ation'(CD3)
for coherent demodulation of, orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiple)": (OFDM) signals making use "of any constellation format
[e.g.,' quaternary’ phase shift keying (QPSK), 16-quadrature am-
plitude modulation (QAM),' :64-QAM]. _’,I‘he of the
OFDM demodulator is described, based on a new. channel -mtim‘a.-
ti_on_ loop.ei*rploitlng the error correction 'capabil_ity'of-a forward
errorséorrection-(FEC). decoder and frequency -and timedomaln,
filtering to mitigate the effectsof noise and residual’ errors.
In-contrast to the conventional coherent QFDM demodulation
schemes, CD3‘-0I_?DM'does not require the transmission of a comb
or , pilot tones for channel estimation and equalization, therefore
yielding a‘ significant improvement in spectrum efliciency _(typi—
cally between 5——lS%). The performance ofthe system with QPSK
n1o_du]a.tion is analyzed" by- computer simulationspon additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and frequency selective'_channels,
under staticfiand mobile receptlomconditions. For-_convoluh’onal
coding rate 1/2‘, the results indicate that CD3-C_)FDM.allow:s to
aijhieve a very fast adaptation. tothe channel characteristics in a
mobile environment (maxin_1_nm't_o|erable Doppler shift of. about
80 Hi roran OFDM symbol dnr_ati_on..of 1. ms, as,difl‘erential
demodulation) and ‘an E1,/N; ‘performance to coherent
demodulation‘ (e._g., Er,/No .= 4.3’ dB at bit-error rate (BER)
= 2 -V. 107‘ on the AWGN channel). Therefore; CD3-AOFDM can
be suitable‘ for digital sound and televislon broadcasting services
over‘ seleetiveradlo channels, addressedto and vehicular

I. Irrrnonucrron

_IGITA_L sound and television broadcasting. over the ter-
‘ restiial VHF and radio channels require to "adopt

a’.singl'e transmission format suitableiltogserve both fixed

andimohile receivers ina rnultipath propagation .envir_0n1_tnent.
affected by frequency selective fading and fioppler effects.
Codedorthoglonal frequency division multiplex (C-OFDM)
modulation ‘schemes [l]—[5]. making’ use of a guard interval
to separate adjacent sym_bo1s,‘a._re often» proposed forvideo
and sound" broadcasting applications‘ because of their excel-
lent perfonnance under multipath propagation. These modu-
l_ation_,scherries are based on the uansrnissionof thousands of
modulated carriers, frequency multiplexed with the minimum
-frequency spacing to achieve orthogonality. Since the total bit-
strcam‘is split in many parallel lo_w-rate channels, C.-OFDM '
is characterized bylong symbol duration (typically from some
hundred microseconds to few milliseconds, depending on the

Paper approved by J. Chuang, the Editor for Wireless Networks of the
lZE.1'-;E Communications Society. Manuscript received July 10, l99S; revised
December 11, 1995. ' - . _ ' ‘

' 'I'hc,'authors are with RAI, R_ad.iotzlevisione Italians, Research Centre,
Torlno. I-l0135. Italy. I , < ‘

'_ Publisher Item -Identifier s 0090-6778(96)O7077—8.

application), and therefore the channel estimation andtracking
in a mobile environment must be carried out within few

(possibly one) symbols. q l '
t Section 11 describes the conventional demodulation systems

adopted with C—OFDM,V namely coherent demodulation based

on pilot tones and differential demodulation. q '
Coherent demodulation allows optirnum detection of C-

OFD_M signals using M-_qua'dratu're amplitude modulation
(M-QAM)_con'stel1ations,' on additivewhitc gaussian noise
(AWGN) and on frequency selective channels. The transmitted
C-OFDM frame usually contains, in addition to some timeand .
frequency’ synchronization symbols, acomb of unmodulated
pilot "tones, which” are interpolated and filtered by the
receiver to estimate the channel frequency response across
thesignal bandwidth. and to recover, by means of a single

stage equalizer, ‘me amp1i_tude_ and" phase rotation of each
single constellation of the OFDM signal. The" insertion of_
these pilot tones leads to a ‘significant loss in transmission
capacity. Conversely,’differentia1 demodulation of C-OFDM
signals based ,on"differe.nqtia.lly-encoded phase shift keying ‘
constellations (DCPSK)'does -not require the transmission of
pilot tones. and allows good tracking capability of the charmel
characteristics and demodulator simplicity, but at the expense
ofthe ‘sensitivity’ to ‘noise (51. ,
' In Europe. -differential ‘demodulation of C-OFDM’ DC-

quaternazy phase keying (QPSK) has been standardized
in DAB [7], the digital sound broadcasting system for fixed
and vehicular reception. while coherent demodulation of C-
OFDM QPSK[16Q_'AM/,64QAM, based on the insertion of
pilot tones, has been proposed for ‘the future digital terrestrial
television broadcasting» Standard [8]. ’ '

’ Section III« describes the novel CD3-OFDM channel es-
timation scheme applicablefor cohenent dernodulation of
any constellation format (e.g., QPSK, -l6QAM', 64QAM).
This feedback channel estimation‘ loop exploits theerror
correction capability of a forward error correction (FEC)

‘decoder and frequency and time domain filtering, without
requiring the transniission of a comb of pilot tones. In [9]; and
{I0}, decision feedback channel estimation and equalization
techniques ‘are evaluated for single carrier systems; but without
the" exploitation of FBC correction and noise filtering.‘

Section IV reports computer simulatiouresults on a QPSK
CD3~O_FD_M‘ system, making use of convolutional coding
(rates 1/2; 3/4, and 7/8) and soft-decision Viterbi decoding.
These resu1ts',_c_overing A_WGN and frequency selective mul-
tipatli channels, show__ that CD3-OFDM allows ‘a yery fast

"oo9o—§77s196s_os.ool© 19_965nzi=:s
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Fig. 1. Time and frequency domain representation of a C-OFDM symbol.

adaptation to the channel characteristics in a mobile environ-
ment (within one OFDM symbol. as differential demodulation)
and a C/N performance similar to ideal coherent demodulation

with pilot tones. In addition, the simulations show the stability
of the feedback loop also in the presence of high residual BER
levels. '

11.. PRINCIPLES ol= CONVENTIONAL COHERENT
AND DIFFERENTIAL DEMODULATION FOR OFDM

C-OFDM systems [l]—[3] (see the Appendix for a symbol

list and for relevant fonnulas) split the total information
stream into N, narrow-band, low bit-rate, digital signals,

regularly multiplexed in the frequency domain (Fig. l). Mutual
orthogonality is guaranteed for carrier spacing equal to the
useful symbol rate 1/T... —

This modulation systemis inherently robust against fre-
quency selective fading produced by the terrestrial multipath
radio channel, since the narrow-band subcarriers occupy small
portions of the spectrum, where the channel frequency re.-

sponse is “locally flat“ and nondistorting. The ruggedness’
of C-OFDM systems against ‘echoes is also based on the

presence of a time guard interval (with duration T9) separating
adjacent OFDM symbols. From the M '+ N complex samples

corresponding to a symbol, the receiver discards the M
samples of the guard interval, so that echoes reaching the

receiver with a delay 7 shorter than" Ty do not produce
intersymbol interference (ISI). In addition‘ to the guard interval,
C-OFDM systems make use of powerful error correction

schemes, allowing to reconstruct the information transported
by those carriers which are destroyed by frequency selective
fading. '

The elementary transrrlitted signal, over the OFDM symbol
n (time domain index) and the individual carrier k (frequency
domain index), can be written as

2(n,k) =:c(n, k)eJ'°(n,k) ,

(complex envelope representation)

where <I> (n, k) represents the phase information and z(n,k)
the amplitude information.

The charmel frequency response ’

H(n,k) = 11(n,k)eJ'°(n, ie)

although approximately constant in the bandwidth of each C-
OFDM carrier, can be variable throughout the total signal
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Fig. 2. Frequency and time domain representation or H(n, k).

 
Fig. 3. Channel effect on a single OFDM carrier and equalization in thereceiver. .-

bandwidth (index Jr), and also in time (index n), depending on
the moving obstacles around the receiver and on the receiver
motion (see Fig. 2). In" the following, it _is assumed that H is
quasistationary during the C-OFDMI symbol period and that it
is slowly changing over several periods. ‘

The elementary complex received signal y(n, lc) [after C—‘ "
OFDM demodulation by fast Fourier transform (FFl')] is a

replica of thetlansmitted signal :l:('iz,k) multiplied by the
channel frequency response. plus a_complex narrow band

Gaussian noise component n(n, 1:) (see Fig. 3)

y(n,k) =z(n,l£:) .'H(n', k) _+ 1t(n, k) j
= $(n, k) -H(-n, k) . eJi°<*~'=>f9<"-*>l + n'(n, ls). (l)

Coherent demodulation requires the estimation (indicated
with ") of the channel" frequency response H(n, Ic), so that
the signal can be equalised as follows:

z(n,lc) =,,(n,1c)/iI(n,k) _
,§x(n, k) . eJ'[¢’(n.k)l + ,,(n, k)

where 1/(n,lc) '== n(n,'k.)/fI(n,k).

(2)

A. _The "Pilot Torres" Solution

The estimation of H(n,k) can be achieved [8] by
introducing a number of pilot tones in the C-OFDM
symbol; Under typical -operation conditions, the dura-

tion of the channel irnpulseuesponse h(t) -‘should be

limited to the guard interval T9 (T9. -: 'M/fc,f., 7-
sampling_frequen’cyin'the time domain = N/Tu). There-
fore, the charmel frequency response can be sampled in
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Fig. 4. Example of C-OFDM frame with D}: = 1/2 and D9: = l_/4.

the frequency domain ‘with “minimum sampling frequency”

T9 = M/fc (Sampling theorem applied to the frequency
domain) or with sample spacing 1/T = fc/M. Since the
carrier spacing in C-OFDM is 1/Tu = fa/N, a theoretical

subsampling factor N/M can be applied in the frequency
domain (reducing the number of pilot carriers accordingly),

while keeping the possibility to ‘reconstruct H(n, k) for any
(sample spacing 1/Tu) by ideal interpolation

H(n, /5:) = H,,(n,1c) * (~M/N) sihc(k«M/N)e-WW” (3)

where sinc(:c) _= sin(z)/:2: and H,‘ is the subsampled fre-
quency response. ~ ,

ln practical cases, the density of the pilot carriers in the fre-

quency domain D1: is higher than M/N (e.g., Dk = 2M/N),
to allow aliasing-free interpolation through a nonideal digital
low-pass filter. If thetime variations of H(n, k) are sufficiently
slow, also a time domain subsampling canbe introduced, by
spreading the required pilots over several OFDM symbols.
Indicating with Dn the pilot density in the time domain, the
system efficiency relevant to the pilot tones is

7],, =1-—(Dlc-Dn).

I To improve the channel estimation performance, the pilot.
tones can beboosted over the data carrier average power
density. Since the power transmitted on the pilotvtones is
subtracted from the useful data, an E1,/No loss (indicated as
5) is expected at a given residual BER

e = 10log (4)779

where fl is the amplification factor of the pilot tones over the
data carriers (e.g., ,6 = 1 for nonboosted pilots,'fi L-. 2 for
dB boosted pilots). '

Fig. '4 shows an exampleof C-OFDM frame with two

reference symbols (for tin1ing and frequency synchronization)
‘ and a comb of pilot tones with 7),, = 7/8.

,A first method to recover the channel response in the re-

ceiver is to store the pilots over 1/Dn OFDM symbols, and to
apply frequency domain interpolation-. but more sophisticated

V techniques can be adopted to improve the receiver tracking
speed. based on time and frequency domain interpolation.
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B. The Diferential Demodulation Solution

in DC-PSK,‘ the transmitted. information is notassociated
to the absolute phase of a transmitted sample, but to the

phase difference between two samples transmitted at the
same frequency position in two adjacent OFDM symbols:

_ A<D(n,k) = <I>(n,ic) — ‘I>(n -— 1,lc).

‘The differential demodulation rule is the following (with V
‘:c(n) =' 1Vn):

Z("~’°> =';(1§’,i':l"§);,-) 3 e"‘“""”‘”l+ filntkl (5)-
where 17 is a “noise" component. The last equality holds if the
channel response (72, k) is quasistationary‘ during two OFDM _
symbols, and if the noise component r_r(n,k) is sufficiently
small. _ '

Compared to coherent demodulation with pilot tones, dif-
ferential demodulation allows a significant simplification of
the demodulator and an increase of the spectrum efficiency
(assumingthe same modulation and channel coding scheme)
due to the absence of pilot tones for channel estimation.

In addition, fast tracking of the channel characteristics is
achieved, but at the expense ‘of an E1,/No performance loss,
due to the -noisy deniodulation reference; A further limitation

of this demodulation method is that rotational symmetry is
required in the constellation (points placed over one or more
circles), such as in M-PSK or’ DAPSK [ll]. ‘

11!. CD3 D1-:MoD'U1.m1oN

A. Demodulation with a Known Reference Sequence

In the case where the transmitted OFDM symbol at time
n — 1 was known “a prion” by, the receiver (reference

sequence), the channel frequency response could be obtained
by "dividing the received signal y(n. .— .1,k) in (1) by the
transmitted signal a:(n -— 1,19) ‘ I

H(n '— 1,19) =,,(}t .— 1, lc)/a':(n> — 1, k)
'=H(n_1vk)+_5(n—12k)

where e(n— 1, Is) = n(n¥ 1,<k)/a:(n'-1', la) is a Gaussian noise ‘
component, depending also on the amplitude of the transmitted .
signal z(n — 1, k). Therefore, in the case. of nonconstant

envelopeconstellations (i.-e., l6QAM and 64QAM)’the noise

level associated to the channel estimation changes from sample
to sample. _. ‘ ., '

Once H(n - 1, k) is derived, the equalization’ of the succes-
sive symbol can be easilyobtained by (2), assuming that the I
channel frequency response is quasistationary over the two-
syrnbols n ~ 1 and n

I z(nik) = 3/(nu kl/1A7(” —1=k)g zinik) +.V(7;>kl~
As already explained, in OFDM systems>H(n,lc) is over-

sampled in the frequency domain by a factor of N/M, while
the noise components e(n,Ic) are statistically independent
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Fig. 5._ Basic scheme of a CD3-OFDM modern.

throughout 1:. Therefore, the channel frequency response can
be “low-pass filtered" in the frequency domain to average the

noise component, e(n, k), with a filter which should be “flat”
in the time domain over an interval equal to Ty: For example,
the ideal window filter as in (3) can be used. giving a C/N

improvement on H(n,k) of 10log(N/M) dB.
If H(n, k) is filtered neither in the frequency domain nor in -

the time domain, the same Eb/N}, versus BER performance
as differential demodulation is achieved, since the channel

estimation sample i1(n— 1, k) is as noisy as the signal y(n, Is)
to be demodulated. In the case of frequency-domain filtering,
assuming N/M = 4 and QPSK modulation, the C/N improve-'

ment on r‘I(n, 1:) is of 6 dB. With additional time-domain
filtering (according to the channel variation speed) the E5/No
versus BER performance of ideal coherent demodulation can
be approached.

In conclusion, the demodulation method based on (6) and
(7) could offer good performance over noisy channels, but
to achieve high channel tracking speed it would require
the transmission of a large percentage of reference OFDM
symbols.

2532

'\

CD3-OFDM Demodulator

B. “Coded Decision-Directed" Reconstructiori

of the Transmitted Sequences

To overcome the need for transmission of reference se-

quences as described in Section III-A, other kinds of reliable
estimation of 2:(n - 1,19) must be devised.

The basic block diagram of the proposed coded decision-

directed dcmodulation'(CD3) scheme is given in Fig. 5.

The CD3-OFDM process can be described by the following '
steps.

Step 0) Start the decoding process from a reference

1 sequence z(n = 0,k). ’
Step 1) Perform the channel estirnation according to (6)

l iI(n"19k)=y(n"19k-)/2(n—1-wk)‘

Step 2) Filter the channel estimation if(n - 1, k) in the
frequency domain (and, if required, in the time
domain) to reduce the noise components.

Step 3) Equalize the ‘ successive C-OFDM symbol

through (7)

20», k) = y(n. k)/inn — 1, k).
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Step 4) ‘Reliable estimation of the transmitted sequence
is achieved by exploiting the error correction

capability of, the FEC code over z(n,k); this
error correction process is anyhow present in
C-OFDM systems to protect data, and does not
increase the receiver complexity. The bit-stream’
after FEC correction is not only delivered to the
user, but it is re-encoded and re-modulated to

generate §:('n.,Ie). ‘ >
Step 5') The estimated sequence :'i:.('n, Ic) after error cor-

rection is used in a “feedback loop” to perform,
the channel estimation relevant to the symbol

12, according to Step 1), so that the process can
, continue symbol-by—syrnbol.

The core of"the CD3-OFDM process is in Steps 4) and 1),
allowing to up-date the channel estimation symbol~by—symbol
and to exploit the error correcting capability of the FEC. ~

Using this process, the need to transmit pilot carriers, as well
as_ additional training sequences, is in principle abolished.

C. CD3—OFDM Implementation Remarks
The CD3-OFDM demodulator could _become unstable for

‘high residual BER after FEC decoding, since the errors are
reinjected into the equaliser throughthe feedback loop. When
the number of reinjected errors becomes comparable to the

number of channel-induced errors before FEC decoding, a
rapid system breakdown can take place, until the reception of
the next reference OFDM symbols. _ln reality. this instability
effect does not take place at the levels of BER (after FEC
decoding) of iterest for many applications, provided that
powerful error correcting ‘schemes are adopted in combina-

tion with frequency domain filtering of 1?(n, 1:), allowing to
attenuate the “spikes" produced by" the residual errors in the
feedback loop.’ Computer simulation tests, over AWGN and

frequency selective channels (see Section IV), have indicated.
that punctured convolutional codes (64 states) with rates up to
7/8 and soft decision Vrterbi decodingcan assure full stability‘.
for FEC-decoded BER’s as high as 104 + 1O’3. These results I
have been achieved withQPSK constellatiomabout. 7000 C- ~
OFDM active carriers, frequency domain‘ filtering (using the"_
filter of (3), with N/M —;'_4');_and no time domain filtering.’

. If the adopted FEC is a convolutional code, the‘ L-samples
latency introduced by the Viterbi decoder'(typically_ L m 100
samples) would preclude ‘a sy‘r'n_bol-by-symbol decoding in '
a mobile environment. _To' solve this problem ‘the following;
method can be used.

1) 'l‘ransrnitting side: the convolufional code driven to the
“o_ state” at the end of each OFDM symbol (“the trellis is

_ terminated”), by appending a stream of P null bits to the

useful information to beencoded (‘P corresponding to
the‘_code'~mernory)f This process affects-only marginally

' the transmission efficiency. _ . ' .
‘ H2) Receiving side’:_thc' samples ‘belonging to an OFDM

symbol are fed'to.-the Viterbi decode'r.;At' the end of the-

' "the Output BER remains stable over thousands of'6FDM symbolsxlviurouti. . . _ g I
»- -. ~» . receivers thisfunction can be simply implemented, sincethethe need of .pen‘odic_al reset by referencersequences.
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symbol, a number of additional samples’(corresponding
to the state zero of the encoder) are fed to the‘ Viterbi

decoder, which delivers the last decoded bits stored in
its memory. . ~

Since the trellis is terminated at the transmitting side, this i
' process does not affect the error correction performance. ‘

An alternative method to avoid the trellis termination" re-

places those samples :i:(n — 1, k) which are still missing at the
output of the Viterbi decoder with theluncorrected samples
z(n — 1, is). Being these missing samples in a limited number
compared to the total number of samples in an OFDM symbol,
the total performance degradation is negligible.

To achieve good performance over frequency selective chan-

nels, the metrics computation for soft-decision FEC decoding
should take into account the reliability ,of each C-OFDM

cairier, which show different_C/N levels depending on the

selective attenuation. This is usually achieved by multiplying
the samples (after equalization and _de—ma'pping for high order
modulations) by |§(n, k)l2, before applying Viterbi decoding.

The C-OFDM schemes usually make use of a “frequency
_interleaver” (see, I'(n, 1:)‘ in Fig. 5), to reduce the correlation
between adjacent carriers in frequency selective channels.
If the interleaving rule I(n, is) is keptpconstant in adjacent
OFDM symbols, an error burst after Viterbi decoding would

be spread, in the CD3 loop, over distant OFDM carriers by the
interleaver I(it, Is) and then remerged in a single burst by the
de-interleaver‘ I"(n, Is). The presence of these bursts would

affect the 'Viterbi correction at the neitt symbol. Therefore,
to achieve an efiicient error spreading in the CD3 loop, it
is advisable to adopt two (or more) different interleaving/do
interleaving rules, namely _I(1, It) for odd _C-OFDM symbols
and I(2,-It) for even symbols. It should be noted that.the

interleaver is very important also toirnprove the effectiveness
of the frequencydomain filter against the residual errors on

H(n, k). In fact, the interleaver spreads the errors over distant
C-0FDMca1riers, and allows an efficient f‘correction” of the
erroneous samples'by'means of the adjacent correct samples.‘

In sophisticated receivers, the: time domain filter “could
"be adaptive, to autorrtaticallyichoose between" high channel‘

tracking speed (shorttime averaging effecfive noise I
filtering"(long averaging time).."l_'hi's_ could ‘be ’imple'r_n'ented

by measuring the ‘average variation V of (n*,-k)f'ov‘e_r"two‘ I
adjacent symb'ols-n - _1' and n —_"2 up

F l_1‘¥(7}:—?sk) '“'1I::(-’?f..1.’9)l I >-
and by choosing different timleidomain filterbanjdwidths as a

_functi_on of V. Furthem_tore_t.he measurement of V’ could allow
to avoid‘ loop instability effects in the presence "of impulsive
noise...When a symbol is destroyed by impulsive noise. V

shows a sudden variation, andthe receiver "could perform
equalization with anold version -of Hinstead of«.the~corrupt'ed
or_1e.‘Simi1arly, thefrequency dornainfilter bandwidth could .
be modified‘ adaptively,» ‘according‘t_o'-the channel impulse
response durati'on.‘(r_naximum echo delay). In some OFDM
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computation of h(t) = ‘\‘t"‘{iI(n,1c)} is already performed
for timing synchronization purposes. ’

The CD3 demodulation principles, with suitable modifica-

tions, are also applicable to implement differential demodu-
- lation of QPSK signals with absolute mapping, or coherent

demodulation of differentially coded signals.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS ON A CD3-OFDM SYSTEM

A CD3-OFDM system has been simulated, assuming a
signal bandwidth BWS 4-. 7.5 MHz, a sampling frequency
fa = 9.14 MHz, 6875 useful carriers, no pilot tones, a guard

interval with a duration of 224 us (with M/N = 1/4), QPSK
modulation, punctured convolutional coding (mother code
with rate 1/2. 64 states) and soft-decision Viterbi decoding

(3—bit samples quantization). To achieve good perfomtance
on frequency selective channels, metrics weighting has been

performedby multiplying the samples after equalization by

|}iI(n—1, k)|2. The very long guard interval adopted is suitable
to handle natural echoes as well as “active" echoes generated

by other synchronized transmitters (single frequency network

configuration). The frequency domain filter is a sine filter [see
(3)] with “time domain bandwidth" of 1.2 - T9 = 0.3 - T...
implemented by means of a FIR filter with l99 taps. No
time domain filtering is applied, and the channel estimation is
performed symbol-by-symbol, to achieve a channel tracking

speed comparable with differential demodulation. The C-
OFDM frame is composed of 98 symbols, including a null

symbol and a reference symbol. This choice was based on
considerations of receiver lock-in time and not to avoid CD3

loop instabilities, which do not occur at the BER levels of
interest (BER after Viterbi decoding lower than 10'“). Pseudo-

random frequency interleaving is adopted, with two different
interleaving rules for odd and even OFDM symbols.

To allow .a fair comparison with other demodulation
schemes, ideal coherent demodulation without pilot tones
and dilferential demodulation have also been simulated on the
same channels. In the case of ideal coherent demodulation and

stationary channel, the channel frequency response has been
evaluated on a noise—free reference symbol.

In addition to the AWGN channel, three simple frequency
selective channels have been implemented to compare the
systems, namely channel “F,” cha.nnel.‘.‘P,” and channel “M.”
representing elementary examples of “fixed" reception with
directive antenna, ‘‘portable,’‘ and “mobile” reception with om— -
nidirectional antenna, respectively. The three channels consist
of a main path plus a single echo with a delay of 222 as
(inside the guard interval), with a power level below the

main signal of 10 dB (channel “F"), 4 dB (channel “P”),
and 0 dB (channel “M”). Since the echo delay is very long.
a large number of periodic notches (more than 1600) is
present in the signal bandwidth, so that the individual OFDM
carriers experience different phase rotations and amplitude
attenuations. conesponding to variable signal to noise ratios

before Vrterbi decoding. For the “F” and “P" channels. the _
echo phase is fixed (0 rad with respect to the main path), while
for the "M” channel a Doppler frequency shift is included
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Fig. 6. CD3-OFDM performance over the Gaussian channel.
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Fig. 7. CD3~Ol"'DM performance over the “P” stationary channel.

on the 0 dB. echo. producing a rapid shift of the notches
in the frequency domain, while the total received power
remains "constant [12]. Therefore, the static and the dynamic
performance of the channel estimation algorithms is deeply ‘

tested by these simple channel models.‘
Figs. 6 (AWGN channel) and 7 (channel “P”) show the

simulation results for stationary channels. The signal energy

per bit at the receiver input, E5, refers to the combination of
the main path and the echo (for generality reasons, the figures
do not include the losses due to guard interval, reference

sequences and outer codes). The CD3—0FDM system (without
time domain filtering) shows a degradation of the order of
1 dB compared with ideal coherent demodulation (without
pilot carriers), due to the residual noise on fI(n,k) (rather
than to the errors in the feedback loop). This degradation

can be recovered by time domain filtering. The figures clearly
show the good performance and stability of the CD3-OFDM
algorithm also at high‘ residual BER's.

Tablel summarizes the required EM/No [dB] ‘(see (A-
4) of the Appendix) over the stationary AWGN, F and P
channels. for a residual BER of 2» 10”‘ after Viterbi decoding?
The performance of the coherent system using pilot tones
is derived from the simulation results of the ideal coherent

2This is a typical BER target after Vnerbi decoding for digital television
systems making use of a concatenated Reed-Solomon RS(255 239) outer code
in addition to the convolutional inner code.
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TABLE I
Rrzoumsn Eb“/N. AT BER = 2 - 10*‘ or CD3 Dsmonuumou FOR Snmosanv Rscsmon

differential DC-inner code rate

system (perfect channel estimation on a noise-free reference
symbol), and include an additional Eb/No loss of e E 1.1

dB [see (4) with 7),, = 7/8 and B = 2, corresponding to
3 dB boosted pilot tones}..For real coherent systems this
degradation is optimistic, since also in this case the channel

estimation is atfected by noise, and a further'Eb/No loss is
to be expected. .

These results confirm the excellent performance of CD3-
OFDM, comparable with ideal coherent demodulation with
pilot carriers in all the analyzed configurations, even without
time domain filtering.

It should be noted that a guard interval duration of Tu/4
is a limit situation, while for T9 <T,,/4 the performance of

CD3 and of the coherent system with pilot tones can be
improved. In fact, in this case CD3 can use-a lower-bandwidth

in the frequency domain filter, to achieve a better Er,/No
performance, while the coherent system can use a reduced

pilot density, to obtain a better spectrum efficiency and a lower

Eb/No loss 5 [see (4)]. .
Additional simulations have been carried out to check the

V CD3—OFDM system performance (rate l/2 code; no time
domain filtering and symbol-by-symbol charmel estimation)

_under mobile reception conditions on the “M" channel. Fig. 8
‘compares the E1, /No performance of CD3-OFDM with differ-
ential demodulation, at a residual BER = 2- 10"‘, for different
Doppler frequency "shifts. In these conditions, CD3 shows an
Eb/N6 gain over differential demodulation of about 2 dB and

similar channel tracking speed.

»V. ' CONCLUSION

C3-OFDM is a new channel estimation concept for C-

OFDM systems, applicable to any constellation shape (e.g.,

QPSK, l6QAM, 64QAM). 1: is’ based on an efficient symbol-
by-symbohl channel estimation loop including the error correc-
tion capability of FEC codes. The system offers fast tracking
of the channel characteristics in mobile receivers (similar to

differential demodulation), and excellent C/N performance in‘
fixed and mobile receivers (comparable with coherent demod-
ulation). As it exploits the decoded data stream for channel
estimation, CD3-OFDM does not require the transmission of

. pilot carriers for coherent demodulation, with a’ significant
increase of the spectrum efficiency (typically between 5—l5%).

channel type CD3-OFDM (')

 
ldcal coherent +

_ pilots

 
‘ . 0 20 . 40 .60 80

Doppler shift [Hz]

Fig. 8. CD3 and D-QPSK OFDM performance over the mobile “l\/I” channel.

The additional complexity of CD3’-OFDM is small com-
pared with conventlonal coherent C—OFDM_ demodulation,
since only the channel estimation is modified. To achieve the

maximum channel tracking speed in mobile receivers, channel
estimation should be repeated every OFDM symbol, but this
requires also an increase of computation speed within the CD3
feedback loop. When the channel tirne—van'ations are slower

(fixed receivers), the channel estimation loop could accept
longer delays, so that the receiver processing speed can be
similar to that of a conventional C-OFDM receiver.

APPENDIX’ ,

C-OFDAM NOTATION AND FORMULAS

With reference to Fig. l, the following notation is adopted.
fa Complex sampling frequency at transmitter and re

ceiver. _ _ ‘ . -

1:, Useful OFDM symbol duration.
T9 Guard interval duration. ‘ '
Ts ‘ "Tu + T = total OFDM symbol duration.
F, 1/T, = "OFDM symbolrate.

Df Cartier frequency spacing = 1/12"“.

N N(FFT) = total FFT points = -number of complex
samples in T“. -

-M -Number of samples in T9. ,
N, Number of active carriers (useful 4+ pilot tones) in

' an OFDM symbol.

K Number of useful data carriers in an OFDM symbol.
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Ru Useful‘bit-rate. .
BWS Transmitted signal bandwidth.

1:9 T,,/T, ==(T,_, - T9)/T, =N/(N + M) = guard
interval efiiciency.

1;", Modulation spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz);

7),; rzme, - ngnne, = coding rate (efficiency) (inner and _
outer codes).

a Reference symbols efliciency = useful symbols per

frame/total number of symbols per frame (including
reference symbols). . '

7),, Pilottones efficiency = K/Np.
B Amplification factor of the pilots (e.g., £3 = 2 for 3

dB boosted pilots).

Usefid Formulas:

Ru = arzpnmncng BWS. (A-1)

The required Eh./No [EN = energy per useful bit; N0/2 = ’
two-sided power spectral density (PSD) of AWGN noise] to
achieve a target BER (e.g.. BER = 2 ~ ]O‘4) after the inner
decoder is given by

Ebu/No) = lEh/Nol + 10lOg(1/a77977p77outer)
+ 10108l77p(1 “ 5) + 5]

where Eb/No refers to the modulation and inner code only,
the second term takes into account the spectrum efficiency
losses due to reference symbols, guard interval, pilot tones,
and outer code, and the last term refers to the boosting of the

pilot tones [see (4)].
~ The required C/N (in a bandwidth B) is

(A-2)

C/N = lEbu/Na] + 1Q10g(R../B)- (A-3)

Taking B = BWS (receiver noise bandwidth)

C’/News = lEb/No] + mlogltlmllannet-)

+ lOlog[n,,(1 ——' fl) + ,6] ‘(A-4)

(the losses due to 77°u.a,, Oz, 17,,, "9 are included in the relevant
bandwidth expansion).
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Abstrac:——.V[ultiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplex-

ing (OFDM) with adaptive multiuser subcarrier allocation and
adaptive modulation is considered. Assuming knowledge of the
instantaneous channel gains for all users, we propose a mul-
tiuser OFDM subcarrier, bit, and power allocation algorithm
to minimize the total transmit power. This is done by assigiing
each user a set of subcarriers and by determining the number
of bits and the transmit power level for each subcarrier. We
obtain the performance of our proposed algorithm in a multiuser
frequency selective fading environment for various time delay
spread values and various numbers of users. The results show that

our proposed algorithm outperforms multiuser OFDM systems
with static time-division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA) techniques which employ fixed
and predetermined time-slot or subcarrier allocation schemes.
We have also quantified the improvement in terms of the ovemll
required transmit power. the bit-error rate (BER). or the area of
coverage for a given outage probability.

Index Term.t—-Adaptive modulation, frequency selective fading
channel. multiaccess communication, multiuser channel, orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), resource manage-ment.

1. INTRODUCTION

ECENTLY, intense interest has focused on modulation

techniques which can provide broadband transmission

over wireless channels for applications including wireless mul-

timedia. wireless lntemet access, and future-generation mobile

communication systems. One of the main requirements on

the modulation technique is the ability to combat intersymbol
interference (ISI). a major problem in wideband transmission

over multipath fading channels. There are many methods pro-
posed to combat the ISI. e.g.. [ll-[3]. Multicarrier modulation

techniques. including orthogonal frequency division multiplex
(OFDM), (e.g.. {4}} are among the more promising solutions
to this problem.

Assuming that the transmitter knows the instantaneous

channel transfer functions of all users, many papers [5]-—[7]
have demonstrated that significant performance improvement
can be achieved if adaptive modulation is used with OFDM. In
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particular. subcaniers with large channel gains employ higher
order modulation to carry more bits/OFDM symbol. while

subcarriers in deep fade cam,‘ one or even zero bits/symbol.
Integrated design of forward error correcting code and adap-
tive modulation has also been studied using BCH code and

trellis coded modulation (TCM) in [8] and [9]. respectively.
Although both references considered only time-vzirying fiat
fading channels, the same coded adaptive modulation design
can be easily applied to OFDM systems. As different subcar—
riers experience different fades and transmit different numbers

of bits, the transmit power levels must be changed accordingly.
The problem of optimal power allocation has also been studied
in [10].

In this paper, we consider extending OFDM with adaptive
modulation to multiuser frequency selective fading environ-
ments. When OFDM with adaptive modulation is applied in a
frequency selective fading channel. a significant portion of the
subcarriers may not be used. These are typically subcarn‘ers
which experience deep fade and are not power efficient to
carry any information bit. In multiuser systems using static
time—division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) as multiaccess schemes. each user

is allocated a predetermined time slot or frequency band to
apply OFDM with adaptive modulation. Consequently. these
unused subcarriers (as a result of adaptive modulation) within

the allocated time slot or frequency band of a user are wasted
and are not used by other users. However. the subcarriers

which appear in deep fade to one user may not be in deep
fade for other users. In fact. it is quite unlikely that a subcarrier
will be in deep fade for all users. as the fading parameters for
different users are mutually independent. This motivates us to
consider an adaptive multiuser subcarrier allocation scheme

where the subcarriers are assigned to the users based on A
instantaneous channel information. This approach will allow
all the subcarriers to be used more effectively because a
subcarrier will be left unused only if it appears to be in deep
fade to all users.

We consider a multiuser subcarrier. bit. and power allo-
cation scheme where all users transmit in all the time slots.

Our objective is to minimize the overall transmit power by
allocating the subcarriers to the users and by determining
the number of bits and the power level transmitted on each
subcarricr based on the instantaneous fading characteristics of
all users. In this paper. we formulate the multiuser subcamcr.

bit. and power allocation problem and propose an iterative
algorithm to perform the multiuser subcarrier allocation. Once

o733—s7w99sIo.'oo o 1999 race
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the subcarrier allocation is determined. the bit and power

allocation algorithm can be applied to‘ each user on its al-

located subcarriers. We also compare the performance of our
proposed solution to various other static subcarrier allocation
schemes.

The results of the work can be applied. for instance, to

the downlinlt transmission in a time division duplex ('I'DD)

wireless communication system to improve the downlink

capacity. In such a system, the base station (BS) can estimate
the instantaneous channel characteristics of all the BS-to-

mobile links based on the received uplink transmissions.»'I'he

multiuser subcarrier, bit, and power allocation can then be
used. It is clear that there is a certain amount of transmission
overhead as the BS has to inform the mobiles about their

allocated subcarriers and the number of bits assigned to

each subcarrier.‘ However, this overhead can be relatively
small, especially if the channels vary slowly (e.g., in an

indoor low mobility environment), and the assignment is done
once every many OFDM symbols. To further reduce the
overhead, we can assign a contiguous band of subcarriers with

similar fading characteristics as a group. instead of assigning
each individual subcarrier. In this paper, we will not focus
on how the subcarrier allocation infonnation is transmitted.

Instead, we will focus on how— and by how much-—this
new strategy can reduce the required transmit power; or how

and by how much this new scheme can improve the bit-

error rate (BER) for a fixed transmit power. Alternately. we
also consider how and by how much this new scheme can

increase the area of coverage for a given transmit power and
target BER.

While the bit allocation algorithm can be viewed as a

practical implementation of the water-pouring interpretation

for achieving the Shannon capacity of an ISI channel [13]. the

multiuser subcarrier and bit allocation algorithm presented in

this paper is the counterpart of the multiuser water—pouring
solution given in [14]. In information theoretic studies. the

usual approach is to maximize the capacity (or information

rate) under the power constraint. In this study, we focus

on deriving practical algorithms that can support real-time
multimedia data whose bit rates are generally fixed by the
compression algorithms. Hence, we assume a given set of user

data rates and attempt to minimize the total transmit power
under a fixed performance requirement.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II.
we will first give the system model and formulate the minimum

overall transmit power problem. The optimization problem‘
seeks to minimize the overall transmit power using combined
subcanier, bit. and power allocation schemes for multiuser

OFDM systems. The bit and power allocation algorithm for
a single—user system is studied in Section III. In Section IV.
we derive a lower bound to the minimum overall transmit

‘Note that the power levehused does not need to be transmitted to the
receiver in such a TDD system. As the subcarrier gain is known to the
transmitter. it can adjust the transmit power level to achieve a predetermined
receiver power level based on the number of bits allocated to that wbeurier.
However. in FDD systems, the transmit power levels determined by thp
receiver have to be sent back to the transmitter. In such systems. the additional . .
performance gain achieved ‘by power allocation may not justify thc'cost of
gsesiding the transmit power level irifqrmation to the transmitter.. . 9-‘ 1.. -' H .

».-,.
A (PSD)_level [Vois equal to unity '(i.e.. N0’ =
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power by relaxing some of the constraints in-the'origi-
nal problem. We also derive a suboptimal subcarrier al-
location algorithm. In Section V, we compare the"perfor-Y . ~.
mance between our proposed method and other static ap-

proaches via Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, we conclude in
Section VI. ’ ‘

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The configuration of our multiuser adaptive OFDM system
is shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the system has If users

and the kth user has a data rate equal to R1. bit per OFDM
symbol. In the transmitter, the serial data from the K users
are fed into the subcarrier and bit allocation block which
allocates bits from different users to different subcarriers. We

assume that each subcarrier has a bandwidth that is much

smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel and that

the instantaneous channel gains on all the subcarriers of all
the users are known to the transmitter. Using the channel

information. the transmitter applies the combined subcarrier,
bit, and power allocation algorithm to assign different sub-
carriers to different users and the number of bits/OFDM

symbol to be transmitted on each subcarrier. Depending on

the number of bits assigned to a subcarrier. the adaptive
modulator will use a corresponding modulation scheme, and

the transmit power level will be adjusted according to the

combined subcanier, bit. and power allocation algorithm. We

define c;,,., to be the number of bits of the kth user that are
assigned to the nth subcarrier. As we do not allow more than
one user to share a subcarrier, it follows that for each n. if

c;,r_,. 51$ 0. c;,_,, = 0 for all I: ¢ 2:’. We also assume that

the adaptive modulator allows c;,_,, to take values in the set
D = {0, 1, 2, ..., A4} where M is the maximum number
of information bits/OFDM symbol that can be transmitted by
each subcarrier.

The complex symbols at the output of the modulators

are transformed into the time domain samples by inverse

fast Fourier transform (IFI-T). Cyclic extension of the time
domain samples. known as the guard interval. is then added

to ensure orthogonality between the subcarriers. provided that
the maximum time dispersion is less than the guard interval.

The transmit signal is then passed through different frequency
selective fading channels to different users. '

We assume that the subcarrier and bit allocation information

is sent to the receivers via a separate control channel. At
the receiver, the guard interval is removed to eliminate the

ISI. and the time samples of the lcth user are transformed
by the FF!‘ block into modulated symbols. The bit allo-
cation inforrnation is used to configure the demodulators
while the subcarrier allocation information is used to extract

the demodulated bits from the subcarriers assigned to the
kth user.

-In the frequency selective fading channel. different subcar—

riers will experience different channel gains. We denote by
cm... the magnitude of the channel gain_ (assuming coherent

reception) of the nth subcarrier as seen by the kth user.

_We assume that the single—sided noise power spectral density
1). for all
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a multiuser OFDM system with subcarder. bit. and power allocation.

subcaniers and is the same for all users. Furthermore, we Mathematical] . we can formulate the roblem as
. . y P

denote by f;.(c) the required received power (in energy per N K 1 _
symbol) in a subcarrier for reliablereceptton of information Pf. = min 2 Z 2 fk(ck_ ,_) (2)
bits/symbol when the channel gain lS equal to unity. Note that ‘I--v-5° “=1 k=1 °‘E-;..n

the function f;,.(c) depends on Iciand this allows different users and me minimization is subjected to the constraints
to have different quality-of~service (Q08) requirements and/or Vdifferent codinc and modulation schemes. In order to maintain ‘

m . ° -' - H d C1:Forallk6{l,...,K},R;¢=::c;.,, (3)e required Q03 at the receiver, the transmit power, a ocate »

to the nth subcarrier by the kth user must equal and ""1

P — fk(c'm) ,1) C2: l-‘or allnei {1,’....,!\/},
kt" - “E n ' l if there exists It with ck:_,. 95 0. then c;,_;. = 0,

V k ¢ k’. ' (4)

Using these transmit power levels, the receiver can demodulate

the modulated symbols at the output of the FFT processor and
achieve the desired QoS’s of all users.

The goal of the combined subcarrier, bit. and power al-
location algorithm is then to find the best assignment of

c;.,,. so mat the overall transmit power, the sum of P1,."

over all subcarriers and all users. is minimized for given
transmission rates of the users and given QoS requirements

specified through fk(), I: = 1. K. In order to make the

problem tractable. we further require that f;=(c) is a convex and

increasing function with 11(0) :2 0. This condition essentially
means that no power is needed when no bit is transmitted and

that the required additional power to transmit an additional

bit increases with c [i.e., fk(c + 1) — f;.(c) is increasing in
c]. Almost all popular coding and modulation schemes satisfy
this condition.

It is important to note that even though the problem is

formulated to minimize the overall transmit power for given

Q08 requirements, the sarqe solution can be applied to improve
the QoS's of the users for a given overall transmit power.

The latter can simply be achieved by increasing the power
proportionally for all the subcarriers. while using the same set .

Of Ck-‘n.
~§

.u

Note that constraint (3) is the data rate requirement and

constraint (4) ensures that each subcarrier can only be used by

one user. Moreover. D = {0. 1, 2. ..., M’) is the set of all
possible values for c;._ ,., and ck_ ,. = 0 means that the kth user
does not use the nth subcarrier to transmit any information.

III. Brr ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

FOR SINGLE USER CHANNEL

Before we try to solve the multiuser allocation problem, we
will first derive the bit allocation algorithm for the single-user

environment. The single-user problem not only gives better

understanding of the issues involved.‘ but also provides a bit
allocation algorithm that we will use in our multiuser solution.

We can rewrite the optimization problem in (2) for the
single-user case as

N

n=1

and the minimization is under the constraint

R: c,.. (5)
n=1
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Note that we have dropped the subscript k. which denotes the
user in all notations.

As the power needed to transmit a certain number of bits in

a subcarrier is independent of the numbers of bits allocated to

other subcarriers, it turns out that a greedy approach is optimal.
A greedy algorithm assigns bits to the subcarriers one bit at a

time. and in each assignment. the subcanier that requires the
least additional power is selected. The bit allocation process
will be completed when all R bits are assigned. Several papers
(e.g.. [15] and U61) have provided various algorithms for this

problem. and the basic structure of most algorithms are similar
and can be described as follows:

lm'Iiali:arion.'

For all 72. let c,, = O and AP" =: [f(1Al — f(0)},/oz:
Bi! .-lssignnienr Iterations:

Repeat the following R times:
F2. = arg min" AP";
l:,', = (3,; + 1:

AP. = if-'.'cr~. + 1) — rte.-.)l/’a3-.:
End;

Finislz.‘

{en }',,"=1 is the final bit allocation solution.

The initialization stage computes, for each subcarrier, the
additional power needed to transmit an additional bit. For

each bit assignment iteration. the subcarrier that needs the

minimum additional power is assigned one more bit. and the

new additional power for that subcarrier is updated. After
R iterations. the final bit assignment gives the optimal bit
allocation for each subcarrier. It is important to note that the

bit allocation is optimal only for the given function f(c).
which depends on the selected modulation scheme. Different

modulation schemes will lead to different f(c). different bit

allocation. and possibly lower transmit power P;-.
The concept of this algorithm is fairly simple. and man_v

similar algorithms based on the same principle have been
obtained before. In particular. there exist faster and less

complex algorithms which can speed up the bit allocation
process significantly (e.g.. [15] and [16]). In our simulations.
we use the algorithm given in H6}.

IV. t\‘lULTlL'SER SCBC.-XRRIER AND BIT ALLOCATION

We have observed that. in the single-user case. a greedy
approach which assigns one bit at a time to the subcarrier

that requires the least additional power gives the optimal
allocation in the sense of minimizing the overall transmit
power. L‘nfortunately. the problem becomes more difficult in

the multiuser environment. As users cannot share the same

subcarrier. allocating bits to a subcarrier essentially prevents
other users from using that subcarrier. This dependency makes
any greedy algorithm a nonoptimal solution. It turns out that

the optimal solution mayinot assign any ofa user's bits to the

best subcarrier seen by that user. This may happen when the
best subcarrier of a user is also the best subcarrier of another

user who happens to have no other good subcarriers. Hence.»

the multiuser subcarrier and bit allocation problem is much
more complicated to solve than that of the single-user case.
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It turns out that theoptimizution problem in (2) is

combinatorial optimization problem. To make the problen
tractable. we consider a dift‘ere_nt but similar optimization‘
problem. We relax the requirement «-3, ,, E D to allow r;i_ ,, U

be a real number within the interval :0. Al}. Moreover. in ordc:
to deal with constraint (4). It’ variables. pr ,,. 1.’ = l. It’
with values within the interval (0. l]. are introduced to tht

cost function as sharing factors of the nth subcar-rier. The l1€\\

optimization problem becomes

 
34- = Z />r._,,(-‘,,.. for all A‘ -E {l. K} (S

and

.\'}. (9;
ll

fOr€Iiln,{1.....

If

1 = Z ,0,_.‘,,.16:1

For an_v valid set of c;.-_ ,. 6 D satisfying the constraints (31
and (4) in the original optimization problem. we can let

_ 1.
pk." “ 0‘

Then. it is easy to show that the same set of <:i,., and the
corresponding pi._,. defined in (10) satisfy the constraints (8')

and (9) in the new optimization problem. Moreover. with pi.‘ ,,

defined in (10). the new cost function in (7) is equal to the
cost function in (2). Hence. the minimization problem in (7)
is the same as the original optimization problem. except that
the minimization is done over a larger set. Consequently. the
minimum power obtained in (7) _I_"_;- is a lower bound to the

minimum power obtained in ('2), P7‘-.
Another way to interpret the optimization in (7) is to

consider _m_._,, as the time-sharing factor for the /.-th user of

the nth subcarrier. For example. in every L OFDM symbol (L
being a very large number). user Ir uses the nth subcarrier

in L/:k‘,, symbols. Clearly. the average tover L symbols!
information data rate and the average transmit power has to
be scaled by the same factor m._.,. Hence. we can consider

(7) as the optimization problem when the users are allowed

to time-share each subcarrier over a large number of OFDM
symbols. However. most wireless communication channels are

time varying. and the channels may not stay unchanged long
enough for timesharing to be feasible. Hence. in this paper.
we will continue to consider the original problem in (2) and
use the optimization problem in (7) as a lower bound. even

though it has its own physical interpretation.
The modified optimization problem in (7) is more tractable.

However. even though the function fi.(c) is convex in t:.
the terms in the cost function have the form pf,,.{r_). and
as a function of (p. c). pf;.(<:) is not convex in (p. c). To
proceed further. we.let ri._,. = (.‘t._,‘/);_..,, and rewrite the cost
function in terms of u._., and flt._,,. The constraint on rt...

if CI.-. .. :—" 0-
if c;,._,, = 0. "10’
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becomes rt,“ 6 [O. .‘\‘/;)i._ ,.l, and it can be easily shown that

pft.(c) =: pfk(<r/p) is convex in (p. 7-) within the triangular
region specified by p E [0, 1] and r 6 [0, hip}. In particular,
the Hessian evaluated at any point within this region is a
positive sernidefinite matrix. Hence, we can reformulate the

optimization problem in (7) as a convex minimization problem
over a convex set. That is

.V K

'3 - 1?}.-.n /!':..,. l_T = _iuin _ 2 Z 2 fkk (l )":.».nt:t0.:\/in-.»t, n__1 ‘:__l 04,,” /’k.nfit.-.-E:_'U.ll " "

where r;_._,, and p;,..,, have to satisfy
.\"

12. = Z rt._,,. for all 1.: 5 {L K} (12)

and —

A‘ I

1: pt._,. for all n e (1. .-V}. (13)k:-.1

Using standard optimization techniques in [17]. we obtain the
Lagrangian

.x‘ K _ K .v

L = 5 Z x.(;:::) -2 i,.(: -12,.71:1 2;:-.1 -” k=l n=l
V K

" E 3n pk :1 ’n=l k=1

where ,\;. and ;.'3,, are the Lagrangian multipliers for the
constraints (12) and (13), respectively.

After differentiating L with respect to rt,“ and pig...“ re-
spectively. we obtain the necessary conditions for the optimal
solution. r;_n and p;_ ,1. Specifically. if ,a;._n ,-2’: 0. we have

 

I ,. >0. in-z..,.=o

= ‘Z fit) \ '\k' = 0! if 7';-.n E (O‘ "‘Ipl.:,n)
Olen pk.n < O_ if-r;-n _—.; ;\{p;',‘

(15)
and

8L I

0'0‘ " In A-Finn)‘-t,"‘_,|vP; H)

_ 1 r: II , r;_. r: ..-GER f"( 2.”) f“(pZ-...)0z,.
=: I) if/J; E (0. 1).4 3n{ < 0 pi: =__ I

On the other hand, if p,;_ ,, = 0. then r;_ ,1 == 0, and we have
BL L

07'k.n + pk-n apk. n 2 0’
for all pan 6 (O. 1] and r;_._., E (0. .:\.-1p;,._,.].

rk.n

(17)
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These necessary conditions can be interpreted by the fact
that if the minimum occurs within the constrained region [(0.
1) for p;,._,, and (0. JL[;)k‘n) for rk.,,]. then the derivative
evaluated at the minimum point must be zero. On the other

hand. if the optimal solution occurs at a boundary point. then
the derivative must be positive along all directions pointing
toward the interior of the constraint set. Then. tl7_i follows

from considering the boundary point at {_r§_ _n_§.. ,,l = ill. 0?.
From (15) and (I7). we can conclude that

n 2 lift:--:"\’\'l~"~'”f'. n }
where

f;,|:‘)_l,"t1:i,_ ,1. if fif‘: .\;,I’l:[‘__ H _i < I}:

,\,,.i. = .\,;.. rm 3 f;.'*;.\;.a;-‘._,.= s .11:

j',f.i[.\»I)_.-'ttf,_,,. if f;:_—-1l:;\,;-£2‘.£_“i‘ > .\I.

Moreover. from (16) and (‘l7’). it follows that

_ I) if 1,. < \ ,9
U}. n.-‘{1 ‘t~j’l>H:>n[\:~. (19)

where

Ht-...<A> = Q2 {ft<ff;.“(’«\«xZ_,.)) Ant’ ,. "H mt‘ ..>j
k.n _

121))

. Since constraint (I3) must be satisfied. we find from 419)
that for each rt, if H,,._,,(,\,,_;,.) for /e = L K are all
different. then only the user with the smallest Ht-. .. I ,\,I. ,_.) can
use that subcarrier, In other words. for the nth subcarrier. it"
I-!k‘,,(/\,,,;.) are different for all k, then

p;_..-‘,, = 1. p;:._,, = 0. for all I: ,=" iv’ {Ell
where

k’ = org ntcin Hk_ ,,(,\,l_ _i.). (33)

Hence, it follows that for a fixed set of Lagrange multipliers
At. 1: = 1. . . . , A’, we can use them to determine k’ for each
(I. using (22). The r;._n and p,:__,, obtained will then form an
optimal solution for the optimization problem; however. the
individual rate constraint (12) may not be satisfied.

In order to find the set of At. such that the individual
rate constraints are satisfied. we have obtained an iterative
searching algorithm. Starting with some small values for all
A... this iterative procedure increases one of the AK. until the
data rate constraint (I2) for user 1: is satisfied. Then. we

switch to another user and go through the users one at a
time. This process repeats for all users until the data rate
constraint for all users are satisfied. This algorithm converges
because for a given it, as At. increases. Ht,,.(,\,,,t.) for all ll.
decreases. and more pg." in (19) become one while r,j._ " in
(18) increases for those 71 where p;,_ n > 0. Hence, 23:1 r,‘_f_ "
increases. During this process. some of the other p;_,.n may
change from one to zero and consequently decrease the total
data rate for other users. However. as all the At. increase.
r,’,'n increases accordingly. As long as the total data rate is
less than ALV bits/symbol. which is the total number of bits
possibly transmitted within an OFDM symbol. the algorithm
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will converge to a solution that satisfies all the constraints.
Since the optimization problem is a convex optimization
problem over a convex set. the set of necessary conditions is
also sufficient, and the solution that satisfies all the necessary
conditions is the unique optimal solution.

In the process of adjusting Al. for 1: = l. ..., K, the
situation where. for a fixed n, more than one H,r.,,,(z\,,,;,) has
the same values cannot be ignored. In that case, pg.” has to
take values within the interval (0, 1). This solution suggests
that the subcarrier should be shared by multiple users. In
practice. this can be done by having these users with p;‘,, > 0
time share the nth subcarrier, and the ratio of the symbols used
by different users are set proportionally to pi. n. The detailed
flow chart of the algorithm is given in the Appendix.

Now. we have an algorithm to obtain the optimal values of
/>,'_,, and

0. otherwise. (23)C; "___{Tl:‘.n/pzxn‘
This solution, when substituted in (7). gives a lower bound to
the minimum overall transmit power. However, we cannot use
these results immediately in (2). One problem is that cf.‘ n may
not be in D, and the other is that some ,a{,_,, may be within
(0, 1), indicating a time-sharing solution. Furthermore, simply
quantizing c;.,, and pg." will not satisfy the individual rate
constraints in (3).

To solve this problem. we propose a multiuser adaptive
OFDM (MAO) scheme where the subcarrier allocation follows
essentially the solution to the lower bound in (7), and then
the single-user bit allocation algorithm given in Section III is
applied to each user on the allocated subcarriers. Specifically,
we modify p;. H for the optimization problem in (7) by letting
for each -n p;.,_,, = 1 where k’ = arg mam. pg”. and p,',_,, =
0 for k # k’. Then, we apply the single~user bit allocation
algorithm on each user using the assigned subcarriers. We
denote the total transmit power (in energy/symbol) obtained
using this MAO scheme by PT. It is easy to see that £1‘ 3
Pf. 3 PT, where P; is the minimum power in the original
problem. and _I_’_;r is the minimum power for the modified
problem with the relaxed constraints. More specifically. the
difference between P7 and the minimum £3‘ gives an upper
bound to how far away our MAO scheme is from the solution
of our original optimization problem.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section. we obtain and compare the performance
of the MAC scheme with other static subcarrier allocation
schemes. We consider a system that employs M—ary quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (MQAM) with D = {O, 2, 4, 6},
Square signal constellations (4—QAM. l6~QAM. and 64-QAM)
are used to carry two. four. or six bits/symbol. The bit-error
probability is upper bounded by the symbol error robability.
which is tightly approximated by 4Q[‘/dz/(2No)] [l2. p.
281]. where d is the minimum distance between the points
in the signal constellation. Since the average energy of a M-
QAM symbol is equal to (1l«I_ —- 1)d2/6, it follows that the
required power for supporting e bits/symbol at a given BER
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P, is

- [Q-= (..g:)i2... -
where we recall that

I x ..-

I......[ 1:.‘ "If".V 27: 1

It is easy to see that fie) is convex and increasing in r- ant
that f(_’()_) = 0.

To evaluate the performance of our scheme. we havi
simulated I000 sets of five-path frequency selective Rayleigl‘
fading channels with an exponential power delay profile. Eucl
set of channels consists of K independent channels. one fo.
each user. We use an OFDM system with l28 subcarriers ove:
a 5 MHZ band along with a total (over all users) transmission
rate equal to 512 bits/symbol (or equivalently. an average
of four bits/subcarrier). Recall that the single—sided power
spectral density level ."\"o is equal to unity. and we assume
that the average subcarrier channel gain Elm.‘ ,, I’-' is equal to
unity for all It and 21..

For comparison purposes. we have also considered three
other static multiuser subcarrier allocation methods. Two of
them are based on the multiple access methods described in
[7]. The methods are presented as follows.

- OFDM-TDMA: each user is assigned a predetermined
TDMA time slot and can use all the subcarriers within
that time slot exclusively.

- OFDM-FDMA: each user is assigned a predetermined
band of subcarriers and can only use those subcarriers
exclusively in every OFDM s_vmbol.

In a frequency selective fading channel. there is a
high correlation between the channel gains of adjacent
subcarriers. In order to avoid the situation where all

subcarriers of a user are in deep fade. we propose an
enhanced version of OFD;\-l—FDMA. which we shall refer
to as OFDM Interleaved-FDMA.

- OFDM lnterleaved~FDMA: this is the same as OFDM-
FDMA "except that subcarriers assigned to a user are
interlaced with other users’ subcarriers in the frequencydomain.

The time and subcarrier assignment of these three multiuser
OFDM schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that these static
schemes have predetermined subcat-n'er allocations which are
independent of the channel gains of the users. The main
difierence between the proposed M.-‘\O scheme and these static
schemes is that MAO assigns subcarriers adaptively based on
the instantaneous channel gains. To ensure a fair comparison.
we use the optimal single-user bit allocation (OB.-'\) for each
user on the assigned subcaniers. For comparison purposes.
we also show the results when equal bit allocation (EBA) is
employed on the assigned subcar-riers for these three OFDM
schemes. Notice that when using EBA. all three schemes will
have the same performance in an uncoded system. This is

Qt‘:-'3 =

' because the average bit signal-to-noise ration (SNR) needed
is a function of only the marginal probability density function
of each subcarrier gain.
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Fig. 3 showsthe average bit SNR needed to achieve :1 ‘BER

at Pr, = 10" for a tive—user system versus the root mean

square (RMS) delay spread (for definition. see for example
[l8. p. 160]) for different multiuser OFDM schemes. The

average required transmit power (in energy pe'r bit) is defined

as the ratio of the overall transmit energy per OFDM symbol
( including all subcarriers and all users) to the total number of

bits transmitted per OFDM symbol. Moreover. we define the

average bit SNR as the ratio of the average transmit power to
the noise PSD level .-V.). As we assume that the data rate is

fixed and that .»\’0 is just a constant. the overall transmit power
is proportional to the average bit SNR. For ease of comparison.
we have used the average bit SNR for comparison. We find
in Fig. 3 that the MAO scheme is never more than 0.6 dB

from the lower bound. Since the bit SNR of the optimal
‘ combined subcarrier, bit. and power allocation algorithm must

lie between the bit SNR’s achieved by the lower bound and the
MAC scheme. we find that the MAO scheme is never more
than 0.6 dB away from the optimal solution. On the other
hand. we observe that our ‘proposed MAO scheme is 3-5 dB
better than the static subcarrier allocation schemes with OBA.
which are in turn 5—l0 dB better than that with EBA. We also

find that when OBA is used, the OFDM interleaved-FDMA
a

scheme and the OFD.\-l-TDMA scheme have very similar
performance. and both of them outperform the OFDr\I—FD.\lA
scheme: A closer observation of Fig. 3 also indicates that the
gains achieved by optimal bit allocation and optimal multiuser
subcarrier allocation increase with the RMS delay spread. This
is mainly because the larger the RMS delay spread. the more
the fading variation and hence higher gains can be obtained
when the allocation is performed adaptively.

Fig. -3 shows the average bit SNR (in dB; needed to achieve

the same BER versus the number ofusers when the RMS delay
spread is 100 ns. We find that the savings in the required bit
SNR achieved by MAO when compared to other schemes are
roughly the same. independent of the number of users in the
system.

While these two figures show the improvement in the
required bit SNR. the results can perhaps be more easily
understood using the more familiar BER versus bit SNR

curves. For each BER requirement. we compute f(«_') for all
e 6 D and then use our algorithm to calculate the subcarrier

30FDM—FD.\1A refers only to the specific FDMA scheme that assigns to
each user a contiguous band of subcarriers as shown in Fig. ‘l. but not the
general FDM.-\ schemes. In fact. both OFDM interleaved-FD.\l.-\ and .\I.-X0

. can be considered as different forms of FD-MA and they are not outperformed- by the 0FD.\l-TDMA scheme.
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allocation for the MAO case. For all other static subcarrier
allocation schemes. the allocations are independent of the
BER. Once the subcarrier allocation is fixed. we apply the
optimal bit and power allocation algorithm to every user.
The final average power per bit divided by the noise power
spectral density level gives the average bit SNR. We repeat
this procedure for different BER values. and the results are

plotted in Fig. 5 for a five~user system with an RMS delay
spread equal to l00 ns. We find that our proposed MAO has
at least 3-4 dB advantage over all other schemes.

Another way to illustrate the impact of the bit and subcarricr

' allocation is to consider the area of coverage for a given outage
probability. assuming that the BS has a maximum transmit

power. We consider a circular cell with five users. indepen-
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dently and uniformly distributed within the cell. A typical actual channel gains seen by the users. Using these channel
scenario is shown in Fig. 6. where the triangles represent the gains. subcarriers and bits assigned to each user are determined
five users. In addition to frequency selective fading, path loss by the various multiple access schemes and the total required
and log-normal shadowing are also included in simulating the transmit power is calculated. Ifthe total power for all five users
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Fig. 8. Flow chun or the multiuser subcarrier allocation algorithm.

exceeds the maximum power of the BS. the user requiring the
largest transmit power (in this case. the black one) is dropped
and counted as one outage event occurring at a distance equal
to the distance between the BS and the dropped user. This
process continues until the transmit power is smaller than the
maximum power of the BS. In this example. the maximum
transmit power is set to the transmit power required for all
five users assuming that they are all located at the boundary
of the cell, taking into account the path loss effect and a l7
dB fading margin for shadowing.

The cumulative outage propabilities at various normalized
distances. normalized to the cell radius. are plotted in Fig. 7. A

cumulative outage probability of 5‘? at a normalized distance
of 0.8 means that there is a 5% chance of outage for a mobile
located more than 0.8]? :.twa_\' from the BS where I? is the
radius of the cell. We observe that MAO outperforms others
with a large reduction in the outage probability at all distances.
Alternatively. if the same outage probability is maintained. say
at 1%. the coverage are provided by MAO is 36?’: larger than
the best of all other schemes.

V1. CO.\'CLL'SlO.\'

In this paper. we considered OFDM transmission in a
multiuser environment and formulated the problem of min-
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imizing the overall transmit power by adaptively assigning
subcarriers to the users along with the number of bits and

power level to each subcarrier. In particular, we derived a

multiuser adaptive subcarrier and bit allocation algorithm.

Given the instantaneous channel information, the algorithm
obtains a suboptimal subcarrier allocation. and then single-user

bit allocation is applied on the allocated subcarriers. Using this
scheme. the overall required transmit power can be reduced by
about 5-10 dB from the conventional OFDM without adaptive
modulation. Likewise. the transmit power can be reduced by
about 3-5 dB from the conventional OFDM with adaptive
modulation and adaptive bit allocation. but without adaptive
subcarrier allocation. The reduction in transmit power can also
be translated to a significant reduction in the required bit SNR
for a given BER. Moreover. the same improvement can also

be translated to a reduction in the outage probability or to an
increase in the area of coverage.

The results in this paper assume perfect channel estimation.

and we have not considered issues related to imperfect im-
plementation. such as imperfect synchronization. As channel

estimation in wireless fading channels is in general not very
accurate. the effect of nonideal channel information on the

performance of our proposed HAO scheme is a very important
issue. We have started looking at this issue. and our prelimi-
nary results have indicated that the MAO scheme is not very
sensitive to channel estimation errors. Nevenheless. detailed

sensitivity studies will be needed before the algorithm can be
applied to practical systems.

APPENDIX

A flow chart providing the detailed description of the

multiuser subcarrier allocation algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
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Patent Attorneys 8: Counselors at Law

(Translation)

Issuance Date: April 29, 2006

Submission Due Date: June 29, 2006

THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE

NOTICE OF GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

Applicant ADAPTIX, INC.

Agent Koreana Patent Firm

Application No. : Korean Patent Application No. 2003-7007963

MULTLCARRIER COMMUNICATIONS WITH ADAPTIVE

CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND‘ SWITCHING

This application shall be rejected on the following grounds pursuant to Article 63 of
the Korean Patent Law. If you have any objection, please submit an Argument or Amendment

to the KIPO by June 29, 2006. (The term can be extended by one month each, however, a
separate Acknowledgement of Extension of Time will not be issued.)

GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

1. The claims of the present application do not satisfy the description requirement as follows,

and thus cannot be patented _under Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law.

A. In “the method defined in Claim 1 wherein using one diversity cluster” recited in claim 5,

the constitutional element “using one diversity cluster” is a term not recited in claim 1, and
thus it is required to be consistent with the term of claim 1. Accordingly, said claim does not

clearly describe the invention (Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law).

B. In “the method defined in Claim ll wherein using one diversity cluster” recited in claim 20,

the constitutional element “using one diversity cluster” is a term not recited in claim 11, and

thus it is required to be consistent with the term of claim 11. Accordingly, said claim does not

clearly describe the invention (Article 42(4)(ii) of the Korean Patent Law).

2. The invention recited in Claims l~lO & 26~33 of the present application can be easily
invented by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains

prior to its filing as indicated below. Accordingly, this application cannot be patented
pursuant to Article 29(2) of the Korean Patent Law.

Claims ‘l~l0 & 26~33 of the present invention relate to a method and apparatus for use in
allotting subcarriers in an OFDMA system.

However, this can be easily invented by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the

invention pertains from the combination of cited reference I (WANG C. Y. ET" AL:

‘MULTIUSER OFDM WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER, BIT, AND POWER

ALLOCATION,’ IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS, IEEE
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INC. NEW YORK,.VOL. 17, 10. OCTOBER 1999) and cited reference 2 (Ye Li ET AL;
‘Clustered OFDM with channel estimation for high rate wireless data’ Mobile Multimedia

Communications, 1999. (MoMuC ‘99) 1999 IEEE International Workshop on, 15-17 Nov. 1999
Page(s): 43-50). '

A more detailed review in this regard is as follows:

A. Constitution

r§l)Claims l~1O

Claims l~10 of the present application relate to a method for use in allocating subcarriers in an
OFDMA system comprising allocating at least one diversity cluster of subcarriers to a first
subscriber, and allocating at least one coherence cluster to a second subscriber. This can be

easily anticipated by a person having ordinary skill in the art from the combination 'of cited

reference 1 which has a constitution wherein subcarrier clusters are allocated to subscribers so

as to be adapted to a plurality of subscribers, and cited reference 2 which has a constitution

relating to an OFDM system capable of channel estimation and cluster allocation.

(2) Claims 26~33

Claims 26~33 of the present application relate to a subscriber allocation apparatus of an
OFDMA system allocating at least one diversity cluster of subcarriers to a first subscriber, and

allocating at least one coherence cluster to a second subscriber. This can be easily anticipated
by a person having ordinary skill in the art from the combination of the above stated cited
references 1 & 2.

B. Object and effect

The object and effect of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus for
efiiciently allocating subcarriers to a plurality of subscribers in an OFDMA system. The
combination of the technologies of cited references 1 & 2 can realize the same object and effect.

C. Conclusion

Therefore, claims l~10, 26~33 of the present application can be easily invented by a person
having ordinary skill in the art as stated above.

[Attachment]
Attached 1. Cited Reference 1

Attached 2. Cited Reference 2

' Dated April 29,2006

Electric & Electronic Examination Bureau

of Korean Intellectual Property Office

Examiner(s)-in—charge Hwan~Chul Yu
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United States Patent and Trademark Office
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Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

Meless N. Zewdu 2617

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ._3_ MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions oi time may be available under the provisions * 37 CFR 1.136(3). in no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- li NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even if timely tiled, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

  

I 1)[] Responsive to communication(s) filed on .

2a)[:] This action is FINAL. 2b)IZ This action is non-final.

3)[] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Disposition of Claims

4)® Claim(s) 1-_@ is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above Claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)|:] Claim(s) :_ is/are allowed.

6){X] Claim(s) 1-4 7 8 12-20 23 26-33 37 43-49 52 and 55-62 is/are rejected.

‘OE Claim(s) 5 6 9-11 21 22 24 25 34 35 38-42 50 51 53 and 54 is/are objected to.

8)I:] Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

 

Application Papers

9)l:] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)[Z The drawing(s) filed on 08 August 2005 is/are: a)E accepted or b)[:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)CI The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)[:l Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)I:l All b)l:I Some * c)C] None of:

LC} Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. :__.

3.[:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
 

Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) [3 Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) [3 Notice of Drattsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) P399‘ NOIS)/M3" Date» ._.__ -
3) E] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) CI Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO—152)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 4/25/06 & 5/17/06. 6) El Other: .
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL~326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20060807
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is the first on the merit of the instant application.

2. Claims 1-62 are pending in this action.

Double Patenting

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

Claims 1-62 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting over

claims 1-119 of U. 8. Patent No. 6,904,283 B2 since the claims, if allowed, would

improperly extend the "right to exclude" already granted in the patent.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming
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common subject matter, as follows: the difference between the claims in the instant

application and the claims in the patent is that the claims in the instant application are

more broader than the claims in the patent. «

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of

the application which matured into a patent. See In re Schneller, 397 F.2d 350, 158

USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968). See also MPEP § 804.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1, 12, 14, 17-18, 30, 43 and 46-47 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ritter (DE 19800953 C1) in view of Larsson et al. (Larsson)

(US 5,956,642).

As per claim 1: a method for sub-carrier selection for a system employing

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OPDMA) comprising:

the subscriber selecting a set of candidate sub-carriers reads on ‘953 (see

abstract). Each mobile station, determining the quality of a preferred segment, suitable

for its own connection, is same as selecting a set of desirable sub—carriers.
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the subscriber providing feedback information on the set of candidate sub-

carriers to the base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract).

the subscriber receiving an indication of sub—carriers of the set of sub-carriers selected

by the base station for use by the subscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract). Since a

segment includes a plurality of sub—carriers, it can be considered as a set of sub-

carriers. Furthermore, Ritter discloses that a mobile measures channel/segment quality.

based on received data symbols transmitted by a base station. But, Ritter does not

explicitly teach about a subscriber measuring channel and interference information for a

plurality of sub—carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in the same field of

endeavor, Larsson teaches that a mobile can measure a signal quality level (C/l) of the

channels within the subset of M channels, and the interference level (I) of all the N

available channels (see col. 5, lines 6-21). Therefore, it would have been obvious for

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the teaching

of Ritter with that of Larsson for the advantage of enabling Ritter’s communication

system to allocate resources adaptively (see col. 16-19). Note: when the references are

combined as shown above, the measurement or the parameters in question will be

based on pilot symbols/data received from a base station.

As per claim 30: the features of claim 30 are similar to the features of claim 1, except

claim 30 is directed to an apparatus intended to perform the steps of method claim 1.

Hence, since the method steps of claim 1 are taught and the apparatus of claim 30 is

required to perform the steps of claim 1, claim 30 has been rejected on the same

ground and motivation as claim 1.
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As per claim 12: the method, wherein the pilot symbols occupy an entire OFDM

frequency bandwidth reads on ‘953 (see abstract). In the prior, the pilot symbols occupy

the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

As per claim 14: Larsson teaches a method, further comprising a base station

selecting sub—carriers from a set of candidate sub-carriers (see col. 7, lines 43-54).

When the references are combined, the selection would be based on information

available to the base station, as a feedback from the mobile station, as provided in

Ritter. Furthermore, the recited, additional information reads on Ritter’s channel quality

of measurement on different channels/segments.

As per claim 17: the method wherein the indication of sub—carriers is received via a

downlink control channel reads on ‘953 (see abstract).

As per claim 18: the method wherein the plurality of sub—carriers comprises all sub-

carriers allocable by a base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract). In the prior, the pilot

symbols occupy the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

As per claim 43: the feature of claim 43 is similar to the feature of claim 14. Hence,

claim 43 is rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 14.

As per claim 46: the apparatus wherein the indication of sub-carriers is received via a

downlink control channel between the base station and the at least one subscriber

reads on ‘953 (see abstract).

As per claim 47: the apparatus wherein the plurality of sub-carriers comprises all sub-

carriers allocable by a base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract). in the prior, the pilot

symbols occupy the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.
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Claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31-33 and 37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to the claims above, and further in view of Wong

(US 6,330,460 81).

As per claim 2,: Ritter teaches a method, further comprising:

the subscriber continuously monitoring reception of the pilot symbols known to

the base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract). The subscriber/s must continuously

monitor for the pilot symbols transmitted by a base station in order to acquire a

communication channel. But, Ritter does not explicitly teach about a subscriber

measuring signal-plus-interference-to—noise ratio (SlNR) of each cluster of sub-carriers,

as claimed by applicant. However, in the same field of endeavor, Wong teaches that a

subscriber station/mobile station is capable of measuring

signal—plus-interference—to—noise ratio (SlNR) (see col. 8, lines 11-26). Therefore, it

would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of Wong for the advantage enabling

Ritter’s base station determine the highest acceptable traffic data rate for a particular

mobile station.

As per claim 3: the method, further comprising the subscriber measuring inter-cell

interference, wherein the subscriber selects candidate sub-carriers based on the

inter-cell interference reads on ‘460 (see col. 8, lines 11-26). In Ritter, the mobile station

selects suitable segment/sub-carrier. When the references are combined as shown in

the rejection of claim 2, the selection will be based on the inter-cell interference as

measured by the mobile station/subscriber, according to the teaching of Wong.
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As per claim 4: the method further comprising the base station selecting sub-carriers

for the subscriber based on inter—cell interference avoidance reads on ‘460 (see col. 8,

lines 11-26).

As per claim 8: the method further comprising the subscriber using information from

pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure channel and interference information

reads on ‘46O (see col. 8, lines 11-26). In Ritter, the subscriber receives pilot symbols

which it can use to measure channel and interference, as taught by Wong.

As per claim 13: the method wherein at least one other pilot symbol from a different

cell transmitted at the same time as the pilot symbols received from the base station

collide with each other reads on ‘460 (see col. 8, lines 11-26). The combined prior art

teaches measuring interference based on information extracted (in Ritter) from pilot

symbols transmitted by a base station. interference, in the context of the prior art, is

measured so as to avoid, by being aware of it, communication loss if it occurs to the

extent of undesired degree. It is obvious that if two pilot symbols from neighboring cells

sites are allowed to collide, they will. But, what will be the benefit? Hence, colliding two

signals, as claimed, does not carry patentable weight.

As per claim 31: the apparatus wherein each of the plurality of subscribers

continuously monitors reception of the pilot symbols known to the base station reads on

‘953 (see abstract). The subscriber/s must continuously monitor for the pilot symbols

transmitted by a base station in order to -acquire a communication channel. But, Ritter

does not explicitly teach about a subscriber measuring signal-plus-interference-to-noise

ratio (SINR) of each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a
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related field of endeavor, Wong teaches that a subscriber station/mobile station is

capable of measuring signal-plus—interference-to-noise ratio (SlNR) (see col. 8, lines 11-

26). Since the features of claim 31 are similar to the features of claim 2, claim 31 is

rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 2.

As per claim 32: the apparatus wherein each of the plurality of subscribers measures

inter-cell interference, wherein the at least one subscriber selects candidate sub-carriers

based on the inter-cell interference reads on ‘460 (see col. 8, lines 11-26). In Ritter, the

mobile station selects suitable segment/sub-carrier. When the references are combined

as shown in the rejection of claims 2 and 31, the selection will be based on the inter-cell

interference as measured by the mobile station/subscriber, according to the teaching of

Wong.

As per claim 33: the apparatus defined in Claim 32 wherein the base station

selects sub-carriers for the one subscriber based on inter-cell interference 3 avoidance

reads on ‘460 (see col. 8, lines 11-26).

As per claim 37: the apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least one

subscriber uses information from pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure

channel and interference information reads on ‘460 (see col. 8, lines 11-26). In Ritter,

the subscriber receives pilot symbols which it can use to measure channel and

interference, as taught by Wong.
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Claims 15, 16, 44 and 45 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the references applied to the claims above, and further in view of

Westroos et al. (Westroos) (US 6,327,472).

As per claim 15: but, the above mentioned references do not explicitly teach about a

base station having additional information that comprises traffic load information on

each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of

endeavor, Westroos teaches about the use of a load monitoring device that collects and

holds traffic information on neighboring cells (see col. 2, line 44—col. 3, line 10; col.5,

lines 19-65). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to further modify the above references with the

teaching of Westroos for the advantage of making load dependent channel allocation.

Note: although Westroos’ traffic load information collector/holder is residing in the MSC,

it is by choice of design. It could have been placed in, for example, the BSC or B8, as

well.

As per claim 16: the method wherein the traffic load information is provided by a data

buffer in the base station reads on .472 (see col. 5, lines 45-65). Also, see the

explanation above.

As per claim 44: but, the above mentioned references do not explicitly teach about a

base station having additional information that comprises traffic load information on

each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of

endeavor, Westroos teaches about the use of load monitoring device that collects and
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holds traffic information on neighboring cells (see col. 2, line 44~co|. 3, line 10; col.5,

lines 19-65). Motivation is same as provided in the rejection of claim 15 above.

As per claim 45: the apparatus wherein the traffic load information is provided by a

data buffer in the base station reads on .472 (see col. 5, lines 45-65). Also, see the

explanation above.

Claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49 and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of Bodin et al.

(Bodin) (US 5,507,034).

As per claim 19: Ritter discloses about a subscriber sending feedback information to a

base station in an OFDMA communication system using segmented spectrum

channels, which is same as sub-carriers (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly

teach about arbitrarily ordering the set of candidates of sub—carriers as cluster of sub-

carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of endeavor, Bodin teaches

that frequencies can be sequentially ordered and assigned priorities (see col. 3, lines

44-64). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of Bodin for

the advantage of selecting a bandwidth/channel for a pending communication.

As per claim 20: the method wherein arbitrarily order candidate clusters comprise

clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being listed first reads on

‘034 (see col. 3, lines 44-64).

As per claim 23: the method wherein providing feedback information comprises

sequentially ordering candidate clusters reads on ‘034 (see col. 3, lines 44-64).
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As per claim 48: Ritter discloses about a subscriber/subscribers sending feedback

information to a base station in an OFDMA communication system using segmented

spectrum channels, which is same as sub.-carriers (see abstract). But, Ritter does not

explicitly teach about arbitrarily ordering the set of candidates of sub-carriers as cluster

of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of endeavor, Bodin

teaches that frequencies can be sequentially ordered and assigned priorities (see col. 3,

lines 44-64). Motivation is same as provided in the rejection of claim 19 above.

As per claim 49: the apparatus wherein arbitrarily order candidate clusters comprise

clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being listed first reads on

‘034 (see col. 3, lines 44-64).

As per claim 52: the apparatus wherein providing feedback information comprises

sequentially ordering candidate clusters reads on ‘034 (see col. 3, lines 44-64).

Claims 29 and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ritter in view of Feuerstein et al. (Feuerstein) (US 6,141,565).

As per claim 29: an apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscribers in a first cell to generate feedback information indicating

clusters of sub-carriers desired for use by the plurality of subscribers reads on ‘953 (see.

abstract). The mobile station of the prior art is in a cell. Furthermore, since, there is not

a second cell mentioned, the prior art cell can be considered as a first cell.

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station performing sub-carrier

allocation for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA sub-carriers in clusters to the plurality of

subscribers reads on ‘953 (see abstract). Segments of the frequency spectrum in the
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prior art are sub-carriers/clusters. Since there is no mention of a second base station, ‘a_

first base station’ is read as a base station; hence, a base station in a cell.

But Ritter does not explicitly teach about inter—cel| interference avoidance and

intra-cell traffic load balancing, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of

endeavor, Feuerstein teaches about network optimization based on measured local

interference and/or local traffic load conditions (see col. 2, lines 27-37). Therefore, it

would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of Feuerstein’s for the advantage of

optimizing network parameters based on dynamic communication and network

conditions such as traffic load and balancing conditions and/or changing interference

conditions (see col. 1, lines 20-26).

As per claim 62: the features of claim 62 are similar to the features of claim 29. Hence,

claim 62 is rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 29.

Claims 7, 26, 36, 55, 58, 60 and 61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentablenover Ritter in view of Frodigh et al. (Frodigh) (US 5,726,978). For

examination purpose, claim 58 is considered first.

As per claim 58: a method comprising:

the base station allocating sub-carriers to establish a data link between the base

station and the subscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly

teach about a base station allocating a first portion of the sub-carriers and allocating a

second portion of the sub-carriers to the subscriber to increase communication

bandwidth, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of endeavor, Frodigh
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advantageously teaches about a method of adaptively allocating selected sub-carriers

to subscribers (see col. 4, lines 32-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Ritter’s reference

with the teaching of Frodigh for the advantage of lessening co—channel interference

between cells of the system (see col. 4, lines 25-31). Note: adaptive allocation of sub-

carriers can increase or decrease a communication bandwidth.

As per claim 60: a base station comprising:

means for allocating sub-carriers to establish a data link between the base station and

the subscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly teach about a

means for allocating a first portion and a second portion of the sub-carriers to a

subscriber to increase communication bandwidth, as claimed by applicant. However, in

a related field of endeavor, Frodigh teaches that in an OFDMA system subcarrlers can

be selected and adaptively allocated based on set allocation criteria (see col. 4, lines

32-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify the teaching of Ritter with that of Frodigh for the

advantage of lessening co-channel interference between cells of the system (see col. 4,

lines 25-31). Note: adaptive allocation of sub-carriers can increase or decrease a

communication bandwidth.

As per claim 61: the apparatus defined in Claim 60 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

sub-carriers to establish a data link between the base station and said each
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subscriber reads on ‘979 (see col. 4, lines 32-49). When the references are combined

as shown above, bandwidth will be allocated adaptively.

As per claim 7: the method further comprising the subscriber submitting new

feedback information after being allocated the set of subscribers to be allocated a new

set of sub—carriers and thereafter the subscriber receiving another indication of the new

set of sub-carriers reads on ‘979 (see col. 4, lines 32-49). When the references are

combined as shown above, bandwidth will be allocated adaptively—which can include

allocating a first and a second portion as needed.

As per claim 26: the features of claim 26 are similar to the features of claim 58. Hence,

claim 26 is rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 58.

As per claim 27: the method wherein the base station allocates the second portion

after allocating each subscriber in the cell sub—carriers to establish a data link between

the base station and said each subscriber reads on ‘978 (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation includes/considers the needs of subscribers operating under the

adaptively allocating base station.

As per claim 28: the method wherein, due to subscriber priority, the base station

allocates the second portion before allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to

establish their data link to the base station reads on ‘978 (see col. 4, lines 32-49)..

As per claim 36: the apparatus wherein the subscriber submits new feedback

information after being allocated the set of subscribers to receive a new set of sub-

carriers and thereafter receives another indication of the new set of sub-carriers reads

on ‘979 (see col. 4, lines 32-49). When the references are combined as shown above,
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bandwidth will be allocated adaptively—which can include allocating a first and a

second portion as needed.

As per claim 55: the apparatus wherein the base station allocates the sub-carriers to

establish a data link between the base station and the subscriber reads on ‘953 (see

abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly teach about a base station allocating a second

portion, after a first portion has been allocated, of the sub-carriers to the subscriber to

increase communication bandwidth However, in a related field of endeavor, Frodigh

teaches that in an OFDMA system sub-carriers can be selected and adaptively

allocated based on set allocation criteria (see col. 4, lines 32-49). The motivation is as

provided in the rejection of claim 58.

As per claim 56: the apparatus wherein the base station allocates the second portion

after allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to establish a data link between

the base station and said each subscriber reads on ‘978 (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation can allow the base station to perform this feature priority.

As per claim 57: the apparatus wherein, due to subscriber priority, the base station

allocates the second portion before allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to

establish their data link to the base station reads on ‘978 (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation can allow the base station to perform allocation priority.

As per claim 59: the method wherein the base station allocates the second portion

after allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to establish a data link between

the base station and said each subscriber reads on ‘978 (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation can allow the base station to perform this feature priority.
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Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 5-6, 9-11, 21-22, 24-25, 34-35, 38-42, 50-51 and 53-54 are objected to as

being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in

independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening

claims. Note: claims 4-6, 22, 25, 33-35, 39-42, 51and 54 are objected because of their

dependency on claims 5, 9, 21, 24, 34, 38, 50 and 53, respectively.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Meless N. Zewdu whose telephone number is (571)

272-7873. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30 am to 5:00 pm..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Corsaro Nick can be reached on (571)272-7876. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Any inquiry of a general nature relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (571) 272-

2600.

Meless zewdu Fflaw
Examiner

08 August 2006.
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Docket No.: 68144/P014C1/10503148

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

In re Patent Application of:

Xiaodong Li et al.

Application No.: 1 1/199,586 Confirmation No.: 1 128

Filed: August 8, 2005 Art Unit: 2617

For: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER- Examiner: M. N. Zewdu
CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND

SELECTIVE LOADING

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

In response to the Office Action dated August 24, 2006 (hereinafter the “Current

Action”), please consider the following remarks:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 9 of this paper.
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Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Office Action ofAugust 24, 2006

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

1. (Currently Amended) A method for subcarrier selection for a system employing

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) comprising:

a subscriber __u1_i1 measuring channel and interference information for a plurality of

subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from a base station;

the subscriber git selecting a set of candidate subcarriers;

the subscriber gnjt providing feedback information on the set of candidate subcarriers to

the base station; and

the subscriber _un_it receiving an indication of subcarriers of the set of subcarriers selected

by the base station for use by the subscriber unit.

2. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber unit sending the indication to [[a]] §h_e base station.

3. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 2 further comprising sending

an indication of the group of clusters selected by the base station for use by the subscriber unit.

4. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 3 further comprising the base

station selecting subcaniers for the subscriber _u_n_it based on inter—cell interference avoidance.

5. (Canceled)

6. (Canceled)

7. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber _u_n_i_t submitting new feedback information after being allocated the set of subscriber

units to be allocated a new set of subcarriers and thereafter the subscriber unit receiving another

indication of the new set of subcarriers.

8. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the

subscriber unit using information from pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure channel

and interference information.

257145691 2
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Application No. 1 1/ 1 99,586 Docket No.: 68 144/PO 14C 1/ 1 0503 148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Oflice Action ofAugust 24, 2006

9. (Canceled)

1 0. (Canceled)

1 1. (Canceled)

12. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the pilot symbols occupy an

entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

13. (Original) The method defined in Claim 12 wherein at least one other pilot

symbol from a different cell transmitted at the same time as the pilot symbols received from the

base station collide with each other.

14. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising the base station

selecting the subcarriers from the set of candidate subcarriers based on additional information

available to the base station.

15. (Original) The method defined in Claim 14 wherein the additional information

comprises traffic load information on each cluster of subcarriers.

16. (Original) The method defined in Claim 15 wherein the traffic load information

is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

17. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the indication of subcarriers is

received via a downlink control channel.

18. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein the plurality of subcarriers

comprises all subcarriers allocable by a base station.

19. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing feedback

information comprises arbitrarily ordering the set of candidate of subcarriers as clusters of

subcarriers.

20. (Original) The method defined in Claim 19 wherein arbitrarily order candidate

clusters comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being listed first.

25714569,! 3
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Application No. 1 1/199,586 Docket No.: 68144/P014Cl/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Ofiice Action ofAugust 24, 2006

21 . (Canceled)

22. (Canceled)

23. (Original) The method defined in Claim 1 wherein providing feedback

information comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters.

24. (Canceled)

25. (Canceled)

26. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 1 further comprising:

the base station allocating a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link

between the base station and the subscriber gn1_'_t; and then

the base station allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to the subscriber unit to

increase communication bandwidth.

27. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 26 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber grit in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber unit.

28. (Canceled)

29. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscriber g_n_it_s in a first cell to generate feedback information

indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the plurality of subscriber _u@; and

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station performing subcarrier allocation

for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of subscriber gn_i_t_s based

on inter-cell interference avoidance and intra—cell traffic load balancing in response to the

feedback information.

30. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subset-ibers subscriber units in a first cell operable to generate feedback

information indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use by the plurality ofsubseribers

25714569.] 4
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Application No. l 1/1 99,586 Docket No.: 68144/P014C1/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Office Action ofAugust 24, 2006

subscriber units; and

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station operable to allocate OFDMA

subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of subscribers subscriber units;

each of [[a]] s_afi plurality of subscribers subscriber units to measure channel and

interference infonnatiori for the plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from the

first base station and at least one of the plurality of subscribers subscriber units to select a set of

candidate subcarriers from the plurality of subcarriers, and [[the]] said at least one subscriber

unit to provide feedback information on the set of candidate subcarriers to the base station and to

receive an indication of subcarriers from the set of subcarriers selected by the first base station

for use by the at least one subscriber unit.

31. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein each of the

plurality of subscribers subscriber units continuously monitors reception of the pilot symbols

known to the base station and the plurality of subscriber units and measures signal-plus~

interference-to—noise ratio (SINR) of each cluster of subcarriers.

32. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 31 wherein each of the

plurality of subscriber units measures inter-cell interference, wherein the at least one subscriber

unit selects candidate subcarriers based on the inter-cell interference.

33. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 32 wherein the base station

selects subcarriers for the one subscriber unit based on inter-cell interference avoidance.

34. (Canceled)

35. (Canceled)

36. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the subscriber

un:i’t submits new feedback information after being allocated the set of subscribers subscriber

units to receive a new set of subcarriers and thereafter receives another indication of the new set

of subcarriers.

257145691 5
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Application No. 1 1/199,586 Docket No.: 68144/P014Cl/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Office Action of August 24, 2006

37. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least one

subscriber _u_1_13 uses information from pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure channel

and interference information.

38. ~ 42. (Canceled)

43. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station selects the

subcarriers from the set of candidate subcarriers based on additional information available to the

base station.

44. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 43 wherein the additional information

comprises traffic load information on each cluster of subcarriers.

45. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 44 wherein the traffic load information

is provided by a data buffer in the base station.

46. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the indication

of subcarriers is received via a downlink control channel between the base station and the at least

one subscriber unit.

47. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of subcarriers

comprises all subcarriers allocable by a base station.

48. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the plurality of

subseri-ber-s subscriber units provide feedback information that comprises an arbitrarily ordered

set of candidate subcarriers as clusters of subcarriers.

49. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 48 wherein arbitrarily order candidate

clusters comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being listed first.

50. (Canceled)

5 1 . (Canceled)

257l4569.l 6
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Application No. l 1/ 1 99,586 Docket No.: 68144/POl4Cl/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Oflice Action of August 24, 2006

52. (Original) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein providing feedback

information comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters.

53. (Canceled)

54. (Canceled)

55. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the base station

allocates a first portion of the subcarriers to establish a data link between the base station and the

subscriber E; and then allocates a second portion of the subcarriers to the subscriber pug to

increase communication bandwidth.

56. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 55 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber y_n_it in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber unit.

5 7. (Canceled)

58. (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

[[the]] a base station allocating a first portion of a plurality of [[the]] subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and [[the]] a subscriber p_n_it; and [[then]]

the base station allocating a second portion of said plurality of [[the]] subcarriers to the

subscriber unit to increase communication bandwidth.

59. (Currently Amended) The method defined in Claim 57 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber unit in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber unit.

60. (Currently Amended) A base station comprising:

means for allocating a first portion of a plurality of [[the}] subcarriers to establish a data

link between the base station and [[the]] Q subscriber unit; and

means for allocating a second portion of said pluraligg of [[the]] subcarriers to the

subscriber unit to increase communication bandwidth.

25714569.] 7
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Application No. 1 1/199,586 Docket No.: 68144/PO14C1/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Office Action ofAugust 24, 2006

61. (Currently Amended) The apparatus defined in Claim 60 wherein the base station

allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber 1_1r_11_j in the cell subcarriers to

establish a data link between the base station and said each subscriber unit.

62. (Currently Amended) An apparatus comprising:

a plurality of subscriber gi_t_s in a cell; and

a base station in the cell, the base station to perform subcarrier allocation for OFDMA to

allocate OFDMA subcarriers in clusters to the plurality of subscriber _t_1_n~i;s_ based on inter—cell

interference avoidance and intra—cell traffic load balancing.

2S7l4569.l 8 —
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Application No. l 1/ 199,586 Docket No.: 68144/POl4Cl/10503148
Amendment dated November 22, 2006

Reply to Office Action ofAugust 24, 2006

REMARKS

I. General

Applicant hereby traverses the rejections of record and requests reconsideration and

withdrawal of such in View the remarks contained herein. Claims 1-4, 7, 8, 12-20, 23, 26-33, 37,

43-49, 52, 55, 56, and 58-62 are pending in this application. Claims 5, 6, 9-1 1, 21, 22, 24, 25, 34,

35, 38-42, 50, 51, 53, 54, and 57 have been previously cancelled. Claims 1-4, 7, 8, 26, 27, 29-

33, 36, 37, 46, 48, 55, 56, and 58-62 have been amended. Note that the claims have been

amended only for the purpose of correcting a minor informality and not in the face of prior art.

No new matter has been added.

II. Double Patenting Rejection

In the Current Action, the Examiner bases the non statutory double patenting rejection

upon the notion that “the difference between the claims in the instant application and the claims

in the [issued] patent is that the claims in the instant application are more broader then the claims

in the [issued] patent. See Current Action, pg. 3. Applicant submits that the idea that the

pending claims may be broader than the issued claims (which form the basis of the rejection) is

not, by itself, appropriate rational for a double patenting rejection. Non statutory double

patenting requires rejection of an application claim “when the claimed subject matter is not

patentably distinct from the subject matter claim in the commonly owned patent.” See M.P.E.P.

804(B)(1). In the case at hand, the Examiner’s assertion that the pending claims are broader than

the issued claims is not determinative as to whether or not the pending claims are patentably

distinct in View of the issued claims. Applicant respectfully notes that the Examiner’s statement

is immaterial with respect to double patenting. As the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure

correctly explains, “[d]0mination and double patenting should not be confused . . . . Domination

by itself, i.e., in the absence of statutory or nonstatutory double patenting grounds, cannot

support a double patenting rejection.” In re Kaplan, 789 F.2d 1574, 1577-78 (Fed. Cir. 1986),

cited in M.P.E.P. § 804(lI). As such, the Examiner has not provided a sufficient double

patenting rejection. Therefore, Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.
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III. Claim Objections

Claims 5, 6, 9-11, 21, 22, 24, 25, 34, 35, 38-42, 50, 51, 53, and 54 are objected to as

being dependent upon a rejected base claim. Please note that these claims were cancelled in a

preliminary amendment and are no longer pending this application.

IV. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §l03

Claims 1, 12, 14, 17-18, 30, 43, and 46-47 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l03(a) as being

unpatentable over German Patent DE 198 009 53 to Ritter (hereinafter “Ritter”) in View of US.

Patent 5,956,642 to Larsson et al. (hereinafter “Larsson”). Claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31-33, and 37 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l03(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter as applied to the claims

above, and further in view of U.S. Patent 6,330,460 to Wong (hereinafter “Wong”). Claims 15,

16, 44, and 45 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over the references

applied to the claims above, and further in View of U.S. Patent 6,327,472 to Westroos

(hereinafter “Westroos”). Claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49, and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

as being unpatentable over Ritter as applied to Claim 1 above, and further in View of U.S. Patent

5,507,034 to Bodin et al. (hereinafter “Bodin”). Claims 29 and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§l03(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter in view of U.S. Patent 6,141,565 to Feuerstein et al.

(hereinafter “Feuerstein”). Claims 7, 26, 36, 55, 58, 60, and 61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter in View of U.S. Patent 5,726,978 to Frodigh et al.

(hereinafter “Frodigh”).

To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria must be met. First,

there must be some suggestion or motivation, either in the references themselves or in the

knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify the reference or to

combine reference teachings. Second, there must be a reasonable expectation of success.

Finally, the prior art cited must teach or suggest all the claim limitations. See M.P.E.P. §2 143.

Without conceding that the first or second criteria are satisfied, Applicant respectfully asserts

that the Exarniner’s rejection fails to satisfy the third criteria.
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A. Claims 1, 12, 14, 17-18, 30, 43, and 46-47 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ritter in View of Larsson.

Independent claim 1 recites “measuring channel and interference information for a

plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from a base station.” Independent

claim 30 recites a similar limitation. In the Current Action, the Examiner seems to acknowledge

that neither Ritter or Larsson teach or suggest these limitations. Instead, the Examiner simply

notes “when the references are combined as shown above, the measurement or the parameters in

question will be based on pilot symbols/data received from a base station.” See Current Action,

pg. 4. As an initial matter, Applicant submits that the Examiner’s mere conclusion, apparently

drawn without support from the references, does not serve as an appropriate basis for a 35 U.S.C.

§103 rejection. As discussed above, M.P.E.P. § 2143 requires the prior art cited must teach or

suggest all the claim limitations. (emphasis added)

Nevertheless, Applicant points out there is no suggestion in either reference of a

subscriber unit measuring channel information based on pilot symbols received from a base

station. For instance, Ritter generally describes OFDM communication between a base station

and subscriber. However, Ritter does not mention a subscriber unit measuring anything based on

pilot symbols received from a base station, much less interference information for a plurality of

subcarriers, as set forth in the claim. Also, Larsson is silent as to pilot channels at all, much less

those received from a base station. As shown, the Exa.miner’s proposed combination fails to

teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant requests withdrawal of the

rejection of record.

Claims 12, 14, 17, and 18 depend from claim 1 and claims 43, 46, and 47 depend from

claim 30, respectively, and inherit every limitation of the claim from which they depend. As

shown, the Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every limitation of

claims 1 and 30. As such, claims 12, 14, 17, 18, 43, 46, and 47 set forth limitations not taught or

suggested by the Examiner’s proposed combination and are patentable at least by virtue of their

dependency on claims 1 and 30. In addition, these claims set forth limitations making them

patentable in their own right.
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For example, claim 12 recites “wherein the pilot symbols occupy an entire OFDM

frequency bandwidth.” In the Current Action the Examiner points to Ritter, at the Abstract, as

satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 5. However, as discussed above, Ritter (and

Larsson for that matter) is silent with respect to pilot symbols. It follows that neither Ritter or

Larsson teach or suggest pilot symbols occupying an entire OFDM frequency bandwidth, as set

forth in the claim. As shown, the Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest

every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claims 17 and 46 recite “wherein the indication of subcaniers is received via a downlink

control channel.” In the Current Action the Examiner points to Ritter, at the Abstract, as

satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 5. Applicant points out that Ritter does not

mention how an indication of subcarriers is received from the base station. There is no mention

at all as to the channels (i.e., control, data, etc.) used in Ritter’s Abstract. Moreover, Larsson is

not relied upon to teach or suggest this limitation, nor does it do so. As shown, the Examiner’s

proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant

requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claims 18 and 47 recite “wherein the plurality of subcarriers comprises all subcarriers

allocable by a base station.” In the Current Action the Examiner points to Ritter, at the Abstract,

as satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 5. Applicant points out that Ritter is wholly

silent as to “all subcarriers allocable by a base station,” as set forth in the claims. Moreover,

Larsson is not relied upon to teach or suggest this limitation, nor does it do so. As shown, the

Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore,

Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

B. Claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31-33, and 37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l03(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to the claims above, and further in view of Wong.

Claims 2-4, 8, and 13 depend from claim 1 and claims 31-33, and 37 depend from

claim 30, respectively, and inherit every limitation of the claim from which they depend. As

shown above, Ritter does not teach or suggest every limitation of claims 1 and 30. Moreover,

Wong is not relied upon to teach or suggest the missing limitations, nor does it do so. As such,

claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31-33, and 37 set forth limitations not taught or suggested by the Examiner’s
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proposed combination and are patentable at least by Virtue of their dependency from claims 1

and 30. In addition, claims set forth limitation making the patentable in their own right.

For example, claim 2 recites “the subscriber unit sending the indication to the base

station.” In the Current Action the Examiner argues that Ritter, as modified by Wong, teaches

“a subscriber station/mobile station is capable of measuring signal-plus-interference—to-noise

ratio (SINR).” See Current Action, pg. 6. Applicant respectfully points out that claim 2 does not

recite “measuring signal-plus—interference-to-noise ratio (SINR),” as the Examiner apparently

understands. Nevertheless, Applicant points out that the proposed combination does not teach or

suggest the claim limitation at issue. For instance, Ritter merely discloses that information about

the assigned segment (e.g., an “indication”) is transmitted to each mobile station. However,

Ritter does not mention that the mobile stations send that indication to the base station, as set

forth in the claim. Moreover, Wong is silent as to this limitation. As shown, the Examiner’s

proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant

requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claim 3 recites “sending an indication of the group of clusters selected by the base station

for use by the subscriber.” In the Current Action the Examiner does not point out where, in

Ritter or Wong, this limitation is taught or suggested. Instead, the Examiner seems to focus on

“the subscriber measuring inter—cell interference, wherein the subscriber selects candidate sub-

carriers base on inter cell interference,” which is not recited in the claim. Nevertheless,

Applicant points out that Ritter and Wong are silent as to sending an indication of a group of

clusters selected by the base station for use by the subscriber, as set forth in the claim. As

shown, the Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation.

Therefore, Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claims 4 and 33 recite “the base station select[s] subcarriers for the subscriber unit based

on inter—cell interference avoidance.” In the Current Action the Examiner relies upon Wong, at

col. 8 lines 1 1-26, as satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 7. However, Wong

describes a subscriber determining a maximum rate at which it mayreceive data based upon, for

example, SINR and ambient interfering sources. However, Applicant points out that a subscriber

determining a maximum data rate at which is may receive data is not the same as a base station
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selecting subcarriers for the subscriber unit, as set forth in the claim. As shown, the Examiner’s

proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant

requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claim 32 recites “wherein the at least one subscriber unit selects candidate subcarriers

based on the inter-cell interference.” In the Current Action the Examiner relies upon Wong, at

col. 8 lines 11-26, as satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 7. However, Wong

describes a subscriber determining a maximum rate at which it may receive data based upon, for

example, SINR and ambient interfering sources. However, Applicant points out that a subscriber

determining a maximum data rate at which is may receive data is not the same as a subscriber

unit selecting subcarriers, as set forth in the claim. As shown, the Examiner’s proposed

combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant requests

withdrawal of the rejection of record.

C. Claims 15, 16, 44, and 45 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over the references applied to the claims above, and further in View of Westroos.

Claims 15 and 16 depend from claim 1 and claims 44 and 45 depend from claim 30,

respectively, and inherit every limitation of the claim from which they depend. As shown above,

Ritter does not teach or suggest every limitation of claims 1 and 30. Moreover, Westroos is not

relied upon to teach or suggest the missing limitations, nor does it do so. As such, claims 15, 16,

44, and 45 set forth limitations not taught or suggested by the ExaIniner’s proposed combination

and are patentable at least by virtue of their dependency from claims 1 and 30. In addition,

claims 15, 16, 44, and 45 set forth limitation making the patentable in their own right.

For example, claims 16 recites “wherein the traffic load information is provided by a data

buffer in the base station.” Claim 44 recites a similar limitation. In the Current Action the

Examiner relies upon Westroos, at col. 5 lines 45-65, as satisfying this limitation. However,

Westroos describes assigning a traffic channel to a mobile station when a mobile station attempts

to access a particular cell. The assignment may be a “load dependent traffic assignment.” But,

Westroos does not describe what mechanism is used to make the traffic assignment, or even if

the assignment is necessarily made at the base station. It follows that Westroos does not teach or

suggest traffic information provided by a data buffer in the bases station, as set forth in the claim.
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Moreover, Ritter does not teach or suggest this limitation, nor does it do so. As shown, the

Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore,

Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

D. Claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49, and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to Claim 1 above, and further in View of Bodin.

Claims 19, 20, and 23 depend from claim 1 and claims 48, 49, and 52 depend from

claim 30, respectively, and inherit every limitation of the claim from which they depend. As

shown above, Ritter does not teach or suggest every limitation of claims 1 and 30. Moreover,

Bodin is not relied upon to teach or suggest the missing limitations, nor does it do so. As such,

claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49, and 52 set forth limitations not taught or suggested by the Examiner’s

proposed combination and are patentable at least by virtue of their dependency from claims 1

and 30. In addition, these claims set forth limitation making them patentable in their own right.

E. Claims 29 and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §l03(a) as being unpatentable over

Ritter in view of Feuerstein.

Independent claims 29 and 62 recite performing subcarrier allocation based on intra-cell

traffic load balancing. In the Current Action the Examiner acknowledges that Ritter does not

teach or suggest this claim limitation. Instead, the Examiner points to Feuerstein, at col. 2

lines 27-37, as satisfying this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 12. However, at the

Examiner’s citation, Feuerstein describes changing network parameters according to “local

interference and/or local traffic conditions” in order to optimize the network parameters. See

Feuerstein at col. 2 lines 32—33. In discussing “local interference” Feuerstein contemplates

traffic density distribution, etc. between cells. Id. at col. 2 lines 50-52. For example, according

to Feuerstein, a mobile unit may request handoff based on the relative traffic loads between two

cells. Id. at col. 6 lines 51-57. However, Applicant notes that merely evaluating relative traffic

loads between two cells is not the same as allocating subcarriers based on traffic load balancing

within a cell. Feuerstein does not contemplate evaluating load balancing within each cell. As

such, Feuerstein does not teach or suggest performing subcarrier allocation based on intra—cell

traffic load balancing, as set forth in the claim.
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F. Claims 7, 26, 36, 55, 58, 60, and 61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §lO3(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter in view of Frodigh.

Independent claim 58 recites “the base station allocating a second portion of said

plurality of subcarriers to the subscriber unit to increase communication bandwidth.”

Independent claim 60 recites a similar limitation. In the Current Action the Examiner

acknowledges that Ritter does not teach or suggest this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 12.

Instead, the Examiner relies upon Frodigh, at col. 4 lines 32-49, as satisfying this limitation. Id.

at pg. 13. Generally, Frodigh “selectively chooses” a group of subcarriers to be adaptively

allocated to avoid requiring that all OFDM subcarriers be adaptively allocated. See Frodigh at

col. 4 lines 44-49. In doing so, the use of system resources is minimized. Id. As such, Frodigh

merely describes minimizing the use of resources by adaptively allocating only a portion of (as

opposed to all) subcarriers. In any event, Frodigh is silent as to how merely selecting a portion

of available subcarriers will be used to affect communication between a base station and

subscriber unit. As such, Frodigh falls short of disclosing allocating a second portion of

subcarriers to increase communication bandwidth. As shown, the Examiner’s proposed

combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore, Applicant requests

withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claims 7 and 26 depend from claim 1 and claims 36 and 55 depend from claim 30,

respectively, and inherit every limitation of the claim from which they depend. As an initial

matter, Applicant notes that the Examiner relied upon the combination of Ritter and Larsson in

rejecting claims l and 30. As such, according to the Examiner’s own rationale, Larsson is

required to satisfy every limitation of claims 1 and 30 (and therefore claims 7, 26, 36, and 55).

However, the Examiner does not rely upon Larsson in rejecting claims 7, 26, 36, and 55.

Clearly, if Larsson is required to satisfy the limitations of independent claims 1 and 30, Larsson

is required to satisfy the limitations of claims depending therefrom. Therefore, according to the

Exarniner’s own rationale, the rejection of claims 7, 26, 36, and 55 is insufficient under

35 U.S.C. §103.

Nevertheless, Applicant endeavors to show that the art of record does not teach or

suggest every claim limitation. Ritter does not teach or suggest every limitation of claims 1
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and 30. Moreover, Frodigh is not relied upon to teach or suggest the missing limitations, nor

does it do so. As such, claims 7, 26, 36, and 55 set forth limitations not taught or suggested by

the Examiner’s proposed combination and are patentable at least by virtue of their dependency

from claims I and 30. In addition, claims 15, I6, 44, and 45 set forth limitation making them

patentable in their own right.

For example, claims 7 recites “the subscriber unit submitting new feedback information

after being allocated the set of subscriber units to be allocated a new set of subcarriers and

thereafter the subscriber unit receiving another indication of the new set of subcarriers.”

Claim 36 recites a similar limitation. In the Current Action the Examiner acknowledges that

Ritter does not teach or suggest this limitation. See Current Action, pg. 14. Instead, the

Examiner relies upon Frodigh, at col. 4 lines 32-49, as satisfying this limitation. Id. at pg. 13.

Generally, Frodigh “selectively chooses” a group of subcarriers to be adaptively allocated to

avoid requiring that all OFDM subcarriers be adaptively allocated. See Frodigh at col. 4 lines

44-49. In doing so, the use of system resources is minimized. Id. As such, Frodigh merely

describes minimizing the use of resources by adaptively allocating only a portion of (as opposed

to all) subcarriers. In any event, Frodigh is silent as to the subscriber unit submitting new

feedback information for receiving a new set of subcarriers, as set forth in the claims. As shown,

the Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore,

Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

Claim 26 recites “the base station allocating a second portion of the subcarriers to the

subscriber unit to increase communication bandwidth.” Claim 55 recites a similar limitation. In

the Current Action the Examiner acknowledges that Ritter does not teach or suggest this

limitation. See Current Action, pg. 14. Instead, the Examiner relies upon Frodigh, at col. 4 lines

32-49, as satisfying this limitation. Id. at pg. 13. Generally, Frodigh “selectively chooses” a

group of subcarriers to be adaptively allocated to avoid requiring that all OFDM subcarriers be

adaptively allocated. See Frodigh at col. 4 lines 44-49. In doing so, the use of system resources

is minimized. Id. As such, Frodigh merely describes minimizing the use of resources by

adaptively allocating only a portion of (as opposed to all) subcarriers. In any event, Frodigh is

silent as to how merely selecting a portion of available subcarriers will be used to affect

communication between a base station and subscriber unit. As such, Frodigh falls short of
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disclosing allocating a second portion of subcarriers to increase communication bandwidth. As

shown, the Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation.

Therefore, Applicant requests withdrawal of the rejection of record.

V. Conclusion

In View of the above remarks, Applicant believes the pending application is in condition

for allowance. Applicant believes no fee is due with this response. However, if a fee is due,

please charge our Deposit Account No. 06-2380, under Order No. 68144/P014C1/10503148

from which the undersigned is authorized to draw.

Dated: November 22, 2006 Respectfully submitted,

By Q/1., y.§.{
R. Ross Viguet

Registration No.: 42,203
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI L.L.P.

2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2800

Dallas, Texas 75201-2784

(214) 855-8185

(214) 855-8200 (Fax)

Attorney for Applicant
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the invention 

[0001] This invention relates to cellular telecommuni-
cations systems and, more particularly, to a method and
system of adaptive channel allocation in a frequency di-
vision multiplexed cellular system.

Description of the Prior Art

[0002] in a cellular telecommunications system the
user of a mobile station communicates with the system
through a radio interface while moving about the geo-
graphic coverage area of the system. The radio inter-

face between the mobile station and system is imple-
mented by providing base stations dispersed through-
out the coverage area of the system, each capable of
radio communication with the mobile stations operating
within the system. In a typical cellular telecommunica-
tions system each base station of the system controls
communications within a certain geographic coverage
area termed a cell, and a mobile station which is located
within a particular cell communicates with the base sta-
tion controlling that cell. As a mobile station moves
throughout the system control of the communication be-
tween the system and mobile station are transferred
from cell to cell according to the movement of the mobile
station throughout the system. Existing cellularteiecom-
munications systems operate according to various air
interface standards which assure the compatibility of
equipment designed to operate in a particular system,
Each standard provides specific details of the processes
that take place between the mobile stations and base

stations of the system in all modes of operation, includ-
ing during idle states, during rescan of control channels,
during registration, and during connection to voice or
traffic channels. Advances in cellular systems technol-
ogy have been rapid in recent years. These advances
in technology have been driven by increases in demand
for the increasingly sophisticated services offered by
cellular systems. As cellular systems technology and
the total number of cellular systems has increased
worldwide to meet this demand, there has also been an

accompanying increase in the number of system stand-
ards according to which these cellular systems operate.
[0003] in cellulartelecommunications systems, as in
most radio systems, the frequency bandwidth available

for use is a limited resource. Because of this, emphasis
is often concentrated on making the most efficient use
possible of the available frequency bandwidth when de-
veloping new cellular systems. Additionally, communi-
cations within cellular systems are often subject to cer-

tain types of RF signal distortion such as multipath prop-
agation and co-channel interference. The development
of new system standards has also emphasized the need
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to minimize the effect of these RF signal distortions on
communications within the cells of a system.

[0004] Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) is a
method of transmitting data that has application to cel-

lular systems. Orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) is a particular method of FDM that is partic-
ularly suited for cellular systems. An OFDM signal con-
sists of a number of subcarriers multiplexed together,
each subcarrier at a different frequency and each mod-
ulated by a signal which varies discretely rather than
continuously. Because the level of the modulating signal
varies discretely, the power spectrum of each subcarrier

follows a (sin x/x)2 distribution. The spectral shape
transmitted on each subcarrier is such that the spectra
of the individual sub-channels are zero at the other sub-
carrier frequencies and interference does not occur be-

tween subcarriers. Generally, N serial data elements
modulate N subcarrier frequencies, which are then fre-
quency division multiplexed. Each of the N serial data
elements comprises a data block with a duration of

T=‘l/fs, where is is the bandwidth of the OFDM signal.
The subcarriers of the OFDM system are separated in
frequency by multiples of UT. Although the frequency
spectrum of the subcarriers overlap, this frequency
spacing makes the subcarriers orthogonal over one
symbol interval so that the peak of power of each mod-

ulated carrier occurs at frequencies corresponding to
nulls in the power spectrum of the other carriers. The
overall spectrum of an OFDM signal is close to rectan-
gular when a large number of OFDM carriers are con-
tained in the OFDM signal.

[0005] During the time period, T, the OFDM signal
may be represented by a block of N samples. The value
of the N samples is as follows:

N—1 .
xin)= X Xtkiez-""””

k-=0

[0006] The N values X(l<) represent the respective da-
ta during period T, of the discretely-varying signals mod-
ulating the OFDM carriers e3J'"K’N. From the above, the
OFDM signal corresponds to the inverse Discrete Fou-

rier Transform of the set of data samples X(k). To con-
vert a data stream into an OFDM signal, the data stream

is split up into blocks of N samples X(k) and an inverse
Discrete Fourier Transform is performed on each block.
The string of blocks that appears at a particular sample
position overtime constitutes a discretely-varying signal
that modulates a certain subcarrier at a frequency in.
[0007] OFDM offers several advantages that are de-
sirable in a cellular system. in OFDM the orthogonality
of the subcarriers in the frequency spectrum ailows the
overall spectrum of an OFDM signal to be close to rec-
tangular. This results in efficient use of the bandwidth
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available to a system. OFDM also offers advantages in
that interference caused by multipath propagation ef-
fects is reduced. Multipath propagation effects are

caused by radio wave scatteringfrom buildings and oth-
er structures in the path of the radio wave. Multipath

propagation may result in frequency selective multipath
fading. in an OFDM system the spectrum of each indi-
vidual data element normally occupies only a small part
of the available bandwidth. This has the effect of spread-

ing out a multipath fade over many symbols. This effec-
tively randomizes burst errors caused by the frequency
selective multipath fading, so that instead of one or sev-
eral symbols being completely destroyed, many sym-
bols are only slightly distorted. Additionally, OFDM of-
fers the advantage that the time period T may be chosen
to be relatively large as compared with symbol delay
time on the transmission channel. This has the effect of

reducing intersymbol interference caused by receiving
portions of different symbols at the same time.
[0008] The use of OFDM in cellularsystems has been
proposed by Cimini, "Analysis and Simulation of a Dig-
ital Mobile Channel Using Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing", IEEE Trans. Commun., Vol. :33, No.
7, pp. 665-675 (July, 1985). A similar application of
OFDM in a mobile system has also been proposed by
Casa, "OFDM for Data Communication Over Mobile Fia-
dio FM-Channels~Part I: Analysis and Experimental Re-
sults", lEEE Trans. Commun., Vol. 39. No. 5, pp.
783-793 (May, 1991). In these OFDM cellular systems
a set of subcarrier frequencies is assigned to each com-
munications link created for transmission from a base

station to a mobile station (downlink) and from a mobile
station to a base station (uplink) operating within a cell.
The set of subcarrierfrequencies allocated to each com-
munications link is chosen from all subcarrier frequen-

cies available to the system. Within a cell the same sub-

carrier frequency cannot be assigned to more than one
communications link. Thus, co-channel interference be-
tween subcarrlers within the same cell does not occur.

However, it is possible in such an OFDM system that a
communications link in a cell of the system is assigned
a set of subcarriers frequencies that includes one or
more subcarriers frequencies also assigned to a com-
munications link set up in another cell within the system.
Each of these commonly assigned subcarriers frequen-

cies may be subject to co-channel interference caused
by the use of the same subcarrierfrequency in the other
cells. in these OFDM systems no method or system ex-

ists for coordinating the assignment of subcarrier fre-
quencies to communications links created within differ-
ent cells. in such a system the co-channel interference
in a communications link caused by a subcarrier used
in a neighboring cell could be very large.
[0009] Methods of allocating channel frequencies
among cells in non-OFDM systems have been devel-
oped that reduce or minimize co-channel interference.
Adaptive Channel Allocation (ACA) is such a method.
In ACA any channel frequency allocated to a cellular
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system may be used to set up a link in any cell of the
system regardless of whether or not the frequency is
used elsewhere in the system as long as certain inter-
ference criteria are met. The channel frequencies may

also be freely reused throughout the system as long as
the interference criteria are met.

[0010] In Adaptive Channel Allocation various meas-
urements of signal quality and interference levels on dy-
namically allocated channel frequencies are performed
within the coverage area of a cell to build a list of traffic
or voice channels that may be assigned to communica-
tions links to be created within the cell. The base station

controlling the cell and mobile stations within the cell's
coverage area perform measurements on the set of
channel frequencies that the system operator has allo-
cated to be dynamically allocated for communications
within the system. Generally, both uplink and downlink
measurements are performed. Based on these meas-
urements, when a new link is to be created, a channel
frequency is assigned to the link based on some rule.
For example, in minimum interference ACA the system
builds a table of channels from the least interfered (high-

est quality) to the most interfered (lowest quality) chan-
nels as measured within each cell. The system then se-
lects a certain number of least interfered channel fre-

quencies from that list to allocate to communication in
that cell. Othercriteria, such as certain required frequen-

cy separation between the chanhels chosen and avoid-
ing certain combinations of channels whose frequencies
create intermodulation are also considered. As an ex-

ample of ACA, H. Eriksson, "Capacity improvement by
Adaptive Channel Allocation", IEEE Global Telecomm.
Conf., pp. 1355-1359, Nov. 28-Dec. 1, 1988, illustrates
the capacity gains associated with a cellular radio sys-
tem where all of the channels are a common resource

shared by all base stations. In the above-referenced re-

port, the mobile measures the signal quality of the down-
link, and channels are assigned on the basis of selecting
the channel with the highest carrier to interference ratio
(C/l level).

[001 1] Existing ACA algorithms which have been cre-
ated for non-OFDM cellular systems using one carrier
frequency for each link cannot be effectively used in a
cellular system using OFDM. One problem with the ex-
isting ACA techniques is that the number of subcarriers
in an OFDM system is large compared to the number of
carriers in the system that uses a single carrier for each
communications link. This requires an extensive meas-
urement effort that expands both time and system re-
sources to obtain the uplink and downlink measurement
results necessaryfor ACA. in addition, in order to trans-
fer the results of the large number of downlink measure-
ments made at a mobile station to the system for

processing, use of a large amount of signaling resourc-
es is necessary.

[O012} WO-95/10144 describes an OFDM based sys-
tem with one base station and several outstations. The

channel allocation algorithm is based on the finding that
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carrier waves may be attenuated to a varying degree
depending on the location wherefrom orwhereto signals
are transmitted. W0-95/10144 discloses an adaptive

channel allocation algorithm comprising the steps of: 1)
finding among unallocated carrier waves the one with
the lowest amplitude; 2) allocating the found carrier
wave to the user who has most to gain; 3) repeating 1)
and 2) until all users have been allocated as many car-
rier waves as are needed; 4) repeating 1) - 3) as often
as needed. Hence, W095/10144 aims at distributing re-

maining unallocated carrier waves during the allocation
algorithm.

[0013] US-5295138 deals with an adaptive channel
allocation algorithm (ACA) for frequency division multi-
plexing (FDM) for finding an optimal channel plan for a
satellite-based system. A number of random channel
configurations are tried out in a single channel optimi-
sation search. Once all of the random searches are per-

formed, the best of the local optimum frequency plans
is taken as the initial global optimum frequency plan.
Subsequently a dual—channe| search is used to fine-tune
the initial global optimisation search.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0014] it is a first object of the present invention to set
forth an efficient adaptive channel allocation method,
which minimizes the use of signalling resources.
[0015] This object has been accomplished by the
method defined in claim 1. Additional objects and ad-

vantages will appearfrom the following detailed descrip-
tion of preferred embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 illustrates a cellular telecommunications net-

work within which the present invention may be im-
plernented;
FIG. 2A illustrates the allocation of subcarriers in

accordance with the present invention in an orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexed system;
FlG. 3A is a block diagram of a system according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. SB and SC are block diagrams of a link trans-
mitter and link receiver, respectively, according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 4A and 4B are flow diagrams of process steps

according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion performed by a link receiver; and
HG. 5 is a flow diagram of process steps according
to an embodiment of the present invention per-
formed within a cellular telecommunications net-
work.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated afre-
quency division multiplexed (FDM) cellular telecommu-
nications system of the type to which the present inven-
tion generally pertains. In FIG. 1, an arbitrary geograph-
ic area may be divided into a plurality of contiguous radio
coverage areas, or cells C1-C10. While the system of
FIG. 1 is illustratively shown to include only 10 cells, it
should be clearly understood that in practice, the
number of cells will be much larger.

[0018] Associated with and located within each of the
cells C1-C10 is a base station designated as a corre-

sponding one of a plurality of base stations B1-B10.
Each of the base stations B1 -B1 0 includes atransmitter,

a receiver, and a base station controller as are well
known in the an. in FIG. 1 , the base stations B1 -B10 are

illustratively located at the center of each of the cells
C1-C10, respectively, and are equipped with omni-di-
rectional antennas. However, in other configurations of
the cellular radio system, the base stations B1 -B1 0 may
be located near the periphery, or otherwise away from
the center of the cells C1 -C10 and may illuminate the
cells C1-C10 with radio signals either omni-directionally
or directionally. Therefore, the representation of the cel-
lular radio system of FIG. 1 is for purposes of illustration
only and is not intended as a limitation on the possible
implementations of the cellular telecommunications
system within which the present invention is implement-
ed.

[0019] With continuing reference to FIG. 1, a plurality
of mobile stations M1 -M1 0 may be found within the cells
Ct-C10. Again, only 10 mobile stations are shown in
FlG. 1 but it should be understood that the actual

number of mobile stations will be much larger in practice

and will invariably greatly exceed the number of base
stations. Moreover, while none of the mobile stations

M1-M10 may be found in some of the cells C1-C10, the
presence or absence of the mobile stations M‘l—M10 in
any particular one of the cells C1 -C10 should be under-
stood to depend in practice on the individual desires of
the users of mobile stations M1-M10 who may roam
from one location in the cell to another or from one cell

to an adjacent cell or neighboring cell, and even from
one cellular radio system sewed by a particular MSC to
another such system.

[0020] Each of the mobile stations M1 -M10 is capable
of initiating or receiving a telephone cell through one or
more of the base stations B1 —B10 and a mobile station

switching center MSC. A mobile station switching center
MSG is connected by communication links, e.g., cables,
to each of the illustrative base stations B1-B10 and to

the fixed public switched telephone network PSTN, not
shown, or a similar fixed network which may include an
integrated system digital network (ISDN) facility. The rel-
evant connections between the mobile station switching
center MSC and the base stations B1-B1 O, or between

the mobile station switching center MSC and the PSTN
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or lSDN, are not completely shown in FlG. 1 but are well
known to those of ordinary skill in the art. Similarly, it is
also known to include more than one mobile station

switching center in a cellular radio system and to con-
nect each additional mobile station switching center to
a different group of base stations and to other mobile
station switching center via cable or radio links.

[0021] Each MSC may control in a system the admin-
istration of communication between each of the base
stations B1 -B10 and the mobile stations M1-M10 in
communication with it. As a mobile station roams about

the system, the mobile station registers its location with
the system through the base station that controls the ar-
ea in which the mobile station is located. When the mo-

bile station telecommunications system receives a call
addressed to a particular mobile station, a paging mes-
sage addressed to that mobile station is broadcast on
control channels of the base stations which control the
area in which the mobile station is believed to be locat-

ed. Upon receiving the paging message addressed to
it. the mobile station scans system access channels and
sends a page response to the base station from which
it received the strongest access channel signal. The
process is then initiated to create the call connection.
The MSC controls the paging of a mobile station be-
lieved to be in the geographic area served by its base
stations B1-B10 in response to the receipt of a call for
that mobile station, the assignment of radio channels to
a mobile station by a base station upon receipt of a page
response from the mobile station, as well as the handofl‘
communications with a mobile station from one base

station to another in response to the mobile station
travelingthrough the system, from cell to cell, while com-
munication is in progress.

[0022] Each of the cells C1-C10 is allocated a plurality
of FDM subcarrier frequencies and at least one cledicat-
ed control channel. The control channel is used to con-

trol or supervise the operation of mobile stations by
means of information transmitted to and received from

those units. Such information may include incoming call
signals, outgoing call signals, page signals, page re-
sponse signals, location registration signals and voice
and traffic subcarrier assignments.

[0023] The present invention involves implementation
of a method and system of adaptive channel allocation
(ACA) into an FDM cellular system as shown in FIG. ‘l.
in an exemplary embodiment of the invention, ACA is
implemented into an OFDM system operating with a to-
tal system bandwidth of 5MHz and a subcarrier spacing
of 5KHz. The total number of subcarriers available for

this system is approximately 5MHz/5KH2 = 1000. The
subcarriers are modulated onto a system RF carrier with
a frequency of 2GHz for transmission over the system
RF channel and the frequency spectra of the transmitted

signal is centered around the RF carrier. All subcarriers
are available for use in each cell but a subcarrier may
not be used simultaneously on more than one link in a
cell. Frequency division duplex (FDD) is used for sepa-
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ration of the uplink and downlink subcarriers frequen-

cies. The system includes a dedicated control channel
(DCCH) that is both an uplink and downlink channel for
transmitting control information for handovers, long term
channel allocation information, long term power control
information and measurement messages and measure-
ment results. The system also includes a physical con-
trol channel (PCCH) that is both an uplink and downlink
channelfortransmitting shortterm channel allocation in-
formation, short term power control intonnation, meas-

urement messages and measurement results.
[0024] in the ACA of the invention, for each up/down
link between a mobile station and base station, the sys-
tem chooses a subset of a number (M) of subcarriers

from a set of a number (N) of subcarriers. The set of N
subcarriers is the set of subcarriers available within the

system for each link, where N>M. The set of N subcar-
riers does not change during a communication, The set
of N subcarriers may include all subcarriers of the sys-
tem. Alternatively, the set oi N subcarriers may be a set
less in number than the total number of subcarriers

available but greater in number than the number of car-
riers in the subset of M subcarriers.

[0025] Referring now to FIG. 2 therein is illustrated the
allocation of subcarriers in accordance with the present
invention in an OFDM system. Base station 200 com-
municates with mobile station 202 over downlink 206

and uplink 208. Base station 200 also communicates
with mobile station 204 over downlink 210 and uplink
212. Transmissions on links 208,208,210 and 212 are

made over the system RF channel. Voice and data to
be transmitted on each link are modulated onto a

number (M) subcarriers. The M subcarriers are then
modulated onto the system RF carrier for transmission
over the system RF channel. Each link 206, 208, 210
and 21 2, within the cell uses a separate subset of M sub-
carriers. The subcarriers can only be used once within
a cell.

[0026] Referring now to FlG. 3A, therein is shown a
block diagram of a system according to the present in-
vention. The system consists of a link transmitter 300,
link receiver 330, ACA processing portion 360 and RF
channel 380. The receiver 330 and transmitter 300 of a

particular link are located at opposite ends of the link.
in the downlink the receiver 330 is located in the mobile
station and the transmitter 300 is located in the base

station. in the uplink the receiver 330 is located in the
base station and the transmitter 300 is located in the
mobile station. RF channel has a set of N available sub-
carriers. The link receiver 330 and link transmitter com-

municate over RF channel 380 using a subset of M of
the available subcarriers.

[0027] Referring now to FIGS. 3B and FlG. SC, there-
in are shown functional block diagrams of transmitter
800 and receiver 330, respectively, of FIG. 3A. The func-
tional features that are shown in He. SB and FIG. 3C
are common to both the base and mobile station receiv-
ers and transmitters.
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[0028] Transmitter 300 includes a serial to parallel
converter 302, mapping circuitry (MAP) 304, inverse
fast fourier transform (IFFT) circuitry 306, a frequency
multiplexer (Mux) 308, and modulator 310. In transmit-
ter operation, serial to parallel converter 302 converts a
serial digital data stream 312 into blocks of M symbols
314 where M is determined by the symbol size and data
rate of the system. The M symbols are then input to the
MAP circuitry 304, where each of the M symbols is
mapped onto a subcarrier input of the lFFT circuitry 306.
An inverse fast fourier transform (lFi-Tr) is then per-
formed on the blocks of data input to the IFFT circuitry
306. The signals 318 generated at the N outputs of the
lFi—"l' circuitry 306 are then multiplexed in MUX 308 to
create a signal 320 containing M multiplexed subcarri-
ers, each of which carries the data contained in one

symbol of the M symbols 314. The signal 320 is then
modulated onto the system RF carrier 324 at modulator
310 and transmitted as an OFDM signal over the system
RF channel 322.

[0029] Receiver 330 includes demodulator 332, fre-
quency demultiplexer (DEMUX) 334, fast fourier trans-
form (FFT) circuitry 336, de-mapping circuitry (DEMAP)
338, a parallel to serial converter 340, interference
measuring means 344, signal quality measurement
means 342 and processor 346. In receiver operation,
the system RF carrier is received on the system RF
channel 322 and then demodulated at demodu|ator332,

and demultiplexed at DEMUX 334 to obtain N samples
348 of the signal containing, the M multiplexed subcar-
riers. A fast fourier transform (FFT) is then performed
by FFT circuitry 336 with the N samples 348 a:5 inputs
to generate data signals 350 containing any modulating
data that was transmitted on each subcarrier. The N

subcarriers demodulated and subjected to the Fl-Tl’ are

determined by parameters input to DEMUX 334 and
FFT circuitry 336 from processor 346. interference
measurement means 344 measures the interference (l)

level on each of the data signals 350 recovered from
each of the N samples 348. The N received data signals
350 are then input to the de-mapping block 338 where
the M data signals 352 received on the M subcarrier fre-
quencies currently assigned to link communications are
de-mapped from the N data signals 350. The de—maping
is done according to parameters input to DEMAP block
338 from processor 346. The M de-mapped data signals
352 are then input to the parallel to serial converter 340
and converted into serial received data 354. Signal qual-

ity (C/I) is measured at the output of the de-mapping
block 338 for each of the M de—mapped data signals 352
received on the M subcarrier frequencies currently as-

signed to the link on which receiver 330 is receiving.
[0030] The adaptive channel allocation for each link
is implemented by ACA'processing portion 360 of FIG.
3A which operates on results of measurements per-
formed in the link receiver. in the embodiment shown,

processor 348 receives interference measurements
from interference measurement means 344 and signal
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quality measurement results from signal quality meas-
urement means 342. The processor 346 operates on the
measurement results to generate data for input to ACA
processing portion 360 of the system. The data gener-
ated by processor 346 will then be transferred to ACA
processing portion 360 over interface 362. in the em-
bodiment shown, ACA processing portion 360 is located
within the MSC. ACA processing portion 360 may be
alternatively located within the base stations of the sys-
tem. it is also conceivable the functions performed by
the ACA processing portion be distributed among the
mobile station, base station and MSC. Methods of con-

figuring memories to store the necessary data, and
methods of configuring microprocessors and software
to perform these types of functions are well known to
those skilled in the art.

[0031] When a mobile station functions as link receiv-
er, the processor 346 transfers the ACA data to the mo-
bile station transmitter for transmission to the system
over interface 362 which comprises the uplink on the
appropriate control channel. In a base station as link re-
ceiver, the processor 346 transfers the ACA data to the
MSC over interface 362 which comprises landline or
other connections. ACA processing portion 360 oper-
ates on the data andthen returns appropriate subcarrier

assignment commands to link receiver 330 over inter-
face 364 which comprises landline or other connections
when the base station is the link receiver, or the down

link on the appropriate control channel when the mobile
station is the link receiver. Processor 346 of link receiver

330 receives the commands and then generates the
correct input parameters for the receiver so that the cor-
rect subcarrlers forthe link are received. ACA process-

ing portion 360 also sends commands to MAP circuitry
304 associated with link transmitter 300 over interface

386. MAP circuitry 304 then maps the M symbols to the
appropriate outputs of MAP circuitry 304 so that the cor-
rect subset of M subcarriers is transmitted on.

[0032] The necessary data transfer between the mo-
bile stations, base stations and MSCS of the system may

be accomplished by known methods. In the described
embodiment the DCCH and PCCH channels may be
used on both the uplink and downiink to transfer meas-
urement results or subcarrier assignment messages be-
tween a mobile station and the system. The use of con-
trol channels to carry such information is known to those
skilled in the art.

[0033] Referring now to FIG. 4A, therein is shown a
flow diagram illustrating the steps performed by the link
receiver 330 during the ACA process, The steps per-
formed by a mobile station receiving on a downiink and
the steps performed by a base station receiving on an
uplink are essentially identical and FIG. 4A can be used
to describe the steps performed by the link receiver 330
in both cases. The differences between the process

steps performed in the mobile station and base station
involve step 428 of FIG. 4A. FlG. 4B is a flow diagram
that illustrates additional steps performed by the mobile
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station during step 428 of the ACA measurement proc-
ess. These extra steps will be described with reference
to FlG. 4B as the process of FIG. 4A is described.
[0034} The ACA process begins when it is necessary
for the system to create a communications link between
a mobile station base station pair on either the uplink or

the downlink. Referring again to FIG. 4A, at step 402 the
link receiver receives from the system a measurement

order message to measure interference (I) on each of a
group of N subcarriers available forthe link. The N sub-
carriers may be all subcarriers available within the sys-
tem or a smaller group of subcarriers chosen from all
subcarriers available within the system. Next, at step
404 the I measurements are performed. Then, from step
404 the process moves to step 406 where the I meas-
urement results are sent to the system. When a mobile
station is the link receiver, the I measurement results
are transmitted over the DCCH or PCCH channel to the
base station and then transferred to the MSC. When a
base station is the link receiver, the I measurement re-
sults are transferred to the MSC via the appropriate
overland means. After transmitting the l measurement

results the process moves to step 408 where the link
receiver waits for a responsefrom the system. The proc-
ess steps that take place when the link receiver is in the
wait state at step 408 will now be described with refer-
ence to FIG. 5.

[0035] Referring now to FIG. 5, therein are shown the
process steps performed within the ACA processing
portion of system during the ACA process. At step 502
the results of the I measurement performed on the N
subcarriers at the link receiver are received by the ACA

processor. Next, at step 504 the ACA processor deter-
mines the M least interfered unused subcarriers from
the results of the I measurements made on the N sub-

carriers. From step 504 the process then moves to step
506 where a subcarrier assignment message assigning
the subset of the least interfered M subcarriers to the
link is sent to both the link receiver and the link. trans-

mitter. The ACA processor now moves to step 508 and
waits forfurther input from the link receiver. The process
flow now returns to step 408 FIG. 4A. Alternative meth-
ods of determining the M subcarriers for the subcarrier
assignment message may be used in place of step 506.
For example, the subcarriers could be assigned on the
basis of how their use effects transmissions in neighbor-

ing cells. if one ofthe least interfered M subcarriers was
used in a neighbor cell, the subcarrier would not be
used. in this case the M subcarriers may not be the least
interfered M subcarriers.

[0036] Referring again to FIG. 4A, the link receiver
which has been in the wait state at 408 now moves to

step 410 and receives the channel assignment mes-
sage assigning the subset of M subcarriers to the link.
Next, the process moves to step 412 as the link receiver
begins receiving on the link using the assigned subset
of M subcarriers. From step 41 2 the process now moves
to step 414 and waits for further input. At step 416 an
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input is received. The link receiver may receive three
types of inputs while receiving using the assigned sub-
set of M subcarriers. At decision step 418 the link re-

ceiver detennines if a call end signal has been received.

If a call end signal has been received the process ends.
The call end signal may have been transmitted by the

system to the link receiver or initiated at the link receiver
itself. A call end signal indicates to the process that com-
munications on the link have terminated. If a call end

has not been received, the process moves to step 420
and the link receiver determines whether a measure-

ment timer message has been received. The measure-
ment timer is contained in the processor associated with
the link receiver. The measurement timer generates a

measurement message at periodic intervals informing
the link receiver to make measurements. Each meas-

urement timer signal defines a measurement interval. If
a measurement timer message has been received the
process moves to step 424. At step 424 the link receiver
measures l on the set of N subcarriers. The I measure-

ments may be averaged with the results of a certain
number of previous l measurements for each subcarrier
to obtain accuracy. The first time through step 424 the
measurements are averaged with the results obtained
in step 404. On subsequent passes through step 424
the measurement results are averaged with the last n

previous measurements, where n is a value allowing an
accurate following of a subcarriers interference level
within the system. From step 424 the process moves to
step 426 and the link receiver measures C/l on each of
the subset of M carriers. The C/I measurements are also

averaged with the last n previous C/I measurements.
Then, at step 428 the link receiver sends the I and C/I
measurement results to the ACA processing portion of

the system. Depending on whether the link receiver is
the base station or mobile station, step 428 may be per-
formed in differing ways. If the link receiver is a base
station the averaged measurement results may be sent

directly to the ACA processor. If the link receiver is a
mobile station in a downlink the substeps shown in FIG.

4B may be used to reduce signaling traffic as the results
are transmitted to the system over the uplink via the
base station.

[0037] Referring now to FIG. 4B, therein is shown a
flow diagram illustrating process substeps performed by
a mobile station performing step 428 of FIG. 4A. Sign-
aling traffic on the uplink is reduced by transmitting dif-
fering sets of measurement results to the system over
differing time intervals. Over long reporting intervals all
I measurement and C/l measurement results are trans-

mitted to the system. Over shorter reporting intervals a
reduced set of each of the I measurement and C/I meas-

urement results are transmitted. The long and short in~
tervals may be defined so that a long interval occurs
every nth short interval or every nth measurement peri-
od, where n is a number such as, for example, 25. At
step 428a the mobile station determines whether the
measurement period involves a short time interval for
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reporting measurement results. if it is determined that
the measurement period involves a short time interval
for reporting measurement results the process moves
to step 428b, where the mobile station transmits the C/
l measurements for the Y worst quality subcarriers of
the subset of M subcarriers, where Y<M, and the l meas-
urements for the Z least interfered of the N subcarriers

to the system, where Z<N. The values of Y and Z are
chosen to allow adequate information for effective ACA
while minimizing signaling traffic. Y may be set to 1 and
Z may be set to a number calculated to contain on av-
erage the 1 measurement results of at least one subcar-
rier not used within the same cell. The process then
moves to step 414 where the mobile station waits for
further input. However, if, at step 428a, it is determined
that the measurement period does not involve a short
time interval for reporting measurement results the proc-
ess moves to step 428C. At step 428c the mobile station
transmits the C/I measurements forthe whole subset of
M subcarriers and the l measurements for all N subcar-

riers to the system. The process then moves to step 414
where the mobile station waits for further input. The
process flow now moves to He. 5 as the ACA processor
receives the measurement results from the link receiver.

[0038] Referring again to FIG. 5, the ACA processor
which has been in the wait state at step 508, receives
an input from the link receiver at step 510. The ACA
processor may receive measurement results or a call
end signal at step 510. When an input is received the
process moves to step 512 where it is determined what
type of input was received. If a call end signal is received
the process ends. in this example the received message
is measurement results so the process moves to step
51 4. At step 514 the ACA processor determines the sub-
carrier of the subset of M used subcarriers with the low-

est C/I measurement value. Next, at step 518 it is de-
termined if the C/l of the lowest C/l measurement value

of the subset of M subcarriers is below the ACA C/I trig-
ger threshold. If, at step 516, it is determined that the
lowest C/l measurement value is not below the ACA Cl

l trigger threshold the process flow will return to step 508
where the ACA processor will wait for further input. If,
however, at step 516 it is determined that the lowest C/
I measurement value is below the ACA C/l trigger
threshold the process flow will instead move to step 518.
At step 518 the ACA processor determines whether an
unused subcarrier of the set of N subcarriers exists
which has an 1 measurement value less than the l meas-
urement value of the subcarrier of the subset of M with

the lowest C/I measurement value. if at step 518 it is
determined that no unused subcarrier exists with a lower

I measurement value, the process flow will return to step
508 where the ACA processor will wait for further input.
If, however, at step 518 an unused subcarrier exists with
a lower l measurement value, a more preferred subcar-
rier exists and, the process moves to step 520. At step
520 the ACA processor inserts the least interfered un-
used subcarrier into the subset of M subcarriers and re-
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moves the subcarrier of the subset of M with the lowest

C/I measurement value from the subset. To avoid hys-
terisis effects the change of subcarriers may be per-
formed after calculating a C/l for the least interfered un-
used subcarrier during step 518 and determining that
the calculated C/I is a minimum amount above the C/l
of the subcarrier to be removed. if the G/l for the least
interfered unused subcarrier is not a minimum amount
above the C/l of the subcarrier to be removed the un-

used suboarrier can be considered not acceptable as a
replacement. From step 520 the process moves to step
522 where the system sends a reconfigure subset mes-
sage to the link receiver instructing the link receiver to
reconfigure the subset of M subcarriers assigned to the
link to conform to the changes made by the processor.
Then the ACA processor moves to step 508 and waits
for further input from the link receiver. The procedure

given by steps 514-520 could alternately be performed
by determining a plurality of less interfered unused sub-
cariers and exchanging these with a plurality of used
subcarners having an interterence level below the C/I
threshold. The subset could also be reconfigured ac-
cording to other criteria. For example, the subset of M
could be reconfigured on the basis of the effect of using
the subset, in the cell of the link, on communications

occurring in neighbor cells. it some of the M subscarriers
used in the cell were also used in neighbor cells, these
could be replaced with subcarriers unused in the cell
and also not used in neighbor cells. Reconfiguration
could take place even if the used subcarriers were not
below a C/I threshold or even if the unused subcarrier

had an interference level greater than the replaced sub-
carriers.

[0039] The process continues as long as a call is on-
going and communications on the link continue. The link
receiver will next move from the wait state at step 408
upon receiving an input and the process steps shown in
FIGS. 4A, 4B and 5 will be repeated until the call ends
and a call end signal is received by the link transmitter,
link receiver and ACA processing portion of the system.
[0040] In an alternative embodiment of the invention,
a mobile station as link receiver transmits request mes-
sages requesting a certain subset of M subcarriers, or
requesting replacements for the M subcarriers, to be
used on the link. Signal measurement results need not
be transmitted from the mobile station to the system.
The system in turn transmits subset accepted or sub-
carrier accepted messages to the mobile station. The
downlink ACA processing mainly takes place in the
processor 346 of the receiver in the mobile station. in
this alternative embodiment steps 504, 514, 516, 518
and 520 shown in FJG. 5, which are performed by the
system in the first embodiment, would be performed by
processor 346 in the mobile station. The base station
ACA process flow for uplink measurements remains as
illustrated in FIGS. 4A, 4B and 5.
[0041] As can be seenfrom the above description, the
invention provides a method of adaptive channel allo-
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cation. Use of the invention will enhance the pertorm-

ance of OFDM systems. The adaptive channel alloca-
tion according to the invention minimizes the signalling
resources on the system uplinks while it maintains the
benefits of adaptive channel allocation. As a result, bet-
ter spectral efficiency, less dropped calls and better
quality communications for each link are accomplished.

Claims

1. A method of allocating subcarriers for communica-
tions on a link in a telecommunications system in
which communications from a link transmitter to a
link receiver are transmitted over a subset (M) of a

set (N) of a plurality of subcarriers available to a link,
said method comprising the steps of:

allocating a plurality of sub—carriers from said
set to provide said subset (M);
repeating the steps of
measuring a received signal (l, 424; C/l, 426)
on each subcarrler of at least said subset (N,
M);

transmitting a plurality of results (428) from said
link receiver to said system,

determining (514, 516, 518, 520) if at least one
unused subcarrler exists that is more preferred
for use on said link than a subcarrier of said
subset (N),

reconfiguring (422) said subset in response to
an affirmative determination (416, 420), where-
in

a first set of measurement results is transmitted
at first intervals (428c) and a second reduced
set of results (2, Y) is transmitted at second
shorter intervals (428b).

The method of claim 1 in which said step of meas-

uring comprises the steps of:

measuring the interference level (i) on each
subcarrler (N; 424).

The method of claim 1 wherein the step of measur-

ing comprises the steps of:

measuring the signal quality (C/l) on each sub-
carrier of said subset (M; 426).

The method otclaim 2 in which the second reduced

set of results (428b) comprises the interference (i)
measurement results for 2 least interfered subcar-
riers of the N set of subcarrlers (N), where Z is less
than N.

The method of claim 3 in which the second reduced
set of results (428b) comprises the signal quality (Cl
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i) measurement results for Y worst quality subcar-
riers of the subset of M subcarriers (M), where Y is
less than M.

6. The method of claim 1, in which said step of recon-

figuring (416/522) comprises the steps of:

determining (520) a subcarrier of said subset
with at lowest signal quality level (CH) (51 4); and
determining if an unused subcarrler (518) of
said subset exists that has an interference level

(l) lower than the interference level (i) of said
subcarrler of said subset with said lowest signal

quality levei (C/l).

7. The method of claim 6 in which said step of recon-

figuring (416/522) comprises the steps of.

removing (520) said subcarrier with said lowest
signal quality (C/l) from said subset in response
to an affirmative determination; and

inserting said unused subcarrier into said sub-
set.

Patentansprfiche

1. Vertahren zum Zuordnen von Untertrégem fur eine
Kommunikation aut einer Strecke in einem Tele-
kommunikationssystem, in dem Kommunikationen
von einem Streckensender an einen Streckenemp-

fanger fiber einen Untersatz (M) eines Satzes (N)
einer Vielzahl von Untertragem, die fur eine Strecke

verfiigbar sind, fibertragen werden, wobei das Ver-
fahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Zuordnen einer Vielzahl von Untertragern von
dem Satz, um den Untersatz (M) bereitzustel-
len;
Wiederholen der Schritte zum

Messen eines empfangenen Signals (l, 424; C/

l, 426) auf jedem Untertrager von wenigstens
dem Untersatz (N, M);

Ubertragen einer Vielzahl von Ergebnissen
(428) von dem Streckenernpfanger an das Sy-
stem,

Bestimmen (514, 516, 518, 520), ob wenig-
stens ein nicht verwendeter Untertréger exi-
stiert, der zur Verwendung auf der Strecke be-
vorzugter als ein Untertréger des Untersatzes
(N) ist,
Rekonfigurieren (422) des Untersatzes im An-
sprechen auf eine bestatigende Bestimmung
(416, 420), wobei

ein erster Satz von Messergebnissen bei

ersten lntervallen (4286) Iiibertragen wird und
ein zweiter verringerter Satz von Ergebnissen

(Z, Y) bei zweiten kijrzeren intervallen (428b)
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iibertragen wird.

Veriahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Schrin
zum Messen die lolgenden Schritte umfasst:

Messen des Stérungspegels (I) am‘ jedem Un-
tenréger (N; 424).

Veiiahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schrltt zum
Messen die folgenden Schritte umfassiz

Messen der Signalqualitéit (C/i) auf jedem Un-
tertrager des Untersatzes (M; 426).

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, bei dem der zweite ver-
ringene Satz von Ergebnissen (428b) die Sto-
rungs-(I)-Messergebnisse fur 2 am wenigsten ge-
storte Untertréiger des N Satzes von Untenragern
(N) umfasst, wobei Z kleiner als N ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, bei dem der zweite ver-
ringerte Satz von Ergebnissen (428b) die Signal-
qualitats-(C/I}Messergebisse fijr Y Untertrager mit
der schlechtesten Qualitat des Untersatzes der M

Untertréger (M) umfasst, wobei Y kleiner als M ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Schritt
zum Rekonfigurieren (416/522) die folgenden
Schritte umfasst:

Bestimrnen (520) eines Untertragers des Un-
tersatzes mit einem niedrigsten Signalquali-
tatspegel (C/I) (514); und

Bestimmen, ob ein nicht verwendeter Untertra—

ger (518) des Unlersatzes exisliert, der einen
Storungspegel (l) niedrlger als der Storungspe—
gel (l) des Untertragers cles Untersatzes mit
dem niedrigsten Signalqualitatspegel (C/I) auf-
weist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, bei dem der Schritt
zum Rekonfigurieren (416/522) die folgenden
Schritte umfasst:

Entfernen (520) des Untertragers mit der nied-
rigsten Signalqualitat (C/l) von dem Untersatz
im Ansprechen auf eine bestatigende Bestirn-
mung; und

Einfiigen des nicht verwendeten Untertragers
in den Untersatz.

Revendications

Procéde d‘allocation de sous-porteuses pour des
communications sur une liaison dans un systeme
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de télécommunication dans lequel cles communica-

tions depuis un émetteur de liaison jusqu‘a un re-
cepteur de liaison sont transmises sur un sous-jeu
(M) d'un jeu (N) d'une pluralité de sous-porleuses
disponibles pour une liaison, ledlt procédé compre-
nanl les étapes de:

allocation d‘une pluralité cle sous-porteuses pri-
ses parmi leditjeu afin de constituer ledit sous-
leU(Mx

répétition des étapes de:

mesure d‘un signal regu (L 424; C/l, 426)
sur cheque sous-porteuse d'au moins ledit
sous—jeu (N, M);

transmission d'une pluralité de résultats

(428) depuis ledit récepteur de liaison jus-
qu'audit systéme;

détermination (514, 516, 518, 520) de s'il
existe au moins une sous-poneuse inutili—
sée qui est davantage préférable pour une
utilisation sur ladite liaison qu'une sous-

porieuse dudit sous-jeu (N);

reconfiguration (422) dudlt sous-jeu en re-
ponse a une determination affirmative
(416,420)

dans lequel:

un premierjeu de résultats de mesure est trans-
mis selon cles premiers intervalles (428c) et un
second jeu réduit de résultats (Z, Y) est trans-
mis selon des seconds intervalles plus courts

(428b).

Procédé selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite

étape de mesure comprencl les étapes de:

mesure du niveau d'interférence (l) sur chaque

sous-porteuse (N; 424).

Procédé selon la revendication 1 , dans Iequel Peta-

pe de mesure comprencl les étapes de:

mesure de la qualité de signal (C/l) sur chaque
sous-porleuse dudit sous-jeu (M; 426).

Procédé selon la revenclication 2, clans lequel le se-

condjeu réduit de résultats (428b) comprend les ré-
sultats de mesure d'interTe'rence (I) pour Z sous-

porteuses les moins en interference du jeu de N
sous-porteuses (N), ou Z est inférieur ‘a N.

Procédé selon la revendicatlon 3, dans lequel le se-
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cond jeu réduii de résultats (428b) comprend les ré-
sultats de mesure de quallté de signal (C/I) pour Y
sous-porteuses de qualité la pire du sous-jeu de M
sous-porleuses (M), 023 Y est inférieur a M.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite

étape de reconfiguration (416/522) comprend les
élapes de:

déterminatlon (520) d‘une sous~por1euse dudii 10
sous—jeu présentanl un niveau de qualite‘ de si-
gnal le plus has (C/I) (514); et

détermination de s‘il existe une sous-porteuse

inutilisée (518) dudit sous—jeu qui présente un 15
nlveau cfinteriérence (l) qui est inférieur au ni-
veau d'inien‘érence (I) de Iadite sous~porteuse

dudlt sous-jeu présentant ledit niveau de qua—
lité de signal le plus bas (C/l). 20

7. Procédé selon Ia revendlcation 6, dans lequel ladite

étape de reconfiguration (416/522) comprend les
étapes de:

enlévement (520) de ladlte sous—porteuse pré- 25
sentam ladite qualité de signal la plus faible (C/
I) dudit sous—jeu en réponse a une détermina—
{ion affirmative; et

insertion de ladlle sous—porteuse lnutillsée 30
clans ledit sous-jeu.
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(Translation)
Issuance Date: September 27, 2006
Submission Due Date: November 27, 2006

THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE
NOTICE OF GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

Applicant : ADAPTIX, INC.

Agency : Koreana Patent Firm

Application No. : Korean Patent Application No. 2003-7007961

Title of Invention: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER-CLUSTER
CONFIGURATION AND SELECTIVE LOADING

This application shall be rejected on the following grounds pursuant to Article 63 of the
Korean Patent Law. If you have any objection, please submit an Argument or Amendment to the
KIPO by November 27, 2006. (The term can be extended by one month each, however, a
separate Acknowledgement of Extension of Time will not be issued.)

GROUNDS FOR REJECTION

be patented pursuant to Article 29(2) of the Korean Patent Law.

[below]

The present invention relates to OFDMA with adaptive subcarrier—cluster configuration and
selective loading on multi—cell, multi-subscriber wireless systems using orthogonal frequency
division multiplex (OFDM).

However, a part of the claims of the present invention is a similar technology to Korean Patent
Laid—Open No. 1999-28244 (April 15, 1999; hereinafter “cited invention 1”), U.S. Patent No.
5,479,447 (December 26, 1995; hereinafter “cited invention 2”), EP0869647 (October 7, 1998;
hereinafter “cited invention 3”) and EPO929202 (July 14, 1999; hereinafter “cited invention 4”)
described below. Please see below for a detailed comparison:

A. Configuration

(1) Claims 1-7, 12, 14-15, 17-20 and 23-24

Claim l of the present invention is a configuration relating to a method for subcairier selection
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for an OFDM system comprising: a subscriber measuring channel and interference information
for a plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received from a base station; the subscriber
selecting a set of candidate subcarriers; the subscriber providing feedback infonnation on the set
of candidate suncairiers to the base station; and the subscriber receiving an indication of
subcairiers of the set of subcarriers selected by the base station for use by the subscriber.
Claims 2-7, 12, 14-15, 17-20 and 23-24 are dependent claims directly/indirectly citing Claim l
and relate to configurations that add or limit the configuration of Claim l.

However, said claims can easily be invented by a skilled person in the an from a combination of
technologies in the cited inventions l and 2: where the fonner relates to a configuration wherein;
a mobile station regularly measures the signal quality level(C/I) of sub—can'iers within a subset of
M subcarriers and the interference level(I) of useful N subcaniers, transmits request messages to
the system requesting replacements for candidate subcarriers to be used on the link, detennines
candidate replacement subcarriers for the link based on C/I and I measurement, transmits request
messages to the system requesting allocation for candidate subcarriers to be used on the link, and
reconfigures a subset of M subcarriers to include candidate subcarriers upon receiving subscriber
permission messages; and the latter relates to a configuration measuring channel information for
SUl)CaITl€1'S based on received signals and allocating subcarriers based on this.

Said claims and the cited inventions l & 2 have the same technical characteristic in their
configuration that relates to a method of transmitting request messages to the system requesting
replacements for candidate subcarriers to be used on the link, selecting candidate subcarrier set
based on C/I and I measurement to provide feedback information on candidate subcarrier set to
the base station, and then allocating subcairiers in OFDM system receiving indication of
subcarriers ofa subcarrier set selected by the base station.

(2) Claims 29-37, 43-49 and5_2

Said claims ofthe present invention relates to an apparatus comprising; a plurality of subscribers
in a first cell to generate feedback information indicating clusters of subcarriers desired for use
by the plurality of subscribers, and a first base station in the first cell; to measure channel and
interference infonnation for the plurality of subcarriers based on pilot symbols received, to select
a set of candidate subcan'iers, and to provide feedback information on the set of candidate
subcarriers to the base station and to receive an indication of subcarriers.

However, said invention can easily be invented by a skilled person in the art from a combination
of technologies in the cited inventions l and 2, as described above, that relates to a method of
transmitting request messages to the system requesting replacements for candidate subcarriers to
be used on the link, selecting candidate subcarrier set based on (3/1 and I measurement to provide
feedback information on candidate subcarrier set to the base station, and then allocating
subcarriers in OFDM system receiving indication of subcarriers of a subcarrier set selected by
the base station.

(3) Claims 58-61

Claims 58-59 relate to a configuration comprising: before and after the base station allocating a
first portion ofthe subcarriers to a cell subcarrier to establish a data link between the base station
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and the subscriber, allocating a second portion of the subcairiers to the subscriber. Claims 60-
61 relate to a base station comprising: means for allocating a first portion of the subcan'iers to
establish a data link between the base station and the subscriber; and means for allocating a

second portion of the subcairiers to the subscriber to increase communication bandwidth.

However, said claims can easily invented by a skilled person in the art from a similar technology
of the cited invention 3 comprising a method for adaptively allocating subcarriers to allocate the
data link and subscribers between the base station and subscribers, and the base station.

(4) Claim 62

Said claim relates to an apparatus comprising: a plurality of subscribers in a cell; and a base
station to allocate OFDMA subcaniers in clusters to the plurality of subscribers based on inter-

cell interference avoidance and intra-cell traffic load balancing.

However, said claim can easily be invented by a skilled person in the art from a configuration in
the cited inventionl, as described above, that relates to the base station allocating OFDMA

subcarrier in clusters to the plurality of subscribers. Also, said claim can easily be invented by
a skilled person in the art from an apparatus in the cited invention 4 that relates to the base
station allocating OFDMA subcairiers in cluster to the plurality of subscribers.

B. Aim and Effect

The present invention aims to effectively allocate subcarriers by adaptively locate subcarriers in
OFDM system. And the cited inventions with similar technical background can also achieve
the same aim and effect with the similar configuration.

C. Conclusion

Thus, Claims 1-7, 12, 14-15, 17-20, 23-24, 29-37, 43-49, 52, 58-61 and 62 of the present

invention can easily be invented by a skilled person in the art from similarity in technology,
configuration, aim and effect with the cited inventions l, 2, 3 and 4.

*For your reference, it is necessary to confirm if “during selection” and “one subscriber” recited
in Claim 39 are a simple clerical en'or of“at least one subscriber” recited in other claims.

[Attachment]

Attached 1 A copy of Korean Patent Laid-Open No. 1999-28244 (April 15, 1999)
Attached 2 A copy of U.S. Patent No. 5,479,447

Attached 3 A copy of EPO869647

Attached 4 A copy of EPO929202
Dated September 27, 2006

Information and Communications Examination Bureau

of Korean Intellectual Property Office

Examiner(s)—in-charge Hwan-clieol Yu
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Docket No.:

68144/PO14C1/10503148

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

In re Patent Application of:

Xiaodong Li et al.

Application No.: 1 1/199,5 86 Confirmation No.: 1 128

Filed: August 8, 2005 Art Unit: 2683

For: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER- Examiner: M. N. Zewdu
CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND

SELECTIVE LOADING

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT {IDS}

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.97, Applicant(s) hereby make of record the following

additional documents. A PTO Form SB/08 and a full copy of each of the documents required

under 37 CFR l.98(a)(2) accompany this statement.

Applicant(s) have become aware of the following documents, cited in a Korean Office

Action issued September 27, 2006, during the prosecution of Korean Patent Application No.

KR 2003-7007961 , which corresponds to the above referenced application, and in accordance

with 37 CFR 1.97(c) and (e)(1) or (b)(3), hereby submit(s) these documents for the

Examiner’s consideration. These documents are cited on the enclosed PTO Form SB/08, and

a copy of Korean Office Action with the English Language translation and of each document

required under 37 CFR 1.98(a)(2) cited thereon are enclosed as well.

This statement is not to be interpreted as a representation that the cited documents are

material, that an exhaustive search has been conducted, or that no other relevant information

exists. Nor shall the citation of any document herein be construed per se as a representation

25729625. I
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Application No.: 11/199,586 Docket No.: 68144/P0 14C 1/] 0503 148

that such document is prior art. Moreover, Applicant(s) understand(s) the Examiner will

make an independent evaluation of the cited documents.

This Information Disclosure Statement is filed more than three months after the 13.8.

filing date, OR more than three months after the date of entry of the national stage of a PCT

application, AND after the mailing date of the first Office Action on the merits, Whichever

occurs first, but before the mailing date of a Final Office Action or Notice of Allowance (37

CFR 1.97(c)).

I hereby certify, pursuant to 37 CFR 1.97(e)(l), that each item of information

contained in this Information Disclosure Statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months

prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement.

Applicant believes no fee is due With this response. However, if a fee is due, the

Director is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency in the fees filed, asserted to be filed or

which should have been filed herewith (or with any paper hereafter filed in this application

by this firm) to our Deposit Account No. 06-2380, under Order No.

68144/P0l4C1/10503148.

Dated: December 22, 2006 Respectfully submitted,

By inn Vi):
R. Ross Viguet

Registration No.: 42,203
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI L.L.P.

2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2800

Dallas, Texas 75201-2784

(214) 855-8185

(214) 855-8200 (Fax)

Attorney for Applicant

257295251 2
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PTO/SB/08A (10-01 )
Approved for use ihrough 10/31/2002.0MB 0651-0031

U 3. Patent and Trademark Offioe: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it corrlains a valid OMB control number.

531 44/PO14C1/105031 48

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Pages, Columns, Lines,

Public‘-ation Daie Name of Patentee or Applicant Where Relevart
of Cited Document PassagesorRel van:

 
 
 
 

 
  

  

 
Substitute for form 1449AlPTO

INFORMATION DiSCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(use as many sheets as necessary)

 
 

 
 
  

 
  

  
 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Fowl" Patent Dccumem Publication Date Name sf Patentee or Where Relevart

Country C-ode3—Nun1bei"—Kind codawariaiou-ni M'V"DD‘WW Applicant Of Cited °°°Ume'“ Passagm °’“"8” 1*‘Figures Appear

KR 1999-28244 I EP 088237781_ 04-15-1999 Telefonaktiebolaet LM —fi

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered. whelher or not citation is ‘in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered. include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant

‘Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ’See attached Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.us§o.g9v or MPEP 901.04. °
Enter Ofiioe that issued the document. by the lwo<letter code (WIPO Standard 5113). ‘ For Japanese patent documents. the indication ofthe year of the reign of
the Emperor must precede the application number of the patent document. ‘Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under
WIPO Standard ST. 15 if possible. “Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.

Examiner Cite . . . . . .

‘nmag No‘: item (book, magazine. journal, senal. symposium. cataiog, etc), date. page(s), volume-issue number(s).ublisher, cit and/or counl where ublished.

2006.-Office Action issued for Korean Patent Application No. 2003-7007961, dated September 27, I

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
  

NON PATENT UTERATURE DOCUMENTS
include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), litle of the

  
 

 

‘EXAMINER: initial if reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered. include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant.

‘Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ‘Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.

Si nature Considered
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO. Box I450

Alexandria, Virginia 223134450www.usplo.gov

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE ‘ FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. “I

II/199,586 O8/08/2005 Xiaodong Li 68144/POI4Cl/10503148 H28

DALLAS OFFICE OF FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI LLP.

2200 Ross AVENUE V ZEWDU, MELESS NMN

SUITE 2800 E N MBERDALLAS, TX 75201-2784  26I7

3 MONTHS 02/23/2007 . . PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire 6 MONTHS
from the mailing date of this communication.

PITOL-90A (Rev. 10/06)
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  4 Applicant(s) Page 3
LI ET AL.11/199,586

 Office Action Summary Examine,\
 

 Meless N. Zewdu

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for'Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTI-I(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3). in no event. however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. .

~ It NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

 

   

1)lXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 22 November 2006.

2a)® This action is FINAL. 2b)l:] This action is non-final.

3)[] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IZ] Claim(s) 1-4 7 8-12-20 23 26 27 29-33 36 37 43-50 55 56 and 58-62 is/are pending in the application.
 

 

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)D Claim(s) __ is/are allowed.

6)IZ Claim(s) 1-4 7 8 12-20 23 26 27 29-33 36 37 43-50 55 56 and 58-62 is/are rejected. -

7)I:l Claim(s) ______ is/are objected to. . ,

8)E] Claim(s) ______ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)[:] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10):} The drawing(s) filed on _? is/are: a)I:] accepted or b)l:] objected to by the Examiner.

‘ Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

-Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11):] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)[] All b)[:] Some * c)D None of: I

TD Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.[] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in'Application No. _______

3.[:] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 1‘/.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) E] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO—413)
2) CI Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) ' P399’ N°(S)/M3" 03Ie- _-
3) E Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) D N°II°e °f '”f°”“aI Pate” APPII°aII°"

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 12/22/06. 6) C] Other: .
US. Patent and Traderrerk Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20070212
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is in response to the communicationfiled on 11/22/06.

2. Claims 5-6, 9-11, 21-22, 24-25, 28, 34-35, 38-42, 50-51, 53-54 and 57.are

cancelled in this amendment.

I 3; Claims 1-4, 7-8, 12-15, 17-20, 22, 26-27, 29-33, 36-37. 43-49, 52, 55-56 and 58- .

62 are pending in this action.

4. Thisactioh is final.

C/aim Objections

Claim 59 is objected to because of the followinginformalitiesz A the claim is mad

dependant upon canceled claim 57. Appropriate correction is required.

Double Patenting

The nonstatutory dou_ble patenting rejection is based on a judicially created
doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the
unjustified or improper tlmewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent
and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory
obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims
are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct
from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated
by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140
F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 '
USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.
1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422
F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163
USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969). 1

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(0) or 1.321(d)
may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory
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double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to
be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of
activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a
terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b). ‘

Claims 1-62 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting over

claims 1-119 of U. S. Patent No. 6,904,283 B2 since the claims, if allowed, would

improperly extend the "right to exclude" already granted in the patent.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming

common subject matter, as follows: the difference between the claims in the instant

application and the claims in the patent is that the claims in the instant application are

more broader than the claims in the patent.

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of

the application which matured into a patent. See In re Schnel/er, 397 F.2d 350, 158

USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968). See also MPEP § 804.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this titIe,_if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be -negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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Claims 1, 1'2, 14, 17-18, 30, 43 and 46-47 are rejected. under 35 U..S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ritter (DE 19800953 C1) in view of Larsson et al. (Larsson)

(us 5,956,642).

As perclaim 1: Ritter discloses a method for sub-carrier selection fora system

employing orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OPDMA) (see abstract),

comprising:

the subscriber selecting a set of candidate sub—carriers reads on ‘953 (see

abstract). Each mobile station, determining the quality of a preferred segment, suitable

for its own connection, is same as selecting a set of desirable sub—carriers.

the subscriber providing feedback information on the_set of candidate sub-

carriers to the base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract). _

the subscriber receiving an indication of sub—carriers of the set of sub-carriers selected

by the base station for use by thesubscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract). Since a

segment includes a plurality of sub-carriers, it can be considered as a set of sub-

carriers. Furthermore, Ritter discloses that a mobile measures channel/segment quality

based on received data symbols transmitted by a base station. “But, Ritter does not

explicitly teach about a subscriber measuring channel and interference information for a

plurality of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in the same field of

endeavor, Larsson teaches that a mobile can measure a signal quality level (C/I) of the

channels within the subset of M channels, and the interference level (I) of all the N

available channels (see col. 5, lines 6-21). Therefore, it would have been obvious for

one of ordinary skill in the art at the "time the invention was made to modify the teaching
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of Ritter with that of Larsson for the advantage of enabling Ritter’s communication

system to allocate resources adaptively (see col. 16-19). Note: when the‘ references are

combined as shown above, the measurement or the parameters in question will be

based on pilot symbols/data received from a base station.

As per claim 30: the features of claim 30 are similar to the features of claim 1, except

claim 30 is directed to an apparatus intended to perform the steps of method claim 1.

Hence, since themethod steps of claim 1 are taught and the apparatus of claim 30 is

required to perform the steps of claim 1,. claim 30 has been rejected on the same ,

ground and motivation as claim 1. A

As per claim 12: Ritter teaches a method, wherein the pilot symbols occupy an entire

OFDM frequency bandwidth reads on ‘953 (see abstract). In the prior, the pilot symbols

occupy the entire OFDM frequencybandwidth.

As per claim 14: Larsson teaches a method, further comprising a base station

selecting sub-carriers from a set of candidatesub—carriers (see._co|. 7, lines 43-54).

When the references are combined, the selection would be based on information
availableto the base station, as a feedback from the mobile station, as provided in -

Ritter. Furthermore, the recited, additional information reads on Ritter’s channel quality

of measurement on different channels/segments.

As per claim 17: Ritter teaches a method wherein the indication of sub-carriers is

received via a downlink control channel reads on ‘953 (see abstract).
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As per claim 18: Ritter teaches a method wherein the plurality of sub-carriers

comprises all sub-carriers allocable by a base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract), In

the_prior, the pilot symbols occupy the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

As per claim 43: the feature of claim 43 is similar to the feature of claim 14. Hence,

claim 43 is rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 14.

As per claim 46: Ritter teaches an apparatus wherein the indication of sub-carriers is

received via a downlink control channel between the base station and the at least one

subscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract).

As per claim 47: Ritter teaches an apparatus wherein the plurality of sub-carriers

comprises all sub-carriers allocable by a base station reads on ‘953 (see abstract). In

the prior, the pilot symbols occupy the entire OFDM frequency bandwidth.

Claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31-33 and 37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to the claims above, and further in view of Wong

(US 6,330,463 B1).

As per claim 2: Ritter teaches a method, further comprising:

the subscriber continuously monitoring reception of the pilot symbols known to

the base station reads on ‘Q53 (see abstract). The subscriber/s must continuously

monitor for the pilot symbolstransmitted by a base station in order to acquire a

communication channel. But, Ritter does -not explicitly teach about a subscriber

measuring signa|—plus-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) of each cluster of sub-carriers,

as claimed by applicant. However, in the same fieldof endeavor, Wong teaches that a

subscriber station/mobile station is capable of measuring
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signal-plus-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) (see col. 8, lines 11-26). Therefore, it

would have beenobvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of Wong for the advantage enabling

. Ritter’s base station determine the highest acceptable traffic data rate for a particular

mobile station.

As per claim 3: Wong teaches a method, further comprising the subscriber measuring

inter-cell interference, wherein the subscriber selects candidate sub-carriers based on A

the inter-cell interference (see col. 8, lines 11-26). in Ritter, the mobile station selects

suitable segment/sub-carrier. When the references are combined as shown in the

rejection of claim 2, the selection will be based on the inter-cell interference as

measured by the mobile station/subscriber, according to the teaching of Wong.

As per claim 4: Wong teaches a method further comprising the base station selecting

sub-carriers for the subscriber based on inter-cell interference avoidance (see col. 8,

lines 11-26).

As per claim 8: Wong teaches a. method further comprising the subscriber using

information from pilot symbol periods and data‘ periods to measure channel and

interference information (see col. 8, lines 11-26). in Ritter, the subscriber receives pilot

symbols which it can use to measure channel and interference, as taught by Wong.

As per claim 13: Wong teaches a method wherein at least one other pilot symbol from

a different cell transmitted at the same time as the pilot symbols received from thegbase

station collide with each other (see col. 8, lines 11-26). The combined prior art teaches

measuring interference based on information extracted (in Ritter) from pilot symbols
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transmitted by a base station. interference, in the context of the prior art, is measured

so as to avoid, by being aware of it, communication loss if it occurs to the extent of.

undesired degree. it is obvious that if two pilot symbols from neighboring cells sites are

allowed to collide, they will. But, what will be the benefit? Hence, colliding two signals,

as claimed, does not carry patentable weight.

As per claim 31: Ritter teaches an apparatus wherein each of the plurality of

subscribers continuously monitors reception of the pilot symbolsknown to the base
station (see abstract). The subscriber/s must continuously monitor for the pilot symbols

transmitted by a base station in order to acquire a communication channel. But, Ritter

does not explicitly teach about a subscriber measuring signal-plus-interference-to—noise

ratio (SINR) of each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant; However, in a

related field of endeavor, Wong teaches that a subscriber station/mobile station is

capable of measuring signal-plus-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) (see col.’8, lines 11-

26). Since the features of claim 31 are similar to the featuresof claim 2, claim 31 is
rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 2. I

As per claim 32: Wong teaches an apparatus wherein each of the plurality of

subscribers measures inter-cell interference, wherein the at least one subscriber selects

candidate sub-carriers based on the inter-cell interference (see col. 8, lines 11-26). In 4

Ritter, the mobile station selects suitable segment/sub-carrier. When the references are

combined as shown in the rejection of claims 2 and 31, the selection will be. based on

the inter-cell interference as measured by the mobile station/subscriber, according to

the teaching of Wong.
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As ‘per claim 33:,Wong teaches an apparatus defined in Claim 32 wherein the base

station selects sub-carriers for the one subscriber based on inter-cell interference 3

avoidance (see col. 8, lines 11-26).

As per claim 37: Wong teaches an apparatus defined in Claim 30 wherein the at least

one subscriber uses information from pilot symbol periods and data periods to measure

channel and interference information reads on ‘46O (see col. 8, lines 11-26). in Ritter,

the subscriber receives pilot symbols which can used to measure channel and

interference, as taught by Wong. '

Claims 15, 16, 44 and 45 are rejected under 35 U.S.‘C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over thereferences applied to the claims above, and further in view of 2

Westroos et al. (Westroos) (US 6,327,472).

As per claim 15: but, the above mentioned references do not explicitly teach about a

base station having additional information that comprises traffic load information on

each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in the same field of

endeavor, Westroos teaches about the use of a load monitoring device that collects and

holds traffic information on neighboring cells (see col. 2, line 44-col. 3, line 10; col.5,

lines 19-65). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made tofurther modify the above references. with the

teaching of Westroos for the advantageof making load dependent channel allocation. A

Note: ‘although Westroos’ traffic load information collector/holder isuresiding in the MSC,

it is by choice of design. it could have been‘ placed in, for example, the BSC or B8, as

well.
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As per claim 16:Westroos teaches a method wherein the traffic load information is

provided by a data buffer in the base station (see col. 5, lines 45-65). Also, see the

explanation above. 4

As per claim 44: but, the above mentioned references do not explicitly teach about a

base station having additional information that comprises traffic load information on

each cluster of sub-carriers, as claimedby applicant. However, in a related field of

endeavor, Westroos teaches about the use of load monitoring device that collects and

holds traffic information on neighboring cells (see col. 2, line 44-col. 3, line 10; col.5,

lines 19-65). Motivation is same as provided in the rejection of claim 15 above.

As per claim 45: Westroos teaches an apparatus wherein the traffic load, information is

' provided by a data buffer in the base station (see col. 5, lines 45-65). Also, see the

explanation above.

Claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49 and 52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(3)‘ as being

unpatentable over Ritter as applied to claim 1 above, and ‘further inview of Bodinet al.
(Bodin) (US 5,507,034).

As per claim 19: Ritter discloses about a subscriber sending feedback information to a

base stationin an OFDMA communication system using segmented spectrum

channels, which is same as sub-carriers (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly

teach about arbitrarily ordering the setof candidates of sub—carriers as cluster of sub-

carriers, as claimed by applicant. However, in a related fieldof endeavor, Bodin teaches

that frequencies can be sequentially ordered and assigned priorities (see col. 3, lines

44-64). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the
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time the invention was made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of cBodin for

the advantage of selecting a bandwidth/channel for a pending communication.

As per claim 20: Bodin teaches a method wherein arbitrarily order candidate ‘clusters

comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being listed first

(see col. 3, lines 44-64).

As per claim 23: Bodin teaches a method wherein providing feedback information

comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters (see col. 3, lines 44-64).

As per claim 48:. Ritter discloses about a subscriber/subscribers sending feedback

information to a base station in an OFDMA communication system using segmented

spectrum channels, which is same as sub-carriers (see abstract). But, Ritter does not

explicitly teach about arbitrarily ordering the set of candidates of sub-carriers as cluster

of sub-carriers, as claimed by applicant However, in a related field of endeavor, Bodin

teaches that frequencies can be sequentially ordered and assigned priorities (see col. 3,

lines 44-64). Motivation is same as provided inthe rejection of claim 19 above. ’

As per claim 49: Bodin teaches an apparatus wherein arbitrarily order. candidate

clusters comprise clusters in an order with most desirable candidate clusters being
listed first reads on ‘034 {see col. 3, lines 44-64). c

As per claim 52: Bodin teaches an apparatus wherein providing feedback information

comprises sequentially ordering candidate clusters reads on’ ‘O34 (see col. 3,‘ lines 44-

64).

Claims 29 and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ritter in view of Feuerstein et al. (Feuerstein) (US 6,141,565).
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As per claim 29: Ritter discloses an apparatus (see abstract), comprising:

a plurality of subscribers in a first cell to-generate feedback information indicating

.clusters of sub-carriers desired for use by the plurality of subscribers reads on ‘953 (see

abstract). The mobile station of the prior art is in a cell. Furthermore, since, there is not

a second cell mentioned,.the prior art cell can be considered as a first cell.

a first base station in the first cell, the first base station performing sub-carrier

allocation for OFDMA to allocate OFDMA sub-carriers in clusters to the plurality of

subscribers reads on ‘953 (see abstract). Segments of the frequency spectrum in the

prior art are sub-carriers/clusters. Since there is no mention of a second base station, ‘a

first base station’ is read as a base station; hence, a base station in a cell.

But Ritter does not explicitly teach about inter-cell interference avoidance and

intra—cell traffic load balancing,as claimed by applicant. However, in a related field of
endeavor, Feuerstein teaches about network optimization based on measured local

interference and/or local traffic load conditions (see col. 2, lines 27-37). Therefore, it

would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was_

made to modify Ritter’s reference with the teaching of Feuerstein’s for the advantage of

optimizing network parameters based on dynamic communication and network

conditions such as traffic load and balancing conditions and/or changing interference

conditions (see col. 1, lines 20-26). 2

As per claim 62: the features of claim 62 are similar to the features of claim 29. Hence,

claim 62 is rejected on the same ground and motivation as claim 29.
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Claims 26, 36 and 55 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the references applied to claims 1 and 30 above and further in view

of Frodigh. 2

As per claim 7: But, the references applied to claims 1 and 30 do not explicitly teach

about a subscriber unit submitting a new feedback information after being allocated the

set of subscriber units to be allocated a new set of sub—carriers and thereafter the

subscriber unit receiving another indication of the new set of sub-carriers, as claimed by

applicant. However, in the same field of endeavor, Fordigh teaches a method/technique

of dynamically allocating subcarriers to a subscriber based on periodically measured .

and reported signal quality (C/I) (see col. 4, lines 32-67). Therefore, it would have been

obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to further

_ modify the above references with the teaching of Frodigh for the advantage of providing

an allocation of sub-carriers to each link of an OFDM system that lessens co—channel

interference between cells of. the system (see col. 4, lines 27-31).

As per claim 26: the features of claim 26 are similar to the features of claim 7. in that

allocating a first portion and a second portion in claim 26 is similar to the ‘old’ and the

‘new’ set of sub-carriers in claim 7.

As per claim 27: Frodigh teaches a method wherein the base station allocates the

second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to establish a

data link between the base station and said each subscriber (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation includes/considers the needs of subscribers operating under the
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adaptively allocating base station. Motivation is same as provided in the rejection of

claim 7.

As per claim 36: Frodigh teaches an apparatus wherein the subscriber submits new

feedback information after being allocated the set of subscribers to receive a new set of

sub-carriers and thereafter receives another indication of the new set of sub-carriers

(see col. 4, lines 32-49). ‘When the references are combined as shown above,

bandwidth will be allocated adaptive|y—which can include allocating a first anda

second portion as-needed. Motivation is same as providedin the rejection of claim 7.

As per claim 55: the modified Ritter’s reference, as applied to claims 1 and 30 above,

teaches an apparatus wherein the base station allocates the sub-carriers to establish a

data link between the base station and the subscriber.(see Ritter, abstract). But, the

Ritter’s reference does not explicitly teach about a base station allocating a second

portion, after a first portion has been allocated, of the sub-carriers to the subscriber to‘

increase communication bandwidth However, in a related field of endeavor, Frodigh

teaches that in an OFDMA system sub-carriers can be selected and adaptively

allocated based on set allocation criteria (see col. 4, lines 32-49). The motivation is

same as provided in the rejection of claim '7. 1

As per claim 56: Fordigh teaches an apparatus wherein the base station allocates the

second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to establish a

data link between the base station and said each subscriber (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

Adaptive allocation can allow the base station to perform this feature priority.
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Claims 58, 60 and 61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ritter in view of Frodigh et al. (Frodigh) (US 5,726,978). For examination purpose,

claim 58 is considered first.

As per claim 58: Ritter discloses a method comprising:

the base station allocating sub-carriers to establish a data link between the base

station and the subscriber reads on ‘953 (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly

teach about a base station allocating a first portion of the sub—carriers and allocating a

second portion of the sub—carriers to the subscriber to increase communication

bandwidth, as claimed by applicant. However, in the same fie|d’ofende_avor, Frodigh

advantageously teaches about a method of adaptively allocatingiselected sub—carriers

to subscribers (seecol. 4, lines 32-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Ritter’s reference

with the teaching of Frodigh for the advantage of lessening co-channel interference

between cells of the system (see col. 4, lines 25-31). Note: adaptive allocation of sub-

carriers can increase or decrease a communication ‘bandwidth.

As per claim 59: Frodigh teaches an method wherein the base station allocates the

second portion after allocating _each subscriber in the cell sub-carriers to establish a

data link between the base station and said each subscriber (see col. 4, lines 32-49).

- Adaptive allocation can allow the base station to perform this feature priority. .

As per claim 60: Ritter disclosesa base station (see abstract), comprising:

means forallocating sub—carriers to establish a data link between the base I

station and the subscriber (see abstract). But, Ritter does not explicitly teach about a
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means for allocating a first portion and a second portion of the sub-carriers to a

subscriber to increase communication bandwidth, as claimed by applicant. However, in

a related field of endeavor, Frodigh teaches that in an OFDMA system subcarriers can

be selected and adaptively allocated based on set allocation criteria (see col. 4, lines

32-49). Therefore, it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify the teaching of Ritter with that of F rodigh for the

advantage of lessening co-channel interference between cells of the system (see col. 4,

lines 25-31). Note: adaptive allocation of sub—carriers can increase or decrease a

communication bandwidth.

As per claim 61: Frodigh teaches an apparatus defined in Claim 60 wherein the base

station allocates the second portion after allocating each subscriber in the cell

sub—carriers to establish a data link between the base station and said each

subscriber (see col. 4, lines 32-49). When the references are combined as shown

above, bandwidth will be allocated adaptively.

Allowable Subject Matter

For the record, claims 5, 6, 9-11, 21, 22, 24, 25, 34, 35, 38-42, 50, 51, 53 and 54

were previously indicated as allowable have been cancelled in the current amendment.
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Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 11/22/06 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. Arguments and responses are provided in the following paragraphs.

Argument l: with regard to a non-statutory double patenting rejection issue, in view of

.6,904,283 B2, applicant arguesthat examiner’s assertion that the pending claims are

broader than the issued patent claims does not show distinctness and thus, is not

determinative.

Response I: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. In that when examiner

asserts that the difference between the claims in the pending application and the claims

in the patent is that the claims in the pending application are broader than the claims in

the patent is to mean there is no distinctness between the two. To that effect one could

see claim 1 in the pending application in view of the patent claims 1 (sub—carrier

selection and feedback), claim9 (feedback information comprising SINR), as an I

instance. Hence, this line of argument isinot persuasive for the examiner to withdraw

the double patenting rejection as requested by applicant.

Argument II: with regard to independent claims 1 and 30, applicant asserts ‘there is not

suggestion in either reference of a subscriber unit measuring channel information based _

on pilot symbols received from a base station.

Response ll: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. In that Ritter, in an

OFDMA transmission method that involves transmission of data symbols, states that the
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quality of different ‘segments (subcarriers) of the frequency spectrum is measured

through each mobile station (see abstract). Hence, the argument is not persuasive.

Argument Ill: with regard to claims12, applicant asserts that neither Ritter neither or

Larsson teach or suggest pilot symbols occupying an OFDM frequency bandwidth, as

‘set forth in the claim. A

Response lll: examiner respectfullyldisagrees with the argument. Ritter, as shown in

the abstract, provides an OFDMA multi-carrier transmission method, wherein it is self

evident that the multi-carrier frequencies occupy the entire OFDM spectrum.

Furthermore, it is also self evident from that fact that each mobile station determines the
quality of different segments/subcarriers, that the base station transmits‘ pilot symbols

which enables the mobile/s to determine channel/subcarrier quality. Hence, the

argument is based on a mere absence of identical word/_s and thus, found not to be '

persuasive. A H

Argument IV: with regard to claims 17 and 46, applicant asserts “applicant points out

that Ritter does not mention how an indication of subcarriers is received from the base

station. There is not mention at all as to the channel (i.e., control, data, etc.) used in

Ritter’s abstract.”

Response IV: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. In that a careful

observation shows that the phrase, ‘data symbols’, which ‘assigns respectively several

sub-carriers’, indicates ‘data’ and ‘control’. Hence, the argument is not persuasive.

Argument V: with regard to claims 18 and 47, applicant asserts that ‘Ritter is wholly

silent as to "all subcarriers allocable by a base station,” as set forth in the claims.
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Response V: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. The term OFDMA in

itself is an evidence that the sub—carriers are allocable for multiple access use and the -

allocator is a base station.

Argument VI: with regard to claim 2, applicant asserts that Ritter doe not mention that I

the mobilestations send ‘indication to the mobile station, as set forth in the claim.

Response Vl: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. In that Ritter states

that information indicative of channel quality is sent by a mobile station to the base

station (see abstract). Hence, the argument is not persuasive. ‘

Argument Vll: with regard to claim 3, applicant argues by saying Ritter and Wong are

silent as to sending an indication of a group of clusters selected by the base station for

use by the subscriber, as set forth in the claim.

‘Response Vll: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. in that, in Ritter the it

is mentioned that “at least one preferred segment, suitable for its own connection, is

determined through each mobile station, and a corresponding information/indicator is

transmitted.to the base station.” Furthermore, the base station having received this
information/indication assigns (which is a function of selection) a segment (sub-carrier)

for the respective connection to each mobile station. This feature invalidates the .

argument forwarded by applicant regarding claims 4 and 33. Hence, the argument

regarding claims .3, 4 and 33 is not found to be persuasive.

Argument Vlll: with regard to claims 15, 16, 44 and 45 (particularly with regard to claim

16), applicant asserts that, in the proposed combination of references used, Westroos
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does not describe what mechanism is used to make the traffic assignment, or even if

the assignment is necessarily made at the base station.

Response Vlll; examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. In that, Westroos

teaches about assigning traffic channel based on stored parameter (mechanism)cell

parameter information (traffic load) and the assignment is provided by the network

which is defined by Westroos as a mobile switching center or a base station controller,

which must include a ‘base stationin order to provide access. Hence, the argument is

not persuasive.

Argument VIX: with regard to claims 29 and 62, applicant argues by saying Feuerstein

does not contemplate evaluating load balancing within each cell. As such, Feuerstein

doe not teach or suggest performing subcarrier allocation based on intra-cell traffic

balancing, as set forth in the claim.

Response VIX: examiner respectfully disagrees with,the argument. in that, Feuerstein

teaches about dynamically optimizing a network based on network condition such as

traffic load and balancing conditions and/or changing interference conditions (see col. 1,
lines.20-25) including measuring local interference and/or local traffic load conditions '

"(see col. 2, lines 27-36). Hence, the argument has not basis.

Argument X: with regard to claim 58, applicant argues by saying, Frodigh falls short of

disclosing allocating a second portion of subcarriers to increase a communication

bandwidth.

Response X: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. in that, Frodigh

teaches a_ dynamic subcarrier channel allocation that includes allocating a plurality of
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subcarrier (see for instance, claims 1 and 11). Note: a plurality of sub—carriers include

more than one sub-carrier which canhbe considered as additional sub-carrier. Hence,

the argument is not found to be persuasive.

Argument XI: with regard to claims 7, 26, 36 and 55, applicant argues, “according to

examlner’s own rationale, Larsson is required to satisfy every limitation of claims 1 and

30.”

Response Xl: As can be seen from the written Office Action, claims 1 and 30 are

rejected using Ritter in view of Larsson. On the other hand, examiner agrees with

applicant that claims 7, 26, 36 and 55 should have been grouped separately from claims

58, 60 and 61, as implicitly suggested by applicant. Thus, examiner has regrouped

claims 7, 26, 36 and 55., as shown in the body of the rejection of the claims, and

thereby, applicant’s argument and conclusion based on the assertion, “therefore,

according to examiner's own rationale, the ejection of claims 7, 26, 36 and 55 is

insufficient under 35 U.S C. § 103” has been treated properly.

Argument Xll: with regard to claims 7 and 36, applicant argues by saying the applied

references do not teach “the subscriber unit submitting a new feedback information after
being allocated the set of subscriber units to be allocated the new subcarriers.”

Response XII: examiner respectfully disagrees with the argument. ln that Frodigh’s

adaptive channel (subcarrier) allocation requires adaptive subcarrier measurement and

reporting by the mobile unit at different intervals (see col. 11_, lines 17-53). Hence,

examiner did not find this argument persuasive.
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Argument XIII: with regard to claims 26 and 55, applicant argues by saying the

references do not teach “the base station allocating a second portion of the subcarriers

to the subscriber unit to increase communications bandwidth.”

Response XIII: examiner notes that this argument is same as presented regarding

claim 58 and hence applicant is respectfully referred to argument X and the

corresponding response X.

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

‘policy as set forth in 37 CFR l;136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of V

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Meless N. Zewdu whose telephone number is (571)

27257873. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30 am to 5:00 pm..
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if attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Appiah Charles can be reached on (571)272-7904. The fax phone number

for the organization where this applicationor proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application.may be obtained from the

Patent Application information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAlR or Public PAlR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAlR system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have guestions on access to the Private PAlR system, contact the Electronic
I

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Any inquiry of a general nature relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (571) 272-

2600.

Meless zewdu .  I¢u/
Examiner

18 February 2007.
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PTOISBJ33 (07-05)
DOC Code: AP.PRE.REQ Approved for use through xxfxxlzoox. OMB 0651-Oflxx

U.$. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act M1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disia s a valid OMB control number.

Docket Number (Optional)

68‘i44fP014C’ll10503148

Application Number Fiied

1'1/’l99,586—Conf. August 8, 2005
#1128

First Named Inventor

Xiaodong Li et al.

PRE-APPEAL BRIEF REQUEST FOR REVIEW

Examiner

M. N. Zewdu

Applicant requests review of the final rejection in the above—identifie-cl application. No amendments are being filed
with this request.

This request is being filed with a notice of appeal.

The review is requested for the reason(s) stated on the attached document.
Note: No more than five (5) pages may be provided.

I am the

applicant finventor. ., \,/
Signature

D assignee of record of the entire interest.See 3? CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 373(1))

is enciosed. (Form PTO/SB/96) ......... .. T R5 R08? \t/ieiuefype or pnne name

attorney or agent of record.
Registration number 42.203

(214) 855-8185

E attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. Telephone number
Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34. r‘3}i_pl”i] 23, 2007

Date

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representativeis) are required.
Submit muttipie forms if more than one signature is required. see below’.

El *Total of 1 forms are submitted.

Pre-Appeat Brief Request for Review
I hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper referred to as being attached or enclosed) is being transmitted via the Office electronic filing
system in accordance with § 1.8(a)(4).

QD\«9~"f—';Dated: April 23, 2007 Signature: (Carol A. Martin)
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Docket No.: 68144/P014Cl./10503148

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:

Xiaodong Li et 3.1.

Application No.: 1 1/ 199,5 86 Confirmation No.: 1 128

Filed: August 8, 2005 Art Unit: 2617

For: OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBCARRIER- Examiner: M. N. Zewdu

CLUSTER CONFIGURATION AND

SELECTIVE LOADING

APPELLANT’S ARGUMENTS FOR

PRE—APPEAL BRIEF RE UEST FOR REVIEW

Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Appellant hereby requests that a panel of Examiners formally review the legal and

factual basis of the rejections of record prior to the filing of an Appeal Brief. This Request is

filed concurrently with a Notice of Appeal.
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REMARKS

1. Issues

- Is the Double Parenting rejection of record proper’?

o Are the 35 U.S.C. § 103 rejections of record proper?

II. Double Patenting Rejection

In the Final Action, the Examiner bases the non statutory double patenting rejection

upon the notion that “the difference between the claims in the instant application and the

claims in [U.S. Patent No. 6,904,283] is that the claims in the instant application are more

broader than the claims in the [issued] paten .” See Final Action, pgs. 3 & 17. Appellant

submits that the idea that the pending claims may be broader than the issued claims (which

form the basis of the rejection) is not, by itself, appropriate rationale for a double patenting

rejection. Non statutory double patenting requires rejection of an application claim “when

the claimed subject matter is not patentably distinct from the subjeet matter claim in the

commonly owned patent.” See M.P.E.P. 804(B)(1). In the case at hand, the Examiner’s

assertion that the pending claims are broader than the issued claims is not determinative as to

whether or not the pending claims are patentably distinct in View of the issued claims.

Appellant respectfully notes that the Exarniner’s statement is immaterial with respect to

double patenting. As the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure correctly explains,

“[d]ornination and double patenting should not be confused . . . . Domination by itself, i.e., in

the absence of statutory or nonstatutory double patenting grounds, cannot support a double

patenting rejection.” In re Kaplan, 789 F.2d 1574, 1577-78 (Fed. Cir. 1986), cited in

M.P.E.P. § 804(II). As such, the Examiner has not provided a sufficient double patenting

rejection. Therefore, Appellant requests reversal of the rejection of record.

III. Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

In the Office Action mailed February 23, 2007 (hereinafter the “Final Action”), the

Examiner rejected claims 1, 12, 14, 17-18, 30, 43, and 46-47 under 35 U.S.C. §lO3(a) as

being unpatentable over German Patent DE 198 009 53 to Ritter (hereinafter “Ritter”) in View

257642741 2
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of U.S. Patent 5,956,642 to Larsson et al. (hereinafter “Larsson”). The Examiner rejected

claims 2-4, 8, 13, 31~33, and 37 under 35 U,S.C. §l03(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter as

applied to the claims above, and further in View of U.S. Patent 6,330,460 to Wong

(hereinafter “Wong”). The Examiner rejected claims 15, 16, 44, and 45 under 35 U.S.C.

§l 03 (a) as being unpatentable over the references applied to tl1e claims above, and further in

view of U.S. Patent 6,327,472 to Westroos (hereinafter “Westroos”). The Examiner rejected

claims 19, 20, 23, 48, 49, and 52 under 35 U.S.C. §lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter

as applied to Claim 1 above, and further in View of U.S. Patent 5,507,034 to Bodin et al.

(hereinafter “Bodin”). The Examiner rejected claims 29 and 62 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ritter in View of U.S. Patent 6,141,565 to Feuerstein et al.

(hereinafter “Feuerstein”). The Examiner rejected claims 7, 26, 36, 55, 58, 60, and 61 under

35 U.S.C. §l03(a) as being unpatentable over Ritter in View of U.S. Patent 5,726,978 to

Frodigh et al. (hereinafter “Frodigh”).

Independent claim 1 recites “measuring channel and interference information for a

plurality of subearriers based on pilot symbols received from a base station.” Independent

claim 30 recites a similar limitation. In the Final Action, the Examiner seems to

acknowledge that neither Ritter or Larsson teach or suggest these limitations. Instead, the

Examiner simply notes “when the references are combined as shown above, the measurement

or the parameters in question will be based on pilot symbols/data received from a base

station.” See Final Action, pg. 5. The Examiner further implies that the claim limitations are

satisfied because Ritter measures frequency spectrum segments “through each mobile

station.” Id. at pg. 18. As an initial matter, Appellant submits that the Examiner’s mere

conclusion, apparently drawn without support from the references, does not serve as an

appropriate basis for a 35 U.S.C. §103 rejection. Appellant notes that M.P.E.P. § 2143

requires that the prior art cited must teach or suggest all the claim limitations. (emphasis

added)

Nevertheless, Appellant points out there is no suggestion in either reference of a

subscriber unit measuring channel information based on pilot symbols received from a base

station. For instance, Ritter generally describes OFDM communication between a base

station and subscriber. However, Ritter does not mention a subscriber unit measuring

anything based on pilot symbols received from a base station, much less interference

25764274.! 3
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information for a plurality of subcarriers, as set forth in the claims. Also, Larsson is silent as

to pilot channels at all, much less those received from a base station. As shown, the

Examiner’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim limitation. Therefore,

Appellant requests reversal of the rejection of record.

Independent claims 29 and 62 recite performing subcarrier allocation based on intra-

cell traffic load balancing. In the Final Action, the Examiner acknowledges that Ritter does

not teach or suggest this claim limitation. Instead, the Examiner points to Feuerstein, at col. 2

lines 2’/‘~37 and col. 1 lines 20-25, as satisfying this limitation. See Final Action , pgs. l2 &

20. However, at the Examiner’s citations, Feuersteinp describes changing network parameters

according to “local interference and/or local traffic conditions” in order to optimize the

network parameters. See Feuerstein at col. 2 lines 32-33. In discussing “local interference,”

Feuerstein contemplates traffic density distribution, etc. between cells. Id. at col. 2 lines

50-52. For example, according to Feucrstein, a mobile unit may request handoff based on the

relative traffic loads between two cells. Id. at col. 6 lines 51-57. However, Appellant notes

that merely evaluating relative traffic loads between two cells is not the same as allocating

subcarriers based on traffic load balancing within a cell. Feuerstein does not contemplate

evaluating load balancing within each cell. As such, Feuerstein does not teach or suggest

performing subcarrier allocation based on intra-cell traffic load balancing, as set forth in the

claim.

Independent claim 58 recites “the base station allocating a second portion of said

plurality of subcarriers to the subscriber unit to increase communication bandwidth.”

Independent claim 60 recites a similar limitation. In the Final Action, the Examiner

acknowledges that Ritter does not teach or suggest this limitation. See Final Action, pg. 15.

Instead, the Examiner relies upon Frodigh, at col. 4 lines 32-49 and claims 1 and ll, as

satisfying this limitation. Id at pgs. 15 and 20. Generally, Frodigh “selectively chooses” a

group of subcarriers to be adaptively allocated to avoid requiring that all OFDM subcarriers

be adaptively allocated. See Frodigh at col. 4 lines 44-49. According to Frodigh, choosing a

single group of subcarriers, as opposed to all available subcarriers, minimizes the use of

system resources. Id. As such, Frodigh merely describes minimizing the use of resources by

adaptively allocating only a single portion of (as opposed to all) subcarriers. However,

Frodigh does not suggest allocating a second portion of subcarriers at all, much less to

2576-4274. 1 4
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increase communication bandwidth. Generally, Frodigh concentrates on minimizing system

resources, but does not allocate subcarriers in a particular manner to increase communication

bandwidth. Frodigh is silent as to how merely selecting a single portion of available

subcarriers will be used to affect communication between a base station and subscriber, and

fails to discuss allocating a second poition ofsubcarriers. As such, Frodigh falls short of

disclosing allocating a second portion of subcarriers to increase communication bandwidth.

As shown, the Examincr’s proposed combination fails to teach or suggest every claim

limitation. Therefore, Appellant requests reversal of the rejection of record.

III. Conclusion

Appellant respectfully traverses the rejections of record and requests reconsideration

and reversal of such in View of the remarks contained herein. The fees required under 37

C.F.R. § 41 .20(b)(2) are dealt with in the accompanying transmittal. If any additional fee is

due, please charge Deposit Account No. 06—2380, under Order No. 68144/P0l4C1/10503148

from which the undersigned is authorized to draw.

Dated: April 23, 2007 Respectfully submitted,

By Q {la 1, V 1’ I:
R. Ross Viguet

Registration No.: 42,203
This document is being electronically transmittted FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI L_]'_,_P,

to the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. 2200 ROSS Avenue Suite 2800

Date of Transmission: April 23, 2007 Dallas Texas 752514784

Signature: @4_.g;_(jQ,’luwt;;V (214) 855-8185
Carol A. Martin Attorney for Appellant
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NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE EXAMINER TO Docket Number (Optional)
THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES 58144/po14(;1,r1o5o3-148

in re Application of

Xiaodong Li et al.
  
 

  
Application Number Filed

'11/‘l 99,586—Conf. #1128 August 8, 2005
For OFDMA WITH ADAPTIVE SUBC/5\RRlER—CLUSTER

CONFIGURATION AND SELECTIVE LOADING

Art Unit Examiner

2617 NI. N. Zewdu

Applicant hereby appeals to the Board of Patent Appeals and interferences from the last decision of the examiner.

  
  

   

  
   3 500.00

 
The fee for this Notice ofAppeal is (37 CFR 41.20(b){’l))

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee shown
above is reduced by half, and the resulting fee is: $ 250.00

D A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

El Payment by credit card.
The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.
I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.

  
  
  The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment to

Deposit Account No, 05-2380 . I have enclosed a duplicate Copy of this sheet.

E] A petition for an extension of time under 37 CFR ’l.’l36(a) (PTO/SB/22} is enclosed.  
 

I am the

[:1 applicant /inventor.
assignee of record of the entire interest.
See 37 CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b)
is enclosed. (Form PTOISB/96)

attorney or agent of record.

Q A. ,, -
1 léigiétfire

R. Ross Vi uet

Typed or printed name
   

  
  

Registration number 42,203 (214) 8556185
B attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. Telephone number

Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34. T______ APTI I 23. 2007 _ __‘,__M[__»_Date
  

   NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required.
Submit multiple forms ifmore than one signature is required, see below*. 

[:1 "Total of y 1 forms are submitted.

Notice of Appeal
l hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper reiorrccl to as being attached or enclosed) is being transmitted via the Office electronic filing
system in accordance with § 1 .6(a)(4)_ __

Dated: April 23, 2007 Signature: I ,_/_ (Carol A Martin)
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